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PREFACE 
TENNYSON crystallised in a line of verse the popular conception of 
China and China's history prevalent in Victorian England and no 
doubt in other European countries: 

Better fifty years of Europe than a cycle of Cathay. 

The hero of Locksley Hall was pictured as a young man intoxicated 
with all the new inventions of science, the triumphs of the machine, 
which were to lead mankind into a new and glorious era. Con
trasted with this Western vision of the nineteenth century, alive 
with energy and hope, was China, vast and remote, a symbol of 
stagnation. At that time, it is true, China was stagnating. Despising 
tjle 'barbarians' ofthe West living on_ h~ast, she hugged her ..l!.. 
chosen isolation. "She believed that the Clii.nese'}i<;.e._wa,s~~J!Perior to F 
all other races, and wished to nave nothing to do with them~ 

But no country can afiOratolivein complete isolation; and China 
had a great contribution with which to enrich the world, if she would 
but join 'the comity of nations.' Her most splendid eras in the past, 
like the Han and the T'ang periods, had been those when she freely 
and eagerly welcomed into her great cities people from other lands; 
not only merchants and their merchandise, but ideals, and notably 
the Buddhist religion. Marco Polo, the first European to bring to 
the West a knowledge of Chinese civilisation, particularly noticed 
the Chinese courtesy to foreigners. There~was -no- talk then of 
'foreign devils.' 

In the mid-nineteenth century the Western nations saw China's 
contribution to the world solely in terms of her natural riches and 
commerce. It exasperated them that so magnificent a market 
should be closed to their enterprise; and as China maintained her 
policy of disdainful exclusiveness, they resorted to force and guile. 
Huge but helpless, China resisted in vain. It is a sorry page in the 
world's history. To the Chinese their own attitude seemed so reason
able; they only asked to be let alone. It was well for China that 
she should transform her attitude, so that the China of to-day might 
be made possible. But that does not excuse the ugly greed of the 
Western Powers. 

What a change has come over our conception of China during the 
present century! Chinese art, Chinese literature, all the wonderful 
fabric of Chinese civilisation, have been, in part at least, revealed to 
us. Europeans who have lived in China and come to know the 
people have always regarded them individually w~th respect and 
affection; and these feelings are coming to permeate our public 
more and more as our knowledge increases. Here is a civilisation 
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which has endured far longer than any other in history. And far 
from being, as Tennyson imagined, stagnant and unchanging, it has 
in one period after another endured upheavals, wars, calamities, 
misrule, corruption and conquest. With a marvellous elasticity it 
has survived them all, and at the present hour discloses hitherto 
undreamed-of powers within itself. Pacific China has become heroic 
China. The invading hosts of Japan have united her as she never 
was united before. 

I commend this book to the English reader. There are many 
books about China written by Europeans. Here is one written by a 
Chinese, in admirably lucid English. It tells the story of Chinese 
civilisation from remote and half-legendary times, its splendours 
and miseries, and in fuller detail the story of the recent years, 
crowded with events which are ·so near to us in time that they are 
apt to be confused in our memories or forgotten under the pressure 
of the momentous upheavals in Europe. 

I am glad Mr. Tsui Chi, in the course of his narrative, has given 
us also a brief but clear account of those wild, turbulent, wandering 
peoples of Central Asia who, one after another, threatened China 
with their irruptions, but who even when successful always ended 
by succumbing to the civilisation they came to conquer. 

We are apt to associate that civilisation too exclusively with 
Confucius. But while Confucius represents the eminently practical 
and reasonable side of the Chinese character, there is another sidr.; 
represented by Lao-tzu and his foilowers, which reacted against 
Confucian formality and infused a kind of romanticism, a revolt 
from courts and ceremonies, a passion for spiritual freedom. 
Buddhism came to complete the triple strand of the Chinese tradi
tion and way of life. At the core of this civilisation is a great love of 
nature, whether expressed in the peasant's intimate trust in the 
'good earth,' and his immemorial labour in the fields, or in the 
Taoist sage's flight from office to the woods and streams, or the 
Buddhist monk's choice of some lovely mountain-site for his 
monastery. It is from such a source that the great landscape art of 
China has sprung. This sensibility to beauty in nature and in every
day things is what gives a special character to Chinese civilisation. 
It is a very precious gift, all too rare in Europe. I think the author 
of this book might perhaps have stressed a little more the great 
importance given to resthetic considerations in Chinese life and in 
Chinese history. But this is something no doubt that, as a true 
Chinese, he took for granted, though it is remarkable to us. 

LAURENCE BINYON. 
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CHAPTER 

GENESIS AND DELUGE 

IN the beginning of the world, says the Chinese legend, there was 
a great chaos. The sky and the earth were like the white and the 
yolk of an egg. Primal Man, P'an-ku, was born, and he gave form 
to the earth and sky. The sky he made from bright and -clear 
elements, the earth from dark, impure ones. P'an-ku transfigured 
himself nine times a day. The sky became ten feet higher each day, 
the earth ten feet thicker, and P'an-ku ten feet tall~r. By the end 
of his life, which lasted eighteen thousand years, the sky was very 
high, the earth very thick, ,and P'an-ku very tall. _ 

• When P'an-ku wept, his streaming tears made the Y el_low and 
Yangtze rivers; he breathed and the wind blew; he spoke and 
thunder roared; he looked round and lightning glanced from his 
eyes. The weather would be" fine when P'an-ku was in a good tem
per; dull and cloudy when he was cross. When he died his remains 
fell apart and formed the Five Sacred Mountains of China. His 
head became T'ai Mountain in the East; his body Sung Mountain ' 
in the centre; his right arm· Heng Mountain in the North and his 
left Heng Mountain in the South; his two feet Hua Mountain in 
the West. His two eyes were transformed into sun and moon, his 
fat melted into. streams and seas, and his hairs took root and 
covered the earth with plants. 

Like the Egyptians, Babylonians, Greeks, and other ancient 
civilisations, the Chinesenave ""their StOcK: oNegends wh""i.Cliaj'e 
supposed _ to _ explain the topography of the country-how the 
~ns, plams, and nvers appeared as well as how the jungles 
came to be cleared, wild beasts destroyed, the land made habitable, 
and civilised usages taught. Handed down originally by· oral 
tradition, many local myths were collected by the great Chinese 
thinker and teacher Confucius in the first half of the fifth century 

' B.c., and are preserved in his books. Others were recorded by some 
post-Confucian writers, two or three hundred years B.c.· Among 
the country people, cut off by their_ circumstances from scientific 
though~, and especially among the remnants of ancient tribes, these 
stories are still. credited, and their heroes worshipped. The Miao 

" tribe, for instance, which now iphabits the mountains of Kuangsi, 
is said to have splendid cave buildings where P'an-ku's image is 
kept and worshipped, as well as images of the 'Three Sovereigns.' 

These three.::.Lord of Heaven, Lord of Earth, and Lord of Man
were, according to the popular myth, supposed to succeed P'an-ku 
as rulers of the earth. . The Lord of Heaven had twelve heads and 
ruled for eighteen thousand' years in the K'un-lun mountains of 
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North-west China. These mountains were supposed to be the pillars 
that upheld the heavens. The Lord of Earth also had twelve heads 
and ruled for another eighteen thousand years in the Dragon Gate 
Mountains (probably Honan province). Both had the body of a 
serpent and the feet of a beast. The Lord of Man had only nine 
heads, and he ruled for forty-five thousand, six hundred years in a 
land called 'Hsing Ma' (modern Ssuch'uan). 

The reign of the Lord of Man forms the first of 'Ten Epochs,' a 
period of time mentioned by Ssu-ma Chen, a Chinese historian 
of the ninth century, quoting a lost book of very ancient sources, 
but about which very little is recorded except the rulers' names. 
In the fourth epoch there lived a ruler who tamed the fabulous 
'flying deer'; in the fifth, one who tamed the 'flying unicorn'; 
another in the sixth who tamed six dragons. This clearly refers 
to a time when the inhabitants of China were trying to protect 
themselves from wild animals, probably of species now extinct. 
In the seventh epoch a ruler taught the people to cover them- · 
selves with animal skins, and a certain 'Lord Big Nest' taught 
them to build homes in the branches of trees. The philosopher 
Mencius (372-289 B.c.) writes of a time when 'the waters ... 
inundated the Middle Kingdom. Snakes and dragons occupied 
it. . . . In the low grounds, the people made nests for them
selves.' This evidently refers to a period of serious floods, when 
the valley dwellers took to the trees to save themselves from 
drowning. 

In the ninth epoch we hear of three rulers around whom many 
popular traditions have grown up-T'ai Hao, 'Lord Supreme 
Radiance' (often referred to as Fu Hsi), Queen Nu Wo, and Shen 
Nung, 'Lord Divine Peasant.' Lord Supreme Radiance had a 
human head and the body of a serpent. He invented and taught 
his people the use of nets for catching fish. He is said to have been 
the first to establish a marriage ceremonial: two deer-skins were to 
be presented by the man to his sweetheart as a sign of betrothal
a symbolic rite that seems to have been observed at a much later 
period, as it is found in authentic records. 

It is said that one evening as Lord Supreme Radiance sat in 
thought, and looked first at the starlit sky· and after at the earth 
imprinted with the tracks of animals, he was inspired to design some 
written forms which should represent the primal features of the 
world-heaven, earth, fire, water, wind, thunder, marsh, and 
mountain. These are called the 'Eight Trigrams,' and were 
later used as symbols in divination.1 Some even say they were the 
actual origin of Chinese writing. 

The Queen Nu Wo, who succeeded Lord Supreme Radiance, was 
no beautiful goddess; like him, she had a human head on a serpent's 
body. During her reign there were furious quarrels between various 

1 The 'Eight Trigrams' are recorded by Confucius in his 'Book of Changes' as 
follows: - - _ - - - -



petty rulers, and one of them, by name Kung Kung, having been 
defeated by a rival, is said to have struck his head in mad rage 
against the 'Peak of No-circumference.' The shock was so great 
that the pillars supporting the sky crumbled, and the chains from 
which the earth was suspended shivered to pieces. Sun, moon, and 
stars poured down into the North-west, where the sky became low; 
rivers, seas, and oceans rushed down to the South-east, where the 
earth sank. A great conflagration burst out. Flood raged. Wild 
beasts and terrible l:>irds made men their prey. The Queen was 
filled with grief. 

In her smelting furnace she cast a five-coloured stone, with which 
she .mend.ed the cracked sky. She cut off the four feet of an animal 
called Ao, and placed one at each of the four corners of the universe 
to stabilise it. A black dragon was executed. The ashes of the burnt 
grass she scattered into the floods and dried them up. Thus the sky 
"Yas made complete for ever, the water ebbed, and wild animals 
were driven away. Peace returned like spring to the earth. 

This myth must have grown up to explain in a supernatural way 
the topography of China, where West and North-west are mountain
ous, while the South-east is low with a network of rivers running 
towards the sea. The tradition of the grass ashes may have some 
connection with the quantities of sand, mud, and silt which are 
brought down to the lower reaches of the Yellow River. 

Lord Divine Peasant, the third of these legendary figures, had a 
human body and the head of an ox. He is said to have been the 
first to teach people how to till the soil and use the plough. This 
tradition, together with the Lord's peculiar physiognomy, point to 
a remote period when agriculture was developed. Market-places 
were set up under his rule, whither the produce of the fields was 
brought for sale. He is also said to have discovered herb medicines: 
with his own stomach for a laboratory, he tested all kinds of herbs 
and was poisoned seventy times in a day. • 

The tenth epoch begins with the story of the Yellow Emperor, 
who conquered the des~endants of Lord Divine Peasant. Both he 
and his Empress are famous figures in Chinese legend, -for to their 
work and ingenuity are credited many of the elements of civilised 
socieW. The Emperor is even called the 'Grandfather of the Chinese 
Race.' 

According to tradition, the Emperor had to fight a formidable . 
rival from the South, by name of Chih-yu, soon after his accession. 
Chih-yu is' said to have been armed with bronze weapons, which 
doubtless gave rise to a strange tradition that this warrior had a 
bronze skull and iron forehead.1 Chih-yu, runs the legend, also had 
the gods of wind .and rain on his side, and with ·their help he 
conjured up a thick fog to mislead the Emperor's forces. But though 
the latter were only armed with bows and arrows, the Emperor had 

1 According to the writer Jen Fang of the sixth century, Chih-yu's grave was 
excavated, and the bronze skull and iron forehead actually unearthed! 
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provided them with a sophisticated instrument of warfare-the 
compass! By this discovery of his, he was able to direct his men 
through the fog. Chih-yu was defeated and lost his life. ' 

The raising of the fog easily finds a rational explanation. The 
climate of South China is often wet and misty; that of the North, 
dry and clear. A southern army invading the North would be at an 
advantage if they planned an attack during some unexpected spell 
of bad weather. It is not unlikely, therefore, that this event had its 
historical existence in some very remote time. 

Under the Yellow Emperor's rule, the arts of living developed 
widely. Houses, palaces, and temples were constructed; land was 
surveyed, and the country divided up into provinces and districts. 
His Empress was the first to rear the silkworm in China, and she 
taught her people to weave the silk and make silk garments for 
_tl}.i pselves, thus laying the foundation of China's greatest and 

\_,_,:!~st industry. The Emperor himself designed the fashions of 
clothing, and made strict regulations whereby the different ranks 
of society might be distinguished by their dress. The imperial robes 
were black, with yellow trousers, embroidered with pheasants and 
flowers. One of his officials invented an early form of writing; 
another made the first calendar. Coins were introduced. Canoes, 
chariots, and beasts of burden were employed. 

The Yellow Emperor may have been an historical figure, but 
more probably he is the symbolic personification of an era, covering 
some hundreds of years, during which many of the foundations of 
modern Chinese civilisation were laid. A...ter him, the next two 
rulers to emerge are the much-revered Yao and Shun, and though 
their existence has not yet been proved by scientific research, they 
seem to be real people. Confucius and his followers refer to them 
with high approbation, pointing them out as ideal Emperors, who 
despised worldly power and cared only for their people's well-being. 

'Oh, great was Yao as a king!' wrote Confucius, 'Nothing is 
greater than Heaven, but Yao corresponded to it! How vast was his 
virtue, the people could find no name for it!' 

The years of their rule were looked back upon with nostalgia
they were the 'good old days' when virtue governed the deeds of 
all men. 

But though men's hearts were right in the time ofYao, the country 
suffered many natural calamities. 'Nowhere on the earth was there 
orde1·,' recorded Mencius gloomily. 'Vast torrents overflowed their 
channels and flooded the lands. Forests and undergrowth sprang 
up in the cultivated lands. Droves of wild animals ranged abroad, 
and many kinds of grain would not grow.' 

The tender-hearted and virtuous Yao was so distressed at the 
condition of his people that he went in search of some good man to 
share his power and alleviate his anxieties. It is said that he first 
visited a hermit by name of Hsu Yu and imparted his idea to him. 

'Pshaw!' said the hermit, 'share youffower? Don't pollute me!' 
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And he hurried to a stream to wash his ears. At the stream another 
hermit was watering his cow, and he asked what Hsu Yu was doing. 
Being told the story, he hastened his animal away lest the wretched 
news about the throne should make it sick. 

The story is intended to show how little the people cared for 
worldly power in those days. But Yao was determined to find a 
worthy man who would share the responsibilities of government 
with him, and succeed him after his death. He called a conference 
of his ministers and asked them to make a recommendation. One 
of them said, 'There is a young bachelor .among the people, whose 
name is Shun. He is the son of a blind old man and an obstinate 
woman, and the elder brother of a haughty boy. Such is his filial 
piety and brotherliness, that he is able to get the better of all these 
domestic difficulties.' ' 

'l should like to try him,' said the Emperor, and he sent Shun 
oxen, sheep, and grain, and gave him the rank of 'city-forming 
Prince.' He gave Shun his two daughters for wives,. and told them 
to watch his conduct-whether he deserved his reputation. They 
told Yao that he deserved it. 

How great must have been Shun's need of forbearance is shown 
by the treatment he received from his family after his promotion 
by Yao. When they heard of his good fortune, they were jealous 
and angry, and plotted to kill him. First they commanded him to 
repair a granary, and when he had climbed into the loft, they took 
away the ladder and set fire to the building. But Shun jumped 
from the loft and escaped without injury. Another time they made 
him dig a well, and when he had dug down very deep, they 
shovelled the earth back upon him, and went away, thinking he 
would be buried alive. But by some means, miraculous or natural, 
Shun escaped again. So magnanimous was he that the younger 
brother who had instigated these crimes was not only_ pardoned, 
but given the rank of prince with lands to administer when Shun 
became Emperor. And so long as his parents lived, he loved and 
feared them as if he were a young boy. 

The Emperor Yao made trial of Shun in all kinds of difficult 
enterprises. Suvcess crowned each of them. He was sent on danger
ous expeditions into every part of the kingdom to observe and improve 
the conditions of the people-to mountains, jungles, marshes, and 
rivers in flood-and in spite of terrible tempests and storms, he ful
filled each mission faithfully. Yao then gave him increased power 

·to deal with the disorders of the times, and provided him with four 
subordinates. The first of these, Yih, set fire to the trees and bushes 
that had overrun the mountains and fields, and had turned them 
into homes for predatory animals, rendering them useless for cul
tivation. Yih's men also drove away the wild animals from the 
neighbourhood of the people's dwellings. The second of Shun's 
subordinates, 'Prince Millet' as he is traditionally called, taught the 
people to sow and reap, and cultivate five kinds of grain, in the 
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parts Yih had cleared for them. In this way the people were able 
to support themselves and enjoy a comfortable existence. 

The third was an educationist. He taught the Five Principles to 
the people. These principles are: probity between the sovereign 
and his ministers; affection between parents and children; proper 
division between the functions of husband and wife; proper order 
between the old and young; and fidelity between friends. 

The Great Yu was the fourth delegate. His chief work during 
Shun's lifetime was his mastering of the floods, and after Shun's 
death he succeeded to the throne. In the course of time, Yao died, 
and Shun became Emperor. 

Some stories say that Shun had two astronomers, Hsi-ho and 
Shang-i. Hsi-ho's duty was to observe the sun, Shang-i the moon. 
Whether astronomy was known as a science to the Chinese of those 
very remote times cannot be verified, and in some famous poems of 
the fourth century B.c., in the anthology Ch'u Tzu, the two 'as
tronomers' have become god of the sun and goddess of the moon. 
There are also many beautiful myths about these two, and we do 
not know whether two human beings living many thousands of years 
ago discovered some elements of astronomy, and so gave rise to 
myths among later generations, or whether a more sophisticated age 
tried to rationalise the myths. In the great wilderness of the West, 
runs one of them, there was a mountain called the Mountain of the 
Sun and Moon. It formed the gate of Heaven, and the sun and 
moon came and went through it. A girl bathed the moon there; 
she was Shang-i, Shun's Empress, who had given birth to twelve 
moons. Beyond the Eastern sea, by the river Sweetness, was a 
country called Hsi-ho. A girl named Hsi-ho bathed the suns there 
in the deep Pool of Sweetness. She also was the wife of Emperor 
Shun, and had given birth to ten suns. Nine of the suns lived under 
the Great Mulberry Tree, but the tenth lived above it in the 
Heavens. While Yao was still reigning, ten suns appeared at once 
and scorched people to death. Yi, a great archer, was sent to shoot 
them, and he brought down nine, all of which were transformed 
into ravens as soon as they fell to earth.1 • 

Mter a long and beneficial reign, Shun is said to have died while 
on a tour to the Mountains of the Nine Doubts in the wilderness of 
Ts'ang Wu. His two wives mourned over him, and shed tears which 
fell like pearls on to the bamboo groves and never dried. At their 
death, they became the goddesses of the river Hsiang. Now there 
grows in a part of Hunan province a special kind of bamboo that is 
particularly valued by Chinese flute makers. According to present
day tradition, the purple rings on the bamboo stems are the tear-

1 For the myths, reference has been made to the Shan Hai Ching, 'The Book of 
Mountains and Seas,' believed written in the period of the 'Warring States' 
(sth-srd century B.c.), and to other early records. The appearance of the nine 
suns probably represents a heat-wave: the ravens may originate in the observance 
of sunspots. 
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drops of Shun's two Empresses, and the plaintive music of the flutes 
seems to its hearers like a wind that mourns over the flowing waters of 
Hsiang. . 

Shun's successor was Yu, who is supposed to have founded a 
dynasty called Hsia. Neither his nor his dynasty's existence has 
yet been proved by historical research, but they seem to be facts, 
although many of Yu's heroic deeds have been magnified to the 
dimension oflegends. Some say, for instance, that he sent two sub
ordinates to measure the earth, . and that they walked from the 
North Pole to the South Pole, and from the East to the West, and 
found both times that the space was 233,500 li and 75 pu (about 
84,000 miles). He himself travelled over the whole Empire, runs 
another tradition, marked the positions of the mountains and rivers, 
cut down the forests that impeded his journey, and had roads con
structed. All these events probably point to the fact that during Yu's 
administration, many parts of the country were surveyed, some of 
the wild parts brought under cultivation, and communications 
built. Elsewhere it is recorded that he divided the country into 
nine provinces, appointed governors to them, and made certain 
demands of tribute from them. Silk and lacquer are among the 
offerings mentioned. He sent for all the lords to attend his Court 
and swear allegiance. Ten thousand-a general figure implying a 
very great number-came, bringing presents of jade and precious 
silks. 

But Yu's greatest work, and with which he is usually associated, 
is his stemming of the Great Flood. Before Yu came into power, 
his father Kun had been appointed by the Emperor Shun to control 
the ravaging waters, but had been unsuccessful. He worked for nine 
years building dykes to prevent the inundations, but they were 
swept away before the force of the deluge. Finally Shun exiled him 
to the Mountain of Feathers, where he died, and was transformed 
into a yellow turtle wiih only three legs (or, according to some 
versions, a yellow dragon or a yellow bear), upon which it\vould 
have to limp about in the Pool of Feathers for all time. Another 
legend says that Kun's body was cut open three years after his 
death, and that Yu was brought out of it. 

Yu,at all events, was more successful than his unfortunate father. 
Instead of building dykes, he cleared and deepened channels for the 
waters, and so brought them down in order to the sea. He cleared 
passages for all the rivers and streams: the four great rivers of 
China-Yellow, Yangtzu, Han, and Huai-were formed out of the 
general deluge. He worked unremittingly for ·thirteen years to 
accomplish this great task, and in the course of it he passed three 
times by his own home but did not enter it. On one early occasion, 
his wife was giving birth to a son, ancl the child's cry could be heard 
in the doorway: still Yu did not go in, so engrossed was he upon this 
work of saving the people from perpetual flood. 

There seems to be historical fact behind the story ofYu the Flood-
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queller-that some ruler, or even some less important personage; 
with an engineering talent, deepened and cleared silted-up river 
channels, and so averted inundations from melted snows and 
spring rains. But many legends have accumulated round it, whose 
origins are difficult to trace. Besides the legend of Kun, the three
legged turtle, there is a very well-known one related about Yu 
himself. The author of 'Huai Nan Tzu'-a writer of the second 
century B.c.-describes how Yu during his work of regulating the 
waters used to be transformed into a bear. His wife, who sometimes 
used to bring food, was unaware of this, for she had been warned 
never to approach him unless she heard the sound of a dr:um. This 
was the signal that he had changed back into human form. Un
fortunately, one day, Yu, still in bear's shape, jumped over a stone 
and came to rest suddenly upon the drum! It sounded and his wife 
appeared. She was so ashamed at finding her husband an animal 
that she ran away and was transformed into a rock at the foot of 
Mount Sungkao. At that time she was pregnant. The unfortunate 
husband pursued her and cried out to the rock, 'Give me fj;k my 
son!' The stone broke silently and the child came out of it ~ 

This story seems to be related at some points to the stor. <1t'Yu's 
father Kun~ A third legend, that of the King of Hope, though 
based on a much later tradition, also has some resemblance to the 
story of Shun the Emperor and Yu, his subordinate and successor. 
The King of Hope ruled in the mountainous countryofShu (modern 
Ssuch'uan) during the period of the 'Warring States.' His country 
was once inundated by flooded rivers, and in great distress he 
authorised his Prime Minister to find some means of quelling the 
waters. The Prime Minister is said to have dug through a moun
min, and so drained the waters away and saved the people. The 
King kept his bargain, and gave up the throne to the Prime Minister 
as had been promised, retired to a remote mountain, and spent the 
rest of his life as a hermit. He died in the Spring time, when the 
cuckoo, into which his soul was transformed, sings, and the cuckoo
flower (the red azalea) blossoms. This bird's song, echoing among 
the lonely rocks of the mountainous Ssuch'uan country, fills its 
hearers with melancholy. And the country people, reminded of the 
King of Hope's goodness towards them, will say, 'I hope to have my 
king back!' 

At Yu's death, the throne passed to his son, and the Hsia dynasty 
seems to have pursued its course without any very great figure 
emerging, until the tyrant Chieh brought it to an end by his 
corruption and avarice. He is said to have loved a woman who was 
as vicious as she was beautiful. He commanded thousands of 
labourers to build an extravagant palace for her, and while his 
people were almost starving, the Emperor himself had a 'Hill of 
Meat' and a 'Pool of Wine' on which boats could sail! The people 
lamented and cursed him, saying, '0 sun, sink: we would gladly 
die if the Emperor could be made to die too!' 
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' A revolution broke out, headed by one T'ang, the Lord of Shang 
(Yin). In a series of battles, T'ang conquered the armies of Emperor 
Chieh, and took him prisoner, thus bringing the dynasty.to an end. 
With the Shang dynasty which was then founded, we leave the 
period oflegend and conjecture for one of historical certainty, based 
on excavations and records. 

As for any conclusions that may be drawn from this collection 
of traditions-part legend, part truth-about the earliest eras of 
Chinese history, we may assert with some confidence that the 
civilisation had its first development in the great plain of the Yellow 
River, whith now constitutes Northern China. According to 
traditions, all the capitals of the earliest Emperors and Lords, 
beginning from Fu Hsi, 'Lord Supreme Radiance,' have been in 
this area-the modern provinces of Shansi, Honan, Hopei, and 
Shantung. Archreological discoveries relating to the pre-Shang 
period, imperfect though they are up till now, have been found in 
the same part of the country. 

As for the character of the civilisation, we can presume that it 
was agricultural from a very early time, that there were large 
villages and probably some markets to which agricultural produce 
was brought from a group of surrounding villages. Whether a 
more highly developed administrative unit, corresponding to a 
'province,' also appeared in these times is doubtful, although the 
Yellow Emperor is said to have divided his Empire up in this way. 
The cultivation of silk seems to have been one of the arts of this 
primitive community, and it is possible that silk clothing was 
substituted for the animal skins in which the first Chinese settlers 
dressed themselves. A primitive form of writing as well as some 
kind of coins seem to have been invented before the Shang dynasty. 

I am not here presuming to decide which, if any, of the great 
figures of early tradition-the Yellow Emperor, Yao, Shun, Yu, 
and so on-have lived and died as individual human beings, though 
I have indicated in the foregoing pages two or three who seem to 
have been living persons, although some of the acts attributed to 
them have the appearance of legend. If modern historical criticism 
has been directed against the real existence of such persons as 
Buddha and Jesus, casting doubts upon whether they have lived at 
all, or are only symbolical representations of a certain age in the 
civilisations to which they belong, how much less can we expect to 
find credence for the 'reality' of people like the blessed Yao and 
Shun, the records of whose lives are far more dubious than those of 
Buddha and Jesus? 

But to prove or disprove whether these personages have actually 
lived is of little importance to a history of Chinese civilisation. We 
.can be content with saying that they epitomised successive historical 
periods, and we can relate to each of them a stage of development in 
Chinese civilisation rather than the traits of human existence. 
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• CHAPTER II 

THE STONE AGE IN CHINA 

FROM the rich treasury of legend and fable by means of which the 
Chinese are accustomed to picture for themselves the lives of their 
earliest ancestors, it has been possible to piece together, with aid of 
imagination and conjecture, the primitive life of the Chinese race 
in the misty years before the existence of written records. But there 
are other instruments-the excavator's pick and ~hovel-which have 
drawn out of the earth little bits of bone, human teeth, scraps of 
coloured pottery, a necklace that may have added glamour to the 
face of a Stone Age beauty but serves now only as a pathetic 
memento mori, a primitive hoe, a wild pig's tusk-all of which are 
able, with the scientific research that has been spent upon them, to 
depict this same primitive civilisation with more accuracy, though 
perhaps with a little less colour. It is with these dramatic dis
coveries that this chapter is concerned. Although it is not possible 
to find a scientific parallel to all the legends surrounding the birth 
of the Chinese civilisation, it will be seen that there are sufficient 
points of similarity between the evidence of the excavators and the 
traditional legends. 

In recent years, in a place called 'Chicken-bone Hill,' some thirty 
miles from Peking, bones and skeletons of many birds, which the 
local inhabitants believed to be the bones of chickens devoured by 
foxes that had previously infested those parts, have been excavated. 
This was how the hill had been given its name-or so everybody 
in the district had always been told: it seemed there could be no 
doubt about it. Arch::eologists, however, were very sceptical, and 
after a close examin~tion of the bones under the microscope, found 
them to be the fossil bones of some ancient birds and rodents, as 
well as of some beasts of prey! 

Further excavations were carried out at the 'Chicken-bone Hill' 
and its vicinity (the district as a whole is known as Chou I(ou Tien) 
and these later discoveries included the molar of a creature re
sembling a human being. This interesting tooth now suggested to 
our arch::eologists that in a lower stratum of that district there was a 
hope of discovering human.remains. 

Accordingly ·a large party of excavators was formed, including 
members of the Geological Survey from Peking, and it repaired to 
the 'Chicken-bone Hill' in April of 1927. During the first two years 
of the excavations, about six thousand cubic metres of cave deposits 
were hewn and examined: a thousand trunks full of fossils were 
transported to Peking to be analysed and studied. Human teeth, 
jawbones, and even pieces of skull were discovered among them. 
By 1934 fragments of twenty-five different 'persons' had been dug 
out of Chou Kou Tien. 

But in 1929, one of the greatest events in modern arch::eology had . 
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taken place; an event more sensational than the discovery of all the 
previous bones and molars. The complete cranium of P'an-ku
the Primal Man whom legend called the child of earth and sky, 
and whose dead body was said to have been transformed into 
mountains and seas, the sun and the moon-was dug up! To speak 
more plainly, the cranium of the so-called 'Peking Man,' younger 
brother of the erect ape-man of Java, and elder brother of the Pilt
down Man of England-the Chinese Primal Man and the essential 
link in the chain of human evolution-was dug up. He is thought to 
have lived in the early part of the Old Stone Age. 

Many scienti&ts worked upon this famous cranium. They tried 
to estimate the degree of 'humanity' and intelligence to which this 
earliest of Chinese had attained, and whether he appeared to have 
some relation in racial type to the people now called 'Chinese.' 
They also examined carefully all traces of human and animal life 
excavated from the same district and stratum, thereby building up a 
sufficiently reliable picture of 'Peking Man's' environment and 
habits. 

It has been ascertained by medical authorities that his endo
cranial capacity was as great as g64·4 c.c., only a little less than the 
x,ooo c.c. which is the lowest capacity of modern .man. The right 
portion of his cerebrum was better developed than the left, as it 
usually is with us, indicating that he already had the illogical habit 
of using the right hand more than the left. More interesting still is 

/7 the deduction from careful study of the linguistic nerve-that the 
· /l_ 'Peking Man' robably had articulate speech. r -.........._ -:Kledical stucfy oFthe cranium went on, and they paid special 

attention to the teeth and jaws. It had been noticed that the upper 
front teeth and canines had what is called a 'shovel' shape~the 
shape that is an acknowledged characteristic of Mongolian, Eskimo, 
Chinese, and Japanese teeth, but not the teeth of negroes or any 
white races. Further, a formation called by modern scientists the 
'mandibular torus' was found behind the lower front molars, and 
this wa~ found also on jawbones of Chinese Stone-Bronze Age 
people, belonging to a later stage of development than the 'Peking 
Man.' With some modifications, the same formation is to be 

/)observed in Chinese of the present day. The conclusion is that 

\ 

·~~~Ma~ had a c;!!re~t kinsh~ with modern Mongolian z:aces, 
tO_JY.~Lllie modern Chmese beLng: 

(:!,.._...~ -+ 'D~'J,;..,,. 1\.f"2n'c' a,-.t-i .. rltiPQ hPair1Pt:. <tnPPrh ~nrl thfl11(:1'ht 

l' ha~~·b~e';; d~d~~~d [;;; ~vari~~·[;;g;~~ts-~f~~d~n~~-~~b~dd~d 
1 in the same stratum. For instance, animal bones were dug up 
which bore traces of burning. Little piles of dark yellow ashes were 
also found, arid thought to be the ashes of charcoal. This primitive 
man and his fellows had evidently mastered fire. In the same site, 
some g,ooo bones were found which showed signs of having been 
worked upon by human hands. The method of workmanship upon 
each showed points of similarity, and archreologists concluded that 
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although the exact use to which these bones were put could only be' 
imagined, they did in fact represent some form of local 'industry.' 
Many thousand pieces of quartz and other stones were also dug up, 
most of which had evidently been worked on by powerful strokes; 
some had even been retouched, pointing to the existence of certain 
standards of workmanship. . 

'Peking Man's' environment can, to some extent, be imagined · 
from the fauna discovered in the same. site. The co-existence of very 
different types of animals, such as otters and buffaloes, some kinds 
of deer and carnivorous beasts, tells us that varied types of scenery, 
swamps and lakes, mountains and woods, were to be found in that 
part of the earth at that time. The presence of the buffalo, an 
animal more common to the·south of the continent than· the north, 
suggests a climate warmer and damper than the present climate 
of North China. 

Close to the site we have discussed, still in the same Chou Kou Tien 
district, a special site was discovered and called by the excavators 
'the Upper Cave.' Its contents though comparatively small in· 
number proved to be of the greatest interest, for they formed a 'link 
between the earliest Stone Age culture and the discoveries at Ordos 
(or Ho T'ao), the second important archreological site in China. 
The· objects and implements excavated from the 'Upper Cave' 
suggest that primitive man of this period had some feeling for beauty. 
Besides bone implements which had been ornamented with a kind 
of red colouring, ,some bone-made pendants were found, and 
within a square foot· of ground twenty-eight animal teeth were 
unearthed. These latter, the excavators concluded, could only have 
formed a necklace, the soft string of which must have rotted and 
perished altogether.' Other significant discoveries in the 'Upper 
Cave' were fragments of iron ore (hematites) which had evidently 
served some ·useful function in that primitive society, but the 
material· of which was not of native origin. There must, therefore, 
at that very early age, have been intercourse and exchange of goods 
with other countries! . 

Discoverie~ at the Ordos site still belong to the period kriown as the 
'Old Stone Age,' though they reflect a form of society more highly 
developed than that of the 'Peking Man,' and probably at a similar 
stage to that of the Chou Kou Tien 'Upper Cave' culture. In one of 
the sites, together with many stone implements, excavators found 
bits of charcoal apparently from the camp fires of some very ancient 
people, and interesting remains of their fantastic meals-bits of bone 
froin the Mongolian desert ass, rhinoceros, hyrena, antelope, cows, 
and buffaloes, as well as bits of egg-shell from the riow extinct giant 
ostrich! From another site, the remains of freshwater molluscs and 
a variety of yvater fauna were dug up, from which. it was deduced 
that there had once been a plentiful. water supply in this district, 
and hence a possibility of pasture land. The presence of water and 
wild game would, it would seem, render the place favourable for 
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human habitation, but to the disappointment of archreologists, a 
single ancient tooth is so far the only trace of humanity. 

Up to the present, the sequence of Chinese pre-history is un
fortunately still incomplete. No true link has been found to connect 
the 'Old' Stone Age (represented by the Ordos finds) with the New, 
and in fact, evidences of the early 'New Stone Age' culture are 
entirely missing. Of the later stages, or what we may call the 
'Stone-Bronze Age,' many sites have been discovered, and the 
culture they reveal is often called the 'Yang Shao Culture,' Yang 
Shao being the name of a village in Honan in the fields of which 
pottery fragments were first found in 1921. Other investigations of 
the Stone-Bronze Age culture, especially at the Sha Kuo T'un 
Cave in Liaoning Province and in various parts of Kansu Province, 
soon followed. 

In October of 1921, a band of excavators from the Peking 
Geological Survey worked in Yang Shao for three months. The 
complete site of an ancient village was unearthed, measuring 960 
metres from north to south and 480 metres from east to west
evidently a large settlement with a considerable population. Cer
tain large stone instruments have the shape of hoes or mattocks and 
must have been used for tilling the soil, while the frequently dis
covered perforated discs of clay or stone were obviously some form of 
spinning-wheel and point to the cultivation of a textile plant. There 
were, besides, some woven patterns clearly impressed on many clay 
vessels found in the Yang Shao village, and some basket designs on 
grey-ware pottery found at one of the Kansu sites, which prove 
beyond doubt that some textile, probably hemp, was cultivated by 
these ancient Chinese. Agriculture was, therefore, one of their 
occupations. 

Some form of spinning may have been devised by these people. 
The Yang Shao site disclosed many likely instruments, mostly 
pointed and made of bone or horn. There were also some small 
dainty sewing needles with neatly cut holes which show a remark
able advance in skilled workmanship. 

It is clear that the Stone-Bronze Age people had learnt to tame 
the pig and keep it for their use. Nearly all the animal bones found 
at the Yang Shao site belong to this animal, and they are far too 
numerous to have been the relics of wild boar killed in the hunt. 
It is worth commenting that pork is still the staple meat of the 
Chinese. 

Since they had tamed the pig for their food, it is likely that these 
people kept other domestic animals. We do not know whether they 
rode horses or harnessed them to carriages for travel and transport, 
but although no trace has yet been found of anything resembling a 
wheeled vehicle, we know that the wheel design was familiar to 
them. Vessels found in one of the Kansu sites are ornamented with 
wheel-like designs, and it is obvious from the form of the pottery 
in all Stone-Bronze Age sites that the potter's wheel was one of their 
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possessions. It is not impossible that the Yang Shao villagers con-
structed carriages. • 

These examples of pottery which have been dug up in considerable 
quantity from all the sites of this period, at Yang Shao, at Sha 
Kuo T'un Cave, and in Kansu, not only demonstrate by their 
abundance a great advance in the pottery industry, but by the grace 
and varitty of their forms a far more highly developed sense of 
artistry. There are pots with collar and handles decorated with 
beautiful impressed patterns; thin-walled and high-collared vases 
of elegant shape, some with large handles; small vessels with wide 
mouths and high-seated handles; large unpainted urns with saddle
shaped mouths, and so on through a large range of patterns. Among 
the designs painted on them are drawings of men, birds, dogs, and 
horses, and abstract patterns of meanders, triangles, horizontal · 
zones, and vertical lines, as well as the wheel-like pattern already 
described. In colouring, the vessels are grey, greyish-yellow, black, 
and violet. Most of the decorated pottery is red with black designs; 
a few are monochrome. In addition to all these examples of a fairly 
advanced art, a few small cut and engraved objects have astonished 
the archreologists. The little figure of an animal, probably a cat, 
about three millimetres high, and engraved with considerable skill, 
was one of the remarkable finds in these sites. Some jade rings 
found in one of the Kansu burial grounds also amazed the dis
coverers, the material being so hard that it is difficult to imagine how 
a people apparently lacking metal instruments could possibly have 
cut such thin and delicate objects. In the rather later sites at Kansu, 
certainly, a few copper articles were picked up, among them one 
having a knife-shape. Winged arrow-heads of copper were also fol}nd. 

Much conjecture has been raised as to whether the Stone-Bronze 
Age people had yet invented any form of writing. Nothing con
clusive has been discovered, but among some grave furniture in a 
Kansu tomb a collection of bone objects was found. These small 
rectangular bone plates, some smooth, some incised, were grouped 
together in such a way as to suggest that they represented a very 
early form of writing; that is, they were the visible expression of 
some abstract idea connected with the dead. · 
· Until very recent times, funeral ceremonies have held a place of 
the utmost importance in the minds of the Chinese. Rites for the 
dead formed a large section in Confucius' moral code-a code that 
was faithfully followed by the bulk of the community at least until 
the third decade of the present century, when modern Western 
thought and literature swept through China in a manner only 
compar.able with the Renaissance in Europe. It is interesting, 
therefore, and significant, that the earliest approach to writing which 
the scientists have been able to discover in China· was found in a 
tomb. 

These people of the Stone-Bronze Age had apparently set a 
precedent for elaborate and careful funeral ceremonies. Archre-
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ologists have been able to deduce some definite rules connected 
with burial. The dead were often buried in high ground that 
offered a commanding view over valleys or rivers; and in order to 
be honoured in this way, the bodies were sometimes carried as far 
as five miles from the nearest human habitations. The custom of 
burying in high ground is still m~intained by some Chinese of the 
present day. The skeletons of these ancient people were found with 
the head invariably facing the south-west, contrary to the modern 
custom of causing the head of the dead to face north. 

At every major site in Kansu where burial grounds were dis
covered, and in many of the Yang Shao graves, bones were found 
covered with a bright red pigment. The significance of this is not. 
understood, but it is common to graves of both the Old and New 
Stone Ages throughout Europe. More interesting than the red 
bones are certain vessels found in many of the Kansu graves. They 
bear a variety of designs, but one design in particular occurs with 
striking persistency. It consists of a red band bordered by very 
narrow bolts which are left unpainted, outside which are black 
bands from which saw-like dentationS' project towards the central 
red band. As this motive recurs so frequently in funeral urns of the 
period, and never in household pottery, it suggests a kind of 'death 
pattern' specially connected with funeral rites. 

Whether these New Stone Age people were the descendants of the 
'Peking Man' and his Old Stone Age companions, and the ancestors 
of the modern 'Chinese,' are questions both interesting and complex. 
This much, however, can be asserted: the skeletal remains from 
Kansu, comprising about r 20 different people, men and women, 
have characteristics which identify them with the so-called Mongo
loid division of mankind, and any human remains that have been 
found at Yang Shao and Sha Kuo T'un are broadly of the same 
physical type. They all conform in general character with the 
modern type of 'Northern Chinese' (whom the scientists call 
Homo Asiatic proprius). It can therefore be conjectured with little 
doubt that the people who founded the 'Yang Shao' or 'Stone
Bronze Age' culture are the ancestors of the modern Chinese race. 

How many thousands of years ago these people lived is another 
problem for the scientists. Some rough dates can be arrived at from 
the nature of the excavations. For instance, the red pottery 
ornamented with black designs characteristic of the Yang Shao 
finds belongs, according to Chinese ceramics experts' opinion, to 
the same family as the Late New Stone Age pottery found at many 
sites in the Near East, such as that of Babylonia (3500 B.c.), Asia 
Minor (250o-2ooo B.c.), Thessaly (2ooo-r200 B.c.), and others. 
Having regard to the absence of any metal finds at Yang Shao 
(the bronze and copper at Kansu came from sites which indicate . 
a slight advancement on the original Yang Shao culture), the date 
for the Yang Shao culture was given as not later than 250o-2ooo 
B.C. 
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When the finds at all the sites in Kansu had been compared with 
discoveries of the 'Young Stone Age' in Europe, the Kansu finds 
were dated 'between 3500 and 1700 B.c.' • 

Finally, the existence and dates of the Shang dynasty (see next 
chapter) have been established, and the excavations from the 
'Mountls of Yin' give evidence of a more advanced culture than the 
one we ar-e discussing now. They have brought to light a form of. 
picture-writing; and also richly decorated bronze vessels and ivory 
carvings of a degree of skilled workmanship to which none of the 
Yang Shao people had attained. No pottery from the Yang Shao 
sites shows any indication of real writing, and no bronze objects so 
far discovered at Kansu bear any decorative design comparable 
with the ivory carving from the 'Mounds of Yin,' which in the year 
1401 B.c. became the capital of the Shang dynasty. The conclusion 
may therefore-be dravyn that even the most recent of the Kansu sites 
is earlier than the Shang dynasty. The Chinese dynasty, known as 
the Hsia, and to which the great Yu and Chieh 'the murderer' are 
supposed to have belonged, is commonly thought to fall within the 

N~ ;.:.:~:LSCH:~;RB~'NES OF YIN 
IN t~o~!Q.~n of Anr,ang,.i!lfuQ-P.rovince of Honan,__QQ!th 
of Hie Yellow Rive!:, are 'tl~~Mounds of Yin.' In the xear I079_.a 
fierce -storm causea a part of tlie grouna to fall away and reveal one 
of the tombs of th~ .Shang sovereigns. The local inhabitants found 
some bronze vessels in the earth, and being of a practical turn of 
mind, sold -them in the market, probably without realising their 
significance. A contemporary archreologist recorded these finds in a 
book written in 1092, and ·that, apparently, ended the matter for 
many hundreds of years. Some time in the fourteenth century' a 
village was built directly over the site where the vessels had been 
found, and the feet of its population tramped heedlessly over the 
bones of those ancient emperors. 

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, however, some 
inscribed turtle shells and animal bones were unearthed and sold to 
the local chemist as 'dragon bones.' They were doubtlessly judged 
to be of the highest efficacy in curing ailments. _ 

News of the· 'dragon bones' must have spread, for we' read of a 
Chinese merchant, whose profession it was to collect curios, buying 
large quantities of them and presenting them to one of the Court 
ministers. For this gracious act the merchant was rewarded by the 
minister at the rate of two and a half taels of silver per inscribed 
character. By this time, r8gg, the 'dragon bones' were evidently 
recognised as being some ancient and valuable examples ~f Chinese 
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written records. Moreover, the merchant must have made a com
fortable fortune. Two Westerners, an Englishman and an Ameri
can, travelled to his village and bought from him very considerable 
quantities of the bones and shells, which they subsequently pre
sented to the British, the Scottish, and the Chicago Museums. The 
first publications on the inscriptions were brought out by Lo Chen-yu, 
a Chinese collector, who, in I 9 I I , took impressions of shell and bone 
inscriptions from the 'Mounds of Yin' 'on wintry nights by the fire 
side,' and published the reproductions in a book, thus bringing this 
intensely interesting discovery to the notice of the Chinese reading 
public. Three years later a Canadian gentleman arrived at Anyang 
in search of the Yin bones. He became a familiar and picturesque 
sight to the people of the locality, for he used to ride .an old white 
horse, and to wander day after day along the bank of the stream 
which winds past the Mounds of Yin. During these romantic
seeming excursions he collected more than fifty thousand pieces of 
inscribed shell and bone, and acquired a great many more from a 
small farmer who lived nearby and had dug them out of his veget
able garden. It was not until after the second Revolution of I927 
that the Chinese government began to take the Mounds under their 
protection. A government institution, the Central Research 
Academy (Academia sinica), then organised excavations, and private 
collectors were no longer allowed to take their pick. These finds 
have been exhibited in almost all the great museums of the world, 
and numbers of books written about them: their authenticity is 
beyond doubt. 

Why should these bits of animal bone and pieces of shell from the 
bellies of turtles have caused such a sensation? Because, in the first 
place, they represent the earliest examples of Chinese writing, and 
in the second, they are the most ancient written records of the 
Chinese people, telling us much about their occupations and beliefs 
in the middle of the second millennium before Christ. They bring us 

.;into the realm of authentic history. 
/" The Shang dynasty (or Yin, as it wasalso called since 1401 B.g.) is 

· thought to have followed the semi-his!orical Hsia dynasty about 
' the year 1766 B.c., although the. date cannot be verified beyond 
' dispute. The Yin is, how:ever, the first _dynasty whose existence 
I is indubitable, and about which we have real ~n.!lation1 based 
1 on these primitiv~ec()rds. 

I to~!i~e P~~P!~e~J ;~s~iGle ~~~~~n~~' ~~i?!~e~n~~vtf:~i~ ~ ~~~ 
indebted for our knowledge. For these pieces of shell and bone dug 
up from the 'MOl!JlPS_ofYin' ar~all records of questions put before 
the 'oracle' and the oracular answers which were delivered. Every 
kind of problem, religious and secular, questions concerning the 
worship of gods and ancestors, journeys, hunting and fishing, the 
raising of battle, doubts about the harvest and the weather, sicknes~, 
dreams, queries on the fate and fortunes of an individual or group-
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all these were brought to the turtle-shell oracles; and from the 
answers, later ages have learnt much about the Chinese 'civilisa-
tion' in those far-off times. , 

The whole method of procedure is now known to us. The turtles 
were caught in autumn by the fishermen and offered to the govern
ment. The back shell was discarded and only the shell of the belly 
kept for divination. T~is would be scraped smooth and polished 
when an oracle was to be consulted. Careful incisions were then 
made on the surface so as to weaken the shell at various points, 
and red-hot sticks were applied at the vulnerable places. The cracks 
which resulted constituted the oracular utterance, and their 
arrangement, shape, and direction were interpreted according to 
fixed rules. This 'utterance' was then scratched on the shell, which 
was apparently buried. Animal bones, frequently the shoulder
blades of ox, goat, sheep, or deer, seem also to have been used for the 
same purpose, and to have been treated in a very similar way. 
Examples so far discovered, however, are less numerous than those 
of the turtle shells. 

From the shell and bone inscriptions we learn. that the yeople 
of Sfi"ang hved by huntmg~smngii anafarmmg; also tliat tlieyhad 
some J?.rimrtiVehandicrafts. Ana t allks to the n,ature of the writing, 
Welillow a good aeal about the manner in which they carried on 
these activities. The engraved characters are more or less pictorial 

- symbols, and on this account are doubly valuable. For instance, we 
know from the appearance of the characters for 'fish' and 'to fish' 
that the Shang people used pole. and line, bait and net: , 

ru (fishing). 

Similarly we know from the varying forms of the character for 
'hunting' that arrows and double-headed spears were the in
struments of the chase. Some of the characters show a bird pierced 
by an arrow, others a wild animal in similar predicament, others a 
double-headed ·spear piercing an animal. That snares and traps 
were employed for catching deer, rabbits, monkeys, pheasant, -~nd 
wild boars is another conclusion justified by the written char
acters. 

From the study of a very considerable number ofhunting records, 
archreologistshave drawv_cgnclusionsabout the kind1..Qf_wild ani~ls 
and gametliat most abounded in the NOrth China oftheShang 
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people. They found that both deer and wild boar were very 
plentiful, though the deer were hunted more frequently. Wolves 
were a little less abundant, and the rhinoceros came next. Rabbits 
and pheasant, the mild food of more sophisticated ages, were evi-

' 

Shou (game, hunting). 

dently far less popular. The taking of a tiger is once recorded. Even 
more interesting is a record which reads, 'To-night it will rain, and 
an elephant is to be caught.' This, supported by the fact that many 
ivory tools and tusks were discovered in the Yin site, indicates that 
elephants trumpeted through the forests of the Yellow River at this 
time, and hence that the climate of North China was warmer
more like the South. This bears out the conclusion we have already 

Lieh (hunting). 

reached about the climate in the Stone Age, judging from the 
evidence of animal remains. 

Additional evidence about the elephant, if any were needed, is 
provided by the symbolic character for 'working' or 'doing.' This 
is represented by what appears to be the drawing· of an elephant, 
from which we can only conclude that the Shang people caught 
and tamed this animal for work on the land! Besides the tame 
elephant, we know that these people kept horses, oxen, sheep, cocks 
and hens, dogs, and pigs. · 

The horses, and probably again the elephant, were used for 
drawing chariots. The symbol for 'driving' is represented by a man 
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with upraised whip at a road junction, apparently wondering which 
road he should take. The animals to whose backs he applies the 
whip are usually, though not always, omitted. -

~ 
1 ; ~ r 0 

Pi (snaring a boar). Ching (trapping a deer). 

Although the other tame animals must have been kept chiefly 
for consumption, the gods and ancestors seem to have demanded 
very heavy tribute. The number of animals sacrificed varies, accord
ing, to the records, from one to a hundred at a time, and occasionally 

.·~ 
Wei (doing, working). 

rose to three or four hundred. Evidence that ariimals were the chief 
form of sacrifice in these religious r!tes is given by the character 
ri, signifying a fripod of the special type used in offering food to the 
gods. This is formed by the picture of a chicken held up by two 
hands. 
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A primitive plough and some kind of sharp-ended tool were 
evidently used for. agriculture. The symbol for 'plough' was later 
modified in form, and given the more general meaning of'strength.' 

Tu (driving). 

The word for 'male' was then represented by a combination of the 
symbols for 'strength' and 'field,' or, if we refer to the earlier form, 
the symbols for 'plough' and 'field,' thus giving us a hint that the 
principal male occupation of those times may have been ploughing 
-the cultivation of the land. • 

t m) E 
J _1jb_ 

~F.< ~ 
Fang, Li (plough, Nan (man). Chi (piough). 

strength). 

The symbol for 'harvest' seems to describe the act of threshing. 
One hand holds a bundle of wheat, while the other beats it with a 
stick. The word 'year' is symbolised by the figure of a man wearing 
on his head a bu~ch of wheat. This suggests that harvest time, when 
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the grain was gathered, was felt to be the crown of the year. The 
symbols for grain include corn, millet, and rice; mulberries were also 
cultivated. 

·~~ 1 7/ 
~ 

Lf (harvest). Nien (ye!lr). 

There can be little. doubt that a wine-making industry was in 
existence: we know that the last Shang Emperor lost his throne 
through drunkenness and other ·attendant vices. Moreover, the 
preponderance of wine goblets over other vessels discovered at the 
Yin site leaves us in no doubt that at least some of the '&hang 
Emperors were addicted to wine, and serves as a melancholy 
reminder of how a great dynasty decayed. The sy111bol for 'wine' 

!'~ 
~ ~ 
/~ ~ 

Chiu (wine). Shu (millet). 

• found on the shells and _bones shows liquid overflowing from the 
brim of a jar, while the symbol for 'millet' depicts grain being 
tipped into liquid, indicating that the chief use of millet was for 
brewing. • 

Sericulture, one of the most characteristic industries of China, 
must have been among the occupations of the Shaflg people. An 
artificially pierced cocoon was picked up by a iflember of the 
Central Research Academy at the digging site, whicl1 in itself forms 
·an interesting piece of evidence. In addition, there are several 
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characters among the inscriptions connected with 'silk' and one 
specific record, 'The silkworm sacrificial offering, three cattle, the 
Eighth Moon.' From this we see that the cultivation of the silk
worm was a matter of some importance. 

It seems that even at this very ancient time, some kind offirte small 
hair brush, such as the modern Chinese use for writing and painting, 
must have been invented, though it may have taken the form of the 
tail of a mouse or some other tiny animal. Nothing but a hair brush 
could have painted the delicate designs on some of the Yin earthen
ware, while some characters on the polished shells and bones were 
not incised and must also have been drawn by brush. Indelible ink, 
too, must have been invented, since these inscriptions, made with 
a black or bright red liquid, have been almost perfectly preserved 
for several thousand years. 

The Shang people made earthenware and bronze vessels. Some 
of the eartlieriware was evidently enamelled with glaze, indicating 
that a great degree of heat must have been mastered. Decorative 
designs of wavy lines are frequently seen on the mouth of vessels, 
which are delicately round in shape. No vessels with big ears or 
long necks, such as were found at the Yang Shao sites, have yet been 
discovered. 

A very great number of bronze' articles have been unearthed from 
the Yin Mounds, and scholars are confident that they were given 
their form by casting. It is astonishing that such a mastery of metal 
work could have been reached in those very early times. The barb 
of an arrow, for example, on being analysed was found to be com-

~posed of copper, tin, iron, silver, and lead! 
/ (._, "ffon_g_ t~_ir: o~her ci':ili~~~~l?it~, !~e Sh~ng___neo12l~ evi_dently 
' \ e~ orated a religious systemJ and th1s. miglifl:J!!.c;!ilJJ!'!d_th~:;__ch~ac-

te!@:~~ _f~atur~ ()_r: _th~-_dynasty. Sacrificial vessels and oracle 

\

I bo~es, which have been dug up 1? th<?usands from the. ~ounds, and 
i wh1ch far outnumber the practical mstruments of hvmg, such as 
tools and household pottery, point to the all-important part which 

i religion must have played in their lives. Yet in spite of this wealth of 
material, the exact form of their religious rites is not known, nor 

\can the Shang pantheon be enumerated. However, the deities 
, seem to have been somewhat intimate ones, chiefly ancestors who 
lived in 'heaven' but who would participate in human actions, 
helping or hindering according to whether they received the proper 
sacrifices. A god who is familiarly termed 'Emperor' and seems 
to be a sort of First Ancestor of the race is frequently mentioned on 
the shell and bone inscriptions: every kind of trouble, great or 
small, private disasters and the fortunes of war, are all brought 
before him. In addition there are gods of agriculture, mountains 
and rivers, and natural·elements, though it is likely that these too 
were identified with ancestors, for we read one interesting record 
which says, 'Pray for rain from Grandmother Yi.' 

As for rites of worship, we know that burnt offerings of animals 
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were sacrificed, and probably wine offered in the libation cups . 
. In the procession to the place of sacrifice, music was made, and this 

consisted in the playing of flutes, the beating of drums, the clinking 
of sonorous gems, and the ringing of large bells. Ceremonial dances 
also formed a part of the rites, and the singing of sacrificial odes. 
Six of these Odes of Shang are preserved to the present day in the 
classic 'Book of Poetry' compiled by Confucius. One of them, 
called 'Hsuan Niao' ('The Mystic Swallow'), ascribes the founding 
of the Shang Empire to divine o~dinance: 

Heaven sent the Mystic Swallow down to earth, 
From Whom sprang the ancestor of Shang, 
Who chose his dwelling in the land of Yin. 
By Heaven's will, his grandson, glorious T'ang, 
Assigned each State its formal boundary . • . 

So run the opening lines. . 
Who, then, were these 'Shanueo:Rle' who prayed to Grand

mother Yi for rain, used eleplianiStocultivate their land, and 
tortoise shells to find out their fate, who seem to have invented the 
Chinese writing and to have written with animals' tails, and who 
claimed a swallow for their first ancestor? • 

2, Th.~Y: are the su_scessors of~he Stone-Bronze Ag~p~r.le of_China. 
1 :'J.:Jl!.-2Y.!!.as!y,~led 'Shang~Yjg,.:._was fom:J.ded b:y_the~glorious...,v 

· ~~~g' oft~, and wh~q~f:ribed by: Mencius as~an I' 
wlio rescu~he P~P.le fr:om their wret~hed Hsia_ruler,_qhieh · 
'tlie muraerer.' He attacked eleven princes of the surrounding 
states, says Mencius, and met no opposition. People groaning under 
their own tyrant rulers longed for T'ang's coming as they did for 
rairi in a time of drought. And when his troops marched 'the 
frequenters of the market stopped not, and those engaged in the 
fields made no change in their occupation,' for they expected no 
danger but only freedom at his approach. And sg T'apg compl~ted 
his victories by oyerthrowing_!he,Hsia empirewhich.had,been.hu.ilt 
upJ)y tlie_g"Eeat Yl1: 

·'J:.:he Sh~g_9r Yin Empire covered a hJ.lge_t(!rrito.x:y,.fmm the 
borO..ers of rno~ Ssuch'uan, Hul_!an and Hupei, to the ea~!_ern 
se~~ore,~ch.ldeil~part ofKorea. ~t had two formidable 
rivals-the people of Chou, and a branch of the people then called 

emons, and in later history the Hm.\s or Hsiung-nu. Battles against 
he Demons were not infrequent, and during the reign of the 
mperor Kao Tsung 'the High,' one of the outstanding characters 

of the dynasty, a war against these western barbarians was waged 
fdr three years and brought to a victorious end. Among the records 
of•these battles. we read of one where twenty of the Demon princes 
were taken prisoner in one operation, and of another where over 
thirteen thousand men were captured. 
B~piie of these heroic cong~, the House of Shang,gradu-

. . , 
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ally weakened. The pressure of the Chou people bec_!lme more and 
more insistent on the western border, while tlie Shang capital, and 
especially the Court, gave itself up to luxury and indulgeJ:!ce. Shou 
Hsin, the last Shang Emperor, seems to have been of the same type 
as-Chieh, the last Emperor ofHsia dynasty-a ~onster ofdebauch
:ery; supported in his inhuman atrocities by his notorious concubine 
Ta Chi. He was even more powerful in evil than Chieh, for he had 
physical strength which could fell wild animals with a blow of the 
fist, and a devilish brilliance of tongue. 'With his eloquence he 
refuted good advice, and with his wit veiled his faults.' 

The people were in revolt. Eight hundred princes, it is said, 
raised armies to fight under the 'merciful and righteous banner' of 
the Prince of Chou and deliver the subjects of Shang from their evil 
ruler. Shou Hsin was abandoned by his followers. 'The men of good 
fariiily in Shang went to meet some of the leading men of Chou with 
baskets of black and yellow silks, while some of the humbler people 
brought baskets of rice and congee as presents to the poor of Chou.' 
The Emperor Shou Hsin was, in the end, completely deserted,,_(lnd 
seeing all was lost, 'he decked himselfin -hinnost gorgeous robes and 
jewels, set fire to his magnificent-palace and'};!erished in the flames, 

. / together with all his splendour~ The Shang Empire passed to the 
1 '.~ouse of Cho':_ about the year 1122 l_!~c. - \ ----~-

" . - - --- -+----------
CHAPTER IV 

THE CHOU DYNASTY AND THE FEUDAL SYSTEM 

AN ancient story about the origi~~he Chou House t~ils how a 
woman in far'-offtim ra e-d to Heaveilfor a chll<I:-Sne--made her 
sacri£lc1afoffermg an trod upon a footprint suppose y left on earth 
by a giant god. Immediately, as she rested, the child moved in her 
womb. Of her Prince Millet was born, and grew up skilled in 
husbandry. 

His peas and beans grow plump and high, 
His rows of rice are beautiful to see, 
His hemp and wheat wave luxuriantly, 
His gourd and melon plants bear glorious fruit. 

So runs an ode in the 'Book of Poetry' -a collection of popular 
ballads from the earliest times. - -

This happened in the reign of the blessed Emperor Shun, who 
employed the young man to teach his people husbandry, and 
rewarded him for his services by creating him Prince ofT'ai. In the 
time of his great-grandson, Duke Liu, so the story continues, the 
Chou household had multiplied to such an extent that T'ai was toq 
small to hold them. The Duke ordered that the harvest should be 
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gathered in, all the grain and dried meats packed and loaded for 
transport, all weapons-bows, arrows, shields, spears, axes of all 
kinds-made ready. Then, marching at their head, he led his 
people towards the East in search of a new settlement. They wound 
through valleys and plains, and scaled lofty mountains from whose 
peaks the Duke could survey the surrounding land. At last he came 
to Pin. There he found a hundred springs gushing, and looking 
round saw only a bright and ample plain, up to the horizon's verge. 

A great feast was prepared to celebrate the settlement. After
wards the streams and springs were carefully surveyed, and each 
plain and marsh measured. A system of field cultivation was 
initiated, and cottages built for the peasants and farmers. Three 
armies were raised to protect the settlers. Some were sent farther 
afield across the river Wei to bring back iron and whetstones for 
implements. The population thrived and multiplied until all the 
valleys of Pin were filled with the toiling Chou people. . 

Years passed. Then in the reign of King T'ai, the Chou kingdom 
-as it had become-was constantly harassed by the inroads of one 
of the 'Demon' tribes (the Huns or Hsiung-nu oflater history). The 
King tried to pacify them with offerings of skins and silks, dogs and 
horses, pearls and precious jewels-but in vain. Finally, he resolved 
to move his kingdom yet farther to the East, and led his people 
across the mountains of Liang, with his wife, the lady Chiang, 
riding behind him in the saddle. 

He came with the morning, spurring his horses, 
Along the river banks from the West 
Till he reached the foot of Mount Ch'i. 
And there, by the side of his lady Chiang 
He looks down on their future homeland. 

At Ch'i he settled, and his people swarmed after him 'as if they were 
hastening to the market.' There they built a lofty palace for the 
King, stately altars to the spirits of the land, and comfortable homes 
for themselves. The same ode in the 'Book of Poetry' describes the 
busy industry of the Chou settlers at Ch'i: 

Here thronging workmen pile the earth in baskets, 
With rapid movements empty them again. 
The clang of tools echoes to their strokes, 
And frequent paring makes the building sound. 

The story we have just related of the Chou Hou§.e, leading up to 
its conquest of the Shang dynasty, after which it became the ruling 
House of China, is compounded largely of fact and partly of fiction. 
The various removes, the energy with which they were carried out, 
and the industry of the subsequent settlements, we have every 
reason to believe are true, but the attempt to father the race upon 
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the legendary Prince Millet, and to link him with the !'lncient 
Chinese Emperor Shun, can only symbolise the profound esteem 
with which the later Chou people regarded their rulers. The Chou 
'were not, in fact, of the same stock as the Shang, and possibly not 
of the characteristic 'Central China' blood. The writer Mencius 
calls King Wen, father of the first Emperor of the Chou dynasty, a 
'Western barbarian,' while according to a history of the period, the 
'Tso Chuan,' the Chou people addressed the Shangs (Yins) as 'Yi'
foreigners. It may well be that this influx of new blood and new 
ideas brought about the remarkable development which followed. 

After the initial overthrow of the Shang Emperor, and the entry 
of the Chou leader into the capital, the Chou troops proceeded to 
smash all the remaining Shang influence with the system and 
thoroughness which is characteristic of all their behaviour. For 
three years they fought against fifty tributary States which lay to the 
elt;t, and subjugated every one. They also-so says Mencius...:.. 
drove away the tigers, leopards, rhinoceroses, and elephants from 
the 'Middle Lands.' The Empire became, in fact as well as in theory, 
'civilised.' 

Partly to consolidate these gains and to preserve the Empire from 
attack on any of its borders, Emperor Wu, who succeeded King 
Wen, nominated a large body of noblemen to serve as 'screen and 
fence' to the Empire. The nominees were either members of the 
imperial family or meritorious ministers, and some sixteen hundred 
were appointed to various ranks. A great event in the administration 

·of the 'Middle Kingdom' now took place: a feudal system was born. 
Of the workings of this system, many records have survived, but 

they are not always consistent. For the purpose of this book, we 
have chosen the most reliable. It is also difficult to tell from these 
ancient documents whether the reforms were spread over a long or 
short period: we can only give a picture of the completed system. 
It appears that five ranks were created: duke, marquis, earl, vis
count, and baron. A duke or marquis Wa$ allotted territory of a 
hundred square li (each li is equal to about a third of an English 
mile), an earl seventy square li, and a viscount or baron fifty square 
li each. In addition to this division of territory among the ruling 
classes, the country districts were divided into groups, and officials 
were appointed to inspect their administration. The inspector of 
five districts was called a 'chang' ('head'), of ten districts ·a 'shuai' 
('marshal'), of thirty districts a 'cheng' ('chief'), and of two hundred 
and ten districts a 'po' ('superior'). All these officials were subject 
to the supervision of certain elder statesmen who lived at Court, 
acted-:ls the Emperor's advisers, and accompanied him on his tours 
of.irtspection. . 
,t;~t.ablishment of a Fe~Y-S_!_em,.which was one of the great 
Chou acliievements, serv~o a much more important pu~ than 
die mere protection ofterritory against invasion. _Toasic 
principle of Feudalism-the care of the feudal lord for his wssa!s, 
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and the fidelity of these to him, is one which, though open to abuse, 
is able· to effect solid government and a good measure of human 
content. The real strength of the Chou rule proved to lie in the 
closely-knit relationships welded between every branch and class of 
society. The early Chou rulers, too, were remarkable for the 
humanity they showed towards their subjects. By personal super
vision, they made sure that the feudal lords exercised their power 
with justice and kindness. 

At frequent intervals, the nobles were required to attend Court 
and give an account of their stewardship, while every five years the 
Emperor himself made a tour of his kingdom. He left the capital 
at the second moon in spring, and travelled eastward to the Eastern 
Sacred Mountain, to the spirit of which he offered sacrifices, and 
where he summoned the lords of the East to consult with him. He 
travelled to the Southern Sacred Mountain in summer at the fifth 
moon; to the Sacred Mountain of the West in autumn at the eigl!th 

-moon, and to the Northern Sacred Mountain in the eleventh moon 
in mid-winter. Wherever he went he offered sacrifices and inter
viewed his feudal lords. 

In all the places he visited, he enquired specially about the aged 
people-men and women of a hundred years or more. If any were 
living, he humbly called upon them to present his felicitations, and 
also to ask advice about the government of the Kingdom. From 
this we see how deep-seated and ancient is the traditional Chinese 
respect for old age. He also sent for specimens of goods which were 
being offered for sale in the market of each district, so that he might 
learn the special products of each place. Finally, he asked the 
people to repeat, in the presence of his Court musicians, their local 
folk-ballads, so that they might be set to music and played before 
him. The Emperor believed that from these spontaneous expres
sions of the common people's emotion-the description of their Ffe, 
work, needs, pleasures-he could construct a truer picture of their 
conditions than any overlord could describe for him. To the great 
good fortune of posterity, Confucius later collected many of these 
folk-ballads in the 'Book of Poetry,' good translations of which now 
exist in most European languages. The reader may thus discover 
for himself, in a form clear, bright, and charming, the manner of 
life, the social conditions, the desires, fears, and loves of the ordinary 
Chinese· people living about three thousand years ago! 

During his spring visits to the countryside, the Emperor would 
examine the ploughing and supply any deficiency of seed: in 
autumn he examined the reaping and ordered help to be given if 
any crops had failed. Whenever he·entered a State and found that 
new ground had been reclaimed and put under cultivation, that the 
old fields had been well tended, that the aged were provided with 
food, the deserving recognised, and the men of intellect given office, 
then the feudal lord to whom the State belonged would be rewarded 
with additional territory or higher rank. Failure to perform all 
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these worthy acts would incur punishment or loss. After his Empire
wide tour, the Emperor returned to the capital, offered sacrifices 
at his ancestral temple, and gave a full report to his dead ancestors, 
probably in token of his faithfulness to· their teaching. 

The organisation of the land under the Chou feudal system, if we 
are to believe the records of early historians and disciples of Con-

, fucius, ·embodies a very remarkable conception, mathematically 
exact, and calculated both to draw the maximum produce from the 
soil and to give every peasant equal opportunity for living: It was 
called the 'well-field system.' The name is derived from 'the ancient 

1 Chinese character for well (-$: ), which· roughly depicts eight 
squares grouped round a ninth. Under this system, all the cultivable 
land was to be divided' into units of nine hundred square mou (a mou 
is equal to six thousand Chinese square feet), which was in turn 
divided up into nine squares of a hundred mou each, grouped as in 
the 'well' character. The eight outer fields were assigned to eight 
families, and were called their 'private' fields. It is interesting to 
note that the Chinese character for 'private' (..,4) is composed of 
the symbols for a bunch of wheat and for 'self-interest'-an obvious 
relic from the time of the well-field. The ninth and central fleld had 
to. be cultivated by each of· the families in turn for the benefit of the 
lord to whom all the land 'belonged, and only after this, the 'Public' 
field, had been cared for, did the peasants dare look after their own. 
One of the long poems in the 'Book of Poetry' while describing the 

· rainy season gives vent to the peasants' grievances in the lines, 

First must the rain fall on our public field; 
The private fields receive it afterwards! 

Certain laws of cultivation were enforced in order to draw the 
biggest possible yield from the soil. No trees must be grown in the 
fields lest they reduc~d the· output 'of grain. Mulberry trees and 
vegetables could be planted round the homesteads; tnelons and fruit 
trees along the borders of the foot" paths. It was forbidden to sow 
only one kind of grain, so that if one crop failed, there would be 
others to fall back on; and thus famine-one of the terrors of the 
Chinese-might be averted. As for animals and poultry, each 
family must keep at least five brood hens and two brood sows: 

There would always be certain lands unfit for crops, or which, for 
one reasori,or another, would not be divided among the peasantry. 
Upon these'also the lord's peasants were obliged to work. We know 
that they had to hew timber on the mountains and in the forests, 
that they collected weeds and reeds from the marshes, firewood from 
the scrub-land, fish and salt from the sea coast and inland lakes. 
According to another poem in the 'Book of Poetry' which gives a 
detailed descriptio!! of peasant life in Central· China under the 
feudal system, the peasants, besides working in the fields, had to hunt 
foxes and wild cats to make winter robes for the young lords. In the 
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snowy weather they must hunt wild boar. In the spring, continues 
the poem, when the warm days began and the oriels were singing, 
the young peasant women gathered mulberry leaves in tQ.e lonely 
paths. When the shrike's notes sounded. shrilly in the seventh moon 
they began to twist hemp and weave fabrics, black, or yellow, or 
brilliant red, to make robes for the young noblemen. During the 
slack season, after the harvest had been gathered, they still could not 
rest. They had to go to the towns and put the noblemen's houses in 
order. ·When they were not so employed, they would spend the day 
gathering reeds, and twist them into ropes at night. 

According to these P.Oems, which we suppose are the records and 
complaints of the people themselves, the feudal system seems to have 
brought nothing but hard work to the lower classes, and abundant 
riches to the overlord, who had 'innumerable stacks rising like 
islands from the land, thousands of granaries, and carts in myriads.' 

The sorghum, millet, rice, and maize are stored : 
The peasants rest at last content and thanliful! 

Nevertheless it brought with it a certain degree of security. Every 
able man between the ages of twenty and sixty was provided with 
land and obliged to till it, but when he reached sixty he returned the 
land to the State, was freed of obligations, and became himself the 
government's responsibility. The orphans and the aged, the deaf 
and the dumb, the crippled and the insane were all cared for or 
pensioned by the government. 

Besides the promotion of agriculture, which was th~::Q, as now, the 
main occupation of the Chinese, there seems to have been a great 
development of crafts and trading under the Chou rulers .. We 
'read one record of there being seven kinds of wood craftsmen, 
six kinds of workers in metal, five in leather, five types of dyer, 
five types of refiner, and two kinds .of workers in earthenware. 
The crafts seem to have been a family affair, the special technique 
of each being handed down from father to son. This we learn from 
the surnames which frequently occur in old records, such as T'ao, 
Chen, Chiang, Tzu-yu, and Tuan, which mean maker of earthen
ware, mason, woodcraftsman, sedan-chair maker, and black
smith. 

Under the Feudai System, the power of the ruling House and the 
nobles became paramount, and as a natural consequence the 
period was marked by a great development of city life. City and 
Court gave rise not only to a refinement in art and manners, but to 
the growth of an influential merchant class. Copper coins, lengths 
of silk, gold nuggets, pearls, and gems were all used as money, and 
trading seems to have enjoyed a prosperity hitherto unknown. The 
heyday of the Chou dynasty was undoubtedly a time of richness 
an,d splendour, of social advance, of material productivity; but all 
this was balanced upon dangerous foundations. It dependec;l on the 
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character of the ruling class, and especially on the personality of the 
Emperor. If his hold upon the nobles weakened, or if they or he 
became corrupt, then industry must give place to civil broil and 
tyranny; which did indeed happen. The feudal lords began to 
offer a menace to the throne, and grew jealous of one another. Then 
the .cleavage between town and country became one of rich and 
poor; the rival nobles' demand for money to support their armies 
led to a sharp increase in trading, and to the greater power of 
the merchant class, many members of which became political 
intriguants. _ • 

But before we pass to the melancholy and .final break up of the 
'Chou House, we may evoke a few of those great personalities who, 
gorgeous in their g~lden imperial robes, and even more splendid in 
their intellectual gifts of statesmanship, maintained for a time an 
equilibrium in Chinese social and political development. 
T~unde;:_ of the Chou dy_nas{y,_Kfug~,_..!s>gether wit4 his 

.~w~ ~s ~F~-(~~cceeded him a~ Em2eror Wl!)_~£_d~(the 
'iJ?.Uk:e of Cliou' to whom so ~ap.y vxrtues are attnbutea), form an 
~lmost sacre.atriumvirate in Chinese history. In the dark days of the 
declining Shang dynasty, when King Wen was only the ruler of a 
western State, the eyes of the unhappy Chinese turned to him as a 
Saviour. And from all we read, he was not merely a leader of 
military skill, but a man of honour, pure in motive, humane, and, 
in the best sense, good. The complete picture of him remains 
shadowy, partly because later tradition has surrounded him with an 
aura of unnatural virtue, but he seems to have been a ruler whom 
people could both fear and love. 

Here it may be interesting to note a fundamental social cl].ange 
which although initiated in earlier times was fully developed and 
applied by the early Chou rulers. It played an important part in 
stabilising the dynasty, besides altering, profoundly and per-· 
manently, the whole social structure ofSociety. 

Under the Shang system, the younger brother of the Emperor 
was his legal successor, and only when he had no brother did his son 
become heir to the throne. Th~s arrangement was a great source of 
treason and insecurity: brother plotted against brother, and all kind 
oftro~ble was stirred up,among the population. King Wen and his 
sons laid down the law, which has been preserved with very few 
lapses until the Empire itself ended in 191 1, by which the succession 
was restricted from father to son. It applied not only to the Royal 
House but to the domains of the nobility and even to the poorest 
families in the Empire. This system, with a number of subsidiary 
decrees which grew up round it, resulted in the Great Family or 
'Tsung Fa' system, for which, the Chinese have been famous for 
thousands of years, and which is responsible for many of the 
characteristics of Chinese society. ' 

The founder of an Empire, a State, or a Family was called 'Tsu,' 
'the Originator,' and was worshipped with ,the highest honours. 
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His eldest son became his heir, and was called 'Ta Tsung' (or 
'Tsung'), 'the Great Honourable One.' If one of his brothers shared 
a portion of the inheritance or started a branch-line of the family, 
he was called 'Hsiao Tsung,' 'the Little Honourable One.' 

The eldest son and heir held a place of importance and responsi
bility in the family: the well-being of the household lay in his hands. 
Whenever the family interest was affected, or its honour offended, 
the 'Ta Tsung' had to assume full responsibility, and any action he 
decided to take would be supported unquestioned by the whole 
family. In the home, he was obliged to maintain any of his relatives 
who were in financial straits. In return, he and his wife were treated 
with particular respect by them all. If his younger brothers became 
high court officials, or gained riches for themselves in one way or 
another, they would not dare parade thdr rank or wealth before the 
'Ta Tsung.' If they came to call upon him with a huge retinue of 
attendants, chariots, and horses, as befitted their rank, they must 
leave the bulk of it at the outer gate, and enter with only a handful 
of attendants, to show that their acquired honours were not com
parable with the position held by right of inheritance by the 
'Great Honourable One.' In case the latter were poor and went 
about in shabby clothes, his richer relatives must present him with 
new garments. Or else they must enter his presence in even shab
bier ones. 

All these regulations, together with others of a similar kind, and 
many moral injunctions relating to family life-the ties, the proper 
standing, and the mutual responsibilities of all its members pro
nounced by the moralist Confucius in the later years of the dynasty 
-laid the foundations of Chinese family life for all time. 

The good King Wen was succeeded, in conformity with the new 
law, by his eldest son Emperor Wu. 'Wen' has the meaning of 
'civilised' and 'Wu' of 'martial,' from which we may judge the 
contrasting character of the two rulers. It appears that Emperor 
Wu consolidated his father's conquests by many sanguinary battles. 
The divinity that hedged the sovereigns of that dynasty prevented 
historians from censuring any of his conduct, but Confucius, who 
could be both sly and enigmatic when questioned on certain risky 
subjects, said on one occasion that the music with which Emperor 
Wu celebrated his victories, 'though perfectly beautiful, was not 
perfectly good,' while the music of the ancient Emperor Shun (the 
'blessed' Shun, supposedly of the ancient pre-Hsia period) was 'both 
perfectly beautiful and perfectly good.' Confucius does not explain 
whether he intended 'good' in a technical or a moral sense, but it is 
reasonable to assume that he was making a subtle criticism of 
Emperor Wu's taste for battle. 

When he died, his eldest son was still a young boy, and Wu 
entrusted him to the guardianship of his own younger prother, the 
Duke Tan of Chou. 

'The Duke of Chou,' as he is usually called, is one of the most 
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outstanding figures in Chinese history. Even Confucius the critical 
calls him 'a man of talent and charm' and declares that with him as 
guide and teacher, the people were 'broadminded, generous, gentle, 
and good.' Already in the reign of his elder brother, Emperor Wu, 
he seems to have acted as faithful Minister, advancing ideas, super
vising their application, pacifying the surrounding States, and, in 
general, bringing good order into society. All this he performed with 
modesty, giving all the glory to the 'Son of Heaven,' the reigning 
Emperor. Probably the well-field system was his device; certainly 
it was he who supervised the division of the territory and advised the 
Emperor on the appointment of nobles, upon whom the working of 
the system depended. It seems that the whole administrative 
organisation of the Chinese Empire, which in its essentials remained 
a pattern for thousands of years, was planned by this remarkable 
man. Ritual and ceremony, a characteristic feature of the Chinese 
way of life, and one with which the Chou dynasty writers and 
thinkers were particularly concerned, were to a large extent 
initiated by the Duke, and though the book known as the 'Chou 
Ritual' was not actually written by him, the institutions it records 
are certainly mostly his work. Like the Great Family or 'Tsung 
Fa' system, they helped to bring order and grace into the lives 
of the whole population. It is also said that he taught the people 
music. ' 

At the death of his elder brother, Wu, the Duke might have 
brushed aside his young nephew and declared himself Emperor. 
Instead, he respected the new law of succession and acted as regent 
to the young boy, bringing him up and educating him discreetly in 
the arts of statecraft. To this attitude he remained faithful till he 
died. 

In the history of the Chou House, there are no other figures to 
_stand beside these three-Wen, Wu, and 'the Duke.' The fifth 
Emperor, Mu 'the Solemn,' is said to have been a great traveller. 
Popular tradition tells how with eight highly bred horses he 
travelled to the West for ten thousand miles (li) and feasted the Hsi 
Wang Mu-the 'Western Queen Mother' --on the banks of the Green
Jasper Pond on the Cluster-of-Jade Mountains. We do not know 
who this lady w~s, but we suspect her name is the Chinese rendering 
of a tribal name, and that the Emperor journeyed beyond the 
western confines of his Empire. 

From Mu onwards, the Chou rulers became steadily more deca
dent, until the twelfth, Emperor Yu 'the Gloomy,' practically 
brought the dynasty to an end. Yu was completely dominated by a 
beautiful and wilful concubine. One of her chief pleasures, it is 
said, was the sound of tearing silk: whole pieces of rich silk wen~ 
torn up to amuse her. They must have been a gloomy pair, for the 
lady, so they say, had never smiled in her life until the doting 
Emperor bethought himself of a device that eventually cost him his 
throne. He ordered all the beacon fires to be lit. This was the signal 
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for the feudal lords to hasten to the capital with their armies to 
resi~t the W~stern barbarians (the 'Demons' of Shang period who 
were still quarrelsome neighbours). The barons with their men, arms, 
and horses rushed up, and wht;n they found the whole affair was a 

·hoax their expressions struck. the lady as so irresistibly funny that she 
burst into peals of laughter. Yu was delighted, but the sword of 
Damocles already hung over his head. The father of the rightful 
queen joined with the 'Demons' and did in fact invade the Emperor's 
capital. Now the beacons were lit in vain: not a man came to the 
Emperor's help. The capital fell, the beautiful lady was carried off, 
and Yu 'the Gloomy' killed by the sword. 'A smile of Beauty over
turned an Empire' runs the song. This happened in 771 B.C. 

The son and heir of the murdered Emperor, called P'ipg 'the 
Peaceful,' took the throne, but in fear of the Western tribes he moved 
his capital eastward to Loyang, an act which occurs frequently in , 
Chinese history in response to pressure from the West. The removal 
now seemed to presage the fall of the Royal House. The·period is 
known as that of Eastern Chou, sometimes called the 'Spring and 
Autumn' period, for it saw the rise and decline of the Feudal States. 
Confucius, in his historical work 'The Spring and Autumn Annals,' 
begins with the 49th year of the reign of Emperor P'ing. , 

Chinese politics now become turgid ano obscure. The well-field 
system collapsed and so did the feudal system. The Emperor still 
kept court at Loyang for a time, but ,the territory over which he held 
undisputed sway was too small to assure him any power. The Court 
ceremonies and ritual formed nothing but a mocking echo to the old 
glories of the Chou House. Meanwhile the Feudal States surround
ing the capital gradually increased their authority, supported by 
strong armies until, in 479 B.c., the period known as that of the 
'Warring States' was ushered in: · 

The head of each State began to style himself 'King,' old distinc
tions of ra'nk ceased to exist, life lost all security, moral values were 
submerged beneath the laws of force. The records of the States 
contain little but descriptions of wars, sava~ in character a;nd lack
ing all the chivalry which characterised people's conduct under the, 
early Chou regime. After so many hundreds of years, we look back 
and see only a tangled and sordid struggle for power, accompanied 
by endless diplomatic intrigues. It would be oflittle profit to relate 
all the battles and vicissitudes of fortune by which these numerous 
sovereign States, the Ch'in, the Ch'u, the Ch'i, the Yen, the Han, 
the Chao, the Wei, and many other smaller powers struggled against 
each other for supremacy. The only State which was to have a 
lasting importance i;n Chinese history was the Ch'in, for the Ch'in 
ruler was to establish eventually a new and powerful dynasty. 

Just as the Chou people had pressed into China from the West 
and conquered the Shang, so did the Ch'in people who were· soon to 
rule China advance also from the West. When Emperor P'ing 'the 
Peaceful' was obliged to move his capital eastward from Feng-Kao 
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to Loyang, the Ch'in people moved into the territory that had thus 
been abandoned. They fought against the surrounding barbari.an • 
tribes and annexed much of their land. By the time the Eastern 
Chou dynasty. came to an end in 249 B.c., the Ch'ins were probably 
the most powerful of all the 'Warring States! In the years of 
struggle that followed, we see the Ch'in State steadily growing in 
importance and strength; we see six other large States at first fight
ing each other, but at length forming a mutually protective alliance 
against the menacing power of the Ch'ins. But so corrupt and short
sighted were the rulers of these States that the Ch'in diplomats were 
able to beguile each of them in turn, either by false promises or threats, 
so that they abandoned the alliance, offered pieces of their territory 
to the Ch 'ins for propitiation, and were swallowed up one by one for 
their foolishness. 'To give away land to appease the Ch'ins is like put
ting out a fire by piling wood on it. The greedy fire will not die down 
till the last piece of wood has burned! So runs the popular saying. 

The chief good which emerged from this turbulent period of East 
Chou and the 'Warring States' was in the form ofphilosophy and 

.~ literature. Bitterness of life often -prove-s the spur to i;magination, 
I and from these years come the great moral treatises of Confucius, 

the eloquent essays of ¥encius, and the brilliant philosophical 
,studies of Chuang Tzu, full of humour and imagination. 'The Book 
;:ofPoetry,' an anthology of anonymous lyrics and occasional poems 
]compiled by Confucius, represents the poetry of the Northern plains, 
and laid the foundations for Chinese poetry in all the later ages, 
while the long lyric poem 'Li Sao' ('Encountering Sorrow') by the 
Southern poet Ch'u Yuan is one of the glories of Chinese literature. 

Ch'u Yuan, a wise and loyal minister to the Prince of Ch'u State, 
had been sent into exile for advising his master against friendship 
with the treacherous Ch'ins. In gloom and disappointment the 
poet drowned himself. The poem is one of passionate beauty and 
sadness. Flowers and gods, beautiful girls and strange monsters 
crowd the 'pages, and in hauntingly melodious language. The lovely 
objects of the poet's desire are thought to symbolise the Prince of 

. Ch'u, and the fragrant flowers and herbs, the virtues which should 
attend a ruler. Ch'u Yuan's immortal appeal was as little regarded 
by the Prince as his more direct counsel. Ch'u State, in common 

__ with the five other foolish powers, was defeated, and in 221 B.c. 
/the Ch'in dynasty was established to rule over the whole Chinese 

I 'Empire. 
"·-- ~--

CHAPTER V 

CONFUCIUS AND HIS WRITINGS 

THE name 'Confucius,' with its somewhat Latin appearance, is the 
Western form of the Chinese K'ung Fu-tzu, and siiJ!ply m~~~ 'a 
cer!ain ~~ntlefi!an ..Qc:m.' Like eminent persons all over the world, 
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the Sage was known by his surname only, and as a mark of r,espect 
the title given to a teacher or scholar wall added. K'ung Fu-:tzu 
~ay~p_er~s be renderedpest as 't}l~-¥~$.:Jmg~ .. 

He came of a very: respectablef'iffiiil~o~~ Its ongms 
"the ancient royal house of Shang, and the immeaiate ancestors 

o.QJie pliiiO'SOP.lier had an:~ ~olaie_£s-...2L.P~S~~ of 
worth, honour, ana reputatlon. His father,. the elder K'ung, is 
descril:iea'oy lii8t0rians as a soldier of extreme daring, courage, and 
prowess .. ~e had already begotten nine dal!.!ihters when Confucius 
was conceiveo,.ana many strange events, dream~, and_])orten_ts are 
assoCiateawi'fhtlle"b1rth()f1h1s mucli-aesrredbo . It is told, for 
instance, that wh~n her time rew near, the mother betook herself 
to the cave of a neighbouring hill, which.had been revealed to her 
in a dream as the appropriate birthplace. In this same story, the 
baby Confucius is described as having a miraculous appearance, 
'w_ith a mouth like the sea, ox lips, and the back of a dragon.' All 
the myths surrounding his conception and birth, however, contain 
so many elements of common Chinese folk tales·that they command 
no credence. They have evidently gathered. about the figure of the 
philosopher in the years after his death, but at least they serve to 
mark the reverence in which he was held by even the uneducated 
masses of later generations. It has been established with some 
certainty that the birth took place in the year 55 r B.c. in the State. 
ofLu (in the. modern town of Ch'u Fu, Shantung province). 

Few authentic facts are known about his bo)'hood. !j_e must have 
been-as5leii'iiiCiiila~rsaia"flrat1iiSTavourite amusemep.t~was 
toplay_~t ~age Emperor~orming_tlie ancient rites,_<!!:r.<mging 
thnm::rrficial vessels, ana maKmg the ceremomal p,ostures. At the 
age of seventeen, he had won a reputation among his fellows for 
learning, but as his father had died some years before, and the 
family suffered from respectable poverty, he was unable at first to 
follow the path of piire.scholarship .. · : . . , . . 

He began his career as a grana_!;y_oyer&eer_inJhis~DJlJiy~_district, 
an<rinliis year of service all was in perfect order. The_(ollpw-. 
ing-yeaflle was put incliarge of'11ie public fields in the same 
district, and· under his supervision the cattle were strong and 
healthy. , . 

7? Meanwhil~, h~s ability was evidently attrac~ing the attention of 
/\he -great:--:·HrlW marnoome year before his first CW..P.Ointment, 

arl'(l:-a:t:l1ie1:5i.Rliof a son, the reigning Duke of Lu State had sent. 
him a couple of carp in congratulation. To commemorate the gift, 
Confucius named his son Li 't4e Carp,' and gave him the second 
name of Po-yu, 'Fish Primus' ! · 

At the age~<:>f~W.:Jw.p, .. he.a .. bandoned.py.b.l.ic.e.mployment.a;nd. 
:_came a teacher. B~..?P~I?:ed his doors to all_young_n:ten with~. 
1rst for ancrent learmng .. None was too pooror too humt>ie"ttI:)e 

w'"'e1comecf:"'"T~Y:Ellalifications were eagerness and intelligence, 
aiiatheoruy entrance fee a bunch of dried meats, accordlrigto the 
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'K,custom of the time. From the many recorded sa~_lVe can form 
a -aea.rpiCfiire-oriTonfucllis- tlieTeacher. One of his favourite 
stUaents·· descriOed"'tlie Master' to a Tellow-student as being 'un
pretentious, good, courteous, temperate, and complaisant,' and 
the general impression one has of him is of an austere, almost 
ascetic gentleman, grudging of praise, stern of judgment, un
wearied in learning and teaching, intolerant of both stupidity and 
laziness. 

'A scholar who is ~chiilg for the truth_~sJ. __ yet is ashamed of 
sha15Dyelothes and"l)ad food isn't worth speakwg to{lieaecTared on 
one-~casiun,-andagain,-·wn:en one of h1s stooents lad' been caught 
do_zi_!!.g_in the d(ttime, the Master remarkecLcg:j~Jy, 'Rotten. wood 
cannot be carve , nor a wall of foul earth be plastered. 'I'hl.s Yu 
fellow-whatls-the-use cif'scolaing nim ?' -
-'T() hiiiiWh.Oha.SrloenthUsiasnf1sna:Ir not open up the truth, 
and IShail not help anyone wlio cannot express hTsiaea"S:-lfi-have 
explained one side of a problem to someone, and he cannot deduce 
the other three sides, I shall not teach him any more,' is another 
"characteristic utterance. 

Partly to gratify his own thirst for research and study, and partly 
..-tQ provide systematic text-books for his students,. Confucius now 
/ <Jie&_an to compile tl.W.\l<:.Y.Olume~of_histQ!Y, rit<:_s, m11~.E ~etry 
whrCh,~ere to rank as the greatest classics in the Chinese language, 
and-were-tomoutd-meflfought andronauct of countless genera-
tiQ.ns oJ..liii:C.QJJntrymen. - - --

Of all these writings, the 'Book of Poetry' is be\lt. known to 
Westel.'~.!:f!, thrQ..tl:g4_th£_!lleaium of ma!,!Y_ competent translations. 
It is mainly composed of fo1k-oaiiad8, and like the ballads of every 
nation;-theymirronhe-enfoliorisarurfee1iiigscomfiml'ltothe'·whole 
human race. If the reader will but plunge into them, he will be 
rewar:.d~~ _:vitll._ as' s_h,~, vivid, and n~ural a picture of ancient China 
as he wou@_fin<i.!l!_all Chmese!~ature.- The passage of the 
s·easonSis described in tliem; tlieHowers, the crops, the country toil, 
the food, the habits, manners, loves, and sorrows of many hundred 
thousands of hu:q1an beings, thousands of years ago. For the Chinese 
themselves, this book was father to all the more sophisticated poetry 
of later times. No poet but owed a greater or lesser debt to it. The 
chief service which Confucius rendered lay in making these ballads 
available to ordinary students. They had previously been collected 
by Court musicians, who had toured the whole countryside of the 
vast empire, and gathered them from the original sources-the oral 
tradition of the people. They w~re then stored in the imperial 
library, effectively removed from the eyes of common men. Con
fucius revised the whole collection; weeded out the dupiicates, 
omitted those he considered unsuitable for his teaching, and gave 
them a literary polish. He also added the ancient epic poems and 
the temple odes of the Shang and Chou dynasties. He arranged a 
musical setting for each of the poems, either revising the old tunes 
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or composing a new one. This music, unfortunately, has not been 
preserved. 

By teaching his students from the 'Book of Poetry,' the Master 
wished to show them 'how to give expression to their feelings'; 
by co.mP..iling a:n,cit:ntsongs.and.music,.his..aim...was~nsJ*r-e-in·them 
harmonious sensations.' Such wor J!.alm.b~~~r.eserved. 
We-'Know tliat 1t containe ceremonial music: Court airs played at 
diplomatic receptions, solemn temple odes performed at the 
offering of sacrifices, tunes for feasts and festivals; but of the sub
stance itself we have no trace. The loss is all the more regrettable 
since, from the various records of Confucius' own sensit\ve response 
to music, we feel that had we only such works to study, we might 
'have learnt a great deal about the philosopher's inner feelings, 
instead of being merely shown his outward manner and the didactic 
side of his nature. It is recorded that while he was studying the 
Shao music, said to have been •composed by the ancient Sage- · 
Emperor Shun, for three months he did not taste meat, so deep was 
his absorption. Another story tells of his learning to play a new tune 
on the lute. After ten days he said, 'I have learnt the tune but I 
cannot get the rhythm.' Several days passed and he said, 'I can get 
the rhythm now but not the composer~s intention.' When he had· 
discovered the composer's intention he said, 'I still cannot visualise 
the composer in person!' At last he said, 'Now I have seen someone 
who seems to be deeply absorbed in thought, looking up blissfully 
into the distant heights, with an expression of intense longing. 
And now I see the composer himself-a man of dark complexion, 
tall build, a pair of whimsical eyes, and the ambition of a world 
ruler. Who could he be but King Wen" the Civilised"?' From 
this remarkable anecdote, we can catch a glimpse, not only of 
Confucius' deep and sensitive appreciation of music, but also the 
untiring and persistent effort with which he sought to probe the 
inner truth of problems. 

The 'Book of Histqr.y,.:_]:)y whicJ:l Confucius' ~.tudents were 
intended...:...'tooecome conversatitwtth'-f~ composed of 
documents from the most ancient dynasties, beginning with the 
Sage-Emperor Yao and proceeding regularly until the time of East 
Chou-Confucius' own period. There are dialogues on questions of 
State between the Emperors and their ministers, outlines of national 
policy, harangues, edicts, and ordinances, together with topo
graphical records. For later students of arident Chinese history, it 
forms a unique and invaluable record, while with historians it has 
held a place comparable with the 'Book of Poetry' among poets. It 
is characteristic of Confucius that in place of a book of literary 
criticism, he compiled a volume of genuine ancient poetry, and in 
place of a regular ~History' written from his own viewpoint, he chose 
rather to collect and present the authentic historical documents. 
This bears out his modest estimate of himself, 'a transmitter and 
not a maker, b~lieving in and loving the ancients. . . . ' 
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In order to estimate the importance of the fourth Confucian classic, 
the 'Book of Rites,' one must see._it against the background of the. 
times. The philosopher lived in the period of E:"a.St Chou. Kings of 
the imperial House of Chou· were still the nominal rulers, but their 
authority only held over a very small part of the Empire. Each 
State had its own ruling Prince or Duke, who governed according 
to his own ideas. With the decay of a central authority, there were 
no laws, no moral obligations, no social order; the sacrifices were 
neglected and the temples, while those in power were neither 
respected nor wortl;ly of respect. It was to rectify this state of affairs 
that Confucius laid such emphasis, in all his teaching, upon 
'propriety,' 'rites,' 'ceremony,' 'order,' earning for himself, some
·what unjustly, the biting criticism of the moderns. It was not that 
he ranked a man's behaviour above his soul, or thought that good 
government lay entirely in the proper observance of ceremony, 
but that the society he knew was so lawless and graceless that he did 
not believe a powerful Chinese Empire could be reborn without 
the new regulation of public and private behaviour from top to 
bottom. 

Lover, as he admits himself to be, of the ancients, it was to the 
• ceremonies of the past dynasties that he turned, and for his spiritual 

guide he cl1.ose that social reformer and model of rectitude from 
the early Chou dynasty-the Duke of Chou.1 

The story is told of how during the early days of his teaching he 
visited the capital of the Chou empire, mainly to speak with the 
venerable philosopher Laotzu,2 but also to observe the relics oflost 
imperial greatness. As he examined the places reserved for the great 
sacrifices to Heaven and Earth, and the Hall of Light where the 
loyal princes used to be received in audience, noted the arrange
ments of the Court and the ancestral temple of the royal House, he 
was profoundly impressed. 'Now,' he remarked with a sigh, 'I 
understand the wisdom of the Duke of Chou, and how the Chou 
House attained to the imperial sway!' Round the walls of the Hall 
of Light were painted the portraits of the ancient kings, beginning 
with the Sage-Emperors Yao and Shun, and including a picture of 
the Duke of Chou, with his baby nephew, to whom he had acted 
as Regent, sitting on his knees, and giving audience to all the 
princes of the Empire. The power and dignity of the faces, and the 
whole conception of the Hall, evidently the work of the Duke, filled 
Confucius, we are told, with awe and delight, so that he exclaimed 
to his companions, 'Here you see how the Chou House became so 
great. As we use a mirror to reflect the forms of things, so should 
we study antiquity in order to understand the present!' 

A. memory of the Duke of Chou's great personality evidently con
tinued to inspire Confucius in all his later works. The 'Book of 

··Rites,' which was a recension of the 'three hundred principles of 
ritual, and three thousand kinds of ceremony' collected by the 

1 See Chapter IV. 2 See Chapter VI. 
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Duke, was a very proper tribute to his ~isdom and took its place 
beside the Books of Poetry and History for the training and en
lightenment of the intelligentsia. Among the recorded sayings of 
Confucius is the pathetic cry, when fortune was evidently forsaking 
him, 'I'm going to the dogs! I never dream now_ of meeting the 
Duke of Chou, as I always used _to do!' It was as much as to say, 

... .. t. 

The god Hercules whom Antony lov' d, 
Now leaves him . . • 

From 530 .till 500 B.c., Confuciuf!_persevered in research_and 
te -liiilg an<rdeclineot"Ohold.officein the government of his State. 
Lu ate Wii'Stlien ruiecl."I.Jy tliree powerful'fciiiillies,eacn struggling 
against the other two for supremacy, and each being betrayed and 
weakened by its own scurrilous vassals. Confucius, the lover of 
order and dignity, was disgusted at this condition. About the year 
500 B.c., however, he consented to become chief magistrate of the 
State capital, and in a short time, we read, he had brought such 
order into the city that it became the ~nvy of all the neighbouring 
States. Appropriate foods were assigned to the young and old, and 
proper burdens to the strong and weak; men and women walked 
apart from each other in the streets. Merchants selling lambs and 
pigs charged no exorbitant prices; lost property w~s returned 
voluntarily to the owner. Travellers from. all parts of the Empire 
felt at ease and at home when they came to the Lu capital. 

resently he was promoted to the position of acting prime minister. 
-t ~~a.t_Confl1Cius_was_not merely2-.-phil_o~opher ag~ 
{ s olar: he was also a very practical man of the world. A character

isti~nCiaenCis recoraea of liis accompanying the Duke oCLu to an 
interview with the Duke of a neighbouring State Ch'i. It was 
proposed to form a friendly alliance, but the chief officer to the 
Duke of Ch'i, dubbing Confucius a 'man of ceremonies without any -
courage,' advised his master to kidnap the Duke of Lu and annex 
a part of the borde~ territory. Accordingly,· after the ceremonies 
had been concluded, a band of armed dancers-half-savage tribes
men from the eastern sea coast-advanced towards the assembly. 
Confucius quickly realised the kind of entertainment these ruffians 
were to present, and stepping forward with·an expression of fiery 
determination, so boldiy rebuked the Duke of Ch'i for this lapse of 
propriety that the dancers were withdrawn and the discomfited 
Ch'i ruler ·was obliged to cede territory to his rival. ' 

It was a temporary victory. Qonfl!~ius wasEpidly_l~~ing_!he 
popular idol-'~ fu_w _ill. ~gs thr:9.E-gh...th~ir-!P-o_uths'=and.he.had 
so~strengtlieneo tlie oucal- House and undermined the influence of 
ministers and nobles, that Lu State promised· to become leader of 
the Empire. The people of Ch'i, still smarting from ·the 'man of 
ceremonies' ' rebuke, declared, 'With Confucius at the head of its 
government, Lu will become supreme among the States, and Ch'i, 
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which is nearest to it, will be the first to be swallowed.' At the 
proposal of one of his ministers, the Duke decided to try to form a 
rift l,>etween Confucius and his master, by cunning trickery. Eighty 
beautiful girls, skilled in dancing and singing, decked out in gaudy 
costumes, together with a hundred and twenty of the finest piebald 
horses that could be found, were sent as a present to the Duke ofLu. 
The latter, quite overcome at the sight of so much loveliness, forgot 
all his lessons of propriety. For three days no audience was held 
at the Lu Court. 'Master,' said one of his favourite students to the 
Sage, 'it is time for you to be going.' 

It was the end of winter. When spring broke, the great sacrifice 
to Heaven would be offered. Confucius hoped that the magnitude 
and solemnity of this service would put a limit to the Duke's 
frivolity. However, when the time came, the ceremonies were 
hustled through, and the customary portion of meat from the 
offerings was not sent round to Confucius. Disappointed and dis
heartened that his earnestly conceived reforms and persevering 
labours for the dignity of Lu had been set ~ide by a bunch of 
pretty girls, Confucius hartded in his resignation. In the com
panionship of a handful of his students, he shook the dust of Lu 
State from his feet . 

. 
For fourteen years he wandered sorrowfully from State to St~te, 

ver searching for a serious-minded ruJer who would employ him 
and allow him to work out his pattern of government. He arrived 

·first in the State of Wei, where his reputatioiJ, earned him an 
immediate welcome. The Duke, an even more dissipated and 
worthless man than the Duke of Lu, received Confucius somewhat 
charily. A man of austere virtue and a preacher of morality was 
hardly to his taste, and he was at that time much preoccupied with 
the beauty and wit of a brilliant concubine. The lady insisted on 
being granted an interview with the Sage, and as she rose to greet 
him, her countless pendants of precious stones tinkled like little 
bells. His students apparently made vexing insinuations to the 
philosopher about this event, so that he was driven to call Heaven 
to witness that he had not behaved improperly! 

But the lascivious Court ofWei was clearly no place for him. One 
day, the light-hearted Duke rode through the city in his imperial 
chariot, with his mistress beside him. Confucius was obliged to 
drive behind them in the second chariot. The Duke cared nothing 
for appearances, but laughed and joked to his heart's content, so 
that the bystanders cried out, 'Lust in front: virtue behind!' The 
comment was inevitable. A short time afterwards, Confucius was 
conversing with the Duke on serious questions. Presentiy, some 
swans appeared on the wing and passed across the sky. The Duke, 
palpably bored and inattentive, began to stare vacantly at the birds. 
Confucius, we are told, made haste to leave. 

As he travelled from one State to an()ther, he met nothing but 
rebuff and -disappointment. None of the rulers would listen to him. 
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~ S9I!).~_,)Ver:~ ~fraid of. his power, othe!.sjeereg~at.his .solemnity_._At 
one time his life was indanger, at another he was for days without 
~o()-CJ:--Once a madman came up to liiscarriage and- cried out, 
'Oh, phcenix, phcenix, how your virtue has degenerated! Give up, 
give up your vain pursuit!' But he never despaired u!!£Ijy._.:.At last, 
some years after the death of his former patron th~ Duke of Lu, he 

. was recalled to his native State. He was by now an old man of 
seventy, and although the young Duke and his ministers applied 
courteously to him for advice from time to time, he could no 
longer make his influence. felt in .government. H~s las.t ye~re 

ent in study and writing. His four Classics were completed and 
Uf'into order, and tliC':Bookof'Clianges' was compiled. Tliislast 

wasliisfavourite stuoY;With repeatea reaoiiif,"hehadtllriceworn 
o~the strings that bound his copy together! It is a puzzling and · 
myste'rious work, capable of numberless interpretations, and its 
origins are perhaps more ancient than those of any ~ther book in 
the world. . It is based on the diagrams arranged by the Sage
Emperor Fu Hsi, living about 4000 B.c. To these diagrams, 
interpretations were given by Good King Wen of the Chou House 
and his son the Duke of Chou, so greatly loved by Confucius. In his 
old age, Confucius studied these interpretations more and more, 
and finally added his own commentary which seeks to explain the 
general meaning of the whole book. The book purposes to interpret 
the origin and progress of life by interaction of two principles, the 
'yin' and 'yang'-positive and negative, male and female, and it 
was later used as an instrument for divination. Nowadays, scholars 
have divided the material into two components. While a part is 
thought to consist of pure folk-lore and superstitions; such as the 
simple. prophecies of peasants about the weather, the remainder 
contains the more enigmatic pronouncements of soothsayers: The 
two parts are intermingled, and the text gives a mysterious im
pression of occultism. 

In the spring of 480 B.C. during a royal hunt, a strange animal 
was caught and killed. As no man could give it a name, Confucius 
was summoned, and to his horror he found it to be a unicorn! This 
beast was held by tradition to be so harmless and good that it would 

. not even harm an ant. Its appearance was supposed to presage an 
era of peace and happiness, and now it had n:o sooner appeared 
than ignorant men had slain it! It was as if a sage had come into 
the world at the Wrong time, and would therefore meet his death. 
The aged philoSbpher was profoundly moved at the sight and cried 
out, 'For whom have you come? For whom have you come? Alas! 
my teaching days are over!' The tears flowed down his cheeks! 

However, the fates granted him two more years of life, during 
which he wrote down the history of his times, known as 'The Spring 
and Autumn Annals.' Nearing the grave, as he knew himself to be, 
he no longer cared for the favour or opinion of his contemporaries .. 
All the evil and vice, the murders and treachery, the covetousn~s 
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and bad faith, the ignorance and dissoluteness of those days were 
recorded without gloss. Every word the author wrote had been 
critically weighed, and praise or blame were firm and steady. The 
book ended with the ominous appearance of the unicorn, and it is 
said that when the disloyal ministers and unfilial sons read it, they 
were filled with" terror, for they felt themselves facing the accusing 

_ fingers of all the after generations. 
/..._ In 4 78 B.c., at the age of seventy-three, Confucius died. Early one 

morning he rose from his couch, and, slowly pacing about beside the 
door, he murmured over and over, 

T'ai Mountain must crumble; 
The strong beam must break; 
And the wise man wither away. 

One of his most faithful followers heard these words, and quickly 
understanding the meaning, hastened to attend him. 'No intelligent 
ruler appears,' complained Confucius to him sadly; 'there is no one 
in the whole Empire who will make me his master. My time is up.' 
He returned to his couch and died seven days later. 

He was buri~d nea~ his native town, and many of his students 
~ ' stayed three years near his tomb to mourn for .him. A temple was 
1· raised in his honour, and his followers visited it at every festival and 

performed the rites and music he had taught. Some of his robes, 
hats, lutes, and books were preserved there for centuries after his 
death. 

By worldly standards, Confucius could not claim to have had a 
successful life. Among his own students he was greatly loved, buj: by 
the powerful whom he had constantly hoped to influence for good, 
he was avoided as a prosy and pompous 'man of ceremonies.' He 
had not, apparently, been able to halt-except for a brief period, 
and in Lu State alone-the movement towards social and political 
decay into which he had been born. He was the unicorn that 

. appeared in the world, only to die unrecognised. /,.r But posterity vindicated him unbelievably. Confucianism 

~
penetrated every part of the gre. at Empire and every class of people, 
remaining their chief moral guide for nearly two thousand years! 
Until the founding of the Republic in 1911, nearly every school had 
"ts portrait of the Master hung in the entrance hall, to which the 
pupils paid their respects ltnd made their offerings ori appropriate 
occasions. The Confucian Classics became the foundation of all 

,\education. Writers imitated his styie arid-embedded his sayings in 
, their compositions._There was no road to official preferment 
',save through the Confucian Classics. To be a person of good 

\
breeding and culture tacitly. implied an intimate knowledge of 
the Master. 

Some of the secret of his success must lie in his practical nature. 
~/ ~e fou!l.!!~ no reli~ion; ,; did nqt_~jpy~~::':J.>h.~~~~p~y; -~:n~t 



he understood human beings, and provided rules of conduct which, 
when tested, really proved workable. He W<is.J!n educator p_ar .J.~ 
excellence. _e_even recommended poetry-as-i' teacher of morals /"
tat er than the. inspirer of resthetic feeling. Music, to him, was a 
'civilisin~ force. . -
'"'E;e~- 1Sela'b'Oi:ate system of rites and his constant emphasis upon 

.'propriety' were not personal foibles. _ These mechanical rules of 
behaviour to some extent replaced the laws by which Western 
nations, following the Roman example, were able to maintain 
social order. Confucius' rites arid ceremonies were a deliberate 
attempt to bring order out of the social chaos into which China had 
fallen at the decay of the Chou House, and the break up of the old 
feudal system. 

This function remained with them even after the specific con-' 
fusion of the Later Chou period had passed away. The relations 
between various units of the family, between ministers and princes, 
the behaviour appropriate to each, the proper observance of solemn 
occasions, the respect due to a man's anct;stors, all these rules have 
been fo_llowed to a greater or lesser degree by a majority of the 
Chinese people through all the generations that followed. They 
helped to put order into that vast mass of humanity which, previous 
to the outbreak of the present war, neither political nor cultural 
unity alone could weld into an harmonious whole. . 

7 It is a commqn~~eJiefjn~t~-W,<';st_that Confuciani~a Chinese 
A~\£llilumn:fM:t,~o more tban a §¥)!tern 6£ beha~iour. 
~ werefoUr""Su15jects, recorded his disciples, on which Con
fucius would not speak, and 'spiritual beings' was one of them. On 
being asked by a student how the spirits should· be served, he 
declined to answer. directly. '\Y!@!;._Y.ou are noLM.l.UP...S~~n,' 6L} 

Lhe said, 'how can you serve tb.ejr__wjrj,!;~ and while,you.do.not know ~ 
I "'i~-nciw can you k:now al:iout neath?' It is a ~hara&teristlc utter

ance:'"We cannot,gyJ:J.!! deniep the existence of a spiritual worl<t but 
ratpt:r_t~--:iel:Ciii>~J':.~~e lor humani~ to be a practical one. 
f1~_was aJ'eacher::alld:Tninker,.not,a,Propet._'Much.as.we.should 
liK:e .to. ,..know tlie measure of fils personarTaiUi, the references to 
spiritual matters in the-Sayings and records are few and inexplicit. 
We are told that he attended the sacrificial offerings and performed 
the rites observed by the ancient Sovereigns. While in sacrificing to 
the spirits he 'felt as if they were present,' he thought it 'wise' to 
give himself earnestly to the duties due to men, and though respect-
ing spiritual beings, to keep himself aloof from them. 

It would not be possib~n..§...2..9£i.ef.a.sketch tg alli!lyse_Con(ucius' 
moral system, It contamed,_notlimg startling or new, for with his 
aC]{nowledge"d love of antiquity, he tried to revive the virtues, real 

7~r imagined, of.a re.mo. te. age. He was a Conservative in ever}':~sense 
tr... of the .wQ~<!_;_l!!!,_u,p~9.!£f~gij!bliSg~e terms 'chun 

~,' 1gentlernan,'-and 'hsiao jen,' 'the little man,' were used by the 
people of his times to classify nobles and men of the lower classes. 
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Confucius used them frequently in his utterances, giving all the 
praise to the 'chun tzu' and nothing but contempt to the 'hsiao 
jen.' 'The mind of the chun tzu is occupied with virtuous thoughts,' 
he said, 'and that of the hsiao jen with gain.' According to his 
doctrine, Emperor, feudal lords and their subordinates, 'gentlemen,' 
peasants, and workers should keep to their appointed station: any 
attempt to rise from it meant the creation of disorder. Good 
government prevails 'when the prince is prince, and the minister is 
minister; when the father is father, and the son is son.' 

He did not, however, believe in a despotic, high-handed rule. 
That man who is in power should himself be a pattern to those 
beneath him, and should influence them by example and persuasion 
r:ather than punishment. 'The virtue of the "chun tzu" is like the 
wind, and that of the "hsiao jen" like grass. When the wind blows, 
the grass bends in the same direction.' The perfect virtue towards 
which the 'chun tzu' and ruler should aim was what Confucius 
called 'jen,' and though capable of many varied translations, seems 
to denote something akin to the Christian conception of 'Love.' 

"'I? Confucius was not an isolated voice crying in the wilderness. His 
;'·~ystem gave rise to innull!erable 'Schools' of moral philosophy, and 

isome of his followers themselves became renowned philosophers. 
·Chief of these was the philosopher Mencius (371-298 B.c.). 

Compared with his predecessor Confucius, who often despaired 
of rectifying human conduct, Mencius was an optimist. The two 
Conf';lcian virtu.es of 'Je?-' ('l~)Ve') and 'I' ('goodness') b~~~J.?ied h~m 
especially,- and 1t was h1s behefthat the nature ofman mclines him 
to goodness and kindliness as surely as the nature of water compels 
it to flow downwards. 'Now, if a man suddenly sees a child about to 
fall into a well,' he said, 'he will certainly experience a feeling of 
alarm and distress. (If he rescues the child) it is not in the expecta
tion of finding tavour with the child's parents, nor that he is looking 
for praise among his neighbours and friends.' In direct opposition 
to Mencius is the gloomy philosopher Hsun-tzu, who declared that 
man is born with an evilly inclined nature, and that only by 
education and moral training can he become a tolerable member of 
society. 

The period of the Warring States which immediately followed 
Confucius' death, and during which Mencius lived and wrote, was 
one of the great ages in Chinese philosophy. During this time, 
Confucianism of every form developed and flourished. But after 
the reunification of the Empire under the d1ctator Ch'in Shih 
Huang Ti (221-2IOB.c.), a great persecution of philosophers, and 
~specially of Confucianists, was initiated. For ordinary citizens to 
discuss politics or methods of government was an unpardonable 
offence, thought the Emperor. In the year 213, an imperial edict 
was issued, that 'all owners of the "Book of Poetry," the "Book of 
History,"' and works of the authors of the "Hundred Schools" (a 
general term for the numerous Schools of Philosophy then existent) 
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must surrender their volumes to the local officiais, who would collect 
and burn them. Only books on Medicine, Divination, and Hus
bandry may be retained.' Anyone who failed to comply with the 
edict within thirty days of its proclamation would be tattooed on the 
face and sent to join the building of the Great Wall-the Chinese 
equivalent of being 'sent to Siberia.' Anyone who secretly discussed 
the 'Book of Poetry' or the 'Book of History' thereafter would be 
executed. 

Mter this Emperor's death, there followed a series of civil wars, 
during which the existence of the edict passed unnoticed. In fact, 
it was not until 191 B.c., some years after the establishment of the 
equitable and cultured Han dynasty, that the law against the 
Confucian books was lifted. The most aged scholars were then sum
moned from all parts of the Empire~men who had studied Con
fucius in the days before the great persecution, and might be 
expected to remember passages by heart. They were asked to recite 
all they knew in the presence of the Court scribes or young·scholars 
sent to them by the government, who noted down the extracts in the 
form of handwriting characteristic of the period. This was very 
different from the antique style practised in Confucius' own day, 
and in which his works had been originally transcribed. ~or this 
reason, the Han edition of the Confucian Classics, when it was 
complete, was known· as the 'New Character' edition. 

Now the revival of Confucianism became quite a fashion. A 
certain wealthy prince offered huge rewards in gold and rolls of 
silk for old editions of the Classics, and many copies were mj.racu
lously forthcoming. Another prince conceived the idea of extending 
his palace over the ground where Confucius' house still stood. 
Some of the building had been broken down when a pltrt of Con
fucius' library including copies of his works was discovered, hidden 
in the double walls. These books were presumed to be originals 
since they were written in the old style of writing. Accordingly they 
were called the 'Old Character' Classics. 

The 'Old Character' edition was the larger of the two, and there 
were numerous textual differences. The controversies which now 
began to rage between the partisans of the respective editions may 
well be imagined. Tliey did not entirely die down throug:P, the 
whole of the Han dynasty. Teachers of the 'New Character' School 
attacked those of the 'Old Character' School by declaring that their 
texts were forgeries fabricated by profit-mongers, with the object 
of claiming rewards from rich patrons. The 'Old Character' 
adherents in their turn rebuked their opponents for. neglecting the 
precious relics out of prejudice and personal vanity. , 

The Han dyn_!S!y,jl~~.~the spring and source_Qf_C_gn
fucianstudY: during the reign of the renowned EJEperor Wu Ti 
( i4o=s7·B:c:)-COiifuCiani&ffi_was.promoted_to_a_place.resemoling 
that·ofS6ite religion:--'Doctors' who should teach the Classics were 
appoifite"d-byimperiaCcommand, and the children 'of the royal 
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family, high officials, or specially favoured young men recom
mended by the governors of their provinces, were allowed to study 
under them. The first National University was founded in the same 
dynasty, in A.D. 29, chiefly for the purpose of teaching the Confucian 
texts. Seldom was there an age of more industrious learning. In 
addition to teachers appointed by the State or serving in the 
University, private teachers of Confucianism collected students 
around them whose nu.ry.bers ran into tens of thousands! 

/ In the centuries that followed the fall of the Han dynasty, respect 
for the Confucian Classics never died out in China. In the course 
oCtime, the Sage's words became encrusted and overlaid with 
',learned commentaries, so that his original meaning may, in some 
places, have been distorted; in others, reduced to cold formula. 
But until very recent times, when the influx of Western thought 
appears to have swept them, at least temporarily, from their lofty 
pedestal, these few great books have exercised a predominant 
influence upon the life of the whole natiop.. 

CHAPTER VI 

LAOISM, MOISM, AND HANFEISM 

OuT of the profusion of philosophical thought, from the 'Hundred 
Schools' which sprang up towards the end of the East Chou period 
(770-249 B.c.), time has cast up at least three schools of thought 
(in addition to the orthodox Confucianism) which had more than a 
transitory significance, and hjive even exercised an important 
influence upon the thoughts and behaviour of the Qhinese peopfe. 
They are Laoism, Moism, and Hanfeism. 

The first is named after its founder Laotzu-'lao' nteaning 'aged' 
and 'tzu,' 'gentleman'-'the Venerable Gentleman.' It is better 
known, especially in the West, as Taoism, 'Tao' being the word for 
'Way,' the mystic Path of Righteousness which lies at the core of 
Laotzu's teaching. 

From the scanty records of his life, we cannot discover the date 
of Laotzu's birth, but we presume him to be a rather older con
temporary of Confucius, and believe he may have been a librarian 
in the imperial household of Chou. There is, at any rate, a well
founded report that Confucius visited him in the Chou State, and 
parts of the conversation between them are recorded. The meeting 
between these two men of genius-two of the greatest thinkers in the 
whoie history of Chinese civilisation-must have been as momentous 
as that between Napoleon and Goethe at Weimar many hundreds 
of years later. . 

Confucius asked Laotzu's opini,pn about the ancient rites. 
'Their authors' bones are rotten now,' replied Laotzu, 'merely 

words remain.' 'I have heard,' he continued, 'that a good merchant 
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looks as if he had no treasure, and a man of lofty virtue as if he had 
no wisdom. Get rid of your vehemence, your desires, and artificial 
manners. They are all worthless to you.· That's the sum of my 
advice!' 

Mter the interview, Confucius, far from feelihg snubbed, seems 
to have been filled with awe and admiration for such magnificent 
scepticism, since he declared to his students: 

'Oh, I know that birds fly, that fish swim, and that beasts run. 
And the runner I can trap, the swimmer I can hook, and the flyer 
I can shoot with bow and arrow. "But of dragons I have no know
ledge-dragons that soar 1nto the sky mounting on the wind and the 
clouds. Such a one is Laotzu whom I saw to-day. He is as mighty 
as a·dragon!' 

When the House of Chou.fell into decay, Laotzu resigned his 
office, and had no more to do with society. Practically nothing is 
known about the rest of his life, but the legend runs that after leaving 
the Court, he travelled westwards riding on a green cow, con
temptuous to the last of 'artificial-manners.' When he reached the 
Hanku Pass, an officer on guard stopped him and questioned him 
about his doctrines. Whereupon Laotzu wrote them down in two 
volumes, which he called the 'Tao Teh Ching,' the 'Way of Virtue.' 1 

Mterwards he rode away on his cow and was not heard of again, 
though some say he lived for a hundred and si~ty years or more. 
The whole.story ofLaotzu is·a curious confusion of fact and fiction. 

Indeed, so little is recorded .of Laotzu that even his existence is 
called in question, and his book, the 'Tao·Teh Ching,' is held by some 
to have been assembled like the Bible, by a multiplicity of authors. A 
few say it is mere moonshine-a collection of meaningless paradoxes. 
But to many it is the profoundest book that has ever been written, 
in China or elsewhere. Nobody claims to understand it completely. 

The philosophy it contains is primarily a nature philosophy. 
'Tao' is its fundamental principle-the Way, the cosmic force 
which is the source oflife, and in conformity with which man should 
aspire to live. Life and death are only phases in the great cosmic 
life-cycle; the visible world and all it contains are but phantoms 
that will pass: only Tao remains, eternal, changeless. The whole 
source of unhappiness, then, lies in man's effort to control his . 
destiny, thereby impeding the natural flow of spontaneous events. 
Knowledge· is useless, -action superfluous, desire harmful, wealth, 
rank, and the wlwle gamut of sensory pleasures and pains ·are as 
empty as dreams. 

'A man may dream of indulging himself at a feast,' wrote 
Chuangtzu, a contemporary of Mencius and one of the greatest 
philosophers of the School ofLaotzu, 'but find things to mourn over 
in the daytime. In his dream, a man may have wept, but he wakes 

1 The' title as well as tile whole contents of tile' book have been interpreted 
in a number of different. ways: Arthur Waley translates it 'The Way and its Power;' 
while a more free but equally pregnant rendering is 'The Way and the Waygoer.' 
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to join in the hunt. While he is dreaming, he does not know he 
dreams: he may even dream of dreaming. There is a great awaken
ing waiting for us all, and only then shall we know that we have 
dreamt a long dream.' 

'How do I know,' said the same writer, 'that my desire to live is 
not a delusion, and that my distaste for death is not timidity and 
forgetfulness of my true home? The daughter of a native of 
Yeh Feng of Li, when she was carried off to wed the Lord of Tsin, 
wept and soaked her garments with tears. :But when she arrived 
at her Lord's palace, shared his bed, and dined with him sump
tuously at his table, she regretted her tears. How do I know that the 
dead do not repent their craving for this life?' 

While death was nothing fearful, but rather man's return to the 
source of his Being, life could be brought closest to Tao by ignoring 
art, science, and education, by having no aspirations, and by letting 
events carry one along without attempting to control them. In the 
'Tao Teh Ching,' Laotzu describes his Utopia: 

'Let the country be a small one, and sparsely populated. Let the 
people have tens or hundreds of implements, but no need to use 
them. Make them afraid of danger and refrain from travelling. Let 
them have boats and carriages but nowhere to go. Let them have 
all kinds of armour and instruments of war, but no chance to dis
play them. Let them be content merely to count numbers on 
knotted strings as men did in the distant past. Let them have sweet 
foods and fine clothing. Let them.be comfortable in their houses 
and feel at ease in their daily habits. Though neighbouring States 
adjoin one another so that the crowing of cocks and barking of dogs 
can be heard across the frontiers, the people on either side of the 
boundary should never meet each other as long as they live.' 

Fantastic as this picture seems, it is chiefly the writer's love of 
paradoxical language which makes it appear so. Chuangtzu, who 
expressed his philosophy with a fine imagination and literary talent, 
conjured up a. Golden Age which has all the essentials of Laotzu's 
and yet appears more natural and attracts the mind. 'In the days 
of highest morality,' he says, 'men moved quietly and gazed steadily. 
At that time, there was no Pass over the mountains, and no bridge 
or boat over the streams. All living things were created for their own 
c;pheres. ,Man could lead animals on a rope and play with them, 
and he could climb up and look into the birds' nests. For at that 
time man lived with the animals, and all creation was one. Who 
knew any distinction of good and bad? Since all were equally 
without knowledge, their virtue could not go astray. Being all 
equally without desires; they v;erc in a state of natural integrity
the perfection of human existence.' 

To 'do nothing' was, in fact, a cardinal prindple of Laoism. 
'The best ruler of a great kingdom,' said Laotzu, 'governs it as you 
would boil a tiny fish': meddle with either and it falls to pieces. 
Again he declares, 'Nothing' is the mother of countless useful 
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things. When you have an empty hoop, you can put thirty spokes 
into it, and behold! the chariot will move on! If you have made an 
empty earthenware bowl, you can fill it with any kind of food. 
When you have carved the door and window of an empty roqm you 
can go to live in it. When your mind is not filled with worldly 
desires, you have room for wisdom. 

If we are to describe, in terms of Western thought, the influence 
of the two great Masters Confucius and Laotzu upon the Chinese 
people, we may say that Confucius founded the Classical school of 
thought, Laotzu the Romantic. In its practical application, 
Laoism taught people to live more in harmony vyith Nature-to 
throw off the shackles of society, the bonds of artificial manners. 
And this in turn contributed to China's rich abundance of Nature 
poetry and 'poetic' or mystic landscape painting. It permeated the 
lives of people of all classes, encouraged them to let things take their 
course without interference, to be content with what they had, to be 
free of ambition, to be fatalists. It discouraged people from enquir
ing into politics. A story told about Chuangtzu gives a picturesque 
illustration of the Laoists' dislike of worldly life and cares in com
parison with the free life close to Nature. The Duke of Ch'u, having 
heard of Chuangtzu's intellectual brilliance, sent an envoy to him 
with gifts, and requested him to be a minister at his Court. 

'I have heard about the sacred turtle Qf Ch'u,' replied the Sage, 
'which died two thousand years ago, and has had its remains pre
served with the deepest veneration by the Duke of Ch'u, who keeps 
them in his ancestra~ temple, and worships them. Now do you 
imagine that the turtle would prefer to have its remains kept in the 
temple and honoured, or to be aliv.e and crawling about, wagging 
its tail in the mud?' 

.'I should say it would prefer to be alive and crawling,' replied 
the envoy. 

'Then return and tell your master that Chuangtzu also prefers to 
crawl about, wagging his tail in the mud (to being kept and hon-
oured in his Court ! )' ' 

To do Chuangtzu justice, it was not a turtle-like sloth that 
caused him so scornfully to reject the responsibilities of a govern
mental position, but the sincere belief-a belief shared by all Laoists 
-that the whole machinery of government and education dnly 
harmed the people. He has a fable in illustration of this which is 
picturesque enough to merit quoting: ' . 

'Once upon a time, a sea bird alighted in the outskirts of Lu. 
The Marquis of Lu drove it in his own chariot and feasted it in ~he 

• royal ancestral temple. The orchestra of Shao played fo:r its enter
tainment, and the sacrifice of a whole cow was offered to it. The 
bird began to feel bewildered, distressed, and unhappy. It shrank 
from touching a morsel of the flesh or a drop of the wine, and after 
three days it died of starvation.' 

'The Marquis of Lu,' commented Chuangtzu, 'ha? tried to feed 
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the bird with his own instead ofbirds' food.' And he points the moral 
that all the splendid schem,es of great statesmen, educationists, and 
scientists for improving the conditions of sQciety will affect the 
common people as did the Marquis' mistaken attentions to the sea 
bird. 

In the course of time, Laoism-or Taoism as it was later called
was transformed from a philosophical system into a religion. The · 
teaching of Laotzu and his followers already had something in 
common with Buddhism, notably a negation of the pleasures of the 
world, and it seems to have been the infiltration of Buddhism into 
China from India during· the Han dynasty 1 that stimulated Taoism 
into becoming a regular religion. Its tenets were drawn chiefly 
from the 'Book of Changes,' compiled by Confucius, and the works 
of Laotzu, Chuangtzu, 'Liehtzu,' and other Laoist philosophers, to 
which was added the so-called 'magic' learning of the many 
philosophers and pseudo-philosophers who wrote during the period 
of the 'Warring States.' A monastic system grew up, closely 
modelled upon that of the Buddhists, while the Taoist temples 
which were erected in great number from the T'ang dynasty 
onwards, and even some of the images contained in them, can 
hardly be distinguished from the Buddhist figures and buildings. 

Nor was Taoism without its priestly hierarchy. During the Han 
dynasty, when this religious movement appears to have been 
initiated, a certain Taoist, Chang Tao-ling, claimed to have magic 
power over spirits, and to have discovered other mysterious secrets 
of the spiritual world. He bequeathed his powers to his son and his 
son's sons, and in later years his descendants were appointed the 
Popes of Taoism, by imperial edict. In the twelfth century, Chang 
Tao-ling himself was apotheosised as the 'Pearly Emperor,' and in 
folk literature is often confused with the Almighty Ruler of Heaven. 
The institution of Taoist 'Popes' was maintained in later periods of 
Chinese history. During the Mongolian dynasty of Yuan, when the 
famous Khublai Khan was Emperor of China, we learn that Chang 
Sheng-lai~ lineal descendant of Chang Tao-ling the 'Pearly Em
peror,' was summoned to Court and formally appointed 'Pope of 
Taoism.' The beautiful Dragon-Tiger Mountain in modern 
Kiangsi province, where Chang Sheng-lai and his descendants 
lived, became the Taoists' Holy Mountain. 

But despite superficial resemblances, the spiritual influence of 
Buddhism and Taoism is not comparable. While Buddhism has 
spread over the whole of Asia, and has had probably the largest 
following of any religion, Taoism has never been practised outside 
China, an~ with the exception of a few comparatively short periods,2 

1 See Chapter VIII. 
1 One of these periods was the early T'ang dynasty when the Taoists declared 

that Laotzu, whose fam,ily nante was Li, was related to the reigning imperial 
family of the sante nante. For this reason, the T'ang Emperor Hsuan Tsung 
(713-755) patronised the Taoist faith, and apotheosised its founder Laotzu-his 
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it has not enjoyed within China the same popularity as either 
Confucianism or Buddhism. The reason for this is twofold. On the 
one hand Taoism in its profoundest aspects remained too much of a 
philosophy: it was too abstract to give ordinary men and women a 
guide to life. On the other hand, its more popular aspects were too 
dependent upon magic and fantasy, and though such fantastic 
stories had a certain appeal to the uneducated, as we see from their 
frequent appearance in Chinese folk literature, they could have no 
serious or lasting influence upon people's hearts. They did not help 
humanity to endure suffering. 

In the books of Chuangtzu and Liehtzu, for instance, fables are 
written about a man who leapt down terrifying rocks unharmed, 
one who walked through fire unsinged, another who travelled 
thousands of miles through the air without material aid, a man who 
never died, and so on. The philosophers intended these stories to be 
interpreted metaphorically, but the Taoist teachers adopted them 
as truth, and seriously tried to discover means of effecting miracles. 
They tried, for instance, to· produce gold from cinnabar, and they 
claimed to expel evil spirits with-charms. Especially did they expend 
their ingenuity upon the attempt to discover the elixir of life-the 
secret of immortality. This search had been begun in earlier times 
by the so-called 'Magicians,' before the existence of a Taoist Society, 
encouraged by certain royal patrons, such as Ch'in Shih Huang Ti, 
who seemed to possess everything the world could give, except the 
.power to enjoy it for ever, and had conquered everything but death. 

Some of the Taoists tried to find the precious elixir among wild 
herbs and roots: others sought it in n;1ore mystic ways. This latter 
school believed that to master the secrets of immortal life, a man 
need only obtain perfect control over his own body, especially over 
the three chief powers in it-'ching' or essence of life, breath, and 
spirit. Hence that strange religious practice in which the Taoists 
indulged-breathing exercises. But the basis of this belief goes far 
deeper than a mere physical control of breath-it is connected with 
the.' rin' and 'rang' principle, which appears extensively in the 
Taoist bible, the 'Tao Teh Ching.', 'Yang' is the positive, 'Yin' the 
negative element in the Universe, and just as the uniol) of male and 
female produces life, so 'Yin' and 'Yang,' the contrary elements, are 
responsible for the coming into being of heaven and earth, and of the 
life force itself. Then, said the Taoists, if heaven and earth, and the 
body of man, are both products of Yin and Yang, and ifheaven and 
earth are, as they seem, immortal, there is no fundamental reason 
why a man who gains control over the powers in his body, so that 
the spiritual and material elements move together as harmoniously 
as the movement and intercourse of the sky and the earth, should .. 
own remote ancestor-with the extravagant title of 'T'ai Shang Hsuan Yuan 
Huang Ti,' 'the Mighty, Supreme, High and l,ordly Emperor'! Many scholars 
of this period were converted to Taoism. The Sung dynasty, which followed the 
T'ang, was an even more prosperous time for the Taoists. 



not equally attain immortality. There were certain times in the day, 
and certain periods of the mon~, notably at dawn and at the first 
appearance of the new moon, when the 'yin' influence was in the 
decline and the 'yang' influence in the ascendant, which the 
Taoists, especially those of the Northern Sung period (g6o-1 126), 
considered specially propitious for their exercises. At those times 
it would be possible to create within the bodies of the faithful a sort 
of internal elixir which should effect their. release from mortality. 

Beyond doubt, there is a profound meaning and much truth in this 
• Taoist belief-the harmonising of the body and spirit of a man, and 
of the whole man with the universe in which he lives, but in its 
popular application it degenerated into superstition, meaningless 
formulre, or pure fantasy. There is, for instance, the interpretation 
in folk literature of the 'internal elixir' as a 'flying dagger' which had 
power to kill anything against which it was directed, even at a 
distance of ten thousand miles. The man who achieved such a 
power was called the 'Immortal of the Dagger.' At his wish he 
could open his mouth and out would fly the dagger, in the shape of 
a flash of light, and bury itself in the heart of anyone whom he 
wished to kill! The most famous Immortal of the Dagger in Chinese 
literature is the Lady Red Thread, a lady in attendance on a certain 
military leader in the T'ang dynasty. One night she appeared in the 
private chamber of an enemy Governor, and stole a golden box as a 
sign that the Dagger Lady had been there. This Governor was so 
terrified of assassination that he immediately abandoned his plan of 
attacking Lady Red Thread's patron, who was thus saved from 
battle. · 

Abusus optimi pessimus. Thus was the means of obtaining eternal 
life transformed into an instrument of death, and in such ways, 
through failure on the part of ordinary people to comprehend its 
deep meaning, through the outcrop of superstition, and through 
elaborations and distortions·put upon it by men of letters who used 
it purely as a source of the picturesque, Taoism fell into disrepute 
after the Sung dynasty. But Laotzu and the 'Tao Teh Ching' have 
not shared in its downfall: they remain brilliant stars in the firma-
ment of Chinese thought. · 

A second great name among the philosophers of the Eastern Chou 
period is that of Motzu. The name itself, to be sure, is not very 
complimentary, its literal meaning being 'the Tattooed Gentleman.' 
Most people hold that 'Mo,' 'tattoo,' is simply a family name, with 
no literal significance. 'Tattooing,' however, was one of the punish
ments imposed on Chinese criminals in ancient times, and it is not 
impossible that Mo was a nickname given by contemporaries to the 
philosopher and his disciples, the Moists, because of the extremely 
ascetic life which they led, and which formed part of the Moist 
doctrine. The story is ~ited of a prominent 1v.ioist in Ch'in State 
whose son pleaded guilty to a charge of murder, and who therefore 
awaited the death penalty. The King of Ch'in was willing to spare 
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the young man for the sake of his father, who was a, respectable aged 
man and had no other children. 'No,' said the father, 'according to 
the Moist law the punishment for a murderer is death, and a man 
who injures another should be tortured. . . . I will not spare my 
son at the expense of violating my law!' He had· his son put to death . 

. Such an action would not be very remarkable among the Romans, 
or the Greeks of certain periods, but it is alien to the Chinese 
mentality, where humanity and family love are intensely powerful 
elements. On this, and at, almost every other point, Motzu came 
into conflict with Confucius, who was probably a rather older 
contemporary of his. Confucius had a system offamily devotion and 
loyalty, while Motzu insisted that love for one's fellow men should be 
universal, without favour or prejudice. 'Treat your friends as you 
would yourself,' he said, 'and treat their parents as you would your 
own .... If you see a friend hungry, give him food; if cold, give 
him clothing; if sick, attend him; if he dies, bury him.' According to 
the teaching• of Motzu, love· was not so much a natural instinct <1!3 a 
religious duty. Indeed Moism is more a religion than a philosophy; 
possibly closer to the general conception of a religion than any of 
the other sects and faiths native to China. It may well be that its 
failure to win popularity among the masses at any time is due to this 
very fact, for the Chinese as a race, while being possessed of a strong 
moral sense and some degree of superstition, are not· naturally 
'religious.' 

Confucius, as we have already seen, paid almost exaggerated 
i:afOI'tance to nfual?Motzu was on the one hand too much of a 
Utlltarian to a VOCate anyt mg t at WOU a· drain the people's 
purses unnecessarily, and had, on the other, too deep a sense of the 
spiritual world to allow much consequence to the. material one. A 
king dies, said Motzu, and we are supposed to mourn over him for -
three years. Then we have to go into mourning for another three 
years when each of our parents dies. We have also to spend months 
and years of mourning when our wives, our children, our uncles, 
brothers, aunts, sisters, nephews, nieces, maternal uncles, and all 
the res.t of the relatives die. And according to the rites, we have to 
do our best to hollow our cheeks, to make our ears deaf, our eyes 
dim, and our limbs rotten. If a ruler thinks he can bring prosperity 
to the people in this way, he might as well finish them off with his 
dagger, declaring at the same time, 'I am lengthening their days!' 

The art of music, which Confucius believed to have so salutary an 
influence upon the human mind, was to Motzu like a red rag to a 
bull. The use of ceremonial music caused UI!qthe extreme of 
irritation. 'Boats are useful for travelling by water,' he wrote, 'and 
carriages by land. . . . I have nothing against their being built at 
the people's expense. . . . And I should have had no objection to 
the making of musical instruments had their utility been in any way 
comparable with that of boats and carriages. . . . But the people 
have three great afflictions: the hungry go without food, the shivering 
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lack clothes, and the overworked get no rest. Could you provide · 
clothes and food for them by striking the curfew, sounding the 
dru~, playing the pipe and flute? Or when the great Power attacks 
the feeble, and the big family the small; when the strong rob the 
weak, and the many oppress the few; when the crafty cheat the 
credulous, and the noblemen treat their serfs arrogantly; when the 
thieves and robbers abound and cannot be restrained by law-could 
you by striking the curfew, sounding the drum, playing on the lute 
and harp, pipe and flute, and performing the spear dance-could 
you restore order in the world? · You certainly could not. And 
therefore I say, music is entirely useless!' He despised the whole 
Confucianist system with its ceremony, ritual, and sacrifices. To 
Motzu, this behaviour seemed as senseless as 'providing entertain
ment to which no guest came, and making nets when no fish were 
to be caught.' 

When Christianity _came to China, many drew comparisons 
between it and Moism. Undoubtedly there are similarities, 
especially in the Moist doctrine of universal love, and in ~he import
aQce it gave to 'spirit' above 'ritual.' ·It is also true that both Christ 
and Motzu blessed the peacemakers. Motzu, a lonely voice among 
Chinese thinkers, advocated disarmament and preached peace. In 
war, he said, the bamboo-wood arrows, the be-feathered flags, the 
tents, suits of armour, and shields fall in pieces; spears and ~aggers 
are destroyed. Oxen and horses go out to the battle strong and fat~ 
either they return thin or they don't return at all. By forced marches, 
on the battle front, by disease or treacherous slaughter, the whole 
army• is destroyed. You will h'ave lost so much that you cannot 
count your gain. 

The third school of this period which deserves mention is that of 
Hanfei. Like the Moists, the followers of Hanfei believed in a strict 
adherence to law, and in the equality of all men before the law. To 
them is also due the idea of Statute Law-a new process of thinking 
in China, and for this they were dubbed 'the Legists.' 'If you wait to 
find a naturally straight arrow-shaft,' wrote Hanfei, 'you will have 
no arrow for a hundred generations. If you wait to find a na!urally 
round piece of wood, you will have no wheel for a. thousand 
generations .... But all the world over, men drive chariots and 
shoot game: how is it? Because they have the tools to force them 
into shape.' And so he draws the analogy: it is only by means of the 
law, which encourages by the promise of re·wards, and dissuades by 
the threat of torture, that men will become good, and order will be 
established in society. 

Hanfei was undoubtedly a 'modern' thinker in his day, and 
openly professed a fine contempt for tradition: his criticism of the 
Confucianists with their worship of the 'blessed Yao and Shun' is 
far from complimentary. 'In the time of Hsia, a man would be 
laughed at ... if he built a nest for himself in the trees, or made a 
fire by rubbing a chisel against a piece of flint. In Shang and Chou 
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times, a man would be jeered at .•. if he declared he was setting out 
to regulate a flood. Nowadays, if someone pours out all his admira
tion on Yao, Shun, Yu, T'ang, and Wu, he will seem just as 
ridiculous ! ' 

Elsewhere he tells the story of a certaih farmer of Sung who once 
discovered a dead rabbit under an old decaying tree. The farmer 
was overjoyed to think that here was a tree against which rabbits 
would always scamper and stun themselves to death. Accordingly 
he gave up all his work on the farm, and just waited under the tree 
for the easily-caught rabbits. All he gained was that his lands ran to 
waste! 'At the present time,' he concludes; 'if you want to rule the 
people by the old administration, you are just as bad as the farmer 
watching by his dead tree!' , 

Apart from the novelty of his ideas, Hanfei was a talented writer, 
and a man of bold less erso ar was or--some time 
patroru.Sea by Ch'in Sqih Huan · then Kin of inhutfeil a 
vicfim to infngue, ana Ie trag1ca Y• e WaS t rown IntO pnson 
ana there pOisoned by order of the jealous and powerful minister, 
Li Ssu, before the King could rescue him. 

h CHAPTER VII 

E EMPEROR CH'IN SHIH HUANG TI AND 
. . 'I HE GREAT WALL 



which had more than two male members must separate, or face the 
impossible alternative of double taxation. Every male wa$ liable to 
life-long military service, and army officials had better treatment 
than any other class. Laws were stern, and punishment frequent. 
There was no longer a system of rank, with power dispersed among 
the nobles and their subordinates: all power came from the Head 
~~~~ . 

As a result of these new laws, Ch'in became extremely wealthy 
and prosperous, and the martial spirit of her people was roused to 
such an extent that an outlet had eventually to be found in large
scale military adventures. How the six other sovereign States 
recognised the growing menace of the Ch'ins, how at fix:st they allied 
to protect themselves from attack, but were one by one wooed 
away from the alliance, cheated by false promises, conquered 

:Z. and absorbed until in .. 2~ I ~~c_. tb!'!. C~'i . .11~ w~~ m.as.ter.s ofa .. ll Qh .. in~, 
. ~ afre~df}een r~t~.ti!£t~ _It r.emams~t9.J:>!lJo1d ho_w tn~ Clfm 

leader or~amsed l::u:;; emQire. 
· 'Ire is escribed by one of his officials as 'a man with a high
bridged nose, long narrow eyes, the breast of a bird of prey and the 
voice of a jackal; of an ungrateful disposition and the mind of a tiger 
or wolf. Usually he behaved decently to his men, but in the 
intoxication of success he only made them his victims.' His arro
gance. w~ i;>eyon<i illl pg~~ds ... and his ~im wa~ tQ_ w.Aste,r a!l of_t~ 
tnen Known world". 

~.~'f~s~~~ E~;~o~~ ~~:1~ ~=e~~:11~~~~w~fnT~~~! 
wanted to ""!J?!! :mt all. !be history_ of the past_~ ana stand a~ ,the 
Originatgr Q[ChlJleSe _chdlis.ation.. 'Ihe. very w.a~ w.hich..h!;_c,!!Qse 
f~ aesignate 'Empero~'-'Huang_'f~' expressed the combin~ti~ 'I?- of 
VIrtues of an the ancient Sage:'Emperors, and connoted diVImty: 
Huang Ti is almost an exact equivalent of the Roman Divus Augustus, 
'theTiiVine-August One.' ' · -·~-
• in order to destroy alr memory of the former States who had 
struggled . with him for supremacy, he issued an order for the 
famous 'Burning_ of the Books.' This was noCim indiscr1mTnate 
oestruction oft:ferature, but 'tliesystematic seizure and burning of 
State records and any historical literature that did not concern the 
Ch'in State. It included most of the Confucian classics; among 
thegt~ th~ 'Bo_(!'k 9_t ~detr)[-~ In ihl£ Wa:J. i_d'1lC~tto~ Tte~Am-L!Pe 
hlortopQTy 9I tbe g,overnment..~ .Private. tea~ers lik~ Con..I~cius1 and 

/ dle oands ofinteirectuaTs who m the 'Warnng States,. penod' opened 
their homes to students, and became centres of free and enlightened . 
thought, were no longer allowed to exist. An<;! J?_QJ!teri:ty must be 

~,_,)Jl1ag·e. to. believe that_. C.·hine·_·s~.h._is._tQry <.mly d~Wn~p wnen=cn'in 
,.. Shih 1tuang_ n rose li,Rgn the Jionzon. 

. ./ "'!tow lo form an iri:tehectua'Cbarrier against the past~ evidently 
stood high in Ch'in Shih Huang Ti's thoughts. The formation of a 
physical barrier against uncivilised hordes on the imperial borders 
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The ballad from Han times called 'Watering my pony in the pools 
beneath the Great Wall,' with its slow, sad movement, 

Oh green, green are the grasses on the river banks, 
And far, far goes my heart along the road the traveller treads, 

is probably the earliest example which has survived, and has 
provided the motif for many similar poems in later periods. There 
is also a famous folk tale describing the grief of a lady whose 
husband died at this work. Her name was the Lady Meng-chiang, 
and her husband had been summoned to work on the Wall, 'ten 
thousand miles' from his home. Presently she heard that he had 
died-as many thousands of them died, so hard was the tremendous 
work. As the Chinese believe the ~icit§. Qf th~d.ea.d...J;i!nnQJ: • .:rest 
unless tfit: b<?Cl¥ is .giyen hono~ buri.a.4.1he L_ady Me~~~iang 
Started on ili.e wearisome journey of 'ten tnousana miTes to find 
her husband's bones. But when she reached the Wall at last, she 
saw only the mountains, the plains, and the stones, and did not 
know where to look for her husband's body. She wept. She laid 
herself down by the Wall and wept for days and nights. At last, 
even the sense_les_s Wall_ w~~J~at~~ ~ief~ and -Y.~fi of it 
~ollapse~o rev:~al':"lre}'nu~l:iano's r(!_ma,m~ win~}} slit: reveren!ly 
a11g Th~n.IgJiffx.r~c_Qy(!!"ed and brougnt bac"k to tll,e a_n_!:~straT bunal 
ground. Fromun:ffiista"kibTe evidence, we 'know that this story was 
current among the people at least a thousand years ago. 

/7__ ~hen the ~Wall was c_<;~mpletedc! at the'!.J!lU!~nse of so mu~h l:>l()od and 
I ~ars1 tne~e 1s no doub_!Jt _s(!!"v~ci a useful purposeior a tune. B!!t the 

pressure from the Nortli was a natural movement, encouraged by 
Nature, which iSin 'fffie long run stronger than mi.'li:~ ~he 

__.bopnda~ marked by the (}reat Wall m_<!._r_ks also the edg,e c:>(jhe 
( fertile plafn of the Yellow River. North- of it are blea~ntltins 

1 .)m<!step_ p--~~_: T __ -twas fu_~vit~bie __ !h_ at w_hene_ v:er the de(e~v(!_ p!>w~r of 
\ ... j/tl'hina w~aJ{~ned~_a dc:>wn.l'la~d..xpQ.Y!<.Il1ent o[!h~j@ab1t~.Q.f ~Jlese 

· dr~y 1ands toJVa,_:t:_dsJ:he_frwtful_.~a_s~~la!l!_Fas bo_llil_Q !o_take 
place. Tucn a movement could be chec:Ked for a tiWe GY hlman
bui!tfortifica~ns, ~ur~ever .. fi11~lly he]d. ·Nowiliea __ ~on'ter 
fuarkS £Iieli-ont1er 0 Cfima; It is con tamed Within fler ternto~r -
tTie last\Jllln.ese re1grung House~ t11e'Cri'irig (Manchus), came TrOm 

""7, north of the Wall. }t remai~ subs~ntially comp~eteti the record 
f' "?[much human m1sfry, b~t a.!_~Qota hug(! b_lllllan WI . 

. 1'fle SJ?Tendour w1th which Oh'in ~_h~h l:I'l!a.Q& ~l!rrounded 
himself IS worthy of tne most romantic IdeaS of an onental ruler. 
§s ~~~~ l:>_uiJd~!! _1!!_\1!!1 have cove~ed several. miles .. Whenever 
his victonous noops entered the cap1tal of a former nval State, 
the Emperor commanded the design of the palace to be brought 
to him, a replica of which would forthwith be erected near his own, 
and linked up by corridors. Thus, at the completion of his conquests, 
Ch'in ShihTH_uans: '1:'i had model palaces of all six defeated States 
ittacned to' li.is. own, and just aS he had gatherd all their ·lands 
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under his rule, so had he epitomised, in an ostentatious, material 
way, his sovereignty over them all. 

At a little distance from the capital was the Emperor's royal 
park, called 'His Majesty's Forest,' and in it his summer residence. 
This magnificent palace, the Palace of A-Fang, on the banks of the 
river Wei, backed by the beautiful Black Horse Hills, had taken the 
labour of seven hundred thousand prisoners to build! The stones 
were brought from the Northern mountains, and the wood from 
forests in the far distant South. Altogether within some two hundred 
li (about seventy miles) radius from the capital there were two 
hundred and seventy extravagant royal residences! Pretty girls, 
musicians, and gorgeous furniture had been brought from the 
cofiquered States to satisfy the Emperor's vanity. It is said that 
when a revolution broke out at the fall of the dynasty, the capital 
was taken and the palaces set on fire; three months elapsed before 
the flames entirely died away! 
. Ch'in Shih Huang Ti was fond of travel. He liked to tour the 
empire and feast his eyes upon the huge tracts of land and the 
millions of toiling people that belonged entirely to him-their 
:~first Em:ee_Eo~ !_!or this purpose, _he .had c.on~tructed the famous 
'royal roaas ' tliroughoutthe Yellow RIVer distnct and the Yangtzu 
valley, in order that 'all the scenery of the rivers, the lakes, and the 
sea might unroll before his eyes.' These were also called 'the racing 
roads' or 'the straight roads,' for, characteristically, the Emperor 
commanded that mountains were to be levelled and valleys filled 
in to avoid meanders. No compromise was allowed, even with 
Nature. The roads were said to be fifty pu broad (one puis about 
five feet) and were shaded by avenues of pine trees. The common 
people were not, of course, allowed to pollute them with their feet, 
but must drag their merchandise and make their journeys over 
roughly made tracks. 

However vain and overbearing was Ch'in Shih Huang Ti's 
character, there are some great achievements which mus~. be 

/
:1:redited to hirr1,. It is ·not wit~?~t !eason t1t::~,t the name 'China,' 

by which our great Eastern Empire has been known for hundreds 
, bf years to the people of the West, is d·erived from the 'Ch'in' 

~ynasty. This powerful deseot was the first to rule a united Chinese 
Empire, and 'by the -irresistible power of his conquering armies he 
bn;mgliE n~~ la!'ij.~tinder his ~way from all the. four ql1a!t(!rs.. To 
the North his bounaary ran by the far shore of the Yellow River; 
to the South it reached as far as those lands 'where the great heat 
made people build their houses with1windows facing the North'
that is, to part of the modern ptovinces of Kuangtung and Kuang"Si, 
and. ihe S'tate of Annam; .to the East it reached the sea;- and 

1\inCludeaKorea; andto the West it touched the high mountan 
barriers· oflnel.riterior. The map of modern China Proper is based 

v -~m the Etppire _of Ch'in Sliih J!!!arig TL - - --
7') As in h1s former State of Ch'in, the Emperor completely reorgan-
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ised the administration. The feudal. system had long ceased to 
\exist,~n its :Rlac~~stituted the system ofJ>.ro:vince§,_with 
~ll:J>ower_invested il!-!he ruk!...<!Lt~centre. The country was 
~divided into thirty-six provinces, to which four were later added, 
and each was supervised by officials directly chosen by the Emperor. 
The land was no longer apportioned among the aristocracy-;every 
foot of it belonged directly to the Emperor. So long as that Emperor 
remained powerful, the administration of the country under this 
system would be uniform as well as united, and uniformity
standardisation-characterised the reign in every respect. The 
official control of education and literature was calculated to 
standardise thought, and even that great instrument of education, 
writing, was made uniform. Previously, the form of writing known 
as the 'Great Seal' was used in royal proclamations and official 
documents, while the writing current among the. scholars varied, 
sometimes fundamentally, from State to State. To Ch'in Shih 
Huang Ti's Prime Minister Li Ssu is credited the invention of the 
'Si:nalrSeaYform of Chinese writing-a simplificationof the 'Great 
Seal,' and a uniform script which became current through the 
whole Empire. Upon it is based the modern Chinese script in use 
at the present day, after it had passed through a number of inter
mediate changes. 

Many other elements in public life were made uniform, including 
the system of weights and measures, agricultural implements, and 
the gauges of wagon wheels; local customs and usages were strictly 
repressed. As a precaution agaii1St any rebellion on the part of his 
subjects, all arms owned by the people were confiscated and sent 
to the imperial capital. There the metal was melted down and 
cast into bells, and also into twelve colossal images, each weighing a 
thousand shih (one shih is equal to about 150 lb.). These were set 
up in the ·royal palaces. 

Such was the work of Ch'in Shih Huang Ti-one of the strongest 
\tyrants ;of aQ.~£~-eSelii~tory.:-.~liis d~ in 21 o B.c. Iieleft 
\:.?empire of complammg subjects to his son, 'the Second Emperor.' 
\[1.e was buried in the Ninth Moon of that year, among the Black 
~orse Hills. In the tomb were placed many priceless jewels and 
treasures. Among 'the precious offerings of curious device was the 
vast panorama of 'a hundred streams, the Yellow River, the 
Yangtzu River, and the sea' made out of quicksilver. Vigil fires were 
lit inside the huge sepulchre, and so that they might last for some 
time to come, they were fuelled with fat from a strange fish •known 
as the 'Man-fish' becaus"e of its human-like shape. After 'the coffin 
had been placed within, the tomb was lined with molten copper 
and mechanical cross-bows were concealed nearby, so that if any 
robber dared approach to break it open, he would immediately be 
killed. It is significant that"this ruler who all his life had relied on 
force to gain and keep an empire, even after death needed force to 
save his bones from desecration! 
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'The Second Emperor' had the vanity and despotic intolerance of 
his father, but little of the latter's greatness. He was, in fact, so 
dominated by one of the Court eunuchs that he became the 
laughing-stock of his subordinates, and lost his hold on the people. 
A story is told of him that he was once hunting with this eunuch 
when he sighted a deer and pointed it out to the latter. The eunuch, 
wishing to make a fool of him in sport as he did in politics, declared 
it was a horse. The Emperor laughed incredulously and turned to 
his attendants for witness. But unfortunately all his followers feared 
the eunuch more than their Emperor, and in terror of losing their po
sitions, protested to a man that the deer was a horse! The Emperor 
thought he must have been dreaming. The story is a good illustration 

he con.ditio.ns at. Court und.er the second Ch'in Emperor. 
nd so ~l:le . dynasty which. was to have lasted till the end of 
nese history came to an abrupt end after a lp.eagre fourteen 

years._ The royal descendants of the former sovereign States still 
pined to revenge the subjugation and destruction of their countries, 
while the common people, held down under too stern an iron hand, 
and groaning beneath a powerful and tyrannical administration, 
were ripe for revolt. Rebellions, one after another, broke out, and 
the Emperor lacked the authority and respect to command support. 

The leaders of revolt were two men of humble extraction, 
Hsiang Yu, 'lifter of the tripod weighing a thousand CHtties,' and 
Liu Pang, a petty official. Hsiang Yu was reputed for his huge 
physical strength, his talent for strategy, the beauty d his mistress 
Yu, and the mettle of'Tsui,' his dapple-grey horse. With the power
ful support of Hsiang's armies, Liu Pang, whom destiny had chosen 
as the first Emperor of a new and glorious dynasty, the Han, 
marched into the Ch'in capital in 206 B.c. The Ch'in Emperor was 
assassinated, and his successor surrendered. The great palaces 
disappeared in flames, and the Ch'in dynasty, founded on such 
high hopes but such inhuman laws, perished in the palace fires. 

A briefperiod of storm followed this cataclysm. HsiangYu, claim
ing all credit for the great victory, entitled himself'Conqueror,' and 
nominated Liu Pang as mere 'Prince ofHan.' Hostilities soon broke 
out between them, and after a series of successes, fate turned against 
the 'Conqueror.' One night, conscious of the approaching end, he 
ordered a banquet to be served in his camp, a,nd while his beautiful 
mistress danced before him, he sang a song of his OVv"'l invention: 

My strength can heave down mountains, 
And I look contemptuously on the world. 
Alas! my hour will never strike. 
No more shall Tsui my horse gallop, 
Ah, no morel What shall I do? 
Oh Yu, Yu, how can I leave you here? . 

In the depths of her sorrow, the lovely Yu took her own life before 
her lover's eyes. The Conqueror then mounted his beloved horse 
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and made a last brave sortie. In the ensuing battle he was mortally 
wounded, and rather than be taken prisoner, killed himself. This 
heroic story of love and war is not unlike that of the great figures in 
Roman history, Antony and Cleopatra. With the conquest and 
death of his rival, pu Pang now proclaimed himself Emperor of 
China. . · 

X.: HAN 

CHAPTER VIII 

DY_NASTY: POLITics· AND LIFE 

\ 

;<r.!!E Ch~ynasty, short_and violent as it was, had (uJfill~d its 
a~ny_: it_destrq_yed an old "£O!ld in order that. a ne~gh!~be 
founded. The Han dynasty which followed was one ofthe brilliant 
period~ Cliina'Sliisto;:_y, ~na on~ wliiclileft animperishabl~ark 
upo;:llier institutions. It-foreshadowed so many of the permanent 
elements in Chinese life that" the Chinese sometimes call themselves _x 
'Sons of Han.' r 

-Liu Pang, the people's leader, who rallied the rebellious subjects 
of.the Ch'in Emperor, overthrew him, and in 206 B.C. founded the 
Han dynasty, came of plain peasant stock. Gratified as he must 
have been at winning the throne of all China, it surely seemed to 
him-shocking that so magnificent an empire as the Ch'in could have 
been brought to ashes by simple subjects, under a peasant leader. 
Having become, by right of force, the father of a royal line, he was 
determined that. such an event should not occur again. A major 
cause he concluded lay in the abolition of the feudal system. As 
long as a system of rank was steadily upheld; and the nobles kept 
their power, a People's Revolution would be impossible. Accord
ingly he tried to restore the old feudalism in a modified form. He 
distributed land among his relatives, friends, partisans, and meritori
ous ministers, while officials were appointed from the Court to 
control their administration. The result could be foreseen:. To over
lay an old system with an even older one could not possibly come 
to good. The feudal tenures soon grew strong and plotted against 
their benefactor, having lost the sense of dignified loyalty with 
which the Chou dynasty nobles had supported their rulers. This 
situation came to a head in the reign of Emperor Ching 'the 
Radiant,' when in 154 B.c. seven powerful princes joined to start a 
rebellion against the throne. The chief of these princes, Wu-wang, 
who had conspired against the Emperor for thirty years, was evi-· 
dently a formidable person: he is said to have owned a bronze mine, 
from which he minted his own coins, and to have managed a 
flourishing salt industry on the sea coast. Th~ imperial troops were 
able only with difficulty to put down the insurrection, and from this 
time on the feudal system was gradually li'quidated. Finally, under 
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Emperor Wu 'the Brave' (more often known to Western readers 
as 'Wu Ti,' 'Ti' being one of the Chinese words for Emperor), the 
whole Empire was divided into thirteen provinces, and each province 
subdivided into prefectures and districts. They were controlled by 
officials appointed by the Emperor. This administrative reform is of 
particular interest, for the three-grade system-province, prefec
ture, district-was maintained by the Chinese government right up 
to the early days of the Republic! At the present time, the Prefecture 
is omitted. 

The old caP.ital of Ch'in Shih Huang Ti at Hsien Yang, with all 
~ts gorgeous-palaces~ ha<l gone upJD._fiat_h~ ~uri_ng the ciVirwars 
with which the dynasty had closed. The Han rulers established tl!eir 
~apital to the south~!!astof t~~ f';lins1~c~Iling It cy·~-:~P.!'!lie City 
Of Lastmz Peace.' J3oth thls City Itself and flie- ourr gradually 
assumed' a -place of exaggerated importance over the rest of the 
Empire; partly because the administrative machinery centred 
there, and also because, with the extension of territory and the 
immense growth of trade that followed, city life began topredominate 
over that of the agricultural communities. In the four hundred 
years of the Han dynasty, wealth, expansion, prosperity, trade, 
equitable administration, intellectual development were, at many 
periods, accompanied by the most glaring splendour and corruption 
in high places. Very similar conditions recurred towards the end of 
the T'ang and the Ming dynasties. 

In 179 B.c., however, twenty-seven years after the founding of the 
dynasty by Liu Pang, there ascended the throne a kindly and en
lightened Emperor-Emperor Wen 'the Civilised,' and he, together 
with his son who later succeeded him as Emperor Ching 'the 
Radiant,' brought to the people of China a period of peace, serenity, 
and constructive growth. They were both lovers of Laotzu's 
philosophy, and tried to follow his teaching that a State is best 
governed by 'natural laws.' The practical application of Laotzu's 
profoundly mystical ideas to the machinery of government is not easy 
to imagine, but the results that followed 'the Civilised' and 'the 
Radiant' Emperors' interpretation seem to have justified the Sage. 
They refrained from troubling the people by forming any new de
crees; for a good space of years they abolished the land tax, as a 
symbol that Nature and the Earth belonged to all men, and not 
crowned heads. They abolished the tortures devised by ancient 
rulers, and they appeased the perpetual enemy-the 'Demons' -by 
sending treasures and royal princesses as wives for their chieftains. 
Thus they avoided bloodshed. 

In their own "lives they spurned the sophisticated luxuriance of 
the Court, believing thaf the happiness of all men, even monarchs, 
lay in keeping free from worldly entanglements, and in imitating 
the simplicity ofNature. It is reported that 'the Civilised' Emperor, 
in all his twenty-three years of rule, never had a palace built or a 
park laid out, and that he bought neither chariots nor horses nor 
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rich robes for his own pleasure. Once, it is told, he thought of having 
a new balcony added to one of the old palace buildings. 'How much 
will it cost?' he asked. 'A hundred pieces of gold' was the reply. 'A 
hundred pieces of gold!' exclaimed the frugal Emperor-'why, that 
is as much as the whole property of ten middle-class families! I have 
always felt ashamed of the great fortune I inherited from my 
father. Who am I to build a balcony for myself at the expense of 
my people?' And he gave up the project. 
· Records say that this Emperor wore only robes of common black 

silk, and that even his most beloved concubine was given no 
expensive flowing gowns. No embroidered curtains hung on his 
palace. The imperial tomb which, according to custom, was built 
during the Emperor's lifetime was furnished with no gold, silver, or 
bronze vessels, but only with some pots and urns of cheap earthen
ware. 

At the end of the reign of this good king and his son, the country 
was as rich and the people as contented as they had ever been in 
their history. Official and private barns and granaries throughout 
the country overflowed with grain; the imperial coffers and the 
provincial treasuries were loaded with more money than ever 
before. At the capital so much money had accumulated that the 
strings on which the coins were threaded rotted away, and the 
number of coins could not be counted. In the imperial granaries, 
corn was so plentiful that a part of this, too, rotted. Even the poorer 
people kept horses, and cattle crowded the foot-paths between the 
fields. A man was despised as a penniless 'country cousin' if he 
turned up at some public assembly mounted on a cow or buffalo, as 
was the habit in the past. To 'keep a horse' was the patent of gentil
ity, like 'keeping a carriage' in the England of Jane Austen. Even 
the village handymen fed on the best kind of rice and a variety of 
meats, instead of the rough unpolished rice with a few bits of 
vegetable, which had been their staple food in the old days. For 
nearly seventy years, except for an occasional famine due to flood or 
drought or a disease of the crops, the Chinese people lived in plenty. 

The successor to these two good kings was Emperor Wu 'the 
Brave.' This Emperor seems to have been one of those dynamic, 
energetic characters, full of impulses and intolerances, with high 
ambitions and huge visions. In the course of his reign from I 40 to 
87 B.C. he exhausted all the riches of the country which 'the Civil
ised' and 'the Radiant' Emperors had accumulated, and brought the 
peasants down to their former level of indigence, though the 
merchants prospered. This was the price he paid for territorial 
conquests which stretched to Mongolia in the North, Chinese 
Turkestan in the West, Canton and Annam in the South, and 
Fukien in the South-east. It is for these huge military expeditions, 
the scientific voyages of discovery and the opening of trade routes 
which followed, that the Han dynasty is justly famous. They made 
China the Great Power of the East. Emperor Wu's reign is looked 
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on as one of the Golden Ages of Chinese history, altho~h the price 
of this expansion was so high that the dynasty itself began to totter, 
and the common people lost their happiness, 

Like flocks of birds and shoals of fish, 
Precious curios pour in from every land, 

wrote a poet of the time. According. to another contemporary 
record, the capital of Ch'ang-an was decked out with every 
conceivable splendour, sent as'tribute by the conquered countries, 
or brought by merchants who traded in the newly discovered lands. 
Bright pearls, streaked tortoiseshell, rhinoceros horn, and the 
brilliant plumage of exotic birds, it is said, were some of the tributes 
sent to adorn the imperial harem. Mettlesome horses of extra
ordinary description, having 'dragon veins,' 'rush stripes,' 'fish eyes,' 
or 'that sweated blood,' were sent to the imperial stables. In the 
royal park were huge elephants, lions, fearful dogs, and gorgeous 
birds among other dangerous or curious beasts. The envoys and 

- tribute bearers from these far countries were entertained with 'pools 
of wine and forests of meat,' with circus shows, acting, wrestling 
matches, and dancing. 

The Emperor's palaces were furnished with every r~rity, and 
stuffed with riches. One of them was constructed from sweet
scented cassia wood, so that whenever a breeze rose from the lake 
waters beside which the palace was built, and swept through the 
chambers, it stirred up an intense perfume. Not far away stood the 
royal 'Pavilion for the Reception of Angels,' whose door screens 
were said to be woven from kingfisher feathers and unicorn hair! 
Tribute from Central Asian tribes included such fantastic gifts as 
the 'Horse-liver Stone,' a small piece of which wheri eaten would 
safeguard a man against hunger and thirst for a whole y~ar, and 
which also had the magic property of turning white hairs dark! An 
aviary of small birds once arrived at Ch'ang-an, 'each as big as a 
larg\'! fly, with the appearance of parrots and the voice of swans.' 
These quaint birds soon escaped from their jade cages, but would 
return to the palace from time to time, alighting on the curtains or 
slipping into the silken sleeves of Court ladies, whence they became 
known as love talismen. 

Apparently appetites increased by what they fed on. Chinese 
adventurers in their turn set out in search of strange lands and 
rare merchandise. The most famous of them was Chang Ch 'ien, 
whose far-distant journeys inspired the legend that he had sailed 
on a log down the Milky Way-called by the Chinese the 'Silver 
River.' In actual fact, he penetrated very far into the West, to 
Bactria, Yavanas, and Sogdiana, all still ruled by Greek kings; 
to the Tarim basin and the Pamir districts, which had been the 
conquests of Alexander. At one of the markets in a- Bactrian 
city he came upon some linen material made of hemp, and a 
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strange kind of bamboo, both of which were foreign to China, and 
which, he was told, were Indian products. On hearing pf this, 
Emperor Wu sent other delegates to find a route to India. Chang 
Ch'ien was thus the initiator of communications between those two 
great Eastern nations, which a little later were fully developed, and 
along which Buddhism, with all its spiritual, resthetic, and moral 
influence, was destined to flow. 

Chang_9h.:~-pene.t:J:at~n of Central Asia forged. aQ .. e_ven more 
remai'Kable hnk than that oetween China and Indta: tt led to a 

. kind-ofirn1ireet1ntercourse between Ch'ang-an anORome! The 
rec6Fcl stanastliat ·in- fne year A.D. 1 660ome two hundred and 
eighty-eight years after Chang Ch'ien had made his adventurous 
journeys, the Chinese Emperor Huan received a message from 
Emperor 'An Tun' of 'Great Ch'in' who had gifts of ivory, rhino
ceros horn, and chelonian shells to be presented through the 
channel of the Annam government. 'Great Ch'in' is the ancient 
Chinese name for Rome, and 'An Tun' is thought to stand for. the 
Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius Antoninus (A.D. I2I-x8o). 
Spices, pearls, and gems are said to have been brought to China 
from Rome, while Chinese silks were sent in great quantity to the 
Roman markets. An interesting indication of this is found in the 
name 'Serica,' 'the Silk Country,' by which the Romans called 
China. It seems to have originated in the Chinese word 'Ssu' 
(pron. 'Se') meaning 'silk.' Chinese silk was also known to the 
Greeks, who called China 'Seres.' Some even think that Ch'ang-an 
is the city which Ptolemy calls 'Sera metropolis,' 'the Silk City,' 
and which he describes as being the resort of Greek merchants. 

During the Han dynasty, then, and especially in the reign of 
Emperor Wu, the barrier that lay between the great civilisations of 
the East and "the West was lifted, and not only merchandise, but 
conceptions of the human mind were interchanged, having reper
cussions we cannot measure. The barrier was to fall again, and 
China to return to her self-appointed isolation, but Emperor Wu's 
example sowed seed for the mingling of East and West which has 
become so important a feature of the modern world. 

After Emperor Wu's death, there was no similar powerful Em
peror to take over the reins. Court scandals and intrigue weakened 
authority, while the conditions of the people became progressively 
painful. The time was ripe for revolution, and this took an un
expected form. A certain member of the Empress's family called 
Wang Mang, who seems to have had a talent for collecting sup
porters, poisoned the reigning Emperor and set up a young boy in 
his stead, proclaiming himself 'Regent.' He pictured himself as 
another 'Duke of Chou' who still remained the model of kingly 
virtue in the Chinese mind. However~ the temptation to wear the 
kingly crown was too great for Wang Mang, and in 9 B.C. he made 
himself Emperor of China, and founded a dynasty which he called 
'Hsin'-'the New Dynasty.' 
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True to the title of his dynasty, Wang Mang determined that the 
wl:v:>le administration of the country should be reformed and made 
new. By this time the cleavage between rich and poor had greatly 
widened: 'when the foot-paths of the rich ran across every field, 
and the benefits from streams and mountains -were monopolised by 
them, the poor hadn't enough ground on which to rest the end of 
an awl,' declared a contemporary. Wang Mang, in devotion to 
his hero the Duke of Chou, decided to return to the communal well
field syste;m of those ancient times, and accordingly confiscated the 
lands and redistributed them. In his passion for antiquity, he even 
restored the old coins and shell money. Industrious and well
meaning, he worked incessantly on his schemes, but he was, in fact, 
a dreamer with no sense of practical politics. He did not realise that 
social reform could never be effected by an arbitrary return to 
more primitive times; that any schemes inust be based on a study 
of actual conditions; that society was evolutionary and must go 
forward, one stage growing out of another; that the Han ad
ministrative machinery was already far too complex to admit of a 
superimposed simplicity. It is not surprising, therefore, that both 
he and his dynasty fell before the revolutionary army of a Prince 
of Han. Wang Mang was killed and the Han prince, having 
removed the capital from Ch'ang-an to Loyang, founded a new 
branch of the Han dynasty which was known as the Eastern or Later 
Han. This happened in A.D. 25 and the new Emperor was called 
Kuang Wu 'the Bright and Brave.' 

'The Bright and Brave' Emperor was a learned man deeply 
versed in Confucian doctrines. During his reign, education was 
encouraged and the first Chinese University founded. His Court 
was thronged with scholars; ceremonial became elaborate and 
dignified, based on the Confucian 'Rites.' Schools were not only 
centres of education, but the means of teaching morality. A power
ful scholar class arose, and it was a time when learning commanded 
respect-among the ordinary people as well as at Court. This, how
ever, was but an interlude, like a short Morality Play staged before 
a somewhat vulgar melodrama. Under the later descendants of 
'the Bright and Brave' Emperor, the social decay which had already 
begun under Emperor Wu, due to an early form of Capitalism, 
increased and propagated. The Court returned to its former 
luxury, with the usual accompaniment of intrigue. It is said that 
even distant relatives of the Emperor enjoyed more gorgeous 
clothes, more abundant wine, rarer foods, grander carriages, and 
more elaborate palaces than that ibrmer Emperor Vven 't.he 
Civilised.' Even their attendants, grooms, servants, and concubines 
preened themselves in embroidered silks and satins. They collected 
rhinoceros horn, ivories, pearls, gems, amber, and tortoise shells; 
in their grounds they built rockeries decorated with gold and 
silver and carved by talented sculptors. 

In the house of one of the Empress's family, bright pearls hung 
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from the eaves, so that they looked 'like stars by day and moon
shine at night.' His vessels were all of pure gold, and the hammering 
of the goldsmiths in his courtyards echoed so loudly that passers-by 
would declare: 'in Kuo's house there is thunder without storm!' 

When a marriage was to take place, the chariots of the wedding 
guests stretched for s,everal miles through the streets. All along the 
way, yellow banners and embroidered curtains fluttered, while 
attendants and boy waiters ran-along besiqe the cat:riages. The 
preparations for a funeral were even more elaborate. The specially 
strong and beautiful wood from which coffins were made had to 
be brought from south of the Yangtzu River, hundreds of miles 
from the Han capital-an immensely long, laborious, burdensome, 
and expensive operation. After its arrivaJ, the wood was shaped 
into coffins and cunningly carved by craftsmen who spent several 
months on the work. After the dead had been duly interred, acres 
of land round the tomb were planted with pine and cypress woods, 
and extravagant temples erected. The cost of this, together with 
the pageantry of funeral rites, sometimes devoured the whole 
fortune of a family. . . 

While the aristocracy enjoyed this extravagant life, the Han 
merchants became increasingly rich and powerful. Many . of the 

.peasants abandoned th.e land and came to the big cities to make their 
fortune. Agricultural economy which had prospered so wonderfully 
under the Chou rulers began to break down completely. The 
streets of the capital were thronged with the oxen, horses, and 
chariots of wealthy traders. 

Trading had been facilitated during the Han period, not only by 
geographic expansion and the exploration of many foreign lands, 
but by the remarkable development of communications within the 
Empire. We have alteady heard of the splendid roads built by 
Ch'in Shih Huang Ti, and it is probable that others were con
structed over the qewly won territory of the Han rulers .. Along these 
roads, public intis called 't'ing' (literally pavilions) were built at a 
distance of ten li.apart for the convenience. of travellers. Rich and 
poor, noble and peasant, men. and women, could use them freely, 
and already in the early part of the Han period we read of there 
being nearly thirty thousand such 'pavilions' in the length and 
breadth of the country. There were also more luxurious inns 
where. rooms might be rented and merchandise discharged. 'From 
every· point of the compass (literally, 'from the·eight directions') 
imperial delegates and private travellers crowded along the roads,' 

·writes one historian; 'there were iims in plen~, providing warm 
shelter in winter and cool shade in the summer days. Fodder was 
stacked in piles for the animals, and there was rio lack of furnish-
ings.' . . 

It is interesting to learn that 'Post Offices' were known to the ' 
. Chinese many years before Christ. In Han times, office buildings 
. were set up every five li along the main roads; letters were carried 
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by officials on horseback from one office to the next, and so were 
brought great distances by relays of riders. Travellers could find 
lodging at these post offices too, if they pleased, as well as at the 
public inns. ' 

Some of the more enlightened Han rulers recognised in the 
exaggerated growth of trade a danger to the whole social system, 
and attempted to discredit the merchant class and bring men back 
to agriculture. At the beginning of the dynasty, an order was issued 
prohibiting merchants from wearing silk or owning carriages, and 
very heavy taxes were levied on them. Later, the restrictions im
posed on them seem to have been somewhat relaxed when social 
order was relatively restored, but the merchants and their children 
were still forbidden to hold any government office. Later still the 
ownership of land was withheld from them. But despite all these 
deterrents, the merchant class continued to expand and prosper, nor 
were the laws strictly held against them towards the end of the dynasty. 

It will be readily recognised, therefore, that in this greedy clamour 
for riches, and neglect of agriculture, lay a powerful seed of decay 
for the Han dynasty. Another lay in conditions at Loyang Court. 
Scholars who, under Emperor Kuang Wu 'the Bright and Brave,' 
had so powerfully influenced the life of Court and nation, now 
became a target for spiteful attacks on the part of imperial eunuchs. 
As the Emperors grew feebler, so did these eunuchs take it upon 
themselves to control the administration, and they prevailed on their 
masters to persecute any persons or communities who seemed 
obnoxious to them. More than one hundred scholars of high 
reputation lost their lives for criticising the eunuchs, and about seven 
hundred more were imprisoned. This happened in A.D. 1 6g. The 
general feeling of social unrest became manifest. Branches of 
the royal fainily, especially the Empress' relatives, exercised a 
rival influence with the eunuchs, and in the course of the intrigues 
between these two parties, the Han dynasty fel\. 

The immediate cause of the disaster was a plot by one of the 
Empress' relatives to have the eunuchs murdered. In the confusion 
that accompanied the conspiracy, a fat and powerful general 
named Tung Cho kidnapped and carried off the Emperor, having 
first sacked and looted the capital! He planned to set up a new 
empire at the old Western capital of Ch'ang-an, but before this 
could be achieved, he was murdered by his own soldiers. A second 
general named Ts'ao Ts'ao, noto!"ious in fact and fiction as the type 
of cunning traitor, succeeded in capturing the Emperor, and 
appointed himself Prime Minister. Ts'ao Ts'ao hoped to be 
conqueror of the whole Chinese Empire, but there were rival forces 
mustering in the South. At a naval engagement fought at the famous 
Red Cliff of the Yangtzu River in A.D. 208, his great fleet was 
destroyed, and he had to content himself with ruling a kingdom 
which stretched north of the Yangtzu. Mter his death', his son 
actually usurped the throne and created the Kingdom of Wei. 
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South and west of the river was established the Kingdom of Shu, 
governed by a relative of the last Han Emperor. The south-eastern 
portion became the Kingdom of Wu. The whole period between 
the downfall of the Han dynasty and the reunification of the 
Empire under the short-lived Tsin dynasty in A.D. 265 is known as· 
'The Three Kingdoms,' and its history is a continuous tale of con
flict. Wu and Shu first contracted an alliance, then Wu passed into 
the partial controlofWei. Wei, extending its power, annexed Shu, 
and, finally, its throne was usurped by a minister, who became the 
first King of Tsin and annexed Wu. The leading generals in these 
battles became figures of romance to later ages, and their exploits 
are eagerly read by Chinese children,! rather as the Robin Hood 
stories are read in England. They are the favourite subjects of street 
story-tellers and travelling singers in China to the present day. But 
viewed from a less romantic standpoint, the fall of the Han dynasty 
marked the end of one of the most constructive periods in Chinese 
civilisation, while the interlude of the Three Kingdoms, glorious as 
it may sound in military annals, contributed very little to posterity 
except the subject-matter for innumerable stories and poems, and· 
entertair.. :<t for generations of small Chinese boys. 

CHAPTER IX 

THE HAN DYNASTY-THE HSIUNG-NU AND THE 
'WESTERN REGIONS' 

MENTION has been made in the last chapter of the Han explora
tion towards the West, and of the relations the Han Emperors 
entertained with the Hsiung-nu or 'Demons' who lived north of the 
'Great Wall.' So romantic is the story of these peoples-the 
westward repulse of the Hsiung-nu which directly or indirectly 
precipitated the Huns into Europe, and the conquest of the 
'Western Regions' which for a brief time brought China into con
tact with the Empire of Rome-that it may be worth while to 
examine their history in a little more detail. 

The conflict between the Chinese and the Hsiung-nu was age old, 
even before Ch'in Shih Huang Ti built the Wall against them, or 
the Han Emperors seriously tackled the problem. And no doubt 
geography was the prime cause: the Chinese inhabited a fruitful, 
well-irrigated plain, while the Hsiung-nu were obliged to scrape an 
existence from the bleak plateau of the North, with its savage climate, 
and the rugged mountains of the North-west. At any 1·ate, we hear 
of battles between the two as far back as historical records exist, 
and even farther than authentic history, in the reign of the semi
fabulous 'Yellow Emperor.' During the Shang dynasty, the 

1 One of the greatest novels in Chinese literature is 'The Story of the Three 
Kingdoms,' a narrative based on oral tradition, written in the fourteenth century, 
and where all these heroic battles are related. 
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Hsiung-nu appear as 'the Demons,' and apparently caused much 
distress to those early people by raiding excursions and, at times, 
more menacing pressure. The Chou people who succeeded the 
Shang were driven eastward from their original home by these 
restless .and battle-loving barbarians, and after the Chou leaders 
had become rulers of China, the 'Demon' pressure again compelled 
them to migrate: the capital was removed from Feng-Kao to Loyang 
and the 'Eastern Chou' period began. Ch'in Shih Huang Ti, the 
obstinate tyrant who succeeded the last Chou ruler and founded a 
new dynasty, was the first Chinese Emperor to measure his will 
against the 'Demons'; he built the Great Wall along the whole 
northern border of his empire and had it fortified and ,nanned. 
This restrained the barbarians for a while. But even.this was only a 
defensive measure, and could not indefinitely hold back such an 
enemy. During the Han dynasty which foll0wed the Ch'in, battle· 
was ~onstantly and bitterly renewed, but this time some of the Han 
Emperors realised the necessity of carrying war into. the enemy 
territory, and of beating the 'Demons' away from their borders. 
It was this significant phase in the relations of Chinese and Hsiung
nu-,-as the 'Demons' were then called-which had repercussions on 
world history. . 

'The Huns' is a general name for the wandering, predatory 
hordes who inhabited Central Asia, and who in the first century 
A.D. began their westward movement towards Europe. There can 
be no doubt that the expansion of the Han Empire, and the 
aggressive policy which Emperor Wu 'the Brave' especially 
adopted against the Hsiung-nu and all the western border tribes, 
turned the movement of these warlike nomads from an eastward to 
a westward one. There were, no doubt, other contributory causes, 
such as the decay of the Roman Empire, but the fact remains that 
it was the power of China in those early centuries after Christ which 
goaded into action that gigantic movement of peoples ending in the 
conquests of Attila. 

We are not concerned here with the history of the Hun invasion 
into the Western.world, but' only with the Hsiung-nu tribes in their 
relation to China. What sort of people were they, how did they live, 
and how were they governed? Their racial origin is obscure, but a 
theory which seems plausible assumes them to have been a hetero
geneous collection of Mongol,· Tungus, Turkic, and perhaps even 
Finnish hordes, under a Mongol military leadership., We know that 
they were nomads, who kept horses, oxen, sheep, camels, and other 
animals; that they built no townships, nor agricultural settlements, 
but pastured their animals wherever they found good land, and 
lived chiefly on animal flesh. The skins they made into clothing. 
It is said they used to put pieces of raw meat under their saddles; 
and after riding on· them for a day, would eat them, uncooked! 
They were great ridets and great huntsmen. The little Hsiung-nu 
boy would mount a·sheep and hunt birds and rats with bow and 
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arrows. As soon as he grew up, he would ride on horseback and 
shoot foxes and rabbits, as well as the more savage animals. Most 
of them were trained for fighting, and became mounted soldiers. 
According to Chinese records, they reached the peak of their 
expansion towards the end of the third century B.c.-at the opening 
of the Han dynasty. At this time the lands which they controlled 
extended from the Great Wall of China to the Caspian Sea. 

The Hsiung-nu chieftain was called the 'Ch'an Yu,' and he had a 
number of princes to administer the lands he owned. In the first 
moon of each year the princes came to the Ch'an Yu's Court, to 
offer sacrifice to the ancestors. Other sacrifices were offered in the 
fifth moon to the spirits of heaven and earth, while in the autumn, 
when the pastures were lush from the late summer rains, and their 
horses were fat, there was a great and jubilant meeting to count 
up the men and cattle. 

We do not know much about their beliefs, but like most primitive 
peoples they seem to have been greatly governed by superstitions, 
and especially by astrology. They always made marauding attacks 
when the moon was full, and withdrew when it waned. The gains 
in battle were shared among the captors, and prisoners were made 
their slaves. This bait of personal booty made the Hsiung-nu into 
furious fighters; 

Originally, it appears, they were divided into small clans, each of 
which had its own chieftain. In the general confusion, fire, and 
slaughter that accompanied the fall of Ch'in Shih Huang Ti's 
dynasty, they poured into Northern China, occupying land south 
of the Yellow River, and offered a menace to all the northern 
provinces. Liu Pang, who restored order to China and founded 
the Han dynasty, was in no position at first to oppose them, and was. 
obliged, after suffering defeat in a short engagement, to make peace 
on terms favourable to the enemy. At this time, the Hsiung-nu 
clans united and were rapidly growing into a formidable power. 

The early Han Emperors followed an unfortunate policy of 
appeasement towards the Hsiung-nu-a,policy which only increased 
the power of the latter. They were influenced by the teachings of 
Laotzu, the 'laissez-faire' philosopher, and believed that in avoiding 
bloodshed they were doing their subjects a service. It must be 
admitted that the country was weary of fighting, and was only too 
thankful for a respite. To keep on good terms with the enemy, the 
Chinese rulers contract~d marriages between Han princesses and 
the Ch'an Yus of the barbarians. Valuable silks, choice food, and 
barrels of wine were sent as peace-offerings, and vows of 'brother
hood' were exchanged-but all in vain: the Hsiung-nu continued to 
attack the Han frontiers even while they were receiving gifts. 

It was Emperor Wu 'the Brave' who saw the futility of such a 
policy. He determined not only to repulse the invaders, but to drive 
them far back from the Chinese borders and to occupy the territory 
they left, sending his own subjects to colonise it. There were three 
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great campaigns. In 127 B.C. Han armies first crossed the frontier 
and challenged Prince 'White Sheep' of the Hsiung-nu at a point 
south of the Yellow River. The engagement was successful: 
'thousands of the Hsiung-nu were killed and millions of head of 
horses and cattle were taken.' 

The second great battle was fought six years later, in 121. This 
time the Han general led his army in a north-westerly direction as 
far as the Ch'i Lien mountains (on the borders of modern Kansu 
province). This ended in a rout of the Hsiung~nu; their most 
precious possession-the golden image which they worshipped
was carried off, and forty thousand men surrendered. The territory 
thus acquired was divided into four districts, and officials were 
appointed by Emperor Wu to govern them. Chinese families settled 
there, bringing with them the Chinese culture and manners. Mter 
this victory 'the right arm of the enemy was cut off,' and henceforth 
the way lay open to the western border countries, known as 'the 
Western Regions.' Travel and trade followed. The third battle, in 
119, succeeded in breaking the power of theHsiung-nu completely. 
The Ch'an Yu himself was put to flight, and the whole people was 
forced to retreat and find fresh land .for itselffarther to the West. To 
this new piece of the Empire too, the Han Emperor sent his officials: 
the ground was brought under cultivation, and irrigation systems 
installed. 

Now, ever since the way had been opened up to the North-west, 
the Han_mk:u;_.be_g~ exploit those small, half-civilised border 
countries, called collectivelyby-cru:nesehistOrlaii'S'the Western 
Regions,' and compnsmg, roughl)"-2 modern Climes(;'! Turkestan. 
Some oftliese people were, Iilie tlie Hsiung-nu, nomads; they were 
called 'the wandering nations.' Others who settled and formed 
agricultural communities were 'the staying nations,' and it was with 
these that the Han rulers were chiefly concerned. Most of them had 
been attacked by the Hsiung-nu at one time or another, for the 
latter could never resist plundering a weaker people than itself. 
Emperor Wu conceived the idea of contracting military alliances 
with them against the common enemy. · • · 

Among these potential allies were the Yueh Shih, a people who 
originally bordered on the Han Empire, but who had been driven 
by the bullying Hsiung-nu westward as far as Bactria. They had 
left their homes angrily and bent on revenge, all the more because 
the Hsiung-nu had killed their ruler and made his skull into a wine
cup for their own Ch'an Yu. These, thought Emperor Wu, would 
be ideal confederates. An envoy plenipotentiary was sent, who with · 
the utmost pains and after the passage of several years, during which 
time he had endured every sort of adventure, including capture by 
the Rsiung-nu, and had even fathered a child on a Hsiung-nu 
woman, arrived in Bactria. But to his dismay, the envoy found that 
time had blunted the edge of vengeance. The Yueh Shih were very 
comfortable in Bactria; the soil was easy and fruitful; they had no 
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more taste for military adventures. The envoy had to return empty
handed, and even suffer a second captivity by the Hsiung-nu on his 
way back to the Han capital. 

But though the mission had been a failure diplomatically, it had 
brought new countries into the vision of the energetic Emperor. One 
of these, through which the envoy had passed on his way to Bactria, 
was the country called Ta Wan (Yavanas). Here, he reported, the 
wealthy rode a wonderful breed of horse, so mettlesome that they 
sweated blood! Emperor Wu was a great lover of horses, and 
nothing would satisfy him but that he should have a specimen for 
the royal stables. He sent another envoy with a thousand gold 
pieces and the model of a horse made from pure gold, to strike a 
bargain with the King of Ta Wan. The envoy made the long and 
dangerous journey only to have his bargain rejected by the proud 
king. He justifiably lost his temper, and threw down the golden 
model he had brought with him, smashing it to pieces on the palace 
floor. This contempt of majesty was not allowed to remain un
punished; on his return journey, the envoy was ambushed and 
murdered. As might be expected, war was immediately declared by 
the Han Emperor on the King ofT a Wan. A general was despatched 
with a hundred thousand invading troops, and after three years of 
fighting, the gates of the capital were reached. The citizens, appar
ently afraid of the fate that might await them, in a cowardly and 
disloyal manner rose against their king, murdered him, and obse
quiously offered three thousand blood-sweating horses to- the 
conquer_or. The Han general and his forces, together with the 
three thousand steeds, made a jubilant victory march of their 
return journey, and so impressed the small countries through which 
they passed, that many of them spontaneously offered to form an 
alliance with the Emperor Wu. Thus quite by chance the Han 
Emperors became masters of a great part of the 'Western Regions.' 

The western boundary of the Empire Han was now very strongly 
held, with many of the smaller countries cowed into allegiance, and 
the Hsiung-nu dislodged and driven towards Central Asia. Never
theless, the latter had caused such discomfort to the Chinese in past 
history that the Han rulers were still on their guard against possible 
advances. They worked on the 'divide and rule' principle, and by 
this means, with the aid of good fortune, so broke the inner strength 
of the enemy that for very many years the invasion menace was 
destroyed. This is how it came about. 

Among the 'Western Regions' was a tribe called the Wu Sun, 
whose people are described as having 'blue eyes, red beards, and 
the generai appt:arance of monkeys!' These people of such strange 
physiognomy had tried to avoid the risk of conflict by forming an 
alliance with the Hsiung-nu and at the same time accepting friend
ship from the Han Court in the shape of royal marriages. When this 
came to the ears of the Hsiung-nu Ch'an Yu, the furious demand 
was made-'surrender your Han princess or we make war on you!' 
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The Wu Sun immediately called on the Han Emperor for assistance, 
and war broke out in 73 B.c. The Han army together with the Wu 
·Sun forces succeeded in dealing the enemy a smashing blow: forty 
thousand were killed, inc;luding many generals and members of the 
ruling family, and more than seven hundred thousand head of 
horses, oxen, sheep, mules, and camels were taken. That winter 
the Hsiung-nu launched an avenging attack, and had some small 
success, but as they retreated with their booty they were caught in 
a terrible snowstorm, and about ninety per cent. of their troops 
were frozen to death. This disaster was the beginning of evils for the 
Hsiung-nu: their many enemies took advantage of it to attack from 
all sides. A ghastly slaughter followed. That winter, either by 
famine or war, thirty per cent. of the whole population perished, and 
half their cattle. · 

From that time, civil war raged among them; many rival princes 
laid claim to the leadership, and so great were their domestic 
distresses that the Han boundaries were safe from attack. This 
condition lasted until about 54 B.c.-nearly twenty years. It is 
significant of the' Han policy that when once the Hsiung-nu had 
united again under a single ruler in 54 B.c., and had begun their 
old marauding policy with an attack on the monkey-like people 
with the red beards, the Han Emperor promptly sent an army 
against them, killed the ruler, and besieged his capital. The new 
Ch'an Yu hurriedly offered good terms to the Emperor, and asked 
for the honour of a Han princess in marriage. Chao Chun-'the 
Lady Bright'-was sent to be his wife, and her story is one which has 
caught the imagination of generation after generation of Chinese 
poets. It is worth relating, for it throws a very hvman light upon 
the actions of men and women in China, in days even before the 
Christian era. 

The Lady Bright was one of the imperial concubines at the Han 
Court. She lived in the women's apartments at the palace, together 
with some hundreds of other beautiful girls of noble family, waiting 
for the Emperor's favour to shine upon them. The Emperor him
self never visited- them, but merely commanded the Court painter to 
make their portraits, and from these he chose his new favourite. 
The Court painter at the time of our Lady Bright was a certain 
Mr. Mao, a gentleman certainly not above corruption. The ladies 
bribed him to the utmost of their means to paint them more ravish-
ing even than they were in life. Only the Lady Bright, though more 

... -.v,•lv than them all, had also greater integrity of character. She 
'"ucutJL.ou to bribe the painter, or to seek to appear more beautiful 

really was. The painter, in his anger, made the likeness of 
woman and sent it to the Emperor as the portrait of the 

The Emperor never summoned her. In her lonely, 
, deep in the palace, the years passed. As she 

the seasons change-the petals falling and the yellow leaves 
from the trees in autumn, she realised that her youth and 
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beauty must pass too, unseen and unloved. Then came the demand 
of the Hsiung-nu chieftain for a wife from the Han palace, in order 
to cement the friendship between their two countries. All the beauti .. 
ful princesses apd palace maidens shrank from the ordeal of leaving 
their country, to marry a barbarian chie£ Only the Lady Bright 
offered to sacrifice herself for her country's sake. The Emperor, 
believing her to be the plainest of all his harem, was delighted, and 
gave his consent. But when she was brought out and presented to 
him before beginning her journey, and he saw her shining in natural 
and exquisite beauty, he grew pale with anger. Mr. Mao was 
brought to judgment and executed, but the Lady Bright had been 
promised to the Hsiung-nu and was bound to go. Many poets and 
dramatists have pictured her melancholy journey as she left her 
fatherland for ever, and crossed the dreary desert to the wild western 
country. They tell how her attendants tried to comfort her, in vain, 
with the music of guitars-a musical instrument of the Hsiung-nu 
which was introduced to China about that time. They describe the 
'ever green grave' on the wild desert sands in which she was finally 
buried, a scene to remind travellers of the warm South whence the 
lady had come. It is a story of touching pathos, but one which must 
have been many times repeated by Emperors who would sacrifice 
any of their subjects for the sake of self-aggrandisement. 

Peaceful relations between the Hsiung-nu and the Han Empire, 
beginning from the marriage of the Lady Bright, lasted for almost 
half a century. They lasted, in fact, as long as the Han Emperors 
were strong enough to keep their neighbours in awe of them. But 
with the break up of the Western Han dynasty, and amid the 
internal confusion that accompanied the short-lived 'New' dynasty 
of Wang Mang and the subsequent founding of the Eastern Han,1 

the Hsiung-nu returned to their evil ways, and even drew away from 
the Han alliance many of the dutiful 'Western Region' countries. 
Punishment descended on them in the form of a plague of locusts 
which devastated the greater part of their pasture land, but it did 
not check their exploits. 

The old story of battle and defeat began all over again. In A.D. 

73, in 8g, and again in gx, the Han armies engaged their traditional 
enemy. In each battle the Hsiung-nu suffered an increasingly 
bitter defeat, and were driven farther and farther westward. The 
third battle was fought five thousand li (about sixteen hunc' ' 
miles) from the Han frontier, and ended in a complete rout
Hsiung-nu fleeing to 'no one knows where.' It was then that 
movement of'Huns' across Asia to Europe was given a new imp{ 
and the Hsiung-nu menace to China was permanently destroy 

It now remained only to win back the 'Western Regions' tot 
former friendly relationship, and in this process a very talented 
shrewd diplomat called Pan Ch'ao played a leading part. He "'~ 
to have had the temperament of a Robinson Crusoe, and to 

1 See Chapter VIII. 
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been born with an ardent desire to trave} and to eugage on heroic 
adventures. In his youth he was apprenticed as a clerk in one of the 
government offices, but found the work of perpetual copying irk
some and dull. 'Alas!' he would often sigh, throwing down his 
writing brush, 'If only I had the chance, I could make a name for 
myself on the frontier districts, as did Chang Ch'ien and Fu Chieh
tzu.1 W~y should a man like me wear himself out for ever over a 
miserable brush and ink?' Fired by his dreams and ambitions, he 
visited a physiognomist, and asked to have his future predicted. 
'Sir,' declared the latter, 'humble as· you now appear to be, you will 
be created a marquis and govern remote countries, ten thousand 
miies away! You have the jaw of a swallow and the neck of a tiger. 
That means you are to make a journey, and dine on fine meats like 
an aristocrat!' Confirmed in his own beliefs by the fortune-teller, . 
Pan Ch'ao gave up his office work and joined the army that was 
about to cross the borders and attack the Hsiung-nu (this was the 
battle of A.D. 73). In this first of the three final encounters between 
Han troops and Hsiung-nu, Pan Ch'ao so distinguished himself 
that the general in command sent him on a delicate mission to the 
'Western Regions.' He was to visit the country of Shan Shan and 
persuade. the King to break off relatiqns with the Hsiung-nu and 
make an alliance with the Han Emperor. Here was the chance of 
which the young man dreamed. 

The King of Shan Shan received him graciously at first, but one 
day the courtesies changed to coldness, and Pan Ch'ao discovered 
that a Hsiung-nu delegation had arrived and was quickly winning 
favour with the King! What was he to do? Crafty, resourceful, and 
determined not to fail in his first appointment, he summoned the 
members of his own ·deleg~tion, and after plying the wine cup 
repeatedly among them so· that their blood was heated to the point 
of recklessness, expounded a scheme by which the Hsiung-nu dele
gation should be destroyed! 'You can't catch the tiger cub/ he 
declared, 'unless you dare venture right into the cave of the great 
beast!' • 

At dead of night, Pap Ch'ao sent ten of his men with drums to 
conceal themselves behind the house in which the enemy delegation 
was quartered. The remaining twenty-six he sent armed with 
bows and arrows to lie in ambush in front of the building. He 
himself went boldly up to the house and set it on fire. It was a 
stormy night. The wind blew furiously; the flames roared and 
spread; the drums began to beat a wild tattoo. Panic seized the 
sleepers: some of them rushed out of the house, only to be shot down 
by the armed ambush. Pan Ch'ao himself killed three with his 
sword. The remainder-about a hundred men-perished in the 
burning house. 

1 Fu Chieh-tZu was one of those early Han travellers to the 'Western Region' 
countries. In 77 B.C. he had succeeded in assassinating the rebellious King of 
Lou Lan. 
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The King of Shan Shan was dumbfounded when ·the news 
reached him. Never had he known such summary methods in 
diplomacy. He was impressed and also intimidated. He swore 
everlasting friendship with the Han Emperor, and on the crest of 
his glory Pan Ch'ao departed to look for other diplomatic conquests. 

Next he came to the country named Yu T'ien. Here the King's 
most influential adviser was a certain witch who apparently re
sented any advances from the Han Emperor. She thrust herself 
into the presence of Pan Ch'ao and demanded a horse 'with a 
yellow body and black snout' to be sacrificed to the local god as the 
essential preliminary to diplomatic conversations. Pan Ch'ao 
gravely agreed to the request, but asked that a representative of the 
god should come to his lodging and fetch the horse. When the witch 

· herself as the 'representative' appeared, she was seized and put to 
death, and her head sent to the King. The latter, like the King of 
Shan Shan, was considerably impressed by Pan Ch'ao's methods. 
He reproached himself for having allowed the woman to insult a 
Han delegate with such nonsense, and as a token of his repentance, 
had all the Hsiung-nu envoys in the country put to death, and 
promised faithful friendship to the Emperor of China. 

Using similar high-handed tactics, Pan Ch'ao soon brought 
most of the 'Western Regions' into line. His reputation can well be 
imagined. It is related that while staying in Yu T'ien he was 
recalled to the Han court. The King, his host, was so distressed at 
the prospect oflosing him that, royal person as he was, he rushed out 
from the palace and clasped Pan Ch'ao's horse by the leg! The 
popular envoy was obliged to remain. Eventually the whole of the 
'Western Regions' was united under his banner, and comm~cations 
were opened up more and more with the Chinese Empire. The 
Emperor dubbed him 'the Marquis for Pacifying Far Countries," 
and thus the fortune-teller's prophecy was fulfilled. 

At the age of sixty-nine, when he had served for nearly thirty 
years in the 'Western Regions,' and 'no hair of his head was still 
black, nor could he walk without a staff,' Pan Ch'ao asked to be 
allowed to resign and return to his homeland. He reached Loyang 
in A.D. 102 and died almost immediately after. So ended a remark
able career, and one of the strangest and ablest personalities passed 
out of Chinese history. 

After Pan Ch'ao's death, the Han rulers maintained their power 
over the 'Western Regions' for some time, but as the administration 
of the dynasty again grew weak through the intrigues of dis
reputable ministers and eunuchs, imperial control over the North
west began to loosen, and was finally disrupted altogether. The 
western movement of the Hsiung-nu, having once been set in 
motion by the Han armies, was never reversed, but as the dynasty 
drew to an end, some branches of these barbarians who had 
surrendered and become subject to the Han Empire grew 
audacious and moved south, over the Wall. After the fall of the 
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Han dynasty, ·they were powerful enough to overthrow Western 
Tsin which succeeded it, and to drive the Chinese rulers south of 
the Yangtzu River, leaving,.North China in foreign hands, and in ~ 
great chaos. 

Although a huge empire had fallen to pieces, the exploits of 
men like Pan Ch'ao, the sacrifice of the Lady Bright, the vision of 
rulers like Emperor Wu, had not been in vain. For something like 
three hundred years, and through the labours and sufferings of such 
men ·and women, China had stamped her will and her civilisation 
upon a large part of the continent of Asia. How much of this 
endured in the centuries that followed, no one can estimate. 

CHAPTER X 

THE SIX DYNASTIES: HARASSING BY THE 
FIVE HU; 'THE FAMOUS SCHOLARS' AND 'THE 

HONOURABLE FAMILIES' 

Rain· drizzles on the Yangtzu River, 
The water reeds seem to be neatly cut. 
The glory tif the Six Dynasties passes like a dream, 
And only birds remain, chirping sorrowfully. 

Ungrateful are the green willows 
Shading the Terrace City, 
They flourish now as tif old on the ten-mile dyke 
Swaying in the mist. 

Sucil was the romantic melancholy that a poet of a later day spread. 
over the palace ruins at Nanking, once splendid home of the royal 
Houses of Wu, East Tsin, Sung, Ch'i, Liang, and Ch'en, who 
succeeded one another in rapid succession between the years A.D. 222 
and 581 and are known in Chinese history as the 'Six Dynasties.' 
His can only have been a literary nostalgia, for it was a period of 
constant wars and oppressions, of barbarian incursions and civil 
conflict. Indeed, the removal of the capital from the North, where 
it had been maintained for many hundreds of years, to Nanking 
in the South was evidence of the powerful inroads made by border
ing tribes. But Nanking soon began to emulate the ancient glories 
ofCh'ang-an and Loyang. Beautifully set in a circle of hills, named 
from their colouring at sunset 'the Purple-and-Golden Hills,' and 
bordered by the broad, meandering Yangtzu River which connects 
the city with the snowy Himalayas to the West, and the strangely 
blue water of the Pacific to the East, Nanking now·became the seat 
of imperial splendour, though also the pivot of political intrigue and 
civil broils. Noble and fashionable families, hangers-on ofthe Court, 
politicians. poets, artists, philosophers all flocked to the new capital. 
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'When the sleeves of the passers-by fluttered, a gale of wind rose in 
the street. When the red dust was stirred by their trampling, it 
darkened the sky. When they sweated, it was as if rain fell and made 
the ground muddy .... On the river, the slow creak of oars sang, 
and on land the carriage-wheels chanted, at dawn and dusk and all 
the day long. . . . The houses of the rich filled whole streets. 
Their clothes were made of pearls and th<;y feasted on precious 
jewels .. .' Such was the poet's impression of Nanking during the 
first of the 'Six Dynasties.' 

But although Nanking seems to have been a city of delights, the 
centre of a thronging populace and thriving trade, of a rich and 
sensual life, history has little of value to record about the six royal 
Houses who ruled from it. Some few of the Emperors were not 
without personal virtues, as, for example, Emperor Wu of Liang, 
the fifth dynasty, who was a sincere practising Buddhist, and 
displayed much piety though little statesmanship. On the whole, 
they were weak and ineffective, unable to hold the throne for their 
descendants or to better the lives of those they attempted to govern. 

Meanwhile, north of the Yangtzu River, other races, more 
primitive, but also more virile, were pouring in, sending new blood 
coursing through the enfeebled limbs of the vast Chinese Empire. 
These tribes, five in number, and ofTurkic, Mongolian, and Tibetan 
stock, are called by historians the 'Five Hu' (foreigners), and the 
period during which, in their various branches, they occupied 
Northern China·and set up independent States, thatofthe 'Sixteen 
Kingdoms.' In time, a single tribe, the To Pa, grew strong enough 
to unite all these States, thus bringing to an end the 'harassing of the 
Middle Kingdom by the Five Hu.' Five 'foreign' dynasties now 
followed each 9ther in the North, almost contemporaneously with 
those 'Chinese' dynasties of the South-Northern, Eastern, and 
Western Wei, Northern Ch'i and Northern Chou, so that this 
whole period of history is also known as the time of the 'Southern 
and Northern Dynasties.' 

The invaders, like the so-called conquerors of China throughout 
her long history, were conquered in their turn by the Chinese 
culture and manners. By intermarriage, but also through sub
mission to the civilisation they found in their new home, they 
became indistinguishable from the Chinese, though not without 
having made valuable contributions of their own.· They inspired 
a fresh and vigorous strain in literature, with entirely new images 
and subject-matter; painting owed the same kind of debt to them, 
while in the realm of religious sculpture, the 'foreign' dynasty of 
Northern Wei produced some of the noblest and most sublime 
Buddhist images that have ever been carved. 

It may be remembered that after the fall of the great and long
lived Han dynasty in A.D. 220 China was divided into three 
Kingdoms-Wei in the North, Wu in the South, and Shu to the 
West, and that a minister of Wei, after usurping the throne, pro-
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ceeded to subjugate Wu, having already conquered Shu before. This 
powerful upstart then founded a new dynasty, which he called the 
Tsin, and for a brief period of years, from 265 until 316, China was 
united. Profiting from the melancholy fate which had overtaken his 
former sovereign, the last King of Wei, the Tsin Emperor now 
attempted to restore the old feudal system, thus imitating the policy 
of Liu Pang, founder of.the Han dynasty; He had remarked that 
as his plot to usurp the throne developed, no loy~l aristocracy 
stepped in to forestall it. Nobody had appeared to care much 
whether the Wei House stood or fell. With the hope, therefore, of 
establishing his own dynasty on surer foundations, he endowed the 
members of his family with titles and lands, allowed them t9 build 
up armies of their own, and to appoint administrators in their own 
locality. They were intended to serve as 'screen and fence' to the 
royal House, ready to spring to arms at the head of their followers 
whenever the Emperor was endangered. ' 

In practice, however, the 'screen and fence' proved as disastrous 
in the Tsin dynasty as it had in the Han. It was a revival in form 
only, not in spirit, of a social order which had worked admirably 
so long as the sovereigns were great enough to exact spontaneous 
loyalty from their nobles. But under these Tsin Emperors of a later 
day, the nobles merely took advantage of their power to further 
their own ends. The time of chivalry had passed. The situation 
came to a head between the years 299 and go6 when, a notorious 
and ambitious queen having murdered the Crown Prince, the eight 
most powerful nobles sought with all their vigour to get control of 
the administration. Civil war broke out, during which the queen 
was put to death. The eight nobles then fell upon one another, and 
from the ferocious battles that followed, only one of them survived. 
The Tsin Empire was now in chaos, and the Northern 'barbarians' 
took advantage of its weakness to pour over the border and drive the 
Emperor and his followers out of No!th China. The latter estab
lished his new capital at Nanking, and the dynasty, henceforward 
known. as Eastern Tsin, the second of the 'Six Dynasties,' was 
,maintained there for over a hundred years, from ~31 7 till 420 •. 

The North was now in the hands of the barbarians, and remained 
so until the reunification of the whole Empire by the Sui dynasty 
in 589. The first of the 'Five Hu' was a branch of China's traditional 
enemy, the Hsiung-nu. The old Han policy of appeasement, 
supported by the marriages of royal princesses · to Hsiung-nu 
chieftains, gave the present leader an excuse to proclaim himself a 
descendant of the Han dynasty/and a legitimate ruler of China. 
He adopted the family name of the Han Emperors, and already 
during the period of the 'Three Kingdoms' the Hsiung-nu people 
had made incursions over the Great Wall and settled in the centre 
of North China round the capital city of Wei Kingdom. During 
the subsequent Tsirt dynasty, and especially in the civil wars with 
which the period closed, these Hsiung-nu made pillaging raids 
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upon Tsin territory. In 31 I they sacked Loyang, then capital of 
Tsin, and in 316 Ch'ang-an, the second capital. On each occasion 
a Tsin Emperor was captured and put to death, after suffering 
shameful indignities. The Hsiung-nu chieftain, who now called 
himself 'King of Han,' had the two Emperors dressed in green, like 
slaves, and ordered them to wait upon his victorious generals at the 
banquet. When innumerable cups of wine had heated his blood and 
roused his ferocity, the Han King ordered them to be executed 
before his eyes. This bloodthirsty sovereign met the fate he de
served, being murdered by one of his ministers. His kingdom was 
divided between his nephew and the chieftain of another branch of 
Hsiung-nu, called the Chieh tribe. The Chieh, second of the 'Five 
Hu,' presently usurped the whole territory, but their king was in 
his turn driven from the throne by a Chinese general who during a 
short-lived reign instituted so thorough a racial purge that the 
power of the Hsiung-nu in China was weakened once and for all. 

South-west of the Chinese borders, in part of the territory we now 
call Ch'ing-hai, Ssuch'uan, and Tibet, lay the home of the Ch'iang 
tribe, third of the 'Five Hu.' They claimed to be descended from a 
very ancient western tribe, the San-miao, who were said to have 
battled with the semi-mythical Chinese Emperor Shun in the 
beginning of Chinese history. During the Chou period they were 
on good terms with the Chinese, for their chieftain had shot a terrible 
white tiger that had molested one of the Chou States. In gratitude, 
the reigning duke of that State (the Ch'in) made the somewhat 
curious vow that 'if the people of Ch'in do any harm to the people 
ofCh'iang, they shall recompense their victim with a pair of yellow 
dragons, but if the Ch'iang do any harm to the Ch'in, they will be 
fined only a cup of clean wine.' -

During the subsequent Han period, relations between the two 
were at first disturbed by Hsiung-nu intervention in the North
west, but later the armed forces of Han re-established Chinese 
domination in that area, and trade was briskly plied between the 
Ch'iang tribe and the Han Empire. When the latter fell, and civil 
wars broke out, the Ch'iang, in common with the other bordering 
tribes, poured over into Chinese territory. 

A branch of this Ch'iang tribe, known as the 'Ti,' and described 
by Chinese historians as the fourth of the 'Five Hu,' set up a 
kingdom in the North-west about the year 351. The first ancestor 
of these invaders, :so the legend told, had grown an enormous rush 
plant in his pond, fifty feet tall, and with joints like a giant bamboo. 
This was said to be an auspicious sign, and he gave his family forth
with the name of 'Rush.' Whether the giant rush or their own 
strong arms stood them now in good stead, cannot be revealed, but 
at all events the kingdom they founded in North China, and which 
they called Ch'in, gradually spread north, south, and east, until 
in 376 the 'Rush ' tribe claimed to hold sway over 'seventy per cent. 
of all the lands under Heaven!' This grandiose boast may be inter-
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preted t6 mean that they governed more than half of China and its 
border States. It is on record that sixty-two of the States to the 
East and in the 'Western Regions' sent envoys to the Ch'in Court to 
present gifts and declare their allegiance. Eventually the Ch'in 
ruler was tempted to conquer the rest of China and to pit his strength 
against the Emperor of East Tsin, the Chinese dynasty with its 
capital at Nanking. 

The soldiers were massed and set in motion for the great enter
prise-'from a thousand miles away the banners could be seen and 
the roll of drums heard as the huge army began to march.' The two 
armies met, and after a preliminary skirmish, struck camp for the 
night on the banks of the River Fei. In the evening, the 'Rush' King 
climbed a small hill to survey the enemy's tents and try to judge 
the number of the opposing force. Deceived by distance and the 
evening mists, he mistook the indistinct forms of waving trees and 
grasses for men, and was disheartened at the apparent number. As 
dawn broke next day, battle was joined, out the 'Rush' leaders had 
no spirit for the encounter, and when early in the fighting the 
commander-in-chief was accidentally thrown from his horse and 
killed, the King wheeled round and fled from the field. -Thereupon 
panic and confusion filled th~ army; it broke tip and retreated in the 
utmost disorder. It is said that the soldiers' terror was so great that 
'the whistling wind, the cry of cranes from the clouds, and the 
murmuring of grass and trees' seemed to be the shouts of their 
pursuers. In this disastrous retreat thousands were killed or died of 
exhaustion so that their bodies 'strewed the plain and piled up in 
the mountain valleys.' 

This battle, perhaps made decisive by one man's strange 
hallucination, marks a turning-point in Chinese history. Had the 
'Rush ' armies been victorious, the whole of China would have been 

·conquered by the Northern hordes, as she was in much later days 
by the Mongols and Manchus. The glorious page of the T'ang 
dynasty might never have been written. As it was, Chinese influence 
was now the more firmly established in the South, and the dangerous 
'Rush' tribe with its huge Northern Kingdom fell to pieces. A 
period of great confusion followed in the North: many short-lived 
States had an ephemeral existence, then disappeared for ever. 
Emerging from them and surviving to become a strong power are 
the Hsien Pi ho~des, who form the fifth of the 'Five Hu' in Chinese 
history. · -

The Hsien Pi belonged to the Tungus tribe, one of the great 
tribes of Asia. They occupied the vast mountainous wastes of East
ern Siberia, to the north of the Hsiung-nu domain. In the Han 
dynasty, which was the heyday of the Hsiung-nu; the Hsien Pi 
were subject to them, but when eventually the Hsiung-nu Kingdom 
was split into North and South by the forces of Han, and lost much 
of its power and independence, the Hsien Pi transferred their 
allegiance to the Han Empire.- The Chinese Emperors then 
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MAP 8.-THE "SIX DYNASTIES" PERIOD (cir. A.D. 439). 
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roceeded the lives of the ro al families 
r trou e . n t e orth, 

t e e1 mperor a been deposed in the year 529, and for six 
unhappy.years the great Wei Empire was broken by civil war. 
Eventually it was divided into West Wei with its capital at 
Ch'ang-an, and East Wei with its capital at Loyang. Still there 
was no peace. East Wei and West Wei fought each other con
tinuously until in 550 a general of the former usurped the throne and 
established yet another dynasty, Northern Ch'i. Six years later the 
Prime Minister ofWest Wei also succeeded in deposing his sovereign 
and in founding a dynasty which he called Chou. In 557 he achieved 
the conquest of his eastern neighbour and enemy, Northern Ch'i, 
and thus united the whole of North China once more. 

In the South, the Liang dynasty had been succeeded in 557 by 
the Ch'en, the last of the short-lived 'Six Dynasties.' After !!Orne 
thirty years of uneasy reign, it was vanquished by a minister of 
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Northern Chou who achieved at last the reunification of the 
Chinese Empir_ e in 58_ 9·_ Therzl House which was founded on so 
many and suc:;h g..~-'1!~--'e....dEiastz_.o! §uQ_orerunner of the 
famou,s_a,na::gl~....R~J''ang:.-
=These centunesof wars between the eo le of China and the 
foreiiii~;bctween n~ minng tates1 an etween sovereigns 
ana:iliimsters, thrust a Cihlfu_yem"ilfWs1mxsm ana:JilSQ:Qta.na]:$Y 
''""'"iifo .. the mteltectuallife ofthe tim,ks . ._C9irt'!ICian1sm, m Its onfcms 

ep<:_~-efxc -an.d-v1?i1e e~~ic~f sr;~ow_,~rew formal and life ess .. 
was ·umlletf'by_tD::e_Cour.Land,t__plfic;ta}§,_wJ!Q3Q..U:Qa Its cere

ill'8Ilan~rl.tua1 a convenient mask for man an act ofdisToalty, 
usur~atwn7a~_nn~govex~ For t 1s reason 1t was s uiiiied 
by t e true scholars and thinkers, many of whom banded them
selves together into coteries of somewhat cynical free-thinkers. 
Th(cti~spi~d rit~:}lf theY. cxtolle,d wine, Natt'fre, an.<reoefil:rme~ 
Cbn emnea restram . they ctschne.a,....tupiiY_tiielr :meec wiili 
po'liflcs or current aRairs a"iicl eameClthe name of 'the School of 
~~~=rcft:·-Tne:-n;.ostf~rnous g~p of poets ana pli11os5'p'Fiers 
was thC1Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove;' whose leader, Yuan 
Chi, attacked with both venom and humour the Confucianists and 
politicians. So powerful was his intellect and so wide his influence 
that he was feared rather than persecuted by the Court. One of the 
usurping Emperors even tried to win his support by an offer of 
marriage into the Royal Family. Yuan Chi's only response was to 
get so drunk for ten days in succession that the imperial go-betweens 
were forced to abandon the project! The following extract from one 
of his essays exemplifies both his attitude to life and his manner as 
a writer. 

'A man wrote a letter to· a Philosopher 1 in which he declared, 
"There is no_ one in this world of more worth than your perfect 
gentleman, who dresses with propriety, looks about him with 
propriety, talks and behaves with propriety .... " The Philosopher 
heaved a deep sigh and ·replied to the man from his lofty and remote· 
seat, "Have you ever heard of the lice that live in trousers? The 
louse takes sanctuary in the depths of the seams, and makes a home 
for itselfin ragged cotton, thinking itself wonderfully lucky. When 
it takes a walk, it carefully keeps to the edge of the seam. When it 
moves about, it never ventures beyond the confines of the seat and 
believes it is behaving with proper etiquette. When it is hungry it 
feeds on flesh, and· is confident it can never starve. But when the 
trousers are taken to be boiled and pressed, the towns and cities 
of the lice are scorched and destroyed. It dies with all its tribe in the 
·trousers, unable to escape! Is not your 'perfect gentleman' who 
confines himself to the visible world like the lice who would live for 
ever in the trousers?" ' The author then goes on to explain the nature 
of the true Philosopher, to whose fullness of spiritual and intellectual 

1 In this, as. in the following quotation, the C4inese term means literally 'Great 
Man and Teacher.' · 



life all these 'Free-thinkeni' were aspiring. 'We Philosophers,' says 
the imaginary figure, 'have a life in common with the Creator, and 
its duration is as the duration of heaven and earth. We live at ease 
and are made perfect according to a natural Law. We are con
stantly changing and never confine ourselves to a definite form of 
life. Earth and sky bound the finite world, but their illumination 
shines beyond them. The constancy and solidity of the Universe 
is beyond the understanding of common man!' 

Another writer of this group describes his particular vision of the 
ideal Philosopher in less transcendent terms than Yuan Chi, and the 
conceptions are very typical of the times. They combine the mystical 
Nature philosophy of Laotzu and his followers with a cynical and 
slyly humorous note. 'The Philosopher,' he writes, 'treats the life of 
earth and sky as a single day, and a thousand decades as a single 
moment. Sun and moon are his door and window, and all the 
points of the compass make his courtyards and paths. He moves 
about without leaving the trace of a wheel. He lives without 
building. He makes the sky his tent and the earth his mat and he 
wanders at will. When he rests he clutches wine-cups and vessels, 
and when he moves on he bears them with him. He loves wine
that is all he knows. 

'An aristocratic youth and a gentleman heard about him and 
·began to rail against him. They turned up their sleeves and un
buttoned their jackets (as if preparing to fight); they glared at him 
furiously, gnashed their teeth, a:nd endeavoured to tell him what was 
propriety and what not. All the time the Philosopher was holding 
his wine jar in both hands, putting the cup to his lips, savouring the 
liquor, blowing his beard out of the way, and sitting at ease, his 
legs wide apart. He made cakes of yeast his pillow, and malt dregs 
his sheet. Not a thought, not a worry disturbed him. He sank into 
bliss. He became unconscious with drink. Presently he awoke. 
He listened attentively but not even thunder reached his ears. He 
gazed around keenly but not even the great T'ai mountain had any 
shape for him. He felt neither the cold of winter nor the heat of 
summer, neither was he enslaved by profit or desire. He looked on 
all the manifold objects in the world as if on troubled duckweeds, 
floating on the quivering ripples of the rivers and sea. (Under the 
transmuting influence of his vision), the aristocratic youth and the 
gentleman simply disappeared.' 

It is interesting to notice how the thought of these writers has 
been permeated not only by the Nature mysticism of Laotzu and 
Chuangtzu, but also the Nihilism and contempt for the world which 
are especially associated with the Buddhist faith. It is also very 
characteriQt.i~ of the writings in t!>Js period that the freedotn from 
worldly cares and desires towards which the Buddhists strove was 
to be attained, not by prayer and meditation, but by unlimited wine
bibbing amid the beauties of mountain and stream, far from the dust 
and intrigue of the cities! 
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1 This is ascribed to the writer Yang Chu of the 'Warring States,' but according 
to modern scholars it actually belongs to the 'Six Dynasties' period. 
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and some of them invited him to their homes where he was enter
tained with wine and chicken. When all the villagers heard the 
news, they came and paid their respects to the fisherman. They 
told him that their ancestors had escaped from the troubled world 
at the end of the Ch'in dynasty, to this uninhabited land. They had 
never tried to leave, and so they had lost contact with the outer 
world. · 

'Then they asked the fisherman what the world was like now. 
They knew nothing about the Han dynasty, not to mention Wei 
and Tsin. The fisherman described everything, and they were 
deeply shocked at all the changes. He was invited to other families 
and entertained with wine and'·meat. After several days, he asked 
that he might return home, and the people made him promise to 
tell his experience to no one. 

'When he emerged from the mountain, he found his boat and 
returned the way he had come. As he went, he marked the roads. 
As soon as he reached his home town, he went to the magistrate and 
told him about his adventures. The magistrate, Liu Hsin, sent an 
official to find the spot, but no one could ever find it again.' 

This simply but beautifully told story is not only a subtle indict
ment of the times in which the poet lived; it is an imaginative 
picture of the 'world remote from the world' which the poets and 
philosophers tried to create for themselves in their mountain 
retreats, and where they managed to forget or ignore the slaughter 
and corruption going on around them. 

In the whole_~ix D~nastie~_Il!!riod~_there was no poet to compare 
in Sttm~ •fiao ~h"'ieti~ouCi:here were, nevertheless, some 
interesting literary developments. The Northern tribesmen who 
invaded North China and settled there brought with them no 
highly developed culture, but they breathed a fresh, young, and. 
wild spirit into Chinese forms that were already growing con
ventional. These people were mostly nomads, who had endured 
hard lives in the deserts of Mongolia and Eastern Siberia. Their 
warlike spirit infused new blood into Chinese literature, which now 
divided into Northern and Southern Schools, corresponding with 
the political division of Northern and Southern dynasties. While the 
poets of the South, living in a mild and fruitful climate, amid the 
exquisite scenery of towns like Suchou and Hangchou (a Chinese 
saying runs, 'Paradise above; Su and Hang below!'), chose, on the 
whole, to write pure love songs-descriptions of pretty girls gathering 
lotus seeds on flowery lakes and so on-the northerners preferred 
such themes as warriors fighting on horseback, battle tales, and 
descriptions of desoiate scenery in the wind-swept barren plains. 
This vi orous strain was not lost when China was once more united 
u t surv1ve mto yna y-a.nd 
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a reastion of ..s,uite anotl:ler sm:t-the_ rise of a ·Chinese_ aristocracy, 
b( ~ .:rnlln.-e_silii:ito.rianLc:aiUt._::rne 1"Fonoura't>'FeFam'Tiie'S.' 'l'he
re~dat -nOBil~:-QC.Cl16J1.,.1!.mes lia<l""disa,p,p-*<J.r.ed in tli.e political 
!'J~~ <[~t~r..;-4:e~~ an? successive attempts to revtv~ it 
artlhc~aliVliaarailea. Now It seemea'"'lli"at chan ed histoncal 
con I wns avoure t e growt o a new type. 
in tfie 'Three Kmgcto~ per!od Immediately preceding the 
'Six DyD;asties,' a system of official promotion had been evolved 
which was maintained for nearly three hundred and fifty years, 
until tlie beginning of the Sui dynasty. Men of ability were to. be 
selected from every part ·of the country by local officials, called 'the 
Great Balancer' or 'the Small Balancer,' classified into nine grades, 
and on the bases of these, promoted to government positions. · 

In practice, however, this system merely resulted in the pro
motionofinfluential families. Relatives and friends of the 'Balancer,' 
together with those families which, profiting by the current political 
unrest, had acquired large estates, found themselves in the upper 
grades, while scholars of humble origin, whatever their talents, 
could never rise above the lower ranks. Gradually, power passed 
from the central government into the hands ofthe new aristocracy. 
• A spirit of exclusiveness was born. Members of the 'Honourable 
Families' held themselves strictly aloof from the rest of the popula-. 
tion, and intermarried within such narrow limits that an imperial 
prohibition had eventually to be issued early in the T'ang dynasty. 
And it was just this tendency that the entry of foreign tribes into 
North China naturally accentuated. Although the new comers 
ruled over a great part of the Chinese terrain, and in time became 
cultured and 'civilised,' the somewhat upstart aristocracy of the 
South continued to regard them as barbarians. The fact that 
marriages were constantly being contracted between these 'bar
barians' and the Chinese caused the 'Honourable Families' to guard 
their blue blood even more jealously, ·and this condition did not 
change until the system of appointment by official examination was 
introduced in the T'ang dynasty. rhe prestige of the 'Honourable 
Families' then declined gradually, and personal merit became the 
proper key to advancement. ·' 

. / .CHAPTER XI 

/BuDDHISM IN CHINA 

QoNFUCIANISM gave the Chinese a good pattern for living.__Qyt_it 

I 
did -n.ot satlsfj"'Uie common human cravmg for worshiQ. Con
fuciUs, as we_kn~;eressly refused..t.o...speek of a spiritual world. 
'Ung}_yo.u_hav_e.Jearnfnow to serve meri, how can you serve_the 
sprrits?' he asked--one-orniS students ano-'wmJ.e::you-ru.e still 
ignorant aboutlife;-huw-can-you una;.stand anything of death?' 
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Buddhism, a very ancient and a very noble religion, originating in 
India, and introduced to China some tim_e during the Han dynasty, 
offered a response to that craving for spiritual food. 

In the succeeding periods of Chinese history, the power of 
Buddhism waxed and waned, responding both to the people's 
needs-for in times of social unrest they sought relief for their 
suffering in its doctrines-and also to imperial patronage or perse
cution. Gradually, although it was not a native religion, the Chinese 
so modified it by their own cultural traditions and modes of thought 
that it assumed a kind of Chinese dress, and eventually claimed more 
adherents in the land of its adoption than in the land of its birth. 

Buddhism in its earliest form was a very practical faith. It was not, 
like Christianity, an ethical religion, concerned with the origins of 
good and evil, with sin and redemption: it centred round the 
problem of human suffering. Its founder Gautama Buddha 
(?-ab. 480 B.c.?), an Indian prince, so moved by all the forms of 
human misery with which he saw the world to be filled that he 
renounced his possessions and wandered among men as a beggar, 
came at last to believe that the prime cause of suffering is desire. 
He preached, therefore, a renouncement of the world, in order to 
rid oneself of suffering. If a man can but reach that state of mind in 
which wealth, food, comfortable living, fame, beauty, love no 
longer seem desirable, then he will find rest for his soul and de
liverance from all the ills this flesh is heir to. This state of mind the 
Buddhists called 'Nirvana.' To attain 'Nirvana' was like entering, 
in the Christian faith, the Kingdom of God on earth. 

In the perfect quietness and peace of Nirvana, the faithful are 
made partakers of the Great Wisdom, and share the omniscience of 
Buddha himself. No worldly troubles will disturb them, for they 
know that all wor1dly phenomena are passing shadows. One of the 
great teachers of Buddhism in China uses the golden image of a lion 
to express the relation of the Buddhist believer to the world. He 
compares the mind of man to the golden substance, and the appear
ance of things as they are reflected in the mind's eye he compares 
with the lion form into which the metal has been wrought. When 
the image is destro_yed, the lion. form disappears, but the gold 
substance is unaltered. For the time being, however, the existence 
of the lion image is true, but it has no permanency. It is made with 
the gold, but the latter could equally well form other objects such 
as a tiger or a cat, or it could simply remain unaltered, as a lump 
of gold. It is only 'T!lan' ('Chance') that gives birth to one thing or 
another, and while the mind recognises the existence of phenomena, 
there is no other relation between them. The mind is constant; 
the objects and affairs of the world have a temporaty existence and 
then pass into nothingness. 

A man, therefore, who has attained the Great_ Wisdom makes 
his mind like a bright mirror. Worldly phenomena appear in it 
simultaneously and successively, but the mirror remains constant 
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with its brightness (its wisdom) for all time. It is neither bewildered 
by the presence of numerous things, nor does it retain any im
pression of them after they are gone. To choose another image, the 
man of Great Wisdom makes his mind like the vast surface of the sea. 
Over it, the waves rise here and there, but the general level is every-
where constant. · 

Those fortunate beings who reach this state of grace, and are no 
longer troubled by the world, are possessed not only of the Great 
Wisdom of Buddha, but also of his Great Mercy. He was the All
Compassionate as well as the All-Wise. Those who had become his 
representatives on earth were required to teach and deliver their 
fellow-sufferers from the entanglement of worldly troubles. · As he 
was the Enlightened One, so must they offer enlightenment to 
suffering humanity. 

;e Wh!!n and how Budphism .... w.as..first intr,oduced to China from 
' ~ndi~tnot .. <;¥traln, though .th.e. re, are m..an-¥-.s_tori;s and the2,r:es. 

We::.:wr ho~ver, affirr:n.,that It art:IVed_yeJ:Y. eaJ:Jw=the Cfii!'2st~~n 
. ; e'"m'sOknow that It Tlad E£,netrated_O"~t£.iilASia J.'Oilg15cl0re 
tJlilna~el.v'OO'JtGand max imagine that liints and traces hltered 
througli"lrom me boriler trfbes many. years before Chinese envoys 
travelled to India for the Scriptures or Indian monks arrived at 
Ch'ang-an. · 

As far back"as 121 B.C. for instance in the rei n of Em eror Wu 
'the Brave'Of e an ynasty, a certam genera , ea mg Is 
victorious army in pursuit of the Hsiung-nu tribesmen, and tracking 
them deep into the desert of Turkestan, came upon various huge 
golden images; worshipped by these barbarians, many of which he 
carried back to the Han sapital as booty. The images were mostly 
ten feet high; and the Emperor took a fancy to these 'tall men,' as 
he thought they. were nearer Heaven. He had them set up in the 
palace, where incense was burnt .before them. He put golden plates 
in their hands to catch the sweet dew from Heaven, by drinking 
which, His Majesty hoped to win eternal life. Some .historians think 
that the were Buddhist ima es the first to a ear m Cliina. 
~ tw- !\IlL _ ~~~r m A.D. we rea of the 

famous-dream a caPI~JJL :m..R~r:_or mg 't e !2.~ t o t e ater 
!!@:p..ffi&Elie_dreamt of a .. gill{kn.ma;n)tom W.lillSe boctyJ19>iiicl 
streamsof light, and who seemed to float about the palace hall. 
The Emperor consulted his ministers, who assured him that he had 
seen the Buddha. Forthwith he sent a delegation to the 'Western 
Regions' to bring back the teachings of Buddha. Some forty-two 
chapters of Buddhist sacred writings and a pol'trai:t of Sakyamuni 
were obtained, carried to the capital on a white horse, and 
honourably lodged in one of the palace buildings. Some Indian 
monks who had accom anied them also lived there and transl~d 

ex s 1nto Inese. u IS monas ery was consecra e -1n 
t'fi§i!]ionour, an<t!J$_e whit@orse Monasffhr' M'a§ t~st 
~'()be' es:::ta=b=I==is::h:;,:e,.d...-lny,.;C;;;h;;;;i;;,;n;;;;a;;.;,. _ , 
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Mter the fall of the Han dynasty, when China was divided into 
three Kingdoms, Buddhism first became an authorised religion. 
During the reign of Emperor Fei who governed Wei Kingdom-in 
the Yellow River valley (A.D. 240-253)-an Indian monk came to 
Court bringing Chinese translations of Buddhist law. By imperial 
edict, Chinese monks were now compelled to conform with it ; 
novices, besides shaving off their hair and learning to chant the 
Buddhist scriptures, must pass through certain stringent tests and 
ceremonies. A Chinese pupil of this same Indian monk, named Chu 
Shih-hsing, travelled as far as Chinese Turkestan, where Buddhism 
was already flourishing, and brought back many ancient editions 
of Buddhist texts. 

The period of the Six Dynasties, which followed that of the Three 
Kingdoms, saw a great propagation of the Buddhist creed through
out China. Some of the Emperors became monks, and the whole of 
public life was so permeated with Buddhist thought that China then 
might almost have been called Buddhist in the same sense as Europe 

( was Christian. It was perhaps the most troubled period in Chinese 
history. The mighty Han Empire with its limbs stretching far into 
the West, its trade routes penetrating the•whole Continent of Asia, 
had utterly decayed. Internal unity fell apart; independent States 
rose up, each striving for mastery, so that futile warfare replaced 
social development. At the same time relations with Central and 
Western Asia were broken off, and China, thrown back upon her 
own resources, suffered economic dislocation with all the attendant 
miseries of famines and burdensome taxation. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that the people tried to find relief in abstract thought. 
The Nihilism of the Buddhist faith attracted them-its rejection of 
the world. It was at this time that the doctrine of the Pure Land 
developed-a Heaven to which the souls of the faithful would be 
transported after death. The importance of attaining Nirvana while 
on earth diminished. Kwan Yin, the Goddess of Mercy, corre
sponding in many ways to the Blessed Virgin in the Catholic faith, 
became the object of popular supplication.1 Buddhism, in fact, 
took on a form which appealed to the masses as well as to pious 
scholars, and was able to give them comfort. 

From time to time, the jealousy of the Taoists or the malignance 
of evil rulers brought about severe persecutions. The first of these 
took place in the reign ofT'ai Wu 'the Great Brave One,' Emperor of 
Northern Wei dynasty (424-451). Under the influence of a Taoist 
minister, T'ai Wu issued an edict commanding that 'all gods from 
"the· foreign land" should be wiped out, and no trace left. Anyone 
who dared to worship these gods or build images of bronze or clay 
to them should be put to death with all his family. All pictures of 
Buddha and all Buddhist texts must be destroyed or burnt. All 

1 Kwan Yin was originally a male deity, attendant upon Buddha. Later, in 
folk-rore, the figure appeared as a woman, having those gentle and compassionate 
female qualities which appeal to the poor and humble. 
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monks, young or old, were to be buried alive.' We do not know 
what atrocities followed this brutal proclamation, but it cannot 
have been carried out literally, and certainly it was unable to stamp 
out Buddhism in Wei. About fifty years later, when the prohibition 
had been raised, Buddhist monks flocked into the new capital of · 
Loyang so that from every part of the city was heard the sound of 
their chants. 'A full third of the private houses were converted into 
temples. Not a street was without them: they crowded within the 
city walls and w~re even found adjoining the market, near .the 
butchers and wine shops .... Chanting in Sanscrit and sounds of 
slaughter echoed all along the eaves. Round the shrines of the holy 
image floated the smell of meat, and speculation was drenche~ in 
passion. Dissenters mingled with the true believers so that it was 
impossible to distinguish them.' Such was the condemnation of a 
Wei officer of the time, and we learn from other official documents 
that during the Northern Wei period the number of monks and 
nuns in that State amounted at one time to two million, and that 
there were at least thirty thousand temples. 

During this period of internal disruption, when there was a major 
division between North and South China, Buddhism, which enjoyed 
the patronage of both Northern and Southern dynasties, followed 
the political trend and split into two schools, each with its char
acteristic forms. Almost contemporaneously with the growth of 
Buddhism in Northern Wei, a Southern dynasty called Liang opened 
its arms to the religion from the 'foreign land.' Emperor Wu 'the 
Brave' of Liang (502-549) worshipped devoutly in the Buddhist 
temples, studied the sacred texts, and wrote commentaries upon 
them. In his personal life he imitated the asceticism of Sakyamuni 
himself, the prince who chose to live as a beggar. He took only one 
meal a day, and ,never touched meat or garlic. Because the 
Buddhists abhor the killing of any living thing, Emperor Wu 
forbade the customary offering of animals at the sacrifices. Instead, 
the figures of animals were formed out of flour and offered to the 

, gods! He even prohibited the embroidering of human figures and 
animals upon silks and brocades, as such an act seemed to destroy 
life. When criminals were doomed to death, the compassionate 
Emperor would have mercy on them, and with tears of pity set 
them free. Harbouring no evil intentions against any man, he 
naturally failed to make any military preparations, and this weak
ness was a temptation to his less pious enemies. 

A treacherous general, Hou Ching, suggested to the Emperor 
then ruling in the North that he should kidnap Emperor Wu and, 

• after carrying him to the Northern capital, install him as abbot of 
the Buddhist Temple of Peace. All his territory might then, be 
annexed. Mter his first attack on Liang, the general feigned sur
render, and the merciful Wu pa_rdoned him and set him free. The 
Northern general then mustered his men, and when Liang was 
entirely off its guard, attacked the capital and took the Emperor 
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prisoner. An abbot's hat would doubtless have made Wu happier 
than a temporal erown, but his captors deprived him even of this 
comfort. Broken-hearted and ill, he died in captivity. 

It was during the reign of the devout Wu that the famous Indian 
monk Bodhidharma (in Chinese Ta-mo) arrived in China from 
India and spread the Buddhist doctrine of meditation. As a result 
of his teaching, the Ch'an ('Meditation') School of Buddhism was 
later founded and claimed many adherents. It centres round the 
belief that Enlightenment may be achieved through stillness and 
contemplation rather than by a study of the scriptures, the worship 
of images, or the performance of elaborate ritual. Bodhidharma 
wandered over a great part of China, and did much to pave the 
way for the rapprochement of Northern and Southern schools. 

Towards the close of this troubled period, there were many forces 
working towards unifi<::<:!-.ti9J.l_,_end among t1iem may_ ce.r:tau:ify be 
~~-'\\l~aucceptance..._of ~~l!Em)yeyery]9r_~--a~d-class of 

soCiety: by the peoP._le_ of:_Nqrth and So~tl1,. oy the impenal family 
and-meti:umble-peasantry, b'Ytne-intellectuals and the illiterate. 
Moreover, it tended to disgust people with the sordid internecine 
strife with which the past two hundred years had been filled. It 
contributed to that fusion of political currents which culminated in 

¥the glorious T'anl$ ~nasty. _ . . . . 
~ 1 ~ ~n die thre! ht1rHire§ yea_1R of T'ang_ r:ul~ Q!nna ~n~_yed a full
~ess o1 creative and mte1Iec;;tuaT lifu yn_J~<!I_a._IT~lecl m ner---niStory, 

I 
l5efore or-sfri§_e:- I!}~-r9li~rpri~Jris that lr\l__d<ll!i§Jn t_oo 1!ourisne~ as 
n~verO~re, .Oe_spi~e the .!;>Itter attacks ma_?e upon .:toy C'{)~UCI::;n 
s"choTats. Tlhs was tlie time oi tne great tranSlatiOns orBuddhist 
tex. ts from Sai1scri.t; _or tlie a .. da·e.tat!o.n oft.ne doctri. nes t.o· . tTie ~in. ese 
mentality; _o[ t1ie fil;~<?US .Ei!&rima_:_z.e to indi~ Qf the 'Bu<:fCJ!ifst _J!.lOilk 
:Frsuan-cnuang. It was the time wiien Buddhist <\rt rose to Its highest 

· perTection,-particularly in the realm of sculpture, lovely examples of 
twhich, together with a few from earlier dynasties, still survive and 
bear witness to a grave and deep spirituality that later periods could 
never emulate. 

. The journeys of Hsuan-chuang must have greatly advanced the 
faith, for he is said to have brought back more than six hundred and 
fifty texts, a part of which he and his pupils faithfully translated into 
Chinese, producing more than a thousand volumes of the sacred 
word. This intrepid and pious pilgrim set out from Ch'ang-an in 
the year A.D. 629 and plunged alone into the Gobi desert, known to 
the Chinese as Liu-Sha-'the River of Saud.' He proceeded pain
fully through the wastes of Central Asia, over mountains and 
glaciers, past Tashkand and Samarkand, then inhabited by fire
worshippers, until he reached the Oxus valley and pa.c:sed into 
India. 

He travelled much in that vast country, visiting many famous 
sites of Buddhist and ancient Indian history, including Sravasti, 
Kapilavastu, and Nalanda. At the last-named, the most renowned 
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monastery and college in India had been set up, adorned by the gifts 
of successive kings. Hsuan-chuang remained there for nearly two 
years, mastering Sanscrit and the Buddhist philosophy. Fifteen years 
after the start of his lonely pilgrimage, he returned through the 
desert, carrying with him a great collection of books, precious· 
images, and relics. In April 645, he was received at the Chinese 
capital, with both imperial and public acclamation. 

This bold expedition and the reports, true and imaginary, of the 
adventures he encountered, provided meat for Chinese ballad
mongers and street story-tellers, as did the monsters and strange 
events in Shakespearean England. 

In later years, these scraps of verse and story were collected 
together by a talented writer, and Hsuan-chuang comes down to 
posterity as the hero of a witty but good-natured and exceedingly 
popular tale. He is described as being companioned in the hazard
ous journey by three pupils-a converted monkey,1 a pig, and a water 
monster of. miraculous powers. In all his ten lives, so the author 
says (the Buddhists believe in transmigration), he had never touched 
a woman or tasted meat, and now the monsters, bugbears, and 
goblins, whose several homes were the mountains, rivers, and forests, 
sought to ensnare him, as he passed through their domains, into 
either of these sins, or to swallow him up. Any one who succeeded 
would be rewarded with immortality. Eighty-one cunningly devised 
temptations and dangerous battles are described, and from each the 
faithful monk emerges unsullied and unhurt through the brave and 
loyal conduct of his companions, and even more through his own 
unshakable faith in Buddha. At last he reachesi the Western 
Heaven, pays homage to Sakyamuni, the Great and Wise God, and 
returns to his Emperor, laden with the sacred texts. 

By now, Buddhism was far from being a uniform religion. Be
sides the split into Northern and Southern schools which had 
occurred in the 'Six Dynasties' period,.and had never been entirely 
healed, the T'ang period produced a medley of sects all at variance 
with each other. Nor were persecutions unknown, notably at the 
close of the dynasty when yet another Emperor Wu issuep an edict 
in 845 calling in all the bronze and copper images to be melted 
down, and ordering the wholesale destruction of temples and 
monasteries. However, it was a period of such intellectual anima
tion, such experiment and exploration, that this religious wrangling 
did not result in scepticism. Buddhism only weakened and lost hold 
on popular imagination when China herself declined arid the 
stream of intellectual life grew sluggish. 

In the Sung dynasty, which followed the T'ang, Buddhism per
meated the intellectuallife•perhaps more deeply and thoroughly 
than at any time. It was a period of sophisticated thought, of 
metaphysics, of philosophical poets and p9etic philosophers. 

1 He apparently corresponds to Hanuman, the Monkey God, in the great Indian 
classical epic Rarnayana; · · 
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Different branches of thought mingled with each other. Both 
Buddhism in its Chinese form, and Taoism, acted upon Confucian
ism and produced a highly characteristic form of religion-neo
Confucianism. It was the old moral system of Confucius oyerlaid 

· with philosophic and religious conceptions, and gave rise to yet 
more schools and cults . 
. At the end of this dynasty, the Mongols poured in from the 

North-west and set up a foreign dynasty in China, which they called 
the Yuan (1277-1367). The old order of society was entirely 
changed, and for a time at least the conquerors tried to impose their 
own manners and customs upon the Chinese. As the Mongols were 
mainly followers of the Lama religion, which was a branch of 
Buddhism, the Chinese Buddhists enjoyed imperial favour. In the 
new gradations of society they were ranked third, only one degree 
below the members of the Emperor's family. Confucianists, on the 
other liand, since they followed purely Chinese beliefs, were 
degraded to the ninth rank, one degree above the beggars! In the 
reign of the great Kublai Khan, the magnificent and victorious 
Mongol Emperor, over a hundred Buddhist ceremonies were per
formed by the Emperor every year, costing the imperial treasuries 
thousands of pounds of flour, vegetable oils, cake fillings, and 
honey. 

However, although the temples and monasteries flourished, and 
monks enjoyed a welcome freedom from persecution, the ethical and 
spiritual side of the religion declined. No great Buddhist thinkers 
or teachers appeared. It may even be said that the Yuan dynasty 
started a gradual decay in the Buddhist faith in China from which 
it has never recovered. Just as the Sung dynasty marked the end of 
the old China and the beginnings of a new Empire, weak and de
cadent at first, but now at last regaining strength, so did the same 
period mark the end of Chinese Buddhism as a living religion. At 
the pl'esent day, innumerable monasteries and temples are to be 
found scattered over the country, some belonging to a Buddhist 
organisation, others to individual monks, who pass on the property 
to their pupils as they would to their sons. Many of them are set in 
the mountains amidst beautiful scenery, especially those known as 
'Ts'ung Lin'-'Forest Temples,' and which serve as inns and resting 
houses both for secular travellers and pilgrim monks. Not a few 
Buddhist establishments have been turned into village schools, and 
the chant of small voices reciting by heart has replaced the deep 
tones of the monks chanting the sutras. In very recent times, some 
are even transfuru1ed into barracks and billets for the Chinese 
soldiers in their fight for liberation. Devout, practising Buddhists 
still exist, but they are rare, and among the young generation 
hardly any could be found. 

Since its introduction to China at the beginning of the Christian 
era, until the present day, Buddhism has exercised an immeasurable 
influence upon Chinese life and action, upon philosophy, art, 
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sculpture, literature and architecture. It has also undergone many' 
and subtle changes of doctrine in conformity with Chinese con. 
ceptions of life. For instance,· the Indian caste system naturally 
found its counterpart in the Indian form of Buddhism. Some men 
were considered so low that they were born without the disposition 
to attain the Great Wisdom. For all their striving, they could never 
become Buddhas. And again, the Indian Buddhists held that a man 
of inferior disposition would have to pass through many reincarna· 
tions, and endure many lifetimes of human suffering before reaching 
the freedom and peace of Nirvana, while a superior man could 
attain it in a single life. Such a conception was entirely alien to the 
Chinese, who regarded all men as potentially equal. 'Any sort of 
person can become a Yao or a Shun' runs a saying of the philoso· 
pher Mencius. Yao and Shun were the Sage-Emperors of old who 
were perfectly good and wise and great. And indeed, Chinese 
history is full of peasants wlio became Emperors, and simple people 
who rose to high rank through their )earning or unusual talents. 
Chinese Buddhists, therefore, held that any man could reach 
Buddhahood, and without passing through numerous lives. The 
Great Wisdom might sometimes be granted with the immediacy of 
an inspiration. 

Nirvana, according to the Indian Buddhists, is a state of mind 
of permanent stillness. But to the Chinese, the highest virtue in the 
universe and in the human mind is permanent activity. 'The 
movement of the heavenly bodies is constant,' is an early sa5>ing 
recorded by Confucius in the 'Book of Changes,' 'and the perfect 
man, _learning from their example, seeks to improve himself without 
rest.' Arriving at a compromise between. Confucius and Buddha as 
the Indians interpreted him, the Chinese Buddhists formed the 
conception of 'stillness which is in constant activity, and activity 
which is in constant stillness.' The mind which is possessed of the 
Great Wisdom is like a mirror held up to the world. In itself the 
mirror remains still and unaffected by all the varied images that fall 
upon its surface, but these images, these fo'rms and colours and 
movements,· are unceasingly active in it. 

Another interesting compromise was made over the nature of 
the Great Void. The Indian Buddhists held that in the under· 
standing of those who have been made wise, who have freed them
selves from Desire, the visible world is an illusion, a fiction of the 
imagination; it is unreal, empty, the Great Void. Now, the schools 
of Chinese philosophy existing before Buddhism took root in 
China were all in favour of realism. They postulated the existence 
of an objective world, co-existing with man's own subjective idea 
of it. Thus the Chinese converts to Buddhism accepted the teaching 
of Indian monks that the outer world was an 'emptiness,' a Void, 
but insisted that it had a kind of illusory substantiality. It was, in 
short, like the form of a human being which a stage magician 
produces 'by magic.' Such a being does not, of course, :really exist, 
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but it seems to walk and go through the actions of a real person; it 
can be seen by the audience, and for the time being it has a kind of 
existence. In this way, the Chinese clung to the 'reality' of the 
world which, as people of common ~>ense and with no appetite for 
mysteries, they cherished. 

The influence of Buddhism upon Chinese painting and sculpture 
cannot be measured. The art of representing human form in 
sculpture, for instance, was introduced to China in the wake of 
Buddhism, and it is certain that some elements of Greek art tra
ditions came with it after they had penetrated India. The Northern 
Wei period of the Six Dynasties produced the first, and in many 
ways the finest flower of Buddhist sculpture in China. The most 
famous figures are to be found cut into the rock face at Yun Kang 
'the Cloudy Hills,' and Lung Men 'the Dragon Gate,' in the present 
provinces of Shansi and Honan. The Cloudy Hills are somewhat 
smooth and round in shape, and are strewn with huge rocks~ 
figures which were carved there out of the face of the living rock 
were as much as sixty or seventy feet high. The Dragon Gate Hills 
are jagged and rough, with steep faces. Parts are honeycombed with 
small grottoes, one above the other, each with its group of Buddhist 
figures, mostly on a small scale. But great or small, the carving of 
these statues symbolises a deep religious emotion-a desire to link 
the worship of Buddha with the most permanent of all natural 
forms-the rocks of earth itsel£ The finest examples of this period 
have a high resthetic value, as if the sculptors' hands had been 
strengthened by the force of their belief, while from the expressions 
of the statues shines that passionless spiritual calm which is the very 
essence of Buddhism. T'ang and Sung sculptors added their carving 
to the Dragon Gate grottoes, most of which still survive, so that the 
hills present a sombre pageant of Buddhist faith through the ages. 

During the T'ang dynasty, Buddhist sculpture reached a high 
peak. Although the art of the Six Dynasties showed a devoutness, 
depth, and simple grandeur which later periods failed to recapture, 
resthetically the T'ang carving was many degrees nearer perfection. 
At that time, Buddhist sculpture ceased to imitate the conventional 
Indian forms; and just as the Buddhist faith itself was adapted to 
conform with Chinese modes of thought, so did the sculpture begin 
to show a marked individuality. Naturalism replaced convention: 
the Buddha heads, instead of reflecting an impersonal, spiritual idea, 
a conception which Epstein has worked out in his great Biblical 
statues 'Ecce Homo' and 'Genesis,' now became individual 
portraits. Buddha was represented as a living being. 

There are still many lovely examples of Buddhist sculpture in the 
later periods of Chinese art, skilfully and artistically executed, 
but in spiritual feeling they did not approach the masterpieces of 
T'ang and Six Dynasties. The stage was being set for the intro
duction of a totally different culture-the art of Europe. 

Upon the art of painting in China, the advent of Buddhism 
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exercised an even more extensive influence, both in manner and 
methods. Fresco painting, for example, although an ancient Chinese 
form, received a great impetus from India, and was now employed 
purely for religious subjects. Stories from the life ofSakyamuni and 
illustrations of the Buddhist texts were painted round the temple 
walls, and from the Six Dynasties until the Sung dynasty this form 
employ<1d the talents of many painters of genius. As_ far back as the 
third c.entury A.D. a Chinese painter n~med Ts'ao Hsing, following 
the instructions of an Indian monk, used to depict Buddhist scenes 
on gauze ·five hundred feet long. It is told of that greatest ofT'ang 
painters, Wu Tao-tzu, whose wild and powerful strokes were said to 
resemble storm and thunder, that he once painted a scene of hell 
on a temple wall with such terrifying realism that many butchers and 
fishmongers repented of their slaughter and changed their trade! 

Portrait and figure painting also profit~d from the example of 
Buddhist art. It is doubtful whether any figures had been repre
sented in Chinese painting before the arrival of these sacred pictures 
from India. The representation in Chinese painting of tiny human 
figures against a vast background of landscape is· said· to be of 
Buddhist inspiration": Ku K'ai-chih, the famous figure P.ainter of 
the Six Dynasties, examples of whose work are .to the 'present day 
in the possession of the British Museum, was in the first•instance a 
painter of Buddhist frescoes. ' • 

Indian methods of painting, the choice of colouring, ~ndian 
images and symbols, undoubtedly found their way into Chinese art 
through Buddhism, but deeper and more imj)ortant was the _in
fluence in feeling and spit:it. Quietness, serenity, calm, peace, con
templation-these are characteristics in almost the whole field of 
Chinese painting, and they permeate especially that great glory of 
Chinese art, the schools of Landscape. It may justly be claimed 
that the Buddhist faith brought these elements not only into the 
limited domaiii'of art, but into Chinese life itself. It\aught people 
to endure hardships patiently, and even to grow unaware of them. 
It made them philosophical about disasters, and if it also made them 
too fatalistic and over-tolerant of bad forms of government, it gave 
them hope, 'Yithout which it is hard for any man to go on living. 

CHAPTER XII 

'THE SUI DYNASTY-EMPEROR YANG AND 
THE GRAND CANAL 

FOR nearly four hundred years, China had been torn from north 
to south and from east to west by civil wars and the rival ambition 
of selfish rulers who cared nothing for the happiness of their people. 
The whole country was bankrupt, not only of wealth, but of peace 
and those spiritual riches which accompany it. The time had come 
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when a kind of inner compulsion forced China towards unification 
and rest. This was accomplished by a prime minister of Chou, 
the last of the Northern dynasties, who having seized power from 
his own king, and in 581 made himselfking of a new dynasty which 
he called S\].i~dually conquered all the surrounding petty king
aoms and brought the whole Chinese Empire under his sovereignty 
by 589. He was not in any way a great man, and he met an in
glorious end, being Jl!~.rg~red Qypi§_own son Yang 'tb<.: S~ady.' 

Emperor Ya~, who now mounted th(! throne of an Ciuna~was 
eccentric atutaeptOrably extravagant. He owii vas1 palaces and 
ships, had the Grand Canal constructed, and_ organised imperial 
pageantry on a scale hitherto undreamt or. Re"undertook dubious 
military exploits, notably against Korea, spending huge sums for 
very minor successes. And he met the end he deserved. Extortionate 
taxes eventually raised the people against him, and a governor of 
one of the northern prefectures organised the rebellion. The 
'Shady' Emperor fled from his capital, and a year later was mur
dered by the furious mob. The energe!i~ ~vernQr l'ro<:}aimed 

~himself E:n~eror in _6!.8, and' thus us!lered m the great Tang 
'aynasty-a yna~ty that was to raiik wtth tne Cfiou a:iiCitl'iCRan 
~s -~~ Q_ftne Iol'ty .eeat:s ~~e growtn o1(1hi~ese civiltsahon; that 
'1"2-s to ..Pr<;>~(! poets.z_~rhst~ sta~esmen~ an_cl J:!!e_!! oraction mmost 
wll:liout ,peer m tbe whot! ot O!t_gtese ntsl:ory. 

1- • 'The~~! dYn<tm' l!aq tip.1s Q__ql__y t<!_sted thlrty-sixyears; It seemed 
as ifilist9_ry }lad ~§eif it to cleat awa~ the deU-ris-ofltle past~ and to 
prepa~e the way for t~e real rV,Iast~rs 0' Cluna- jtie T'-ang_ E!D___Eerors. 
n was alSo, m. a JirruteJ ~,a peiioct or~ve1'opment. ATtliough 
fhe 'Shady~ Emperor only schemed for his own glory ;he was, in 
fact, constructing instead of destroying; he built more than he 
fo~ght. ~oreover, the b-t~jl~p._g <_>f tb~ Grand C<cin~J was an event 
of tml!!ens_e g>ll)_m~rc_i<l_{ <~.n(l c::tiltural ll!ll>ortance, for it fl:nked f!ie 
North_ <~.nd S.outh. through the G..el!!tmes 1Jefore r<~.Tiw(lys were 
t'hot.I~hU>f.. or roads c()nstructed on any large !>C::lile. As an archi-

~·- tectl!fiil a_clili:vement. it almost parallels_the building ruthe Great 
· Wail. A record ofits construction has been made by an unKnown 

Writer, possibly of the T'ang period, which brilliantly brings to life 
the splendour and tyranny of those times. 

The writer relates that, at the beginning of the Emperor's reign, 
an ominous mist appeared over the south-east of the Empire. 
According to tradition this portended the existence of a rival to the 
throne in that district, and the danger could only be averted by the 
presence there of the Emperor himself. 

As the news was being hurried to Court, the Emperor was enjoy
ing a few hours' leisure in his 'Magnolia Palace,' while an imperial 
singing-girl sang to him 'The Willow Song.' On the wall facing 
him was a landscape painting of the beautiful Kuang-ling district of 
South-east China. The Emperor was lost in admiration at the 
loveliness of the girl, the charm of her song, and the beauty of the 
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landscape on the wall. He gazed with speechless delight first on the 
girl and then on the painting. 

The Empress, surprised at his unusual manner, asked, 'What has 
so rapt the attention of our omnipotent Emperor?' 'The picture!' 
he replied. 'Not that artistically it is so remarkable, but it reminds 
me of my bygone days.' He went over to the Empress and leaning 
on her shoulder pointed out the hills and streams, the cottages, the 
peasants and fishermen in the painting. 'When I was a prince and 
governing Kuang-ling,' he said, 'I had time to enjoy beautiful 
scenery. Now I am so occupied by affairs of State that I can no more 
indulge my love ofNature!' Next day, he announced in Court that 
he was leaving the capital to make a tour of inspection ending at 
Kuang-ling. 

Meanwhile, news had been brought of the portent-the cloud of 
mist in the south-east. The Emperor's desire to revisit the lovely 
scenery of his youth aptly coincided with the necessity of removing 
a possible usurper. But to execute the plan was no simple affair: 
the Emperor would have to sail down the Yellow River to the 
hazardous seas of the China coast, at a season when the waters were 
wildest. Then one of the Court officials came forward with an 
ingenious plan. At the time ofCh'in Shih Huang Ti, he recalled, a 
similar mist had appeared above Nanking. The Emperor on that 
occasion had, characteristically, commanded a mountain to be 
tunnelled so that the waters of the Yellow River were diverted. 
By imposing his will on Nature, and summarily changing the topo
graphy of a region, Ch'in Shih Huang Ti broke the spell! Now, 
continued the official, since the Emperor wished to make a tour to 
the South, and, at the same time, the mist had appeared, ~:X not 
di a canal to connect the Yellow Riv "th the Yan tzu 1ver? 
n er erence w1t t Yellow River waters wou ou t ess y al.s-

pose 0 t e portent, and at the same tlme lS a]eSty WOU ave a 
d1rect and p~ul passage from the capital to the south of nis 
empireL 

This brilliant idea was immediate! ado ted and E eror Yang 
was as 1m atlent or 1ts com letion as had been Ch'in Shih Huang 

1 the a . ver a e man over teen 
years wa conscnpte , an severe penalties attended any evasion. 
The recorder sa s that three million s· hundred thousand men 



delighted. Now the retinue must be prepared. Fifty huge barges 
shaped like dragons must be contributed by the inhabitants of the 
Yangtzu River valley. 

When the soft winds of spring are blowing, 
The whole country is busy cutting silk, 

Half are for saddle-flaps of the imperial cavalry, 
And half for the sails of the royal dragon boats, 

wrote a poet ofT' ang period. 
The E:m..,peror's baJ;g,e-1\'~S called 'Little Red," 1 though there was 

nothfng small in its dimenswns: lt fiad tour:. decks, was forty~five 
feet high and two thousand feet long. It contained a lavish throne 
room as well as a miniature pri.vate palace anq two immense halls 
of East and West. On the two lower decks were a hundred and 
twenty sumptuous cabins for the royal attendants,· all decorated 
with gold and jade. The Empress had a barge to herself in similar 
style, named 'Flying Yellow Dragon.' A series of nine barges 
following these had the name of 'Floating Landscapes,' and the 
imagination is left to picture their appearance. The rest of the fifty 
brought up the rear-'Shimmering Light,' 'Crimso.z:z Bird,' 'White 
Tiger,' 'Seven Stars,' 'Flying Feathers,' 'Green Sheldrake,' and a 
host more, every one as gorgeously adorned as the wit of man could 
devise, and manned by diplomats and merchants, monks and nuns, 
princes and princesses,. the imperial concubines, ministers and 
officials. The royal progress in these dragon boats must have been 
as dazzling as any of Egyptian Cleopatra's on her river Nile. 

Thousands of men, dressed in silk, drew the barges along with 
ropes, while hundreds of young girls, specially chosen for their 
beauty, mingled with the barge men and pulled on brightly colour~d 
cords. Lambs frisked beside them to add to the charm. On both sides 
of the canal stood rows of willow trees to protect. the girls and men · 
from the scorching sun. The Emperor had previously issued a 
proclamation to the effect that anyone ~ho presented a willow plant 
should be rewarded with a forty-foot length of silk. Forthwith, 
young willow trees poured in, and .in a short time the whole length 
from the capital to Kuang-ling was planted with weeping willows. 

When the fleet started out at last, it stretched over the waters of 
the canal for 'x;tearly ~ thousand li' ! Hors~~-e~d along 
both ~nks the1r banners an tlie"Bntookers cr elm tlie 
wa~ were az~~ at t e array an t e s, endour. ter t e eet. 
fia-" '- m=eni:fmeslinere<loh the a1r or tens of miles. · 

Uc was t1ie resu t o an m eror s ca rice. e tota en th of 
th · cmratw-as more 

1 Red is a symbol of good luck in China. 
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years.1 The work must have cost unspeakable suffering, not only 
to the thousands of forced labourers, but to the whole community 
whose taxes were multiplied in order to pay for it. But for more than 
a thousand years it was of inestimable service to the people of 
China, forming a great vein of communication for trade and 
education between the north and south extremes of the Empire. 

The canal seems to have been the chief delight of Emperor Yang. 
He was constantly improving it by building palaces and parks along 
its banks. Of these extravagant constructions, the Imperial Western 
Park, at the capital, Loyang, where the canal began, was perhaps the 
most brilliant. A T'ang writer has devoted the whole of a small 
volume to descriptions of Emperor Yang's parks and palaces, and 
from him we can read poetic and first-hand stories of a tyrannical, 
extravagant, pleasure-loving, but artistic sovereign who ruled China 
fourteen centuries ago. 

Between the park and the palace, begins the narrator, were the 
Imperial Walks. Tall pine trees and giant willows bordered them. 
In spring, every path and lane was deep in the drifting petals of 
peach and plum blossom, while green shadows fell coolly across 
them in intricate pattern. There were flocks of'golden monkeys and 
purple deer.' When autumn and winter approached, and flower 
and leaf began to wither, silks in every colour of the rainbow were 
cut into the shapes offoliage and blossoms, and attached to the bare 
twigs. Whenever they faded they were quickly replaced. 

In the great park itself, a huge lake of forty square li was dug. 
It was called 'the Northern Sea' and was dotted with islands 
modelled on the imaginary forms of islands where the Immortals 
dwelt, in the 'Sea of Heaven.' The waters were adorned with lilies 
and lotus flowers of every colour; with water caltrop, alg~. and duck
weed. On the banks were sixteen mansions, each of them inhabited 
by twenty girls of astonishing beauty. Sometimes the Emperor 
would visit one of the mansions and allow himself to be feasted .on 
rare foods and entertained by the ravishing inmates; at other 
times he would have them all mounted on ponies and would gallop 
with them along the Imperial Walks in thf) bright moonlight. On 
still, starlit nights he liked to row with them on the lake, enjoying 
the softness of the night wind and the quietness of the calm waters. 
Those who had voices sang him the lovely song, 'Wandering in the 
Clear Night.' 

Such were the tastes of Em eror Yan 'the Shad .' Extrava ance 
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borders paid a diplomatic visit to Emperor Yang in 607. The 
'barbarian' king was so overwhelmed by the splendour of the 
entertainment provided that he even begged permission to wear 
Chinese robes at ceremonial meetings, as a token of his admiration 
and a symbol of his humble friendship! On the return visit in the 
same year, the Emperor surpassed himself by ordering a 'Travelling 
Palace' and a 'Travelling Town' to be built. These two vast con
structions were mounted on wheels and drawn for hundreds of 
miles. The 'Travelling Palace' held hundreds of imperial body
guards, while the 'Travelling Town,' when it was unveiled before 
the astonished eyes of the Emperor's host, was declared the Wonder 
of the Age. The people thought that only the Immortals could have 
made it! 

The Emperor's reputation for splendour, though not for military 
power, grew from year to year. Envoys came to offer obeisance at 
his Court; from japan, from Siam, from the Liukiu (Liuch'iu) Islands 
as well as from many countries of the 'Western Regions.' But his ill
starred expeditions against Korea in 61 1 and 614 cost him the throne. 
He ordered repeated attacks, and led them several times in person. 
His men died in thousands, without any decisive victory being 
achieved. Moreover, the imperial coffers were emptying, and the 
taxes for a futile campaign laid such insufferable burdens on the 
people that the inevitable rebellion broke out. The Emperor him-
self was assassinated in his Kuang-ling palace. , 

Although Emperor Yang had wasted the whole wealth of the 
Empire on his pleasures, and had won only a cheap reputation for 
his country by a ludicrous degree of ostentation, he was not an 
altogether hateful character. His sincere love of Nature, his appre
ciation of beauty, his affection for the countryside where he had 
spent his youth, redeem him from inhumanity. 





literary friends, and he joined them from time to time in academic 
discussions. The men who were lucky enough to belong to this 
company were called by their fellows 'Men of Paradise!' Another 
Emperor, Chung Tsung, used to hold a kind ofliterary festival once a 
year, beginning on the fifteenth day of the first moon. At that time, 
all the provincial officials, and as many of the Emperor's subjects 
as were wealthy enough, flocked to the capital to enjoy the 
pageantry. A great procession wound through the streets, headed 
by the imperial family, and including people from every class of 
society. On gaily bedecked ponies, the royal princesses played 
musical instruments to entertain the onlookers, while anyone with a 
talent for poetry hastened to write memorial verses on the scene. 
On the thirtieth day, the Emperor would order an ornamental 
tower to be set up in the palace courtyard and hung with silk 
embroideries. Here an imperial reception and feast were held, and 
every Court. official had to compose a poem in praise of the event. 

Emperor Hsuan Tsung, whose love of women and song brought 
disaster on the imperial T'ang House, was himself a poet of talent. 
In his royal orchard, called 'The Pear Tree Garden,' talented 
musicians used to assemble, and young students of music were 
tutored by the Emperor himsel£ The days passed in music and 
poetry, and some even say that the prototype of the Chinese drama, 
which like the great drama of Eqropean countries is in verse, and is 
also set tq music, was originated by this beauty-loving Emperor. 
At all events, Chinese actors and actresses of the present day are still 
called 'Students from the Pear Tree Garden.' 

Love of women and love of poetry seem to have gone hand in hand 
in T'ang times. From the young unmarried girls shut up in their 
remote boudoirs overlooking a garden of willows and flowers, to 
the sing-song girls who lived in their 'zigzag railing mansions,' every 
one learnt to recite poems. The little sing-song girls vied with each 
other in winning the love of poets, and there are many beautiful 
and romantic stories about such loves. 

It is not surprising, therefore, that while on the one hand Chinese 
poetry reached its golden age, the political structure was weakened 
and finally smashed largely through the influence of women. 'A 
hen crowing to herald the dawn portends the destruction of a 
family' wrote the philosopher Confucius, quoting a prince of ancient 
times. Such a crowing hen was the Empress Wu, wife of Emperor 
Kao Tsung, son of T'ai Tsung and one of the strongest and most 
glorious sovereigns of the T'ang House. No sooner had he breathed 
his last than the Empress seized the throne and threw her son, the· 
legitimate heir, into prison. Her triumph, however, was short 
iived: loyal supporters of the imprisoned heir rose and overthrew 
her. But now the new Emperor faced a fresh danger-his wife, the 
Empress Wei, nursed the same ambition as her late mother-in-law. 
She would listen to the discussions of State counsellors, concealing 
herself behind the embroidered curtains, and on the basis of what 
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she overheard would start political intrigues. She stirred up untold 
mischief among the rival Court officials, but when, further em
boldened, she. began to plot against her husband's life, the con
spiracy was discovered and Empress Wei went to her death. 

Next appeared the Princess T'ai-p'ing. This lady had helped to 
put down the conspiracy of Empress Wei, but now in her turn 
organised a plot to poison the Crown Prince! This too was dis
covered in time, and the Princess was imprisoned and executed. 
It was this Crown Prince who became, in the course of time, 
Emperor Hsuan Tsung, the Emperor of the 'Pear Tree Garden,' 
whose disastrous passion for the beautiful imperial concubine Yang 
Kuei-fei began the downfall of the T'ang House. The story is not 
without its beauty and pathos, and has stirred the imagination of a 
host of Chinese poets, painters, and dramatists in later generations. 

Kuei-fei, or Yu Huan-'Jade Ring'-was originally the wife of a 
prince, and later entered a nunnery. But her beauty could not 
remain hidden: she was brought to the palace where she became 
the Emperor's most beloved concubine. Not only did Hsuan Tsung 
heap riches on her and forget all the responsibilities of government 
in order to wanton with her, but he loaded her relatives with 
honours and wealth. Her three sisters, who are described as 'fit 
and handsome, clever and full of humour,' and her two brothers, 
lived like Emperors and Empresses. In a suburb of the capital, on 
the Black Horse Hills, where the Emperor had his summer resi
dence, these three sisters and two brothers had their palaces too. 
Whenever the Emperor held a banquet they attended; whenever 
he went in procession, their chariots followed his. All the members 
of their respective families also joined the imperial progress, and 
in their brilliant robes they looked, so it is said, 'like hundreds of 
moying flowers.' After they had passed, 'golden and' silver head 
ornaments, embroidered shoes, pearls and precious gems would be 
found strewn on the ground.' Some onlooker who dared to peep into 
orie of the ladies' carriages could smell the perfume for three days 
afterwards! ' 

Such foolish extravagance, such favouritism, and such neglect of 
government could only end in disaster. What the poet Po Chu-i 
in an immortal poem has called 'the Long Woe' befell China in the 
form of An Lu Shan's rebellion. 

An Lu Shan was the governor of a northern prefecture, and under 
his ruthless leadership a great rebellion broke out. The force was 
irresistible. The eastern capital of the Empire was seized and An 
Lu Shan declared himself Emperor. Hsuan Tsung fled to the West 
towards Shu. The road was 'rough and Shu was a district,among 
rugged mountains whose repellent, barren nature was very apt to 
rouse homesickness in men who travelled there. The imperial 
guards murmured among themselves and refused to go on. In that 
lonely place, even they turned traitor. They attacked the rela:tives 
of 'Jade Ring' and killed a brother and two sisters. Then, excited 
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by their bloody deeds, they demanded the life of 'Jade Ring' her
self-the cause of a whole Empire's misery. She was forced to hang 
herself from a tree with a piece of white silk before the anguished 
eyes of her royal lover. Mter this dire act, the march proceeded into 
the lonely mountains. 

In the valleys of 0-mei Mountain 
Travellers arefew. 
The banners flapped sadly 
In the rays of a sinking sun. . . • 

When the moon rose above the travelling palace 
It looked down in grief; 
When the animals' bells were shaken by night raindrops 
They tinkled with a heartbroken sound. 

The broken-hearted Emperor abdicated and passed the rest of 
his life in sad seclusion. The rebels meanwhile made their way up 
the Yellow River valley, plundering and laying waste. They were 
checked at last at a town called Sui-yang. There the garrison held 
out for many weeks until the besieged armies were at the point of 
starvation. They kept alive on the bark of trees, grass roots, rats, 
and sparrows. When even these were exhausted, they ate horses 
and the bodies of their dead comrades. But at last their heroic re
sistance was broken, the town fell, and the inhabitants were 
massacred. All this time, however, loyal troops, led by the old 
Emperor's son, had been attacking in t:he rear of the rebels. 
Benefiting by the enemy's preoccupation at the siege of Sui-yang, 
they recaptured all the northern towns, and finally, coming up 
from behind, defeated the rebel army. 

The rightful heir was proclaimed Emperor, but the glory ofT'ang 
was never renewed. The short period of recovery before the dynasty 
itself came to an end was like the gleam of a setting sun. Nor have 
the Chinese people ever known such a glory again. Tu Fu, perhaps 
the greatest of all Chinese poets, stood at the junction and sorrowed 
at the changes. Thus he wrote: 

I remember the golden days of K'ai Tuan,1 

When a small town was thronged with ten thousand families; 
The rice grains bulged withfatness and the maize was· white, 
Imperial and private granaries overflowed. 
No jackals or tigers r.vere to be seen on any road in the Empire, 
And every day was favourable for the traveller. 
Gauze from Ch'i, silks of Lu, came in creaking carts. 
A1en ploughed and women span; they worked in harmony. 

1 This period covered the first thirty years of the forty-four years' reign of 
Emperor Hsuan Tsung, from 713 till 756. 
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In the palace, the Sage-King enjoyed the song of 'Cloud Gate,'1 

And from every corner under the sky, the people lived in friendship. 
No disaster happened for a hundred years. • 
The rites and music of Shu-shun, and the laws of Hsiao Ho were carefully 

followed. 
Whoever heard then of a piece of silk costing ten thousand coins, 
Or of fields meant for cultivation overflowing in blood? 
Now the palaces of Loyang are reduced to ashes; 
Foxes and rabbits make their homes in the imperial temples. 
I am sorrowful and dare not question the elders, 
Lest the moment they open their mouths they speak of the troubles. 

All the poetry of this time reflects a whispering sadness, a nostalgia 
for the past, and describes the misfortunes of the people, in contrast 
with the poems of the golden age before the An Lu Shan rebellion. 
These are chiefly concerned on the one hand with battles success
fully won and triumphant journeys to far lands, and on the other 
with love and music and wine. The favourite titles of those happy 
days were 'Marching off to the Frontier,' 'Drinking under the 
Moon,' and 'Love-longing in the Boudoir.' There were also eulogies 
of courtiers and bold imaginative descriptions of scenery. In Tu 
Fu and other poets of the declining years, Nature was but the back
ground for man's bitter toil. 

The weakness of the later T'ang Emperors was largely due to the 
growing power of the war-lords-an evil from which China has 
suffered ever since. Under the T'ang military system, the standing 
army was divided into something over six hundred units, each 
containing from eight hundred to a thousand soldiers. A third of 
them were normally stationed in the capital and the surrounding 
districts, and in this way the authority of the Court was maintained 
over the local officials. · But unfortunately, after the An Lu Shan 
rebellion, this large imperial army came under the control of 
ambitious eunuchs, who ever-after menaced the throne and did not 
stop short at murder 'to keep their power. And meanwhile, military 
commanders stationed at some distance from the capital, especially 
those entrusted with the pacification-of border districts, enjoyed a 
great deal of administrative independence. Gradually, as the 
central auth.ority weakened, autocratic military leaders made 
strongholds for themselves and resisted all efforts on the part of the 
imperial officials to control them. They appointed their own 
successors, and even turned the position into an hereditary one, 
refusing to recognise the new commander sent by· the central 
government. These war-lords thus became petty princes iri their 
own districts, fought each other, and annexed each other's territory. 
The ties binding the whole Empire to the throne fell apart through 
their disloyalty. Mter the An Lu Shan rebellion their number 

1 The name of a song traditionally composed by the ancient Sage-King 
'Yellow Emperor.' 
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greatly increased, for such positions were lavishly bestowed on 
meritorious generals of the loyalist party as well as on surrendered 
rebel chiefs. The development proved an even greater evil than the 
old hereditary nobility. 

Under such conditions the dynasty could not long survive: it 
wen~ down in confusion and blood. The disaster was heralded by 
another rebellion, the rebellion of Huang Ch'ao (~75-884), even 
more terrible than that of An Lu Shan, and one of the greatest 
devastations in Chinese history. A famine had driven the in
habitants of Huang Ch'ao's native place to the brink of desperation. 
The people became bandits to thieve and rob wherever they could 
find plunder, and they raised Huang Ch'ao, a wealthy salt mer
chant, at their head. It is said of him that 'he wrote with style, 
spoke with refinement, rode with extreme skill, and fought cun
ningly with a dagger.' Now he declared himself the People's Saviour, 
and a relentless enemy of the officials and war-lords. 

Local banditry soon changed to full-scale rebellion. Huang 
Ch'ao and his followers fought their way all along the eastern sea
board to the southern provinces and then fought back towards the 
North, devastating the West as they went. In the end they had 
seized both Ch'ang-an and Loyang, the eastern and western 
capital cities, while the Emperor Hsi Tsung escaped to Shu, the 
mountainous refuge of his unhappy ancestor Hsuan Tsung. In a 
huge golden sedan chair at the head of his armies, Huang Ch'ao 
made a victorious entry into Ch'ang-an, where he was received by 
the imperial ministers and a thousand maids-of-honour from the 
palace. He mounted the throne and proclaimed himself the first 
Emperor of a new dynasty. But his joy was short lived. Two years 
later, loyal troops of the rightful T'ang Emperor attacked the 
capital and forced the usurper to flee for his life. He fled to the 
East, having first set the palaces on fire. On the long march that 
followed, his men died in hundreds from starvation and his 
generals deserted. There was nothing left for the once glorious 
rebel-the salt merchant, commander, and king-but to commit 
suicide. And so the rebellion ended, having a.ccomplished nothing 
but the useless shedding of blood. 
· By the time this revolt had been quelled, the whole Empire was 
in a state of exhaustion, and the end approached, accompanied by 
further slaughter. Chu Wen, a former general under Huang Ch'ao, 
who had deserted to the Emperor, was at bitter enmity with the 
Turkic generai Li K'e-yung, and with the all-powerful Court 
. eunuchs. The struggle between them developed into more than a 
local rivalry, for the eunuchs in the end had practically seized the 
Emperor's person and were governing in his place. Chu Wen 
succeeded in releasing him and in exterminating the eunuchs, but, 
in keeping with the reckless abandonment of moral behaviour in 
those last years of the dynasty, he himself murdered the Emperor, 
had all the royal princes strangled at a banquet, and the leading 
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supporters of the T'ang House murdered in one night! So ended the 
great dynasty. 

Another period of confusion was ushered in, and lasted for more 
than fifty years. Chu Wen himself founded a dynasty which he 
called the 'Later Liang,' but the other war-lords refused to recognise 
his authority. One after another the more powerful among them 
rose against the self-appointed 'Emperors' and overthrew their 
'dynasties.'. Within those fifty years, five such 'dynasties' followed 
each other: Later .Liang, Later T'ang, Later Tsin, Later Han, and 
Later Chou, and the period is sometimes called by historians the 
'Later Five Dynastic~.'· Each of the Emperors only exercised a 
local authority, and held it by strength of the sword, while the 
whole of the southern provinces remained independent under the 
control of numerous petty war-lords. The wealthy classes were 
pillaged until their wealth melted away. The poor could hardly 
exist. Fighting never ended. This state of affairs continued until a 
general of Later Chou with the personality, talent, and following 
sufficient for the task, usurped the throne and su~ceeded in bringing 
the·whole Empire under his sole power. This was the first Emperor 
of Sung dynasty, a worthy successor of the glorious T'ang. China 
became once more.the great leader ofthe Eastern world. , 

During all the period of political decay that accompanied and 
followed the downfall ofthe T'ang dynasty, intellectual and artistic 
life flowed on irresistibly. Poetry had an even deeper beauty and 
an added strength from the undercurrent of sorrow and despair, 
while the disgust felt by sensitive men at the corruption of worldly 
affairs threw them even more readily on Nature. Thus there grew 
up that great volume of closely observed, somewhat emotional 
Nature poetry which is so characteristic of our Chinese poetic 
genius. 

All the important schools of painting also trace their origin to the 
T'ang dynasty, when there lived such famous painters- as Wu 
Tao-tzu, Li Ssu-hsun, and Wang Wei. The last named founded the 
schooL of black ink painting, and this has remained the . most 
characteristic medium of Chinese painters ever since. Wu Tao-tzu 
and Li Ssu-hsun represent two leading but antagonistic schools of 
painting-schools which have had their adherents all through the 
later centuries. The story is told that Emperor Hsuan Tsung, that 
great lover of the arts, after the An Lu Shan rebellion had been 
crushed and he had returned from exile in Shu, often remembered 
with longing the beauty of the scenery in that wild region. One 
day he summoned the ·two great painters Wu Tao-tzu and Li 
Ssu-hsun, and asked them to. paint for him the lovely scenery of 
Shu. Wu Tao-tzu set to work immediately, and with bold, rapid 
strokes covered a long scroll with his painter's impression of 'three 
hundred li (a hundred miles) of Chia-ling River valley' with all its 
mountains and streams. This great work he completed in the course 
of a day! Li Ssu-hsun,, however, chose to paint the same scenery 
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with the utmost care and detail, drawing in the minute leaves of the 
trees, the ripples on the river, the blades of grass, the wrinkles on the 
rocks. The picture took him months oflabour. When both pictures 
had been presented, the Emperor declared they were of equal 
excellence. And ever since, Chinese painters could be roughly 
divided between the followers ofWu and ofLi-those who believed 
in catching the spirit of a scene in strong, swift, and bold strokes, 
and those who thought that the more minutelytheyimitatedNature, 
the more life-like was their work. This latter school, which is also 
characterised by brilliance of colouring, is probably better known 
and admired by Westerners, though modern Chinese painters have 
largely abandoned it. 

·In every branch of production, skill and artistry were displayed 
during the years ofT'ang rule. Porcelain, which was traditionally 
invented in Han times, was now widely produced, and in many 
beautiful designs. The 'three-coloured vessels' are most typical of 
the T'ang period, having a white surface with yellow and green 
decorative glazing. There were also the 'five-coloured vessels' with 
black and red colouring added to the yellow and green. Tea was 
introduced at that time, and the making of elegant, cunningly 
designed tea-pots became an immense industry. The chief centres 
of porcelain making were Hsing-chou in the North and Yueh-chou 
in the South: so lovely and delicate were their products that a 
T'ang poet was moved to write poetry about them: 

The Hsingites and the Tuehites
Those are the porcelain makers! 
Round as the shape of moon 
Shining on the earth, and 
Light as the soul of snow 
Are their wares . ... 

In the dark days that followed the fall of the T'ang dynasty, the 
seed of a whole new world was discovered, both for the East and the 
West. Printing was invented! During the Han dynasty the Con
fucian Classics had been inscribed on stone tablets, as the Ten 
Commandments had been inscribed by Moses, for the benefit of 
posterity. In T'ang times a method of transferring the tablet 
inscriptions to paper was devised by inking the surface of the stone 
and applying a sheet of paper to it. The characters then showed 
white on a black ground. During the 'Later Five Dynasties' a cer
tain Feng Tao-a political opportunist and an amateur in the arts, 
who wrote a eulogy on himself as 'the ever gay old man' -suggested 
the use of wood blocks, which was immediately acted upon, and 
after some years of labour by the wood engravers, the whole of the 
Classics had been transferred to wooden blocks. Block printing, 
though it existed in China probably before 770 A.D., became very 
popular from this time, and especially in the Sung dynasty, that 
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followed the Later Five Dynasties, the printing of books by this 
method became one of the great activities. Some beautiful examples 
of it have survived till the present day. Thanks to this invention, 
Confucianism could spread through the whole Empire, and the 
possibility of general education appeared. 

In the middle of the eleventh century a certain Pi Sheng invented 
movable type-an innovation of the very greatest significance. 
According to a contemporary writer, the characters were carved 
upon a compound of gum and clay, which was then baked hard 
and spread on an iron sheet for the printing operation. Towards 
the end of the fifteenth century, copper replaced the clay and gum 
type, and thus modern printing emerged. But long before this 
time the Chinese invention had travelled by trade routes to the 
West, to be adopted by Gutenberg and other European printers, 
and to revolutionise the course of human thought. 

CHAPTER XIV 

THE T'ANG DYNASTY: TURKS, UIGURS, AND 
TUFANS 

T ~~ T'ang _empire at the height of its power was an even vaster 
one _thai! the_.F.!~:- -while norili ana··south-iCcomprised·-a.n the 
territory which the Han sovereigns had ruled, to the east it took in 
new lands, including Korea, over which a successful battle had been 
fought against Japan. Westward, through the subjugation of Central 
Asian tribes, the boundary extended immeasurably farther-up to 
the edge of Persia! ~.h.e J"~g_empJre waf!, .. in fact, the ~<!c::using 
.point for th~ whol~ of the Eastern \¥()rlg, !!t trade, commerce, and 

~
p.ec.!~lly. ~n. int.ellec~l!~l.-li~e ... -Ja. pa11~~ents a .. nd ~cholars were 
nt__to Lllim<J.. ~t that timeJJ> stuqy lit~~atur~, artl phxlos()phy, a!ld 
ience. On this the foundations of Japan's own culture were laxd. 
heir literature, their writing, their painting, almost everything of 

value in their civilisation, are imitations of Chinese culture, dating 
from the T'ang dynasty. 

From the other direction, the art and thought of Central and 
Western Asia poured in to enrich the native Chinese culture. Chin
ese travellers reached India and brought back many volumes of 

.Buddhist scriptures: the profound influence of Buddhism, both upon ' 
Chinese philosophic conceptions and the Chinese a:rts, dates from 
this time. Chinese ships sailed as far as the Persian Gulf, while 
the Caliph Haroun-al-Raschid sent his envoys to the Emperor 
of China. There is no doubt that this westward expansion, and the 
absorption through conquest of many ·western tribes, were in part 
responsible for the brilliant renaissance of Chinese culture that took 
place in the T'ang period. 

The history of India, Persia, and Japan has been ampl~ described 
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by numbers of historians, but that of the tribes west of the T'ang 
· empire has had very scant mention. And yet in their relations with 
China they may well have exercised a more pervasive and lasting 
influence than these greater nations, whose contact was only spas
modic. This chapter therefore purports to deal chiefly with the 
Turks, the Uigurs, and the Tufans. 
. It may be remembered how, in the lands north of the Chinese 
Empire, the Hsiung-nu had been SHcceeded by a people called 
Hsien-pi whose ancestral home was supposedly Siberia. During the 
'Six Dynasties' period they invaded North China, became masters 
of a great part, and established the Northern Wei dynasty. By the 
time this• dynasty had passed away, the Hsien-pi, like so many 
invaders of China, had completely merged with the Chinese 
population. . 

The old territory abandoned by the Hsien-pi was now reoccupied 
by a tribe having the curious nickname of ·'High Vehicles.' It 

. seems they were chiefly remarkable for the huge wheels of their 
carriages and carts, but of their origin little is known beyond the 
fact that they were probably related to the Hsiung-.nu. ·A legend is 
told about them that traces their descent from the union of a wolf 
with the lovely daughter of a Hsiung-nu chieftain. 'This chieftain,' 
so the legend runs, 'had two daughters so beautiful that the rest of 
the tribe worshipped them as divine beings. The chieftain (in
ordinately proud of his offspripg), declared, "How can I match my 

·girls with mere men? They should only be married to Heaven!" 
He built a high tower in the wild regions to the extreme north of his 
country and shut his two lovely daughters up in it, saying, "Heaven 
will take diem. . . .'' Four years later there came an old wolf, 
and howled day and night at the foot of the tower. It made itself<!
cave there, and lived in it for some time. At last, the younger 
daughter said to her sister, "My father hopes to marry me to 
Heaven. Can it be that this wolfis a divine animal, sent to me by the 
desire of Heaven?" . . . And she descended the tower and became 
the wolf's wife. By him she had many children, whose descendants 
formed a new tribe. A characteristic of this people is their strange 
kind of singing, like the howling of a wolf.' 

The people of the curio'lls nickname and wolf-like songs were 
conquered presently by ~ribesmen called the 'Juan-juan.' 1 'Juan
juan' means literally 'the creeping of a worm,' and they were so 
named by an Emperor of Northern Wei, who thought them 'as 
harmless as creeping worms.' In the middle of the sixth century, 
these 'harmless worms' were attacked and partly exterminated by 
the Turks who now occupied all that part north of China formerly 
the habitation of the Hsiung-nu, as well a~ a great deal more terri .. 
tory to the west. The survivors of the Juan-juan were driven to 
find their new home still farther westwards. 

Th.~ .tex;m,.,.'J:urk,' though generally associ~~~,g, with the peoplt:;, 
1 Oft~CfeiitifiCd'Wi'flrrme~~'l'6fR~m~ ~kitYT-'¥~~..,..='"' 
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w~o .~!~E--~Qit~~-1. pa~ts _of Asia ... ~P:9!~-,j~ .. ~. p~~ly~ l}!,i~~i~!k~9n~, 

~~~~~tr;~_a}pci~~~t~£~«w%riei!!·~~a ~ri~t~ife1~~~u1~r¥~ · 
r.lh .. e Western belong those races which, in the end orthe M1ddie Ages, 
~ere comprised in the vast Ottoman Empire; to the Eastern-about 
\which we are at present concerned-many of the peoples ofTurke
.tan and Central Asia. 

It seems that the national name, now so famous, did indeed 
originate in Eastern Asia. We learn from reliable records that in 
the year A.D. 433, when the To Pa had founded the Northern Wei 
dynasty and were ruling in North China, a clan of the Hsiung
nu, disliking the Wei rule, moved north to the protection of the 
'Juan-juan,' whom they served as workers in iron. They lived at 
the foot of the 'Golden Mountains' (i.e. Altai mountains), beside a 
peak called from its shape 'Turku' or 'Tu-chueh,' meaning a helmet. 
The name Turk (Tu-chueh) applied to this tribe first appears in 
Chinese records about a century later. 

If we turn from record to legend, we are led to conjecture that 
this small Hsiung-nu clan, from whose descendants sprang a great 
eastern empire, had a racial connection with the 'High Vehicles.' 
The mythical story of their origin is also concerned with the union 
of a wolf and a human being. 'The ancestors ofthe Turks,' runs the 
legend, 'lived on the right bank of the Western Sea, and were a 
people descended from a branch of the Hsiung-nu. They were 
defeated by a neighbouring tribe and massacred. . . . The enemy 
soldiers took pity on a small boy often and spared him from death, 
though they cut off his legs and left him in a marsh. A she-wolf came 
and fed him with animal flesh. The she-wolf brought him up and 
he made her his wife. She became pregnant. At that time, news of 
the boy's escape reached the enemy chieftain, and he sent a man to 
kill him. The man was to destroy the wolf as well, but she escaped 
to the North Mountain ofKao-ch'ang (modern Sinkiang). There, 
from a cave entrance she saw a grassy valley several hundred miles 
square, securely hemmed in by mountains. She settled in this 
valley and gave birth to ten boys. The boys grew up, married, and 
founded ten families. One . . . became prosperous . . . and 
moved away from the old home. They became subjects of the 
''] uan-juan," lived at the foot of the Golden Mountains, and served 
as blacksmiths to their masters.' 

During the 'Six Dynasties' period, this small but rebellious tribe 
grew increasingly powerful, revolted against its overlords, the 'Juan
juan;' ~nd crushed them so effectively that they seen1 to· have com
pletely disappeared from history. Now. began the first brilliant 
epoch of the Turkish people. Under its chieftain T'uman, who in 
552 proclaimed himself 'Khan of the Turks,' and his immediate 
successors, the formerly servile clan became leader of all the Central 
Asian nomads. Its armies turned to the West and began an amazing 
series of conquests, so that within a few years its rule extended from 
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the Liao Sea (Manchuria) in the east to the Western Sea (Sea of 
Aral) in the west, and from the desert in the south to the Northern 
Sea (Lake Baikal) in the north. ' .. 

The Turks were now so formidabk that the Chinese rulers whose 
territory bordered on the Khan's kingdom were thoroughly intimi
dated. These were the Emperors of Western Wei and Northern 
Ch'i who hastened to send bales of silk and imperial maidens, with 
the object of winning Turkish friendship and of buying at least a 
temporary peace: One of the Khans is said to have declared 
impudently, 'Why should we worry about our fortunes so long as our 
two little boys in the South remain filial?' 

During the Sui dynasty which followed upon the 'Six Dynasties,' 
relations between the Turkish Khan and the Chinese Emperors 
improved for a time. This came about through a family quarrel in 
the Khan:s household. The Chinese Emperor had given a royal 
princess in marriage to the Khan's younger brother, and out of some 
caprice had refused to send a second for the Khan himself. Angry 
and jealous, the Khan made a murderous attack upon his brother, 
who then escaped into China and sought protection at the Chinese 
Court. This young Turk and the Chinese Emperor became fast 
friends, and upon the Khan's death he returned to claim the 
succession, supported by a Chinese bodyguard. After this incident 
the Khan and the Emperor remained on excellent terms, and ex
changed visits frequently. At one of these diplomatic exchanges, it is 

·recorded that the. Chinese Emperor's envoy brought gifts to the 
Khan and his Chinese wife which included two golden jars and 
twenty million pieces of silk. In return the host and hostess pre
sented 'tens of millions of oxen, sheep, camels, and horses.' 

As the short-lived Sui· dynasty fell into decline, all tlie local 
leaders in China who were quarrelling for supremacy courted the 
friendship and military support of the Turks. This circumstance, 
combined :with the spectacle of an ever-weakening Chinese throne, 
put the Khan into such a high conceit of himself that the possibility 
of peaceful relations existing between the two countries came to an 
end. 

Just as the early Han Emperors embarked on a policy of appease
ment with their border enemy the Hsiung-nu, so the first Emperors 
of T'ang_ dynasty offered friendly gestures to the Turks. They met 
with exactly the same response: the Turks, like the Hsiung-nu before 
them, received gifts from the Chinese Emperors with one ~and and 
attacked their frontiers with the other. Jt became very clear that 
only military operations could keep them within their own domain. 

In 627, Turkish armies, comprising hundreds of thousands of 
men, plundered and hacked their way as far as the outskirts of 
Ch'ang-an, the Chinese capital. They encamped on the opposite 
bank of the river on which the city was built, Emperor T'ai Tsung, 
'the Great,' second Emperor of T'ang dynasty, still hoping to avoid 
bloodshed, approached in person attended by only six guards, and 
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asked to speak with the Turkish Khan. The two sovereigns met on 
the bridge which separated the capital from the hostile armies. 
T'ai Tsung rebuked the Khan for his senseless breaking of the 
peace, and it is said that the latter was so impressed by the Em
peror's nobility and eloquence that he dismounted and humbly 
saluted him. As this moving scene was being played, thousands of 
T'ang troops poured into the plain and filled it with their banners, 
demonstrating the power of the Emperor. A bloody battle was 
converted into a sworn peace, and the Turkish armies withdrew to 
their own lands. 

Meanwhile, various tribes, including the Uigurs, who were pres
ently to take the place of the Turks as the dominant power in 
Central Asia, were growing dissatisfied with the Turkish rule, and 
began to break away. To add to the Turks' difficulties, a disas
trous failure of their crops in 627, and heavy losses in cattle after an 
unusually severe winter, brought widespread famine and death. 
Their power was failing. 

Taking advantage of this state of affairs, the Chinese were wise 
enough to attack. In 629 the T'ang Emperor sent a hundred 
thousand men to engage the Turkish armies at the foot of Iron 
Mountain (now Mongolia) and inflicted a crushing defeat on the 
Turks. The Khan was taken prisoner and thousands of his subjects, 
worn out by wars and famine, surrendered to the Chinese and became 
subjects of the T'ang empire. Others fled to join the Uigurs and 
other tribes. The end of this eastern branch of the Turks did not 
come, however, until more than a hundred years later when~ the 
Uigurs and Chinese in combination conquered and dispersed all 
that part of the tribe which bordered on the Chinese Empire. The 
empire of the Eastern Turks, like that of their predecessors the 
Hsiung-nu, disappeared from history. Their ruler, who was at that 
time an Empress Dowager, surrendered, and was created a 'duchess' 
of the T'ang Court by the Emperor Hsuan Tsung, who was also 
graciously pleased to accord her an annual revenue of two hundred 
thousand coins for 'pin-money'! This event took place in the year 
745· 

The Chinese government during the T'ang period had followed 
a policy of supporting factions that were weak or distant against 
those that were strong and near. Accordingly, during its years of 
most intense conflict with the Eastern Turks, it had kept on terms of 
friendship with the western branch. The latter at this time occupied 
lands west of the Golden Mountains (i.e. the Altai mountains) and 
their aggressive movements had been directed more against the 
countries of \A/estern Asia than the Chinese border lands. They had 
even contracted an alliance with the East Roman Empire against 
the Persians. In 62o they had become masters of Eastern Persia. 

When the great T'ang Emperor T'ai Tsung died, they turned for 
the first time eastward, and made an assault upon the north
western borders of China. But their strength was already cracking. 
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Dissensions prevailed among the various tribes of which they were· 
composed. In 657 they suffered a heavy defeat by the T'ang 
troops, and their Khan was taken prisoner. Not long after, the 
Chinese were able to declare that they had annexed the whole 
territory of the Western Turks. 

It seems that neither the Turkish occupation of Eastern Asia nor 
the Chinese annexation of most of these countries was effective. 
In the hundred years 6so-750, possession of them was disputed not 
only by the Turks and Chinese, but by the Tufans (Tibetans) in 
the east and the Arabs in the west. We can only assert that between 
the contending pressure of Chinese and Arabs especially, the broad 
Kingdom of the Western Turks gradually fell to pieces, and that the 
whole Turkish race as an integrate body disappeared from Eastern 
Asia. 

They were to some extent replaced by the Uigurs whose authority 
in Central Asia grew in proportion as the Turks' waned. They seem 
to have been a nomadic people, descended from the tribe known as 
the 'High Vehicles,' and living formerly in small groups, in Northern· 
Mongolia. From the fou,rth to the eighth centuries their domination 
extended over a very large part of these wild northern regions, and 
though they were at one time subject to the Turks, they quickly 
regained their independence while the latter were involved with the 
Chinese. Joining with the T'ang armies in the final defeat of the 
Western Turks, the Uigurs inherited a considerable part of their 
territory, and though they remained allies of the Chinese, their 
wildness and savagery were not an unmitigated blessing. During 
the An Lu Shan rebellion, for instance, the Emperor was assisted by 
four thousand Uigur troops, who fought with reckless bravery 
round the capital of Ch'ang-an, and recaptured it from the hands 
of the rebels in 757· They had the Prince Regent's promi'se that, 
should they be successful in battle, they might seize all the girls and 
treasure they pleased, while leaving the territory in his hands. 
These half-savage soldiers refrained from )ooting Ch'ang-an 
excessively, but when the eastern capital of Loyang fell to them 
soon after, they plundered the city for three days on end, and were 
systematically emptying it of every valuable object. The Chinese 
military and civil quthorities were in despair. At last they per
suaded their greedy ally to cease this troublesome activity with the 
bribe of 'ten thousand pieces of good silk,' which had by some 
means to be procured from the local inhabitants. It is said that as a 
result of the bribe, the Emperor's civil servants ran so short of silken 
materials that they were obliged to appear at Co;urt in paper 
dresses! 

Nor was the Uiguts' friendship less embarrassing ·to China in 
peace time. They compelled the Chinese to trade with them on 
their own terms, and one of their favourite ruses was to send a 
broken-winded, lame, or worn-out horse to the Chinese capital, 
recommending it as a well-bred mettlesome steed, and demanding 
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at least forty pieces of good silk in exchange! Numerous such 
worthless jades were disposed of, and no one dared refuse to 
bargain with so ferocious a people. The wealthier among them 
made their homes at Ch'ang-an, and would drink their heads off 
and riot in the streets, to the distress of self-respecting, law-abiding 
Chinese citizens. If the local authorities had the temerity to throw 
them in jail, their friends would lay siege to the building, break it 
down if need be, and carry off the prisoners. The government found 
itself in the awkward situation of being obliged to protect these rude 
swashbucklers against the resentment of their own mannerly people, 
and to extenuate their social crimes. 

By the beginning of the ninth century, the supremacy of the 
Uigurs was shattered. Like the Turks, they had been gradually 
weakened by internal conflicts and by the incursions of neighbour
ing tribes. Their chief opponents, besides the Chinese, were a people 
called Haka, and these two powers between them broke up, killed, 
or dispersed the Uigur tribe about 830. A part fled farther west, 
but a great number of them moved into that part of China which is 
now Kansu and the neighbouring provinces, and there they 
gradually merged with the native population. 

The third power which had important relations with China 
during the T<ang dynasty was the tribe known as Tufan. The 
Tufans inhabited Tibet, parts of Kansu, Chinese Turkestan, and 
Northern India, and were the predecessors of the modern Tibetans. 
They belonged to the stock of the Ch'iang people, whose history was 
connected with the Chinese as early as the Chou dynasty, but their 
ruling class at this time was of North Indian blood. Their king, 
or 'Tsan-p'u' as he was called, had his capital at Lhasa, the present 
capital of Tibet, and as in modern Tibet, a religious hierarchy 
seems to have controlled the administration. The national policy 
was decided by a council of monks. 

During the reign of Emperor T'ai Tsung of the T'ang dynasty, the 
Tufans were attracted by the splendour of the neighbouring Chinese 
Empire, and made tentative overtures at diplomatic relations. The 
Tsan-p'u, hearing that the Turkish Khan had been given a Chinese 
princess in marriage, asked that he too might be vouchsafed the 
hand of a royal Chinese lady. His request was somewhat bluntly 
refused, and the Tsan-p'u was so furious at the rebuff that he raised 
an army of two hundred thousand men and attacked China from 
the west. He had no success and withdrew. Nevertheless, on his 
sending a second envoy to the T'ang Court to solicit an imperiai 
princess, his prayer was granted. The display offorce had achieved 
what gentle words had failed to elicit. 

The Tsan-p'u was overjoyed. In his delight he poured presents 
on the Emperor T'ai Tsung-five thousand taels of gold and 
countless other rarities. He built a complete city for his bride, and 
because the appearance of his people terrified the timid little 
stranger, he prohibited their custom· of tattooing the face with red 
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patterns. He himself put on robes of Chinese silk, and ordered his 
ministers and subjects to follow his example. _Apparently, this 
Tsan-p'u had a genuine admiration for the Chinese culture: 
during his rule, many Tufan scholars were sent to the Chinese capital 
ofCh'ang-an to study the Confucian Classics attheChineseNational 
University. ' · 

But years after the little Chinese princess and her Tufan husband 
had died, another Tsan-p'u showed no compunction in attacking 
his former ally when in distress. Profiting by the disturbances in 
China during the An Lu Shan rebellion, Tufan troops crossed the 
border in 763, and entering Ch'ang-an just after it had been pain
fully recovered from the hands of the rebels, completely devastated 
the city. They retired with their plunder, and with thousands of 
kidnapped Chinese subjects, whom they carried back with them 
and caused to marry their own people and become subject to their 
Tsan-p'u. 

Many years later their treachery was rewarded. Beginning from 
8gg, they suffered one disaster after another-earthquakes, land
slides, floods, famines, and pestilences, and by these they were 
irretrievably weakened. When they came to blows with the T'ang 
armies in 848, they were utterly routed, and were driven out of the 
eastern part of their lands (Kansu). 

Although their territory and influence had been reduced, the 
Tufans.remained~""'~g~ntrc:tl Asian power and were never dispersed 
~' the Turks, and the Uigurs had been. During tpe 
Sung dynasty which, after some fifty years. of disruption, followed 
the T'ang dynasty, the Tufans sent envoys to China, and even 
offered to assist the Sung troops in their combats with o!her tribes. 
When the Sung dynasty fell before the irresistible expansion of the 
Mongol empire, and a Mongol ruler mounted the Chinese throne, 
the Tufans too became su~ject to him. They were well treated by 
the Mongols, who, like them, believed in the Lama religion .. But 
of the relations effected between Tufans and Mongols through the 
medium 'of Lamaism, and of how the Lama priesthood swayed the 
foreign policy of the whole tribe, we shall treat hereafter.1 

History repeats itself. Just as the ocean tides rise and fall and rise 
again, to nibble off bits of rock and cliff against which they wash, 
so~<;!,~.ru;_Q}.#JJ&S..~~ivjlj,S,atiQ,.n""~P.,9J!,J.lJ.e,z:-h,.Slf$,~114.-tftces 
~~·. Like the Hsmng-nu before diem, a large pro
portion ot t.tie 1 ilrks and Uigurs were driven westward by the 
Chinese arniies, while the remainder moved ever closer to Chinese 
territory, until they themselves became assimilated by the huge 
T'ang empire, and in their turn enriched the composition of Chinese 
blood. · 

As in Han times, the people ofT'ang controlled communications 
from China to Central Asia, through the Turkit and the Tufan 
countries. · Along this route, Buddhism with its profound and 

1 See Chapter XVII. 
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incalculable influences had begun to pass in the early years of 
Eastern Han. Now in addition came the three 'Persian' religions
Nestorianism, Zoroastrianism, and Manichreism,1 which were 
welcomed by the T'ang Emperors, and in ways we cannot measure 
enlarged and diversified the Chinese arts and conceptions. For the 

. space of some three hundred years, by contact with newly risen t trib~s, and t~roug~ t.h.em .with ~izh.tk,.<:mP~iA:~%.~t~;M\P.d the t Cahphs, Chm.es~ clVlhsat:?~ ~~s. so~p. witl~ fr:e~~~J!~·~I~&Jness. 
I 

CHAPTER XV 

THE SUNG DYNASTY-POLITICS AND THOUGHT 

THE S~ng-dynastyw~~,i;~~nyways, the end ofthe Classic Age in 
China. In the arts and in thought it provided a sequel to and a 
development of the great creative work of the T'ang period. 
Painting and poetry became self-conscious and sentimental, sub
jective and thoughtful; religion and philosophy consisted chiefly 
in a revaluation of old ideas. Men were already looking backward 
with veneration to the past, and were basing their ideas, creative 
and intellectual, upon the old giants. It was the time of the 
encyclopredias, the catalogues, the academics. In politics, the power 
of China was on·' the wane. The western territory was already lost, 
and in the north the Sung rulers were unable to withstand the 
downward onrush of alien tribes. Thus the way was laid open for 
the great Mongol invasion which was to engulf the whole of China 
at the fall of the Sung dynasty, and so to spread over the greater 
part of Asia that for some years Mongols rather than Chinese were 
masters of the continent. In the sphere of internal politics, reform 
was urgent. Mter years of strife and civil war, the social and 
agrarian systems threatened to collapse altogether. The Prime 
Minister Wang An-shih introduced certain important and. even 
'modern' reforms, but they were neither scrupulously administ~1~<i. 
nor permanently·maintained. In comparison with T'ang times, the....,__ 
internal life of the country was on the decline. China was ready for 
a new era, and this was to dawn with the Mongol conquest, with 
the new ideas it brought, and especially with the. opening up of 
relations with the Western world. 

The Sung dynasty arose almost by accident. Its founder was a 
certain gener<~l Chao K'uang-yin in the service of a Later Chou 
dynasty Emperor, who, with his army, v:as setting out to repel 
attacks by the Kitans on the northern boundaries. While the 
troops were on the march, a lieutenant suddenly declared that he 
saw a second sun rising in the sky beneath the old one. This, he 

1 The Chinese called them collectively the 'San Hu' or 'Three Foreign' religions, 
but 'hu'-'foreigners'-usually referred only to Persia. Although Nestorianism did 
not originate in Persia, it carne in time to be chiefly associated with that country. 
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assured his fellow-officers, was the sign of a new Emperor about to 
appear in China! It was no novel event, for through the whole of 
the past fifty years Emperors and dynasties had followed each other 
like puppet kings whose strings were manipulated by capricious 
war-lords: The present Emperor of Chou was still too young to 
govern ably, and General Chao K'uang-yin had gained very wide 
support as the next candidate for imperial honours. 

That night in camp, having fallen into a heavy sleep, he woke 
suddenly to find himself encircled by a cordon of his officers and 
men. Some of them dragged him to his feet and threw an imperial 
yellow robe over him. They mounted him on his horse, while an 
assembly of troops hailed the bewildered warrior with 'Long live 
our King!' - In the morning, with the new king at its head, the 
whole army marched back to the capital. The Emperor of Chou 
hastily abdicated, and General Chao K'uang-yin became Emperor 
T'ai Tsu 'the Great Originator,' founder of the Sung dynasty. 
Such was- the instability of Chinese politics at the end of the 
'Five Dynasties.' 

This first ruler of Sung was neither a genius nor a scoundrel; 
but an honest man of practical common sense, with. a sincere and 
orderly mind. He was the· type of character particularly suited for 
the task of reuniting those war-weary fragments into which the 
Chinese Empire had been broken. After his forces ha<j. secured the 
allegiance of all the scattered States, and China was once more a 
united Empire, he summoned his leading generals to a banquet. 
He first handed round the wine 'goblet, and then in frank and 
friendly terms asked them to surrender to him their military 
authority. · 

'I should like our cordial relations to last for ever,' he explained. 
'I should like our descendants to intermarry, and that we should all 
enjoy as much wealth and power as we do now. There is only one 
way: you must return your military authority to the State-then 
we shall be free from any suspicion of each other!' Filled with 
brotherly feeling by the wine and the Emperor's words, they all 
agreed to relinquish their posts. In compensation they received 
lucrative civil positions. The Emperor then seized the opportunity 
of abolishing the military governors of border districts-a T'ang 
institution-and thus by peaceful means brought to an end those 
disturbances, stirred up by ambitious war-lords, which had harassed 
the whole country for more than two hundred years-since the An 
Lu Shan rebellion.· 

Although it was helpful as a unifying factor, and as a means of 
centralising the government, this reform alone was not enough to 
heal the country's wounds, and it carried its own serious dis
advantages. The capital was now at Pien (K'aifeng), half-way be
tween the modern cities of Peking and Nanking. It was thus some 
distance from the northern and western borders, where campaigns 
were constantly in progress. Delay in the delivery of orders 
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from the capital, together with Court intrigues, must often have 
impeded the action of generals in the field. 

Whether for these or other reasons, the efforts of Sung armies to 
hold back invaders on the frontiers were a disastrous failure. The 
Kitans especially, in the North, repulsed one attack after another, 
inflicting heavy losses, until the Sung Emperors were obliged to let 
them settle where they willed. The only result of these campaigns 
for the Chinese citizen was an ever-increased taxation, while the 
army of the central government was doubled, trebled, and 
quadrupled, without effect. In;the reign ofT'ai Tsu, the first Sung 
Emperqr, these troops numbered only 378,ooo, while a hundred 
years later they had reached the figure of 1,162,000! It is perhaps 
understandable that the huge additional forces succeeded in little 
but in draining the national exchequer. The government had 
adopted a charitable policy of enlisting peasants at famine times, to 
save them from starvation, so that the Sung imperial army was not 
unlike Falstaff's ragged regiment-on a greatly enlarged scale
the rags and tatters of the Empire! 

The rulers, in despair at their failure, turned to religion. They 
desired Heaven's blessing on their efforts, and pleaded that Heaven 
would grant peace to their much-distressed country. The cost of 
these prayers also fell on the population, for the Emperors felt 
bound to offer magnificent sacrifices and to undertake long 
pilgrimages to the Sacred mountains, attended by an appropriate 
imperial retinue. The weight of taxation became indeed a painful 
load. 

Various compulsory national services added their burden to the 
costs of war and prayer under which the peasants laboured. They 
included the arresting of thieves, the supervision of public granaries, 
and-ironically enough-assistance in the collection of taxes. None 
of these services received any reward, but failure to carry them out 
met with heavy punishment. 

Meanwhile, a class of big landowners had grown up, to whom the 
peasants were constantly and necessarily in debt. During the civil 
wars that had raged in the preceding 'Five Dynasties,~ hundreds of 
peasants and small farmers had been driven from their fields or 
killed, and much of the land had fallen into disuse. The foot-paths 
which formerly· marked the boundaries of the various properties 
became overgrown, and there seemed nothing to hinder those 
farmers who still remained from annexing as much of the surround
ing land as they wished. In this way, a wealthy landlord class began 
to appear. From them, the honest but despairing peasants were 
obliged to borrow money to save their families from ruin. Groaning 
both under the government taxes and the usurers' demands, these 
wretched people were deprived of the ownership of their grain and 
silk before the men had taken the former from the threshing yard, 
or the won:Jen the latter from their looms. 

It was very clear that relief must be forthcoming both for the 
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general population and for the national finances, if the country 
was to be saved from collapse. A man named Wang An-shih, 
an energetic, ruthless reformer, a statesman with clear and 
astonishingly 'modern' ideas; came to the rescue of the Sung 

· empire, about a hundred years after the dynasty ·had been 
founded-almost contemporaneously with the Norman Conquest 
of England. 

That his reforms were unpopular with the upper classes, and that 
many of them did not outlast his lifetime, are no discredit to the 
man or his work. He was possessed of an uncompromising person
ality, and he never shrank from making enemies. He lacked the power 
of patient persuasion, while his energy and speed upset the temper 
of the leisurely State counsellors. Many of the most eminent men of 
the day, including the famous poet Su Shih (Su Tung-p'o), became 
his bitter opponents; possibly because sudden change and drastic 
measures are alien to Chinese habits of thought. Wang was often 
condemned b<::fore his proposals had been honestly examined. 
Eventually the very word 'reform' became a party tag, and long 
after Wang h~d fallen from power, 'reformers' and conservatives 
tussled with each .other in a way that bro.ught no credit either 
to themselves or the State. 

However, so long as .Wang An-shih. remained Prime Minister 
(ro68-to76), and enjoyed the confidence of his sovereign, very 
important measures were proposed and carried through with some 
measure of success. His principles of taxation, for instance, have 
formed a basis for all later Chinese administrators. . 

In the first instance, Wang established an official commission, 
for the purpose of drawing up a national budget of revenue and 
expenditure. He insisted that the budget be strictly adhered to, and 
this resulted in an annual saving of almost forty per cent.! Next he 
advised the 'green sprout' scheme, which is followed in principle 
even at the present day. When the green sprouts of the crops began 
to push up in spring, and small farmers urgently needed money for 
the employment of extra labour, the purchase of fertilisers, and so 
on, the government undertook to distribute loans, and thus save 
them from the usurers' claws. When the grain had been harvested, 
the loans had to be repaid with twenty per cent. 'commission.' The 
plan enabled farmers to make an extra outlay and increase the yield 
of their land: both they and the government profited. At the present 
day, farmers' banks are established to perform the same service, 
though at a much lower rate of interest. 

Statute labour was also abolished under Wang's reform system. 
All who had formerly been liable to national service were e)Cempted 
on condition that they paid a yearly sum of money, proportionate 
to their means, into a State fund. Officials, women, and. members of 
religious orders, who had previously been exempt from the statute 
labour, were obliged to contribute to the fund as well. The money 
thus collected from all sources was properly administered for public 
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works; workmen were regularly engaged, and their salaries paid 
from the fund. 

Another measure of fundamental importance was the institution 
of a new land survey. Every individual holding was to be meas
ured and its productive capacity assessed. Land taxes would be · 
levied on the basis of the survey. 

These were the most important of Wang's financial reforms; his 
military measures were equally drastic. He began by cutting down 
the regular army to almost a third, which was then composed of 
'crack' troops. A part of the rejected troops he enrolled as a terri
torial force, and the remainder-all those who were really unfit to 
be soldiers-he disbanded and sent home; In this way the fighting 
power of the imperial armies was very greatly increased. 

His next step was to organise a militia under a system which was 
called 'Pao-chia.' 'Pao' stands for 'a unit of defence' and 'chia' means 
simply 'armed.' Every group of ten families formed a 'pao,' every 
fifty families a 'great pao,' and five hundred a 'head pao.' Each 
family with more than two male members sent one to serve in the 
militia, and the whole force was responsible for public security up 
and down the country. The· head of each 'great pao' was trained by 
officers of the regular army-was taught to ride, to shoot, and to use 
the various weapons of war. When the training was completed, the 
head men would go back to their own districts and drill their 
militiamen. The local defences thus became effective soldiers under 
Wang's administration; banditry and other social disorders were put 
down, and the countryside enjoyed a great measure of security. 

'Pao-ma' was an adjunct to the Pao-chia system, 'ma' being the 
Chinese word for 'horse.' Groups of families, especially in the 
frontier districts, were entrusted with the upkeep of the army 
horses in exchange for a rebate in taxation and the use of the 
animals in peace time. The families were responsible for keeping 
the horses well fed and in good condition, and must pay the 
government for any casualties.1 

From their appearance Wang's reforms seem practical, advanced, 
and comprehensive: they appear to provide ·a complete machinery 
for the ordering of society and the safeguarding of the State. One 
might have expected a real recovery in the Sung empire, and an 
advance towards what we call a 'modern' civilisation. In fact, the 
tide of invasion from the north and west was stemmed but not 
checked, and at home the reforms for the relief of the peasantry 
were so badly administered by local officials, either from downright 
bad nature or lack of underst~_nding, that the people's iot was only 
siightiy .alleviated. Wang's measures were not decisive in rescuing 
China from the social and political decay into which she had fallen 

1 Technicians were organised by the government under a technical bureau 
to study and experiment in improved military equipment. In addition, high 
rewards were offered to any member of the general public who would submit a 
practicable military invention. 
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at the decline of the T'ang dynasty. On the one hand, they were 
perhaps not sufficiently drastic to lift up the people and sweep them 
forward into a new era: history proved that total invasion and 
conquest by the Mongols was the movement demanded by the 
times. On the other hand, many of the measures were in themselves 
too radical for the diehard statesmen, and Wang pressed them on 
with too little regard for the opposition he was rousing. As a result, 
many politicians began to attack the premier's person, instead of 
passing an honest judgment on his proposals. They accused him of 
trying to change systems which had been consecrated by their 
imperial ancestors; they called him a war-monger for attempting to 
resist the invasion of the Hsia tribes from the west, even compelling 
him to restore several strategic points that had been retaken from 
them, and to buy with this means a temporary and discreditable 
peace. They called him a profiteer for imposing on farmers the 
twenty per cent. interest on loans, and for levying service taxes on 
the privileged classes. 

For many years Wang faced all opponents and held firmly on his 
way, but when his' measures had been partly nullified by mal
administration, and when, finally, he lost the confidence of his 
sovereign, disillusioned a:o.d disappointed, he resigned from the 
premiership. He still kept a following among the younger, more 
enlightened politicians, but after the death of the Emperor, and 
while an Empress Dowager acted as regent to the youthful heir, the 
Opposition came into its own, and Wang's followers dared not raise 
their voices. At the Empress Dowager's death in I094, the Emperor 
restored the reformists to high positions in the State, but although 
he ·and his successor were both in favour of Wang's policy, the 
statesmen who administered it were both stupid and dishonest. 
Wang's original conception was distorted and ruined. Meanwhile, 
as the reformers and conservatives were purs~ing their petty 
quarrels, northern tribesmen called Chin (the 'Golden Tribes') 
took advantage of the government's disunity to invade the Sung 
empire. They attacked and destroyed the capital city, compelling 
the Emperor to abdicate. He and 'his young heir were both carried 
off to the enemy's land, where they died a tragic death. . The 
Northern Sung dynasty came to an end in the year I I 26. 

A prince of the imperial blood had, however, made good his 
escape from the Chin conquerors, and fled southward across the 
Yangtzu River to set up Court, first at Nanking, but later, after that 
city was attacked, at Hangchou, even farther south. This was 
Emperor Kao Tsung 'the High,' founder of the Southern Sung 
dynasty. 

At the same time a government sponsored by the Chin invaders 
had been set up in the north, with a 'puppet Emperor' at its head. 
The 'puppet,' however, proved too weak to check the advances of 
loyalist troops from the south, and was soon dethroned. The Chin 
became. masters of Northern China. Fighting continued for some 
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time between the two powers, and although the Sung forces were 
led by the famous general Yueh Fei, no decisive result was achieved. 
Eventually the Sung cause was betrayed by the intrigues of a prime 
minister-rival of Yueh Fei-who persuaded Emperor Kao Tsung to 
sue for peace. A settlement was reached in 1141 by which the 
frontiers of the two kingdoms were laid down, and it was agreed 
that the Sung Emperor should address the Chin Emperor as a 
'nephew' to an 'uncle.' Further, he should present 'gifts' annually 
to his 'uncle' to the value of a hundred thousand taels of silver and a 
hundred thousand pieces of silk.1 

The amicable arrangement was not destined to last. The Mongol 
conquerors were already on the march, and they fell upon the 
nations in their paths like tigers upon their jungle victims. The 
Sung politicians made an alliance with them in order to defeat the 
hated 'uncle,' a deed which was accomplished in 1234· But no 
sooner was the Chin empire wiped out than the Mongols broke 
with their Sung ally and turned their forces against his capital. 
Beautiful Hangchou fell to them in 1276. In three years' time, the 
Sung forces had been utterly destroyed by the formidable Mongols; 
crushed-in the expressive words of an historian--as 'the Sacred 
Mountain T'ai would crush an egg!' China was incorporated into the 
vast Mongol empire. . 

The story of the Sung dynasty seems to be one of incurable weak
ness. An inward rot had spread too far to be eradicated. But in the 
intellectual and creative life of that time there was no sign of decay. 
It was a period of stocktaking, and .also of advance, and the most 
marked advance was, undoubtedly, in the realm of painting, the 
finest examples of which may rank beside the masterpieces of the 
world. The glorious outpouring of Sung art is cl:ifefly characterised 
by an intensely keen apprehension of natural forms, a fresh under
standing oflandscape, and its presentation infused with 'spirit.' It 
may well be that the confusion and decay which had long abounded 
in politics turned creative xninds away from worldly affairs and 
sent them to study Nature. We already see a precedent for this in 
the life and work of Fan K'uan, a master of landscape from the 
'Five Dynasties' period. Disgusted with the confusion of the times, 
he passed many years as a hermit, living in remote mountain valleys, 
and becoming, as he said, 'a student of the Creator.' He never 
wearied of study: deep in the moonlit night, and in the cold 
snows of winter, he still turned his painter's eye upon the mighty 
forms of Nature. His landscapes reflect a profound inner experience 
=--the mood of one 'vho has probed Nature's secrets. 

All the great Sung painters have, like Fan K'uan, approached 
Nature rather as mystics and poets than as mere painters. From 
them we obtain a new vision of the external world and a poetic inter
pretation of Nature that mirrors the painter's heart. They aimed 

1 Later the terminology was modified to 'Younger Brother' and 'Elder 
Brother.' 
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chiefly at expressing the essence and 'spirit' of a scene while ignoring 
the details. The empty spaces in a picture were as pregnant of 
meaning as the brush strokes: thoughtfully placed, they might 
suggest to the discerning onlooker hundreds of miles of water, or 
valley, or unlimited tracts of cloudy air. 

Painting at this time reached such a peak of development that 
it was included in the subjects for official examinations. The 
Imperial Academy of Painting was founded, and it ranked above the 
Academies of Calligraphy, of the Lute, and of Chess. By its establish
ment, painting traditions were fostered and students were encour
aged to study the technique of old Masters1 Important as it was, this 
institution must largely be blamed for the vice of imitation so 
prevalent among later generations of Chinese artists, and for their 
spiritless imitation of methods in place of free invention. 

The porcelain of Sung is widely known and profoundly admired by 
Western countries. Furnaces in various parts of the empire were 
put under the supervision of imperial officials, and the most 
exquisite pieces emerged which have become a by-word with 
connoisseurs all over the world. The 'ox-blood' red and the pure 
white are perhaps the loveliest: the latter suffused with that 
shadowy tint which can only be compared with moonlight. 

Sung poetry, beautiful though it is, is hardly known outside 
China. No doubt the increasingly allusive and obscure poetic 
diction together with its extreme subjectivity have proved a 
deterrent to translators. But to Chinese lovers of poetry the Sung 
poems rank very little below the splendid flower of the T'ang 
dynasty. If T'ang was the 'classical' age in Chinese poetry, Sung 
may be termed the 'romantic.' The T'ang poets caught in a few 
regular, balanced lines, and in exquisitely delicate and restrained 
language, a scene, a situation, or a sentiment. The Sung poets beat a 
longer, more irregular measure-though it too was governed by 
fixed laws-and used a language that was at first direct, simple, and 
heart-felt, but which, as the dynasty wore on, and the new form was 
exploited by more sophisticated writers, became heavily overlaid 
with literary allusions, extravagant metaphors, and other poetic 
devices. But from first to last it was a subjective, personal art. Like 
the painters of the period, the poets were not content with the 
imaginative presentation of a scene-they must infuse it with 
human emotion, laying bare the human heart and its sorrows. 

Prose literature developed late in China-not till the Yuan 
(Mongol) dynasty did the first novel appear, a11d the greatest novels 
belong to an even later period. But the Sung dynasty was sowing 
seed. It was the time of the 'professional' story-teller-a kind of 
troubadour who wandered from street-corner to street-corner 
telling his stories for a few coins to any children and idlers who 
cared to hear them. There were four kinds: the first and most 
popular told love-romances, fairy stories, tales of mystery and war; 
the second talked about famous monks, and put Buddhism into a 
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popular form; the third gave ·historical narratives, and the fourth 
specialised in conundrums. These stories, passed from mouth to 
mouth, were occasionally written dowfl. in the rough spoken lan
guage of the time. In themselves, they were not 'literature,' but 
they were use'd by the great Chinese novelists of the future in such 
works as 'All Men Are Brothers' ('Shui Hu'), 'The Romances of the 
Three Kingdoms' ('San Kuo'), and 'The Western Pilgrimage' ('Hsi 
Yu Chi'). 

No record of the Sung dynasty would be complete without a • 
reference to its intellectual life. The outstanding development here 

· was the formation of a neo-Confucianist school, partly religious, 
partly philosophic. By the Chinese it is called the School of Li-ism, 
'li' having the original meaning of 'the vein ip jade' and the 
extended meaning of the 'life principle.' Li-ism was a kind of 
summing-up or recension of the ethics, morals, and beliefs of the 
past, and as such was perfectly in keeping with the spirit of the times. 
It contained the principles of Confucianism in a new form, thor
oughly fused with both Taoism and Buddhism. I,ts disciples, like 
many of the Sung painters and poets, cut themselves away from 
politics and worldly affairs, and ga,.thered in study groups deep in 
the country. Small numbers of students would collect round some 
distinguished scholar, and the little party would strive to under
stand 'li,' 'the life principle,' in a secluded valley, or on the banks 
of a stream. This development of study circles was quite in conform
ity with Confucius's own practice, but the idea of holding them in the 
lap of Nature must have derived from Buddhism. Buddhist monks 
usually built their monasteries on mountain peaks, very far from the 
habitations of man. 

The 'li' round which the neo-Confucianists assembled their 
metaphysic clearly has some kinship with the 'tao' of Taoism-the 
natural law to which every being, animate and inanimate, should 
conform if it is not perverted by exterior influences. 

The neo-Confucianists-Or Li-ists-believed that 'li,' the inner 
spirit, or life force, of all things, existed before the creation of the ' 
world. Before the invention of house-building, boat- or chariot
making, for instance, the principle or idea-the 'li'-of house
building and boat- and chariot-making existed, and this 'li' was 
discovered by the wise men who had so attuned themselves to 
the inner, 'natural' world that they had discovered its secrets. 

The same principle applied to human personality. Much con
troversy had arisen in the past among the followers of Confucius 
as to the fundamental nature of man. Hsun-tzu and some of the 
earliest disciples, filled with gloom and despair about the race, 
declared that man was essentially evil, and that only by the practice 
of self-control and attendance to the rites could he regulate his 
behaviour according to the will of Nature. Mencius and other Con
fucianists, however, asserted that the nature of man must be 
essentially good. The Li-ists adopted this latter view, saying that 
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the inborn nature of man has a tendency to goodness. They 
likened the 'li' in man to the lustre of a pearl. Just as a pearl grows 
dull when it is covered with dust, so is the inborn goodness of man's 
nature dulled with worldly passions. All the endeavours of a wise 
man, therefore, are directed towards freeing himself from the 
temptations of the passions, and this he learns to do chiefly through 
an understanding of the world. 

On this point there was a divergence of thought among the 
· Li-ists which led subsequently to the formation of two separate 
schools, the contemplative and the scientific. The leader of the 
scientific school was Chu Hsi, a great naturalistic philosopher and a 
brilliant scholar. He held that only by a comprehensive knowledge 
of all the phenor;nena of the world could man bring his spirit-the 
'li' in his nature-into harmony with the great creative spirit of 
heaven and earth. Knowledge was the keystone t6 the Perfect Life. 

The men of old who wished to spread complete virtue 
throughout the world 

First ordered well their own State. 
Wishing to order well their State 
They first regulated their families. 
Wishing to regulate their families 
They first cultivated their own person. 
Wishing to cultivate their person 
They first rectified their hearts. 
Wishing to rectify their hearts 
They first tried to be sincere in thought. 
Wishing to be sincere in thought 
They first extended to the utmost their knowledge. 
Such extension of knowledge 
Depended on the study of phenomena. 

This quotation from the 'Great Learning,' a Confucian Classic, 
with its typically Confucian orderliness and slightly pompous utter
ance, was more or less adopted by the disciples of Chu Hsi as their 
motto. They were closer to the teachings of the Master, Confucius, 
than were the contemplative Li-ists, who were much influenced 
by Buddhism and Taoism. 

Chu Hsi himself was a faithful student of the Sage. He wrote 
commentaries on most of the important Confucian Classics, anc.l 
edited the texts; his interpretations were accepted by all scholars 
until very recent times, as if they had the authority of a Bible. 
He seems to have emulated the rigorous life which Confucius had 
chosen. 'Rising at dawn,' writes his biographer, 'he clothed himself· 
decently and paid homage to his ancestors and to Confucius. 
Then he went to his study and attended to his daily work. Sitting 
or sleeping he held himself erect: working or resting he behaved 
according to the model cif behaviour prescribed by Confucius in his 
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Classics. Everything in his home was permanently in good order, 
and in this way he lived from youth to old age. He was faithful to 
his friends and a diligent scholar.' Small wonder that many of his 
disciples called him Chufucius! 

The head of the contemplative school was one Lu Chiu-yuan. 
In accordance with Chu Hsi on most of the fundamental principles 
of Li-ism, he differed from him on the value of knowledge ·and 
learning. While Chu Hsi's disciples were occupied with 'research 
and the rational interpretation of ancient philosophy, Lu Chiu
yuan's followers scorned controversy and looked on study with 
considerable scepticism. They believed in intuitive knowledge, and 
it was this section especially of the Li-ists who went to the quietness · 
of Nature for enlightenment. In outlook, they owed as much 
to the meditative (Ch'an or Zen) school of Buddhism and to the 
origin?-} Taoism, before it had been vulgarised by common supei
stitions, as to the teachings of Confucius. 

To illustrate the natural goodness of man's mind, Lu Chiu-yuan 
• was fond of quoting the story from Mencius about the baby crawling 
towards the edge of a well. A man seeing this will hurry to save 
the child, he would explain, and he will do this without regard to the 
gratitude he will have from the parents, or the reputation he will 
gain from the onlookers or his friends. It is the prompting of 'li' in 
his mind which causes him to .act spontaneously without thought 
or calculation. The man who performed this good action needed no 
books to prompt him: he acted according to tqe true nature of his 
mind, and if all his conduct was in conformity with this action, he 
would be leading a life of perfect goodness. He would have taken 
the dust from the pearl, set free the 'li' in his nature. 

The Li-ist School is the mature fruit of thousands of years of 
Chinese thought and culture. The spiritual influences that had 
acted upon China in the past, culture that had been brought from 
lands far beyond the Chinese borders, are fused and concentrated 

' in this body of thought. Much that is beautiful and significant in 
Sung painting and poetry derives from it-the calm and quietness, 
the depth, the profound understanding of Nature, the breadth .of 
conception. But with the fall of this ripe fruit, an era of civilisation 
ended. China began to enter a new world. 

CHAPTER XVI 

THE SUNG DYNASTY-THE KITANS, THE HSIA, 
. AND THE CHIN TRIBES 

THE ·Chinese Empire is not a determined geographic entity: the 
history of China shows a kind of territorial ebb and flow. When 
strong sovereigns of a powerful. ruling house occupied the 'Dragon 
Throne,' an expansion of empire was sure to follow. The border 
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tribes would be engaged, conquered, and either incorporated into 
China or thrust back across the continent of Asia. These events, 
as we have already seen, took place during the glorious days of the 
Han and the T'ang dynasties. When, however, the ruling house was 
weak, this was the signal for the bordering peoples to press down into 
the fertile plains and dispossess the Chinese of their own lands. 

The Sung dynasty was such a period. The inefficiency and weak
ness of the army, the constant squabbling of the officials, and the 
political disunity which resulted, offered an invitation to predatory 
tribes on the northern and western boundaries. The history of 
those times is one of constant border warfare, especially with the 
Kitans (i.e. the .Ch'i-tans) in the North who occupied part of the 
lands formerly held by the Turks, and before them by the Hsiung
nu; with the people ofHsia in the North-west, apparently a branch 
of the Tibetan tribesmen; and, in the North-east, with the. Chin 
tribe (i.e. the Golden tribe), ancestors of the Manchus, who con
quered China in the seventeenth century and founded the Ch'ing 
dynasty. These last lived in a part of Northern Manchuria which is 
call~d 'Long White Mountains and Black Dragon River valley.' 

The Kitans, a race of warriors and hunters, with a clan organisa
tion, began as a small subject tribe of the Turks in the years pre"'! 
ceding the T'ang dynasty. The legend of their origin tells how an 
angel mounted on a white horse floated eastward down a stream, 
while the heavenly spirit of a maiden mounted on a green ox 
floated to meet him Q.own a westward-flowing river. At the meeting 
place of the waters the two united, and it was called 'The Mountain 
of Leaves.' Eight sons were born to them, and they founded the 
eight clans of the Kitan race. The chieftains of each clan elected a 
grand chieftain of the whole tribe, who was given a flag and drum 
to symbolise his authority. The Grand Chieftain was responsible 
for the general well-being of his people, and especially for averting 
famines and cattle-plagues. If any disaster of this sort befell the 
tribe, he must resign and give place to a new leader. 

When iheir masters, the Turks, were beaten and dispersed by the 
T'ang armies, the Kitans grew bolder and sallied out towards the 
coveted Chinese plains. During the 'Five Dynasties' period which 
followed the T'ang, they advanced, through a series of battles, to the 
very edge of the Chinese northern boundary, and set~led there, 
awaiting an opportunity to creep farther south. The Chinese 
governor of those- frontier districts 1 kept the Kitans at bay for a 
time by starvation. Every year, when the frosts began in autumn, 
he would have all the border grasslands set on fire, so that the 
Kitan cattle had no fodder for the winter. The policy was effective. 
The Kitan chieftains came to modest terms with the governor, bring• 
ing him gifts of their best horses as an inducement to neighbourly 
conduct. · 

1 Liu Jen-kung, governor of Yu-chou-the district round present-day Peking. 
He was ~urdered in 914. 
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-..... -.• -IIIJIIIIflil~r~h~e·c:-;h:-;iefs of the eight clans were, however, dissatisfied with th 

relationship, and pressed for a more energetic policy. The Grand 
Chieftain was relieved of his position, and a new ruler was elected 
of uncompromising character. His first action was to hold a banquet 
in celebration of the 'salt harvest,' to which he invited all the clan 
chieftains. On their arrival they were, one and all, ambushed and 
murdered. The murderer proclaimed himself King of the Kitans, 
bringing the eight clans under his single sovereignty. From that 
day the power of the Kitans began to grow until they were masters 
of a large kingdom covering most of the old Hsiung-nu and Turkish 
empires. 

This period in China was one of the deepest political corruption. 

't 

None of the so-called 'Emperors' of the 'Five Dynasties' held author
ity by right or loyalty: they kept their thrones by force and bribes, 
while 'pretenders' sprang up like mushrooms in summer. Such 
conditions were naturally very favourable to the advancing Kitans, 
who took full ad_vantage of political intrigue tQ tighten their hold 
upon Chinese territory. There was, for instance, a rascally general 
of the Later T' ang empire who hoped with the Kitans' help to make 
himself king of yet another dynasty. Not only did he servilely agree 
to address the Kitan ruler as 'Father' and 'King' and offer him three 
hundred thousand pieces of silk every year, but he even surrendered 
to the enemy sixteen prefectures, covering all the strategic points 
for defence .in Northern China, including modern Peking. This 
land the Sung Emperors in later years tried vainly to recover in 
campaign after campaign. . 

The Kitan Emperor.proved a stern parent to his generous 'son.' 
Whenever a birth, marriage, or funeral took place among the 
members of the Kitan Court, the general (who was now an· 'Em
peror') must send extravagant presents. Huge bribes were freely 
extorted, not only by the Kitan sovereign, but by any member of· 
his family. At the death of this disreputable character, his son, 
succeeding to the ill-gotten throne, adopted a sterner attitude. He 
agreed to call the Kitan ruler 'grandfather,' but refused him the 
title of 'King.' The King of the Kitans, enraged at this lack of 
respect, sent an envoy. post-haste to the unregenerate grandson, 
demanding apologies and a change of attitude. He was received 
coldly, and given this message to carry back: 'You are asking too 
much .. We are only your grandson-that and no more. If you like, 
grandfather, you may prepare to fight us. We have a hundred thou-

- sand soldiers with swords in their hands, newly sharpen~d on the 
whetstones! But beware, grandfather! If you are defeated .by your 
grandson, you will be the laughing-stock of the whole world!' 

Such a challenge was not to be ignored: the Kitan troops began 
to march southward. The war lasted for years, and fighting was 
extremely bitter. At last the capital of the little 'empire' fell, the 
proud. 'grandson' was taken prisoner, and the Kitans became 
masters of yet more Chinese lands. Mter this success the Kitan 
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troops deliberately plundered the peasants along both banks of the 
Yellow River, stole their cattle and grain, and confiscated silk 
wherever they found it. Such was the situation when the Sung 
dynasty began. 

For many years the Kitans robbed and plundered the people of 
Northern China, and the Sung armies could do nothing against 
them. Every autumn, winter, and early spring they stripped the 
fields and emptied the granaries of the defenceless peasants. In 
979 and 984, Sung armies engaged the Kitan forces, but without 
success. At last, in 1004, after many indecisive battles had been 
waged, the two sovereigns met on the battleground and agreed to 
terms. In the amicable arrangement that followed, the Emperor 
of Sung was to pay a hundred thousand taels of silver annually, 
and two hundred thousand pieces of silk. He was, moreover, to 
address the Kitan ruler's mother as 'Aunt,' while the Kitan King 
addressed the Sung Emperor by the familiar title of'Elder Brother!' 

By this treaty, the Kitans had consolidated their position in the 
North, but some years later a new enemy rose up-the tribesmen of 
Chin (i.e. the Golden tribe) on their eastern border. This tribe 
formed a subject State to the Kitans and had suffered much from its 
overlords. The King of the Kitans at that time was an enthusiastic 
huntsman, and as the Chins specialised in breeding a cunning kind 
of hawk called 'the green hawk of the Eastern Sea,' nothing would 
please him but that they should hand over the young birds to him 
every year. The messengers he sent to collect the hawks behaved 
disreputably: not only did they demand lavish hospitality during 
their stay in the country, but insisted on having women to sport 
with. At last the Chin, under an energetic chieftain, rebelled in 

. defence of their women's honour, and in the years I I25 and I 126 · 
fought ferociously against the Kitan troops. They succeeded in 
capturing all the eastern provinces of the Kitan empire, and thus 
began its disintegration. 

News of the defeat soon reached the Chinese Emperor, and on the 
pretext of sending a horse-purchasing commission, he despatched 
envoys to Chin to propose concerted attack. Agreement on military 
co-operations was reached, and hostilities began immediately. The 
Chin troops battered their way victoriously through one province 
after another and captured the Kitan Emperor, while the Sung 
armies, feeble and badly led, were unable even to take the last 
capital city until they were relieved by their allies. The Kitan 
empire finally collapsed in 1122. The tribe was utterly dispersed, 
like so many others in the past who had attempted to settle on the 
Chinese borders but could not resist the temptation to grab and 
pillage. One of their generals managed to escape to Samarkand in 
Central Asia with a following of Kitan tribesmen, and there at 
K.ashgaria founded a new kingdom, which was called the Kingdom 
ofKara Khitai (i.e. the Western Liao Empire). It was short lived, 
and fell before the Mongol conquerors. 
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The early Sung dynasty with its political and military weakness 
was a fruitful time for the building of new empires near the Chinese 
frontier, and it was then that the short-lived, but powerful Hsia 
empire was founded. The Hsia people lived to the north-west of 
the Sung territory; and so long as they remained an unsophisticated 
tribe; having no cultural contact with the Chinese, their civilisation 
was of a very primitive sort. They themselves claimed to have 
descended from monkeys. They were an agricultural community, 
making a living by tilling land and tending cattle. They dressed 
in animal skins and roofed their buildings with fur; They lived 
chiefly on meat. They had no written language and no caJendar. 
When the buds began to break on the trees, they knew it was spring 
and time for planting;·when the leaves fell, they knew autumn was 
coming and that the crops must be gathered. 

;I'he T'ang empire, as it spread its great hands over Asia and 
gathered a large part of the continent into its grasp, numbered the 
Hsia tribe among its subject States. And so it remained until the 
beginning of the Sung dynasty. Over this long period the Hsia 
people had been assimilating something of the Chinese civilisation. 
The time was ripe for them to proclaim themselves an independent 
and progressive nation. This happened in the year I 038 when an 
enlightened chieftain, Yuan Hao, became their tribal leader, pro
claimed their territory an empire and.himself their first Emperor. 
Yuan Hao was a very lovable character-a brave soldier, a scholar, 
and an artist. He painted skilfully, and was well learned in Chinese 
literature and .Buddhism. He worked hard to raise the t!ducational 
standard of his country, basing it on that of the. Chinese. He imi
tated the Chinese system of administration, the official examina
tion system, the'rites and ceremonies. He set up a National Uni
versity in his capital city, to which there came at one time as many . 
as three thousand students. Some were even sent to China for the - · 
purpose of studying Confucian Classics, while Confucius was wor
shipped by them as 'Lord of Education.' They were an industrious 
and diligent race. 

The territory over which this first Hsia Emperor ruled was exten
sive, and covered nearly twenty thousand square li. He kept it 
garrisoned with fifty thousand armed men. From time to time he 
sent his armies southward to engage·the Sung troops, but secured 
only minor victories at considerable expense.· Eventually the two 
powers came to terms by which the Sung government managed to 
buy off the Hsia, .without loss of 'face' to either side. It agreed to 
send a 'gift' of fifty thousand taels of silver, thirty thousand pieces of, 
silk, and twenty thousand catties of tea leaves every year to the Hsia 
Court. In exchange, the Hsia Emperor consented to be styled 
'Prince Viceroy' by the Emperor of Sung. . 

. Mter the death of this enlightened Hsia monarch there were 
further skirmishes between the two countries, and during the 
premiership ofWang An-shih, the great Sung politician, the Chinese 
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armies were able to withstand and even temporarily to push back the 
Hsia invaders in the North-west. But a little later the old relation
ship was restored. Finally, when the Chin conquered and annexed 
the Kitan empire, and had occupied a part of Northern China, the 
Hsia, whose lands lay between the Kitans and the Chinese,. became 
separated from the latter. In the end they shared the common fate 
of all the States and empires of Eastern Asia-they were swallowed 
up by the Mongols. 

The third formidable enemy of the Sung empire were the Kitan's 
conquerors, the people of Chin. That conquest had been made, it is 
true, by the allied armies of Chin and Sung, but it was no holy 
alliance~ each power sought territorial aggrandisement for itself, and 
a rift very quickly formed between them. One of the five capitals 
of the Kitan empire was the city of Yen, now known as Peking, and 
which had originally formed part of the Sung territory. In the 
battles with the Kitans this city had fallen to the Chin troops, but 
at the conclusion of the war the Sung Emperor had required to 
have possession of it. Negotiations were somewhat acid. At last the 
city was returned to Sung, but at a very high price-an annual 
'gift' of two hundred thousand pieces of silk, two hundred thousand 
taels of silver, and a thousand million coins. This huge subsidy was 
supposed to represent the taxes which might be collected from the 
inhabitants of Peking, and which by right should have been paid 
to the Chin sovereign! 

Before long the forced bonds of friendship between Chin and Sung 
cracked. Chin armies were once more on the march, and. this 
time they laid siege to Pien (K'aifeng), the Sung capital city. 
The first siege, in the year I I 25, was withstood, and the enemy 
troops withdrew, but when the onslaught was renewed the following 
year, the city fell, and the Emperor himself and three thousand men, 
women, and children of the imperial household were carried off as 
prisoners to Chin. Few of them survived: cold, grief, starvation, or 
the hard labour imposed on them by their conquerors brought about 
their death. 

By this defeat the Northern Sung dynasty came to an end, but a 
prince of the imperial blood who had managed to evade captivity 
escaped to the South and established the Southern Sung dynasty. 
A great part of Northern China was in chaos, and thousands of the 
Chinese people banded together for guerrilla warfare. Theit dis
tinguishing mark was a band of red material round their heads, for 
which they were called the 'Red Turban Corps.' Their tactics had 
some effect for a time, but when the regular troops were unable to 
help them, they were rounded up and dispersed by the enemy. 
North China was in the hands of the Chin invader. 

The same year, not content with their first success, the Chin 
armies moved south, one column advancing from the East and 
another from the West. The Western divisions were checked some 
hundreds of miles from their objective; those from the East 
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f!UCceeded in capturing Nanking, but were trapped there for forty 
days by the Sung fleet. This seems to have intimidated them, for 
when they slipped through the defences at la:st, they returned to 
their own tern tory and ceased to molest the Chinese. 

At this stage Sung took up the offensive. An army under the loyal, 
brave, and much-worshipped general Yueh Fei advanced against 
Pi en .. He was about to lay siege to it when the whole campaign was 
foiled by the disloyalty of an evil politician-Ch'in Kuei. This 
traitor had been a prisoner of the Chin, but had been released, no 
doubt on condition that he would influence the Sung Emperor to 
make peace. As Yueh Fei was about to launch the attack on Pien, 
Ch'in Kuei, who was now prime minister, and who by every kind of 
guile had won the Emperor's confidence, commanded him to cease 
hostilities and to return to Court. In the course of one day he 
despatched a summons on twelve successive golden imperial 
tablets. Yueh Fei had no choice but to abandon the campaign 
and return. But instead of being treated as an honourable and 
victorious soldier, he was thrown into prison and there poisoned. 
An inglorious peace was made the same year with the Chin (r 141). 
The Sung Emperor through his stupidity and credulousness had 
killed the man who might have restored the dynasty to its former 
glory. Posterity judged Yueh Fei and Ch'in Kuei. At Hangchou, 
the beautiful capital of Southern Sung, stands the magnificent 
tomb of the loyal general. Kneeling abjectly before it are the images 
in iron of the treacherous prime minister and his wife. A poet of 
later years wrote an epigram upon it: 

How happy you are, blue mountains, 
To hold the bones of the loyal! 
But you, iron, what is your sin, , 
That you should form the image of a traitor? 

Anoth~r decade passed ~ithout hostilities, till a new Chin 
Emperor Liang determine<i on becoming master of all China. In 
1 I 53 he moved his Court from the extreme north of his domains to 
the ill-fated Pien in the south. He sent artists to Hangchou that 
they might show the great Sung city to him in pictures-the palaces 
which he intended to inhabit, and the beautiful lakes and hills 
which were to belong to him. In his arrogance, he even composed 
poems celebrating his future conquests. In I 161 he mustered an 
army of some six hundred thousand meri and proceeded_at its head, 
accompanied by the imperial harem. When he reached the north 
bank of the Yangtzu River, before attempting the fateful crossing, he 
had an altar built on which he offered up the sacrifice of a black 
horse to the god of waters. He himselfled the ceremonial procession, 
dressed in the golden armour of a conqueror. 

But his proud hopes were doomed. The Sung fleet, like the 
Greeks challenged· by Darius's armada, fought with the utniost 
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courage and fury. The enemy was defeated on the Yangtzu River, 
at the foot of Ts'ai-shih Chi-the 'Promontory of Rainbow Rocks,' 
just below Nanking. The vain Chin Emperor, in his rage at the 
failure, ordered the rest of his army to cross the river within three 
days: any man who failed would be put to death. Mutiny was the 
only result of this brutalfolly. The Emperor was seized and hanged 
by his own troops, who presently came to terms with Sung and 
retreated to their own land. 

This did not end the wars between the rival powers, but the 
battles which filled the later years of the twelfth century had no 
decisive result. The disputes between Chin and Sung were only 
resolved at the arrival of the Mongols, who like a hurricane swept 
away every force that withstood them. History repeated itself 
strangely. These Mongols, a mixed tribe of Tungus, Turks, and 
Hsiung-nu inhabiting the vast Central Asian country now known 
as Mongolia, were at first a subject tribe of the Chin, as formerly the 
Chin had been subject to the Kitans. As the Chin had been 
oppressed by the Kitans, so had the Mongols by the Chin, and like 
them revolted in defence of their honour and independence. In 
1206, the great Mongol ruler Jenghiz Khan, having subjected all the 
small countries to the north and south of the Gobi desert, was 
elected 'Grand Khan' of the whole Mongol empire by the local 
chieftains. Four years later he attacked Chin and was victorious in 
every battle, but died befor~ the complete conquest of Chin could be 
effected. In 1226, the city of Pien fell to yet another conqueror: it 
was taken by Jenghiz Khan's successor. The next year, assisted by 
the Sung troops, the Mongols took the last -great Chin city. The 
Emperor of Chin burnt himself to death amid the ruins and his huge 
empire perished. . 

The Mongols showed no gratitude to the Sung Emperor for his 
help, but very soon engaged him in battle. The Chinese armies, 
holding their own at first, could eventually do nothing against this 
tiger. Hangchou, the capital of Sung, fell in 1276, and though 
two Sung princes escaped and held the tatters of the empire 
together on the south coast for a time, after three years their tiny 
forces had been completely destroyed. The Mongols were masters 
of the largest empire the world had ever known. 

CHAPT~R XVII 

THE MONGOLIAN DYNASTY OF YUAN 

THE origin of the name 'Mongol' is still a matter of conjecture. 
Some modern European scholars have traced it to the Chinese word 
'meng,' meaning 'brave' or 'fierce,' which seems likely enough until 
we examine Chinese historical texts and find that none of the 
various 'meng' characters so used has this meaning; some scholars 
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say, however, that a Mongolian word 'mong,' meaning 'brave,' 
is the root of this name. All the Chinese characters 'meng,' we 
must conclude, appear to have been chosen to represent a certain 
sound, rather than sense. Chinese writers have a different and a 
very simple interpretation. Those tribesmen who had overthrown 
the empire of Northern Sung, and established their own kingdom 
in North China, called it the 'Empire of Chin,' meaning 'Golden. 
The Mongols, say these writers; took their present name, which in 
their own language has the meaning of 'Silver,' in t:mulation. 

J,:he.d.es.etts ;;lJ;l_d.p¥.tffi:~.Jan~ ,9tQs:utr~.A\;i<,t;,~c;:l~~H;ig.Jhat great 
tract n()w, Jmown as l\'lo~gql4., --~v:e-~en.':iP,;h<~hited~~qy::~uccessive 
trib~~~~W~t$Y~T.he Mongols were 
only one tribe in the long succession: Their first origins are hard to 
trace, but all Chinese sources agree in naming the 'Black Ta-tan'
a branch of Tartars-as their immediate ancestors. The Mongol 
legend tells of a grey wolf and a pale deer, both of heavenly birth, 
who journeyed together from a great distance-so~ versions say 
the Caspian Sea-to the source of the river Onon in Northern 
Mongolia. There they united and a son was born to them, from 
whom sprang the Mongol race. This legend has clearly elements in 
common with the wolf-origin tale of the Turks, and there are some 
records which claim a Turkish origin for the Ta-tans. It is very 
probable that the Mongols who conquered China and a great part 
of Asia in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries were mixed descend
ants of the Ta-tan and the Turks. 

From Chinese writers of the Sung period, ~e are able to form 
some picture of this great conquering people before their invasion of 
China. Their homes, it is said, 'were in black wagons or white 
tents. 'Ulpr~4J>.r....hY!l#.Ug,,J!E,<;!.v~E&~.m~J1~.r,g~;.-.,Il,l~y dressed in 
furs and hved ch1efly on meat ana m1lk. 1ney liad mnumerable 
wives. Until they subjugated some of the Moslem countries, they 
had no artisans: their annexation ofthe,Chin empire entitled them 
to claim perfection in many forms of art. ~~~W$~.flerce, 
a_E.r~~xrs.~. . 

t was to lead these sturdy, brutal, war-loving nomads that 

{;d~~tf~~':;~ri;~9~~t~·~~i;1~;~t~{T~~d(\~~~~t~.~:~ 
created. In the West it extended to the borders of Eastern Europe, 
and in the East to the Yellow Sea. Slaughter and destruction marked 
the path of the conqueror, but the natural barbarism of the Mongols 
was manifestly subdued by the refining influence of Chinese 
manners. Indeed, the descendant of Jenghiz Khan and first Mongol 
Emperor of China-Kublai Khan-was regarded as the model of a 
s~ge.a.nd.,ivJli.s.eq.tl!!.~~i~~;4W.:iP.i:skuhl.ii~s~reign~tl;ta,t;..China 
re~a~y-~e,.<:a,!,ll~""' fam.ou~~>~.}£~~ut;.QP.t':aqs,;,,itl~Cl.!l ... t~e~:.~i~e ,pf. Marco 

~~;~ri~t~ii~~~~~~£;~i~fr~;1L~1~~~~~~~;r!~~~~je~: 
Not only had the Mongol armies carried their conquests to the edge 
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of the Western world, thus breaking down the barriers that had 
formerly separated China from Europe, but venturesome travellers 
who reached the Court of the great Khan in Peking were so well 
entertained and so astonished at the splendours and the culture 
they found there, that China for a period became the very centre and 
focusing point of the known world. 

J enghiz Khan, the founder of this immense Asiatic empire, was 
no man of culture and fine language: he was a man with an un
bounded power-lust, to be set beside such conquerors as Attila the 
Hun. His father Yesukai had been taken prisoner by a neighbouring 
chieftain and sent in chains to the Emperor of Chin, then ruling in 
North China. The Emperor had him brutally put to death. He 
was nailed to a wooden ass and left to die in slow agony. Jenghiz, 
who now became Khan of all the Mongols in the year I 206, was 
determined to avenge his father. A strange and ominous cradle 
song, the a~or of which was unknown, began to pass from lip to 
lip of the Chiftl\nothers as they put their children to sleep: 

Ta-ta (Tartar) here, 
Ta-ta there, 
Our royal House will be left nowhere! 

A sense of doom was beginning to oppress the common people. 
The first blow was struck in 1213. Jenghiz Khan, at the head of 

three armies, overran the heart of the Chin empire. His savage 
troops poured through North China, from its western borders to 
the edge of the Pacific Ocean, until the Chin Emperor pleaded for 
peace, and offered the Khan two princesses, five hundred youths 
and maidens, and three thousand horses. · 

It was a patched-up truce, and only a few years later war again 
broke out between them. This time, Jenghiz was attacked in the 
rear by the Khan ofKhwarizm, an empire in Western Asia which 
lay south of the Sea of Aral. Still young, and lacking the confidence 
of an established leader, J enghiz was unwilling to face so formidable 
an enemy. He sent envoys immediately to the Khan of Khwarizm, 
begging him to cease hostilities, and offering the comfortable 
assurance-'Thou knowest that my country is a magazine of 
warriors, a mine of silver, and that I have no need of other lands.' 
His enemy, however, replied by beheading his envoy and sending 
the minor officials back in a humiliating manner without their 
beards! 

Such an insult could not be allowed to pass. Jenghiz now 
abandoned his legitimate punishment of the Chins, in. revenge for 
his father's murder, and began a conquering drive westwards, 
thereby making the Mongols notorious to the peoples of the West. 
In 12 I g, the invasion of Khwarizm began. Within a short time, 
Bukhara, the 'centre of science,' was sacked, and Jenghiz Khan, 
heated with victory, leapt on to an altar, proclaiming an Order of 
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the Day: 'The hay is cut; feed your horses!' His troops interpreted 
it as he had intended: all the great cities of that powerful empire
Bukhara, Merv, Nishapur, Herrat-were laid low beneath the 
victorious hoofs of the Mongol cavalry. The Mongols pressed on 
constantly, •to the borders of the Caspian 'Sea and beyond. At 
Kiev, north of the Black Sea, they halted, and fought a victorious 
engagement with the Russians. They ravaged Greater Bulgaria, 
and almost within reach of Constantinople they returned, and 
retired to Mongolia with their plundered treasures. ' Europe, 
after experiencing the ravages of the Huns in the eighth century, 
had felt once more the fury of the Mongols. She was presently 
to taste its culture when she sent her traders and travellers to 

. 'Cathay'-the name by which. China was long known to the West. 
In 1223; Jenghiz Khan turned east once more and, resumed his 

attacks on the obstinate Chins. He had' made himself master of all 
the territory north of the Yellow River when, in 12~7; 'the five 
planets appeared in a certain conjunction and gave a bad omen. • 
Returning from the battlefield, the Great Khan fell dead just in 
front of his travelling palace, probably hit by a stray arrow. 

The vast Mongolian conquests did not cease, however, with the 
Khan's death. His son Ol{otai, and his two feandsons Ku~ak and 
Mctnf};\.; who bedi.'i'i'ie su:Stessively Khans oi t? MoAgoMm enTj)ire, 
le t eir forces again into Western Asia and Europe. Under their 
leadership, the Mongol expansion covered Russia, Poland, and 
Hungary to the west, and the whole of Northern China to the east. 
Mangu Khan, the last of the three, d~ed in camp in 1259, while 
besieging a town of the Sung empire in Western China. He was 
s~·c!~t9Jl};,~j,,.~lJ.o has become a familiar figure 
to~ esterners, partly'tflrougti .• the writings of Marco Polo and partly 
through the ]D~RQ!?!...,.Q~~s;,!k~~Fent, 

In Xanadu did Kubla Khan 
A stately pleasure-dome decree, 

. Where Alph, the sacred river, ran 
Through caverns measureless to man 

~ Down to a sunless sea. . . . 

~ublai_v:.as the 'fi:st of ~he Mongol Emp~r~rs to .rule .in Chi!la 
1tsel'r.-Ite moved .h1s cap1tal from Mongoha to the Chmese c1ty 
named by him 'fu~t.t.~lliL"Y~..fi? Pekj.pg. 
A few years later he gave his empi.rei]Ie":'Cliinese .name %;':~,an,' 
~eani~~ ~Gre~!,:':;~g. it is by this ad~llai''tne Mongol 
aynasty lS"'l{nown Ill hlstory. By,cl"~79 • ..,~-l.t~d,..f2J!!:Plst~ti the 

Th!!S~i~L.?.1~9h,l?~~i,l}~~~~~~~JSws~!~~~.~~9R:iz.!~.~~P.-£h~~~rtRa. 
, •.• _s.oe~t.pngo .• ~m.pl;\~.,_e. ,.!,~~- , ~- ~t -~-:Qe~...QJ.J..ts.,!':.f:CPanswn . 

.1\..ublal's"rCign waS"'oneof'sp1&nooifr~i'{ast1..fces's.· His Court was 
the most brilliant in all Asia; his treasuries loaded with wealth from 
a conquered continent. But from his death the Mongol power 
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began gradually and surely to decline. Kublai had himself ·sown 
the seeds of decay, although they did not mature in his lifetime. 
According to Mongolian custom, each successive ruler should be 
elected at a general assembly of princes, leading members of the 
ruling family, and high officials. Kublai Khan, on becoming Em
peror of China, abolished the practice without consulting the privy 
council, and substituted the Chinese custom of hereditary succes
sion, the throne passing regularly from father to eldest son. This 
measure greatly discomfited the nobles, and especially the princes 
of high rank, who themselves had pretensions to the throne. Under 
the powerful Kublai they dared not revolt, but the reigns of his 
successors were almost all marked by palace intrigues and plots 
against the throne which gradually weakened the Emperors' 
authority. Even in Kublai's later years, in Mongolia, Persia, and 
Russia, then part of the great Mongol empire, independent Khans 
set up their own regimes and paid no allegiance to the Great Khan 
in Peking. H-owever ,·the oownfall,ef.the Mongol.rule in China was 
not ultimateLy brought.abo:u.t .by 'P.retend,ers,? but by a .revolt of the 
Chinese t.helllsel:ve&..ag.ainst . .the.,b.ar.shn~ .qf,their. foreign rulers. 

Under the administration of the last Mongol Emperor, Shun Ti 
'the Docile,' conditions went from bad to worse. Shun Ti himself was 
a superstitious, lustful, self-indulgent weakling, chiefly influenced 
by debased Lama monks, who instructed him in all sorts of magic 
practices and encouraged him in the lowest forms of immorality. 
Under their supervision, he had a room built, which he called ironic
ally 'the Room of Harmlessness,' and there practised unnatural 
crimes upon his mistresses. His maids-of-honour were taught to 
perform 'the Heavenly Devil's Dance' for his entertainment, the 
indecency of which may well be imagined. The Lama monks who 
promoted these evil practices, and who more than his ministers 
enjoyed the Emperor's confidence, were even said to have kept their 
own harems. 

With such a person on the throne, the true functions of govern
ment were entirely neglected, and the people's sufferings increased 
almost beyond endurance. Peasants already on the verge of starva
tion after years of famine ]._years during which no relief had been 
forthcoming from the administration-were expc:cted to hand over 
impossible taxes for the satisfaction of a licentious Court. A popular 
revolution broke out. The disturbances started in the Yangtzu 
River provinces, and spread like fire through the whole country. 
Chu Yuan-chang, leader of the roost powerful revolutionary group, 
was himself a farmer's son, and had known hunger and despair. 
Some of the P.arly uprisings were put down by the government, but 
as time went on they grew beyond the control of the officials. The 
farmer's son gradually combined the forces of all the revolutionary 
leaders under his sole command, and in a victorious march made 

1 Seven years of most intelllle famine occurred in China in the first half of 
the fourteenth century; in 1326, 1327, 1334, 1336, 1341, 1342, and 1346. 
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himself master of the Yangtzu valley. The Mongol Court, far 
away in the northern capital of Peking, seemed paralysed. The 
people were triumphant. In 1368, Chu Yuan-chang proclaimed 
himself Emperor of a new 'Chinese' dynasty-the Ming, or 'Bright
ness'-with his capital at Nanking. In the same year, his armies 
marched on Peking, capital of the dying Mongol empire. Shun Ti 
'the Docile' fled back to his home in the desert, whence had come 
the great conqueror Jenghiz Khan, and the Mongolian domination 
of Chilla disappeared for ever. 

The administration of the Mongol Emperors in China had not 
been a kind one. Their occupation of the country, especially in the 
early years, showed unmitigated cruelty. Although we have no 
special record of atrocities committed against the Chinese, we know 
they were treated as an inferior race, and that the Mongols to some 
extent followed a policy not only of exploitation, but even of 
extermination. Two interesting records have been preserved giving 
evidence of this. In one of them a Mongol minister suggested to 
Jenghiz Khan's successor, the first Mongol ruler of Northern China, 
that 'the Chinese are useless to our nation. Let them all be driven 
out, and the soil they tended be left free for our pastures.' The 
second contains a proposal by another minister that all the members 
and relatives of the five largest Chinese families should be seized and 
executed. This was intended as a safeguard against a· possible re
bellion of the Chinese, who would thus be deprived of their leading 
families. 

The Mongol rulers divided their subjects into four classes: to the 
first belonged their own people, the Mongols; to the second, the 
Se-mu or 'Westerners,' comprising the. Turks, Tufans (Tibetans), 
and other Central Asiatic people with whom the Mongols had a 
certain racial and cultural affinity. The third and fourth classes 
consisted of Chinese, the third comprising the Northerners, formerly 
of the Chin empire, and the fourth the Southerners of the Sung 
empire, who had offered the last and bitterest resistance to the 
Mongol armies, and were accordingly meted out the worst treatment 
of all. At first these detested 'Southerners' were forbidden to hold 
any government office, and when, eventually, they were allowed to 
enter for the official examinations, they were carefully segregated 
from the Mongols and Se-mu. If the Chinese-the Northerners and 
Southerners-passed the 'Advanced Scholar' examination, attaining 
the highest ran.~, their names would always :tppear on the 'left list,' 
while those of the Mongols and Se-mu would be placed on the more 
honourable 'right list,' irrespective of merit Finaiiy, when they 
were received into official employment, they were obliged to learn 
the Mongol language, and compelled also to pay at least lip-service 
to the Mongolian-sponsored Mohammedan religion. 

Here was only one of the many instances in which the Mongols 
and Se-mu received preferential treatment, and the Chinese were 
subjected to indignities and petty persecution. The most flagrant 
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breaches of justict: occurred in the law-courts. In cases of theft, the 
Chinese were tattooed-on the left arm for the first offence, on the 
right arm for the second, and on the neck for the third, so that their 
guilt should be apparent to every passer-by. This inhumanity was 
never inflicted on the Mongols, who would be let off with a nominal 
fine. Similarly, if any Chinese·was convicted of murder or man
slaughter, and the victim was a Mongol ~r Se-mu, the murderer 
would be put 'to death, and a handsome fine extorted from his 
family to defray the victim's funeral expenses. If, however, the 
positions were reversed, the Mongol accused would always plead 
that he killed the Chinese in the heat of a quarrel, or in a state of 
drunkenness; and would, at most, ' be fined and exiled to the 
frontier. 

Horses kept by the Chinese were liable to confiscation. By an 
imperial edict of 1337, they were forbidden to hold arms.· They 
were unable to hunt, since even a bow and arrow was prohibited. 
Mongol garrisons were stationed throughout the country to keep a 
stern watch on the conquered .. 

Most illuminating of all the Mongol innovations was their new 
classification of society. 'Under the former Chinese administrations, 
Confucian scholars had ranked second only to royalty, while 
merchants, traders, soldiers, and artisans were regarded with some 
contempt. Under the Mongols, however, the Confucianists, as 
storehouses of ancient Chinese learning and culture, were debased 
in the social scale to a place only a little above the beggars.1 

Merchants and tecP,nicians whose callings had been neglected for 
centuries now came into the sun of Court favour. Traders who 
brought luxurious merchandise to the Mongol Court were given 
travelling facilities from all parts of the country to Peking, being 
provided with splendid accommodation by the local governors 
in all the cities throJ.Igh which they passed. Overseas traders re
ceived subsidies from the government. ·A number of ports on the 
South-east China coast were opened to them, induding Shanghai 
and Canton, and so rapid was the growth of these cities under the 
flow of wealth that passed through them, that Marco Polo, dis
embarking at Ch 'uan-chou (Zaiton, or Kaitam), described it as one 
of the greatest sea-ports of the world in his time. Whenever a town 
was captured by the Mongols, any skilful workmen or technicians 
found there were spared and given both honourable treatment and 
fair employment. Many so-called Bureaux of Arts were opened,· in 
Peking and in provincial towns, where these artisans were employed 
in spinning, embroidery, dyeing, the manufac)ure of blankets and 
furs, the sculpturing of Buddhist statues, the carving of a~ber, jade 
and lacquer, and the distilling of fragrant oils. . · · 

To the Westerner of the modern world; who has grown accus-
1 The social classification is given as: 1, High Court ~fficials. 2, Subordinate 

or local offidals. 3, Lama monks. 4, Taoists. 5, Physicians. 6, Workers and 
artisans. 7, Hunters. 8, Professional people. g, Confucianists. 10, Beggars. 
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tomed to regard the accumulation of wealth as a netessary part of an 
advanced civilisation, and to look upon bankers and .business men 
with at least as much favour as government officials and politicians, 
the Mongol divisions of society may cause no great surprise. But 
to the Chine,se of the thirteenth century it was somewhat contrary 
to their noblest traditions. To them, a scholar who knew the Con
fucian Classics by heart, and who lived according to their precepts, 
was more valuable and more respected than the ablest general, the 
wealthiest merchant, or the trader loaded with the most splendid 
silks and gems. The Chinese ideal of life is one that is lived simply, 
without ostentation. Much wealth is felt to be vulgar; much busy
ing with worldly affairs a waste of the life force. It may well be 
that the Mongols' gaudy and comfortable way of living, and their 
disrespect for learning, prevented the Chinese intellectuals from 
ever conforming completely with their conquerors. 

The Mongols were by nature and inclination fighters rather than 
administrators. For this reason; some Europeans as well as many 
Se-mus were given high governmental posts by the Mongol rulers. 
Among these favoured foreigners was the famous Italian traveller 
Marco Polo, whose 'Travels,' it is said, first inspired Europeans with 
the fascination of the East, and at least helped to incite those sea 
adventures of later years which made European history. Marco 
Polo's career has long ago captured the Western imagination; his 
book of travels has been translated into almost every European 
tongue, and his nawe is familiar to every Western reader. Never
theless, it may be worth recording here a brief outline of his journeys 
in the Far East. In the thirteenth century, Venice was one of the 
great trade centres of the Western world, and Venetian merchants 
were renowned throughout Europe. Two of them, Maffeo and 
Nicolo Polo, arrived in Constantinople about the year I 255, with 
many cases of jewels which they offered for sale at one of those 
oriental bazaars for which the city was famous. Having struck 
some good bargains, they proceeded into the adjoining Mongol 
territory to make further sales. In that land they were invited by 
an envoy of Kublai Khan to accompany him to Peking, for the 
Khan loved to collect such jewels as they were offering. 

Now that the whole interior of Asia had been knit into one vast 
empire, it was comparatively easy for Europeans to travel east
ward. Accommodation. on the road v:as everyvvhcrc provided, and 
the degree of safety for travellers had never been exceeded before. 
All this consideration was due to the Mongols' desire to encourage 
trade within their vast dominions. The two Venetian merchants, 
therefore, did not hesitate to accompany their Mongol host, and 
within a reasonable period of time they reached the splendid 
oriental Court of Kublai Khan. Mter being well entertained, they 
returned to Europe with a message from the Khan to the Pope of 
Rome, head of the Western world as Kublai was head of the East .. 

PQpe Gregory X desired to send a reply to the Eastern sovereign, 
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and there being no other means of communication between Rome· 
and Peking, Nicolo was obliged to make the second journey to 
China. This time he took with him, not only his brother Maffeo, but 
his son Marco, then a youth of seventeen. They were honourably 
received at the Mongol"Court, and Marco, who was evidently a lad 
of unusual intelligence and ability, gained particular favour with the 
Khan. He was despatched on many missions to various parts of the 
empire, to examine the topography, and make reports. Eventually 
he was appointed Governor of Yangchou, a town of considerable 
economic importance. During their seventeen years in China, the 
Polos, father and son, rendered outstanding service to the Mongol 
government. In particular, they suggested various modern improve
ments for the army, such as the use of cannon and catapults, and 
supervised their construction. The employment of these modern 
weapons was said to be chiefly instrumental in the Khan's resound
ing victory over the Chinese garrisons at Hsiangyang in 1273; an 
event which brought about the collapse of the last Chinese centres 
of resistance. . · 

But although they enjoyed the most luxurious hospitality in that 
distant country, they longed to revisit their Venetian home. The 
Khan responded to their plea, and sent them westward as escorts 
:(or a Mongol princess who had been betrothed to a Persian prince. 
Mter a sea voyage that lasted eighteen months, the two Venetians 
and the Mongol lady reached the Persian Gulf. The ship put into 
port and the princess disembarked; the Polos continued towards 
Italy by way of Constantinople, arriving in Venice in 1295. The 
adventurers were a source of amazement and admiration to 
their friends and acquaintances, who constantly demanded to hear 
their story. When Marco insisted that the Khan's revenue was 
estimated as l;>etween ten and fifteen million gold ducats, and that he 
governed 'millions of souls,' they laughed· at his fantastic figures 
and nicknamed him 'the Millioni.' Marco now became involved 
in the conflicts of his homeland: only a year after his return to 
Venice, he was taken prisoner in a battle between the Venetians and 
the Genoese. It was during the captivity which followed that he 
related the facts of his Eastern adventures to the well-known 
Medireval writer Rusticien de Pisa, who compiled them into the 
now famous book, 'The Travels of Marco Polo.' 

Tlre.Ch.m~.§~~.9ls.b!~,;!~R911Jb,y.,..~~ll .. c!Y.:P.~~~¥~l>JT'-~p,Q..;ro;~~g~'"'a.~.an 
l'J.~ltYJY~~~,§,.9l!~~':r.~~~{ill!~:..":,~lg<}¥~ty.,gl1ring 
which the old Chinese manners and thought, especially as repre
sented by Confucianism, were either despised or suppressed. There 
was, however, one branch of the arts which sprang up and flowered 
.as never before. This was the Drama .. Singing, acting, aancing, the 
art of elaborate make-up, and the performance on a stage of his
torical or romantic stories, liad.long been practised independently 
in China: it was in the Yuan dynasty that they were all brought 
together for the first time and harmonis~d in a highly artistic unity. 
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Chinese drama of. all the later centuries was based upon this sur
prising development of the Yuan period. 

The first actors in China, as in Europe, were jesters, employed by 
princes or the imperial Court to entertain the Great in their leisure 
time. Like the Fools of Shakespeare's plays, the Chinese jesters often 
showed themselves wiser than their royal owners, and tpere are 
many stories of tyrannical Emperors receiving a well-deserved and 
subtle scolding through their humorous allegories. One of these 
stories tells of an Emperor entertaining a certain provincial governor~ 
notorious for his exploitation of the peasants' lands. Two Court 
jesters. were called in to amuse the guest. One of them pretended to 
be a governor on visit to an Emperor, while the second accom
panied him, rigged out in the guise of the 'local god of the soil.' 
The Emperor asked the meaning of the god's appearance. The 
reply came that the governor had extracted and carried away 
everything the soil could produce, and that the god had come in 
person to accompany his possessions! The discomfiture of the 
rascally governor in the presence of his Emperor can well be 
imagined. This early form of acting was practised from a pre
Confucian time, and was maintained right up to the Sung dynasty, 
just before the Mongol invasion. 

The drama which came to be characteristic of the Cliinese stage, 
and which was initiated by the dramatists of the Mongol dyn
asty, combined singing with acting; and to find a precedent in 
China for singing as a form of public amusement, one may look 
to the ancient custom of singing odes and poems from the 
Confucian 'Book of Poetry.' These were performed at Court by the 
imperial musicians on the occasion of diplomatic feasts, suitable 
poems being selected which might appear to extol the honoured 
guest. From the Han dynasty onwards, music formed an important 
part in Court·life. A 'Music Prefecture'-an Academy of Music 
under royal patronage-was established. In the T'ang period, the 
great age of the arts, poets sometimes composed the words for 
songs, which the imperial mqsicians set to music, although they 
wrote them more often at the request of the 'sing-song girls.' In the 
following dynasty, the Sung, these popular entertainers developed a 
new and more complex form of art-a combination of singing and 
dancing. The musical dances fell into various conventional forms, 
such as 'Swirling and Stamping,' 'the Dagger Dance,' and 'the 
Great Songs.' Both song and dance expressed some story, and 
although the dancers were not dressed in elaborate costume, they 
carried symbols like daggers and flags. Clearly these dancing and 
singing entertainers were forerunners of the actors and actresses 
proper. Chinese drama, starting from Yuan times, differs from 
Western drama not only in its use of singing by all the main charac
ters, but also in its conventional rhythmic movements, very much 
akin to dancing. · 

. In their early attempts at native drama, the Chinese used neither 
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stage settings nor make-up, and through ~11 the later history of 
drama, up to the present day, the stage settings are of the simple.st~ 
a table and some chairs and a few silk hangings. The stage illusion 
is created by symbolic actions: the movement of opening and shut
ting doors takes the place of a stage door, while other movements 
on the part of the actors denote a journey, a ride on horseback, a 
battle, and so on. But the make-up of later-day actors is quite 
alarming: masks of inhuman appearance and gaudy robes of great 
volume and splendour, huge head-dresses of feathers and flags 
combine to make the Chinese theatre a dazzling and an extravagant 
spectacle. Curiously enough, this custom originated in real life. In 
the 'Six Dynasties' period, when there were constant civil wars in 
China, a certain Northern Ch'i prince, courageous in act, but of 
somewhat effeminate appearance, conceived the idea of intimidat
ing his enemy on the battlefield by wearing a ferocious mask! This 
story was retold on the stage, .and the prince was represented by an 
actor in a repulsive mask, wearing a purple robe and carrying a 
golden whip. This was one of the first Chinese plays in which an 
actor used make-up, and the particular style he adopted formed a 
precedent for the actors of later periods. 

The Yuan writers employed all these dramatic elements: dia
logue, singing, dancing, and make"-up. They used stories from 
ancient history and' from contemporary events. They represented 
striking events in the lives ofheroes and heroines known and beloved 
by the Chinese people. They established certain dramatic rules and 
conventions; there should be, for instance, only four acts to each play, 
and in each act only one character, and a leading character, could 
sing in -rhymed verses-the rest of the caste must speak in more 
prosaic language. This Yuan type of play came to be known as the 
'Northern Drama' to distinguish it from the 'Southern Drama' 
which was evolved by Chinese writers in the Ming period, and which 
followed rather different and 'freer dramatic conventions. A good 
example of the Northern Drama is seen in the immortal play, ' The 
Romance of the Western Chamber, 'which S. I. Hsung has admir~bly 
translated into English. . 

The Mongol rule in China, though comparatively sh'ort-lived, 
and only glorious in material ways, imprinted some few permanent 
traits upon Chinese civilisation. Whenever fresh and 'barbaric' 
blood flowed into Chinese veins, it stimulated new life, especially 
in the fields of art and thought. We already saw this in the' 'Six 
Dynasties,' and to some extent jn theT'ang period; now, under the 
Yuan Emperors, certain developments stand to the credit of Jenghiz 
Khan's countrymen. Vernacular literature,· so long despised by 
Chinese men' of letters; began to command attention. Novels and 
plays written in unaffected language now began to appear, fore
runners of the great p~ays and novels of the Ming period. 

In painting too, significant changes in subject-matter, treatment, 
and feeling were introduced. The graceful movement and calm 
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spirituality of the Sung pictures gave place to a bold rhythm and 
stropg, fresh strokes. Peaceful landscapes were less popular, while 
scenes of riding, hunting, and hawking, sports so much beloved by 
the nomads, were frequently represented. Strong and swift move
ment appeared in Chinese painting. The Chinese arts had, in fact, 
been spurred forward into new paths. 

CHAPTER XVIII 

(( 
i ., 

.J Y f)' - Jv L:L.t_}HE 1\JING ~~NASTY 

THE Mongol dtnasty of Yuan had shown an inpouring of power 
·\" from the North, and had been a period of immense territorial 
\. expansion. ~ Chi_ges_~ Minz. gypgsty whichsuc.£_e~<iedl!_znarked 

a swing-over to theSou~h for t~e revolutionarx~bands tha~ e:::t;_ntu
aQy pr~ed ~!rong_~poug~ !9 dnve out the fore_Igp.ers ~ttongmatea 
from the Ya~tzu-Rlv~r vaJ!eL ancl t!t_e ca~1taT ~ftl!e fil]lt two rlllers 
ofiTle. Mmga~Gty was set u~ il_fNankmg. ~ tlie MongOis-re
treated over the-- reatWall an returned to tneiroriginal home in 
the steppes of Northern and Central Asia, the old barriers between 
China and the West fell again. T}le 'Middle Kingdom' was once 
more hemmed in bwostile tribes and ccrlieneo tolight m defence 
oiTts frowntiers-.the all in the ~ortn al!~ t ieliigli-border mounj;ains 
to the est. 
• The rey()lt of" the Chinese agains_! th:eir M~!!ES>l rulers ha£! been a 
tru1y natwnal mqy~ment,. .alreaay seetliins. 1rilh~ early l?artm the 

,... rourteenth Ce!ltlJry. 'fhe first leader or rmportance was the ~<j.g of a 
I ·fe~i@s sect knqwn ~ a.s til~ 'Whit~ k>tus.' LiK-e so many secret 

religious societies in China, the White Lotus men were in fact 
political conspirators sheltering under the cloak of religion. The 
leader of this group proclaimed that Buddha himself would descend 
to the world in human form, for the deliverance of the oppressed, 
and that the present social and ·political order was about to fall in 
ruins. To increase his authority, his men declared him a descendant 
in the eighth generation of one of the Sung Emperors. He gained 
a great following among the distressed and dissatisfied, and it soon 
became apparent that he would readily change his role of prophet 
for that of temporal ruler. In a ceremony of dedication, his parti
sans first sacrificed a white horse and a black ox to please the god, 
and afterwards swore loyalty to th~ir leader and proclaimed their 
desire to set him on the throne of China i Before this ambition couid 
be achieved, however, he was captured and executed by Mongol 
officers. His son succeeded to the leadership of the party. Estab
lishing a so-called capital in the lower Yangtzu valley, he entitled 
himself 'the Little Bright King,' and called his reigning era, 
beginning with the year 1355, 'the Period of the Dragon and the 
Phrenix. 
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The Little Bright King was able to mobilise quite a formidable 
force, known as the 'Red Army' from the red turbans worn by its 
members. In repeated sallies these soldiers devastated a large part 
of the northern provinces, as far north as the borders of moden:i 
Manchuria, and had it not been for the jealous quarrels of his 
lieutenants, the Little Bright King might have succeeded in over
throwing the Mongol Emperor. But without unity in the military 
command, the counter-attacks of the Mongols gradually whittled 
away the huge forces collected by his father. The Little Bright 
King's empire dissolved before it had properly taken shape. . 

The disquiet, however, which the rebel leader's activities had 
aroused spread far and wide, and having once conceived the idea 
of throwing out the Mongol tyrants, and crowning a ruler of their 
own race and ancestry, the people sought everywhere to set up 
revolutionary commanders. All through the Yangtzu River valley 
such men sprang forward, ready to organise the local rebels into 
armed bands, and to offer resistance. to the government. troops. 
Among·them was one Chu Yuan-chang who later became founder. 
of the Ming dynasty and one of the Chinese national heroes. The 
romantic story of·this farmer's son; who by his bravery and intelli
gence became· Emperor of all China, is as well known to Chinese 
children as the tale of Dick Whittington to English boys and girls, 
and his figure is surrounded by many a fanciful legend. It is told, 
for instance, that as a young herdsboy, working for a rich farmer, 
he killed and ate with his friends one of the oxen under his care. 
He then planted its tail behind a rock, and assured the farmer that 
his ox had dived into the earth! The furious farmer, certain that the 
boy was playing a trick on him, tried to pull the tail out of the 
ground, but, so runs ·the legend, the deity did so good a service for 
the future sovereign, that he held the ox tail fast in the ground; and 
even imitated the animal's angry groan at having its tail pulled! 
The story, probably a late invention, is doubtlessly intended to show 
the daring and resource of Chu Yuan-chang, and also to convince 
simple listeners of his being helped by an invisible 'power and 
appointed by Heaven fo·r his great destiny. 

His parents and three brothers died when he· was still young, and 
since he. was no more than a peasant boy, without the means now 
of keeping himself alive, he became a monk, and subsequently a 
mendicant friar. When the uprising sponsored by the Little Bright 
King reached his district, his naturally active and ambitious spirit 
led him to join the rebels, and in their company he first began• to 
feel the attraction of personal power. Clearly born for leadership, 
he soon rose from the ranks, and after a series of promotions, was 
made the rebel king's second-in-command. When the king's 
power waned, and he seemed in danger of imprisonment by the 
Mongols, he I}aturally fled for protection to Chu Yuan-chang. But 
he never reached Chu's headquarters: on the journey he was 
accidentally drowned. Chu could now command so great a follow-
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ing that he stepped into the dead leader's place, adopting the title 
'King ofWu'-the district which contained most of his supporters. 

As 'King of Wu' he found himself not without rivals, the most 
·powerful of whom was the fisherman's son Ch'en Yu-liang, who by 
reason of his early acquaintance with boats had now built and 
manned a·sufficiently formidable fleet .of heavy junks. Chu Yuan
chang had only small swift barges with which to meet his enemy, 
but in a three-day battle on the great lake of P'o-yang, south of the 
Yangtzu, he outmanreuvred and finally set fire to the imposing 
fleet. The leader himself was killed by a stray arrow as he was 
issuing an order·on board. 

As he was thus destroying his rivals one after another, the future 
Emperor also sent part of his army northwards 'to deliver the suffer
ing people from the fire that would burn and the waters that 
would drown them'-a euphemistic expression for the perse
cution of a tyrannical government. His forces met with very little 
resistai\Ce : the people had no confidence in their Emperor, the 
dissolute weakling Sun Ti; and the leaders, both military and civil, 
felt that their end was approaching. In xg68, the Mongol capital of 
Peking was taken, and the Emperor escaped in the darkness back 
to his Mongolian home. The foreign rule in China collapsed com
pletely. Some remnants of the Mongols still remained on the north
western borders, and despite the new Emperor's desire to treat them 
courteously, and live at peace with them, insisted on offering 
battle year after year; while the exiled Sun Ti still regarded himself 
as the legitimate ruler of China. Not till some forty years after Chu 
Yuan-chang had proclaimed himself Emperor of China and first 
Emperor of the Ming dynasty, did the last Mongol general's resist
ance break against the advancing Ming troops, and the Mongol 
Emperors withdrew their claim to the imperial crown, resuming 
their old title of Khan. 

The ChhH;se pe9.p le held gr .. eat expectations.ofthe ne:w .'.Chinese' 
dynasty. They had...RP~<:d.t.o •. §J.!RPP.qjt,JAJbeir longing to sweep 
away the h~ted domination of foreigners, who had no under
standing of their culture and who made their lives miserable with 
every kind of petty tyranny and extortion. Chu Yuan-chang, the 
bold and talented revolutionary leader, now Emperor T'ai Tsu, 
founder of an absolute monarchy, proved an uncompromising and 
powerful ruler. With strongly enforced enactments, he restored 
order in a turbulent empire: ministers who opposed his policy or 
who showed an overreaching ambition were summarily executed. 
Like so many dynasty founders, T'ai Tsu abolished the current 
political system and substituted a form of feudalism, intending 
thereby to strengthen the . throne. Members of the royal family 
were nominated to govern the richest and most strategic towns, and 
were allowed to appoint their own officials, build palaces for them
selves, and assemble armies. They lived, in fact, like the rich barons 
of feudal times in Europe. Inevitably their ambitions grew, and 
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instead of safeguarding, the throne,. offered the chief menace 
to it. 

On the death of the first Emperor, a grandson Hui Ti,,still only a 
young man, succeeded to the throne. His uncle, the Prince of 
Peking, commanded by now the strongest army in the Empire, and 
was clearly casting envious eyes upon the throne. The Emperor's 

• counsellors at Court-which at that time was still in Nanking
strongly advised him to check the power of the pririces, and the 
Prince of P.eking, hearing of this, forthwith raised his standard 
and began to march southwards at the head of his vast army. He 
declared he was acting as a loyal servant of the Emperor, and that 
he merely intended to make war upon those plotting Court ministers 
who were bent on disturbing the peace of the .realm. He called his 
campaign the War of 'Ching-lan'-the 'War for Pacifying the 
Troubles.' . . 

The conflict lasted four long years, and endeq with the collapse 
of the Nanking troops. Emperor Hui Ti ordered his gorgeous palace 
to be set on fire, and some say that he himself perished· in the 
flames, before enemy forces entered the capital. Other stories tell 
that he escaped' through a tunnel and wandered off into the deep 
mountains of South-west China, where he ended his days as a 
Buddhist recluse. Whatever his fate, Hui Ti disappeared from his
tQr;Y and the knowledge of men, while his uncle, the Prince of 
Peking, usurped the thro.ne, becoming Ch'eng Tsu, third Emperor 
ofthe Ming dynasty. He •. remove~l..tb«..~P.i.W"tq._J!~l,lg,.,.~ere it 

· n;mained .. until. the,second..revolution~of.c.l926 ... , 
~ The"glt>'tn;-s-'i>r·pei<lng-Ilacf"~i~e·~<:ir"'bee~ ·r~reshadowe~ in -the 

Yuan dynasty, but it was from the time ofCh'eng Tsu that it steadily 
developed as the centre and epitome of Chinese civilisation. If the _ 
reader has seen illustrations of the gigantic buildings which have 
survived from the early Ming period-the walls and palaces of 
Peking, especially the Purple Forbidden City-a palace so vast that 
it is almost a city in itself-the tombs of the Ming Emperors, which 
stretch across whole valleys, and the Great Wall, the present re
mains of which date mainly from the time of Ch'eng Tsu, he will 
have some impression of the huge conceptions and lqve of splendour 
entertained by the'third Ming Emperor. 

K;?. • T~.l:! .. ,removahof,,the1~f!.P..~J:k_l.t.~,f .. ~.lci.~g. ~~-.d a. J~~ . .a.~rea ... t .. ~m .. · .. s.Jgr:}cal 
/\.~~~~cance. It~J~.~-~w~Ja.agaml!.t.~~M!l.P..,:fro..m .. North 

ar; "-~-?..!~! th~,threat of co~c;lr},!,~s!.,.';YJ;~~lz.~~l~.Pi~g .. tg.,.£s~(_;!opfrom 
tnese two a1recb611F.fi0iif'1'1ie st11l una1spersed Mongols and also 
the Manchus in the North, and from thejapaaese in ~he North-east. 
Under Ch'eng Tsu's direction, and with the help of the newly 
repaired and extended Great Wall, the assaults of Mongol tribesmen 
were' effectively·driven off, while attacks by Japanese troops upon 
the North-east in a later time were also repelled by the Chinese. • 
In the South the Emperor's armies advanced into the interior of 
Annam, now Indo-China, and all this time the famous sea ex-

' 
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peditions of his envoy Cheng Ho 1 were spteading the glory of China 
throughout the Pacific Islands and the neighbouring lands. 

But despite the strong, constructive personality of Ch'eng Tsu; 
despite the feats of his armies and envoys, Ming politics remained 
and continued corrupt as the dynasty advanced. This was due to the 
unfortunate power of the eunuchs, whose evil' influence upon the 
administration is one of the features of the period. Court eunuchs 
have always played an unlucky part in Chinese politics, at least 
since the Han dynasty, although one Emperor after.a.nother had 
tried to keep their influence within bounds. The founder of the 
Ming dynasty was one of those who imposed restrictions on them. 
He limited their rank, power, and salary, and he caused to be hung 
from the palace gates iron tablets on which were engraved the 
prohibition for eunuchs to interfere with politics upon pain of 
death. When the Prince of Peking's rebellion was raised, eunuchs 
from the Nanking Court who had suffered under those restrictions 
escaped from the capital, taking with them valuable military secrets. 
These they handed over to the Peking military leaders. 

When the Prince became Emperor, he rewarded the eunuchs by 
restoring to them all the power they had enjoyed in former dynasties, 
believing them to be loyal. The fifth Emperor even allowed them to 
be educated, though they had never before been permitted to read. 
Eminent scholars were instructed to teach them in the 'Inner 
Study' of the palace, the sanctum of the Court scholars and poets. 
The more they learned, the more overbearing and dangerous they 
became. , 

One of the most notorious was Wang Chen, a eunuch in the 
Court of the sixth Ming Emperor. He had been a companion to the 
Emperor in his boyhood, and continued to influence him all through 
his reign more than any of his ministers. The Emperor addressed 
him by the respectful name of'Master' (teacher), while the nobles 
were obliged to speak to him as 'Venerable Father.' He was 
ambitious without prudence, and his rash exploits eventually cost 
him his life, and caused the Emperor to be captured by an invading 
horde of Mongols. 

The quarrel between these Mongols and the Chinese began from 
rather ludicrous circumstances. The former had the custom of 
sending envoys annually to the Ming Court, at first probably on 
diplomatic missions, but later merely to enjoy the famous imperial 
hospitality. The delegation gradually grew in number until it 
totalled as many as three thousand men! Moreover, when the 
delegates reported their arrival to the Ministry of Rites, which was 
responsible for their entertainment, they usually doubled their 
number, so that each might be doubly feasted. When the Ministry 
discovered the truth, it made preparations for the actual number of 
guests, and this so discomfited and angered the Mongols that they 
withdrew and sent instead, in 1448,· an invading army. 

1 See following chapter •. 
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The Ming troops were unprepared for so formidable an engage-
ment, but disregarding the advice of all the Emperor's ministers, ' 
Wang Chen urged his unfortunate sovereign to lead a force against 
the aggressors. The army, hurriedly mobilised and badly equipped, 
was constantly thrown into even greater confusion Qn its northward 
march by false rumours originating from no one knew where. When 
at length the real strength of th.e Mongols became known to him, 
even Wang Chen quailed, and persuaded the Emperor to turn back. 
In their disordered retreat, however, the Ming soldiers were over
taken. The source of their water supply was cut by the enemy, so 
that although they dug twenty feet into the ground, not the smallest 
trickle rewarded them. The army was by now utterly demoralised, 
and when the Mongol hordes charged down upon them, they were 
hardly able to put up any resistance. About a hundred thousand 
died, or were wounded; Wang Chen was killed and the Emperor 
carried off by the victorious enemy. Such was the disaster that 
overtook the Chinese throne when eunuchs were allowed to meddle 
in politics. Unfortunately, Wang Chen was neither the first nor the 
last of these dangerous mischief-makers: a long succession of them 
fills the pages ofMing history. There were some who climbed into 
royal favour by pP-ndering to an Emperor's love of hounds, horses, 
and hawks; of music and ·dancing and wrestling; of racing and 
hunting; of plays. There were eunuchs who entirely swayed the 
foreign policy of the country, and always with an eye to their own 
glory rather than the benefit of China. There were others who, with • 
a privately organised secret police, spent their venom in hunting 
down political rivals and bringing about from time to time a 
hideous reign of terror in. the capital. 

An interesting reaction to this corrupt form of government 
developed among the intellectuals. A school of political critics was 
formed, called the 'Tung Lin,' or 'Eastern Forest,' to which flocked 
all those scholars and intellectuals who were dissatisfied with the 
government. It was founded by a well-reputed Confucianist, 
formerly a high official at Court who had retired in disgust from 
political life. At many periods of corruption in the past, it had been 
the habit of Chinese scholars to betake themselves to the mountains 
and streams, there to indulge in abstract thought, literature, 
philosophy, and art. The neo-Confucianists of the preceding Sung 
dynasty had followed this practice, and many of them had boldly 
criticised the current administration, regardless of. personal danger 
and with the sole aim of reaching social and political truths. It was 
in their steps that the 'Tung Lin' men '"'ere treading, and , .. ,:ith even 
greater temerity. 'The man of culture,' declared their founder, 
'will condemn him who ... cares nothing for the interests of society 
while he lives the life of a hermit by streams and woods.' 

As time went on, courtiers and scholars joined the 'Tung Lin' 
in such numbers that it formed a real danger to the administration. 
In courag~ous and outspoken writings, its members defied dictatorial 
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power, and even invited martyrdom. The school came at last to bt; • 
recognised as the organised opposition of the intelligentsia to the 
uneducated eunuchs and corrupfstatesmen. Towards the end of the 
dynasty, the inevitable conflict broke out between the Court, headed 
by a particularly notorious eunuch Wei Chung-hsien, and the 'Tung 
Lin' group. The Court sycophants listed the names of their critics 
as 'traitors,' and circulated them in the towns and villages. In 
various parts of the country the eunuch's supporters began to set 
up temples and to worship his image in them. These· shameless 
flatterers eyen hailed Wei as a second Confucius, and praised his 
persecution of the scholars. · 

The uneven conflict grew more viqlent and envenomed as the 
years passed. Famous scholars were 'rounded up and arrested by 
Wei's secret police. Eventually !he 'Tung Lin' headquarters, built 
on the site of an ancient' college, were razed to the ground, and 
the group was so disintegrated that it could no longer offer any 
serious resistance .. The government was left to perish in its own folly. 

The closing years of the Ming dynasty wer~ marked, not only by 
the growing power of unstatesmanlike eunuchs, and their perse
cution of intellectual critics, but also by threats of invasion from two 
sides. Inner corruption and assaults from without were combining 
to overthrow an already effete government. The two sources of 
attack were the Japanese under their madly ambitious ·prime 
minister Hideyoshi, and the newly grown Manchus in the North. 
Hideyoshi's forces had begun to nibble at Korea, which strategic
ally offered a serious threat to the capitru of Peking. His expeditions 
in this direction were unfruitful in the main, but the campaigns 
proved all too costly for the impoverished Ming tr~asury. The 
Manchu threat w.as a graver one, for no hazardous sea journey 
separated their forces from China: only the Wall and the Ming 
border garrisons. 

The last Emperor, I Tsung, inherited a half-sqa~tered empire. 
War expenditures had laid an unendurable burden upon the people, 
and a succession of famine years drove thousands of them to become 
bandits, roaming and plundering wherever they expected to find 
booty. They started a terrible revolt in the North-west, and there 
was hardly a province in the empire which did not suffer devasta
tion. In 1643, a bandit force occupied Peking, and the Emperor 
who, though not lacking in many amiable qualities, had been too 
weak to stem the advance, committed suicide. In the confusion and 
looting that followed, the Manchu forces broke through the border, 
and with their better equipped and organised armies soon over
powered the irregular bandit troops and captured Peking. The 
Manchu· leader then mounted the throne of China, and in I 644 
the new Ch'ing dynasty begari-a dynasty of fresh expansions and 
conquests, though one which, like its predecessor, also perished at 
last through folly and incompetence. . 

The three hundred years o(Ming rule, from 1368 till 1644, can 
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hardly rank among the most progressive eras of Chinese history. 
The greatest pages had already been written by the end of the Sung 
dynasty, and not till the strong wirids of revolution swept her in the 
.twentieth century did China show promise of returning to her former 
glory. Some few of the Ming rulers had been men of remarkable 
character and administrative talent, but with the exception of 
Ch'eng Tsu, no one could compare with the giants of the past. Court 
life was rich and brilliant, but its splendour was tempered with 
licentiousness, and at some periods with a high degree of political 
corruption. There was a worm in the bud! 

Ming culture is by no means to be underestimated, though here 
again its most important achievements were made on the some
what lower slopes of Parnassus. Ceramics and cloisonne, embroid
ery and tapestry, architecture and carving-forms of art which the 
Chinese themselves have never rated highly, although they are 
widely praised by Western connoisseurs, are the outstanding pro
ducts of the time. The exquisite Ku embroideries, so fine that they 
are also called 'paint~d embroideries'; the 'Ching-tai blue' enamel 
vessels so beloved of Western collectors; the Temple of Heaven at 
Peking, built of pure white marble and liuli; carving in jade, 
rhinoceros horn, gold, silver, agate, and bronze-all· evince an 
elegance, refinement, and delicacy of craftsmanship. Painting, 
although it could boast several important figures such as Tung 
Ch'i-ch'ang, lacked the creative power of former periods: it was 
graceful without strength, and pleasing without intensity. In the 
field of letters, novels and plays came into their own. Both forms 
traced their origin from the Yuan dynasty and even earlier, but it 
was in Ming times that the novel was fully developed in such 
memorable examples as 'San Kuo' and 'Hsi Tu Chi,' many of which 
have been translated into European languages. The Ming drama
tists evolved a new type of play, known as the 'Southern Drama' 
to distinguish it from the Northern Drama' of Yuan, having its 
own rules, and in some districts its own characteristic melodies' 
known as the 'K'un tunes.' 1 These musical settings are still much 
appreciated by the Chinese of the present day, although the classical 
drama of more recent times uses the 'Ching tunes' which are asso
ciated with the plays of Peking. But novels and plays, written as 
they are in colloquial language, were hardly recognised as literature 
by the Chinese until the twentieth century, while poetry and belles
!ettres, forms which they have always regarded as the finest flower 
of imaginative thought, were in the Ming dynasty as decadent as 
painting, and in very similar ways. It seemed that, on the whole, 
while refinement still predominated, power was ebbing from the 
Chinese creative mind. 

But although the Ming was not in itself a progressive era, it 
contained the germs of future history, both fortunate and unhappy. 

1 Named from the town K'un-shan, near Shanghai, whence these tunes had 
originated. 
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In this sense it can be called a turning point in the development of 
Chinese civilisation. 

To this period belong the great sea expeditions, sponsored by the 
Emperor Ch'eng Tsu and undertaken on the most imposing scale. 
Some few Chinese adventurers, and especially enterprising :Buddhist 
monks, had already ventured on the seas, but it was not until Ming 
times that China began to make her name more widely known to 
peoples of the Asiatic coasts, by grandiose and daring voyages on 
a scale never equalled before or since. From then dates the pre
ponderant influence of China in the South Seas, whose lands are 
still largely colonised by Chinese men and women. 

In earlier dynasties, contact had been made with Western Asia 
and even Eastern Europe for purposes of trade and profit, including 
the travels of the Polos in the thirteenth century. During the Ming 
dynasty an entirely new type of contact was effected: Christian 
missionaries from Europe arrived in China, bringing with them 
news of Western sciences. In their wak;e followed the foreign 
exploitation of China by the Great Powers which filled the history 
of the nineteenth century, and also the flood of modern learning, 
thought, and technic~! sciences which have been. able to transform 
China into a modern nation, and to open up for her the possibilities 
of a new and glorious resurrection. 

Another seed of future unrest was sown in the conflicts between , 
China and japan which broke out in·the Ming dynasty. It was then 
that Japan first manifested an ambition to conquer her huge but 
enfeebled neighbour, and that the first major campaigns were 
fought on the continent of Asia. 

In the Ming period too, closer contact was made with four other 
races, which were eventually to form a part of the Chinese Republic: 
the Mpngols, the Manchurians, the Turkic Mohammedans or Hui, 
and the Tibetans. 

In the chapters which follow, these four highly significant topics 
will be dealt with in order, and where necessary, some historical 
retrospect will be included. 

CHAPTER XIX 

SEA ADVENTURES 

ALTHOUGH the romances of the 'Arabian Nightsl only became 
known to the Chinese in recent years, through English trans
lations, some of them have descriptions of Chinese merchants who 
traded with Arabia and who must have started out on their perilous 
journeys many hundreds 'of years ago. , 

The earliest Chinese record of an ambitious sea voyage comes 
from the Han dynasty (206 B.C.-A.D. 220). There is brief mention 
in the 'Han History' (i.e. 'Han Shu') of a certain Chinese expedition, 
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formed of officials and interpreters, which put to sea in 140 B.c. 

with a cargo of gold and silks. Its destination was Huang-chih, which 
we know was the Chinese name for Conjeveram, a town near 
Madras, and its business was to exchange the treasure it carried for 
'large pearls, crystals, and other precious stones.' The writer de
scribes the dangers of the passage-stormy seas and threatened 
attacks by pirates in the Malacca Straits. And iqdeed it must have 
been a hazardous and daring enterprise, for the Chinese are no sea
faring people. 

In a volume of another book, the 'Later Han History' {i.e. 'Hou 
Han Shu'), we read of a Chinese link with the Burmese states. In 
A.D. 120, according to the writer, the King of T'an (Burma) sent 
to the Emperor of China a band of Roman musicians and con
jurers who could perform various magical tricks, swallow fire, dis
member themselves, exchange the heads of animals, and other 
-extravagant feats. 

It is known that Buddhism was brought to China from India, 
somewhere in the beginning. of the Christian era; and though we 
have no exact details about the earliest journeys of those Chinese 
monks who were ardent and adventurous enough to reach India 
and bring back copies of the Buddhist scriptures, it is probable that 
they followed a more ancient trade route. It is on record that Indian 
princes during the first century A.D. sent some of their more valued 
products to the Chinese Emperor-ivory, rhinoceros horn, and 
tortoiseshell, and even-miraculous as it seems in a time of oxen 
and camel transport-that these same Indian princes traded to 
China some of the rare and costly goods: linen, fur rugs, perfume, 
'rocky honey' (shih mi), pepper, ginger, and black salt, and 
so on! There is also specific mention of the Roman Emperor 
Antoninus in A.D. 166 sending gifts to the Han Emperor through 
the same port in South China. Thus did India form a link be
tween two great civilisations, Western and Eastern, Roman and 
Chinese. 

It seems fairly evident, then, that as early as the first century A.D. 

interchanges both of merchandise and culture took place between 
China and India, though we cannot be certain whether the 
Chinese merchants and scholars chose the overland route, with its 
vast mountain barriers and its huge stretch of wasteland, inhabited 
by barbarian tribes or only by wild beasts, or whether they rather 
chose the hazards of a sea voyage. At any rate, in the period follow
ing the Han dynasties, known historically as the period of the 
'Three Kingdoms,' we hear of the Emperor of Wu Kingdom in the 
South-east sending a naval expedition first to Japan, secondly to 
con9uer Hainan Island, and thirdly-on a peaceful errand-to 
lndta. This expedition we know to have travelled by sea, by way 
of Cambodia, Siam, Borneo, and other islands of the Pacific, and to 
have landed at Ceylon. 

Our belief that a sea route to India was known to the Chinese of 
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very early titpes is further substantiated by the 'wanderings of the 
Chinese monk Fa Hsien, many accounts" of which are preserved. Fa 
Hsien the Buddhist set out from Ch'ang-an, 'the city of Lasting 

·Peace,' in A.D. 399 for India, the land of his Master. He did not 
return for fifteen years, and we know that at least two of them were 
spent at Tamluk, copying Buddhist scriptures (sutl'as) and sacred 
pictures. On his return, he boarded a merchant ship which was 
bound for Ceylon. He sailed for fourteen days under favourable 
winds until the island was reached. Fa Hsien's description of Ceylon, 
which he calls 'the Lion Country,' is recorded in his book 'Fo Kuo 
Chi,' 'Recollections of Buddha's Land.' According to stories he 
heard from the inhabitants, the island had formerly been peopled by 
ghosts and dragons whose custom it was to bargain with any traders 
who landed there. They refrained from terrifying these visitors by 
their ghastly and ferocious appearance, but would leave in the 
market-places samples of the many precious goods that were to be 
found on the island, and-contrary to the unearthly nature of 
ghos.J:s and dragons-would mark the prices upon them! The 
traders would examine them and make their choice, leaving the 
required suni of money in the place of their purchases. As the 
money always disappeared, it was assumed that the monsters came 
to fetch it, and nobody dared incur their anger by cheating! . 

But so warm, fruitful, and d~sirable a country could not be left 
indefinitely to the enjoyment of monsters: people ofindia and else
where, hearing about the delightful island with its cool sea breezes 
and fertile soil, immigrated and gradually built up a nation. Then 
Buddha, so it was told, mysteriously visited Ceylon, and as a symbol 
of his power left the imprint of his two holy feet, the one to the· 
north of the present capital, and the other on a mountain top just 
beyond the city.· Fa Hsien describes the pagoda which was built 
round the right footprint. It was four hundred feet high, painted 
gold and silver, and'composed of costly materials. Beside the pagoda 
rose a great temple inhabited by five thousand Buddhist monks. 
In the huge central hall stood a jade image of Buddha, twenty feet 
high, encrusted with'seven·kinds of precious stones. Dazzling light 
seemed to radiate from the form, and its dignified mien was beyond. 
the power of words to express. In the palm of the right hand lay a 
priceless pearl. 

From Ceylon, Fa Hsien again boarded a large merchant ship 
which was sailing to the East Indies. The mild winds that first 
bore -them along changed shortly into terrible gales and storms. 
The ship apparently sprang a leak, and the passengers had to throw 
their possessions overboard to lighten the weight, until the ·captain 
was able to ·rush the ship ashore upon an island and repair the 
damage. Fa Hsien, we imagine, was allowed to cling to his pre
cious copies of Buddhist texts and paintings .. After some days the 
ship resumed her course, but so formidable were the threats from 
pirates that in -manreuvring to avoid them, she lost her way. For 
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ninety days she tossed on the great chaos of seas, driven at the will 
of the winds, and with only the stars for guide. In the darkness of 
night, the passengers, we are told, were terrified almost to frenzy by 
the crashing waves and the vague forms of turtles, giant fishes, and. 
sea monsters. At last their ordeal ended in a safe landing at Java. 

Fa Hsien stayed in Java for five months: whether to recover his 
spirits before venturing once more upon the sea, he does not 
specify. The last stage of his journey, from Java to Canton, lasted 
eighty days, and the wretched monk was again tossed in perpetual 
storms. By the eightieth day, the whole crew were in the most 
despondent condition, for their store of fresh water was exhausted. 
By good fortune, however, the:: Chinese shore was just then sighted, 
and the ship put into port at Ch'ingchou on the coast of Shantung. 
Fa Hsien fell into the company of two huntsmen, and was con
ducted by them to the local prefecture. The prefect equipped him 
with a chariot and horses, and in this manner the adventurous 
monk returned to Ch'ang-an. 

During the following centuries, in the later period of the 'Six 
Dynasties,' there appears to have been considerable intercourse 
between both merchants and monks of India and China, though 
detailed records of their journeys are hard to find. At the end 
of the period, when one by one these short-lived dynasties collapsed 
and China once more came under the rule of a single imperial 
House-the Sui-a time of active development began. Besides the 
extension of the Great Wall, and the digging of the Imperial Grand 
Canal,1 wars were waged, a fleet launched, and envoys sent over 
the sea to make contact with neighbouring countries. The official 
'History of Sui ' gives, for instance, the colourful account of a 
journey to the King of Sumatra, undertaken by a Court official, 
Ch'ang Tsun, at the instigation of the Emperor Yang. This envoy, 
we are told, was welcomed on his arrival at the island by a convoy 
of thirty ships, while some kind of insignia, made of pure gold, was 
affixed to his own vessel. Bands were sent to the quay to escort the 
Chinese delegates to the King's palace, and before their audience 
Ch'ang Tsun and his retinue were brought to sumptuous lodgings, 
whither beautiful flowers in golden bowls, fragrant ointments in 
gold boxes, perfumed water in golden water jars, brilliant mirrors 
and white towels were carried, so that they might wash and adorn 
themselves. At dusk, two elephants, their canopies bedecked with 
peacock's feathers, were sent to bear them to the audience hall; a 
hundred musicians, men and women, formed a procession arounrl 
them. Having arrived in the King's presence, Ch'ang Tsun read 
aloud the Emperor of Sui's message which was graciously received. 
The palace orchestra was commanded to play Indian airs to charm 
the ears of the honoured guests. 

Several days later, the envoy and his retinue were invited to a 
royal banquet of vast dimensions. On the dining table, we read, was 

1 See Chapter XII. 
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a dish made of leaves, fifteen feet sguare, and on it.were arranged 
cakes of yellow, white, purple, and red colouring. A hundred other 
dishes contained beef, mutton, fish, turtles, pork, and every 
imaginable kind of meat and game. Wine was served in golden 
goblets, and lovely girls played native music while they dined. 

On his return to China, Ch 'ang 'Tsun was accompanied by a 
Sumatran prince, bringing presents and complimentary messages 
to Emperor Yang. These included a golden mallow crown and 
Borneo camphor-native products and great rarities for the 
Chinese. The writer tells how on the homeward voyage green flying ' 
fish were seen and marvelled at. This journey was made in A.D. 6 I o.1 

In the T'ang dynasty which followed Sui, and when every 
enterprise upon which the Sui Emp,erors had embarked was 
amplified, there seems to have been an increase in the sea traffic 
between China and her more western neighbours. Sea com
munications, we hear, extended to Arabia and Bagdad. Djerrarah 
on the coast of the Persian Gulf is described as having a pharos on 
which torches were hung to guide sailors on their course during the 
night. 

A Buddhist monk of this period, by name I-ching, following 
the example of Fa Hsien, and indeed following his route fairly 
closely, records in his 'Ta T'ang Hsi Yu Ch'iuFa Kao Seng Chuan' 
('Biographies of Learned Monks in the T'ang period who travelled 
to the Western Regions for Sutras') a description of his own journey 

·to India. Financed by his patrons, devotees of the Buddhist fa.ith, 
he set sail from Canton in 672. After a mere twenty days' sail he 
arrived at Sumatra, where he stayed for half a year and was much , 
honoured by the King. From Sumatra he proceeded to India, and 

. set sail on the dangerous part of the journey-the passage of the seas 
which separated him from that land. -' . 

I-ching tells how his boat sailed past the shores of 'the Island of 
Nude People,' as he calls Nicobar, and how he sighted amazing 
forests of coco-palms and betel-nut trees. Natives leapt into their 
canoes at the approach of the ship, and paddled out in hundreds to 
do trade with its crew. They brought with them coconuts and 
bananas, rattan and bamboo furnishings which they. bartered for 
metal. I-ching says that the rattan goods were of the finest quality 
that could be bought anywhere in the world. The men were com
pletely naked, while the women wore only a leaf girdle. They would 
shoot poisoned arrows at any passers-by who refused to trade with 
them. · 

Frox;n the Nude People, I-ching sailed for half ·a month and 
· reached Tamluk without further incident. He was well received by 
the Indians and managed to accumulate a huge number of Buddhist 
sutras-'enough to translate into a thousand volumes of Chinese,' 
says I-ching. But on his return to China, his ship was set upon by 

1 The Kingdom of 'Red Soil,' which Ch'ang Tsun visited, is also thought by 
some scholars to be within the boundaries of modern Thailand. 



pirates and he narrowly escaped with his life. The sutras·were a 
great embarrassment to him, and he was reluctantly obliged to leave 
·them in Sumatra, returning himself to Canton. However, a year 
later he was able to go back and fetch them. He brought the great 
library to Loyang in 68g. . 
· In the Sung and Yuan dyhasties.stories of trading and travel 

between China and her Ocean neighbours do not diminish. There 
is the report, for instance, of how Kublai Khan in 1292 sent a fleet 
of a thousand ships with many thousand sailors on board to 
attempt the conquest of Java. A heavy naval engagement took place 
in which three thousand Chinese were killed, but the remainder 
took the King of Java prisoner and captured huge quantities of 
gold, precious perfume, and other costly and exquisite booty. 

In the Ming period which followed, come the renowned exploits of 
Cheng Ho, indefatigable voyager in the service of Emperor 
Ch'eng Tsu, third and most ambitious of all the Ming sovereigns. 
Ch'eng Tsu was anxious to resume the foreign trade which had 
developed in the Yuan. dynasty, but had been interrupted by civil 
wars. He also showed some of the love of grandeur and disregard 
of difficulties which is commonly associated with absolute monarchs. 
Expedition after expedition he sent on to the seas, full of un
imaginable dangers as they must have been to the Chinese sailors 
of those days, partly to give a display of his own power, but mainly 
to extort tribute from the kings of the island countries-precious 
stones, pearls, coral, amber, gold, perfumes and ambergris, coco-· 
nuts, medicinal herbs, giraffes and lions and zebras, panthers, 
ostriches, and white doves. 

The eunuch Cheng Ho who led these various expeditions was a 
person of quite remarkable character and appearance. Son of a · 
Mohammedan, and bearing the Mohammedan name of 'Hadji,' a 
contemporary writer describes him as being of great height and 
strength, with a neatly moulded countenance and a set of exquisite 
teeth. When he walked he had the movements of a tiger, and when 
he spoke his voice thundered. 

The first expedition set sail in 1405 at the sixth moon. It consisted 
of sixty-two ships with a complement of 27 ,8oo men. This fleet sailed 
to Campa and Java and passed Sumatra on the return journey. 
The King of Palembang was summoned to confer with Cheng Ho. 
The former, who was also a Chinese sea adventurer, while formally. 
consenting to the meeting, defied Cheng Ho's order, approached 
treacherously with his own ships, and offered battle. He was 
defeated and taken prisone1·; five thousand of his men were lost, 
ten of his ships burnt and seven captured. Cheng Ho retur:'led to 
Peking with his trophies in the ninth moon of the year 1401. 

But scarcely had he wiped the sweat of travel from his brow 
than he was despatched once more-this time to Siam, Java, 
Cochin, and Calicut on the Indian border. On the return journey 
he landed at Ceylon, 'the Lion Country,' where in the name of his 
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master, the Ming Emperor, he presented gold and silver furnish
ings, and banners embroidered with gold thread, to the famous 
.Buddhist temple. He also had a monument built in Ceylon to record 
his own worshipping of Buddha there, and this is preserved to the 
present day in the Ceylon museum. The date of his return to China 
is I 409 in the second moon. 

Only seven months 'later, Cheng Ho set out again for Ceylon, 
but this time with forty-eight .ships. A battle had been fought 
between Cheng Ho's men. arid the King ofCeylon's troops. Mter a 
large part of Cheng Ho's following had landed by the King's 
invitation, the latter, we are told, sent an army of fifty thousand 
men to attack the ships, having first cut off the landing party by 
piling up logs in their rear. Cheng Ho sent word to the ships' com
manders that they should engage the enemy and hold out at· all 
costs, while he himself led the two thousand men of the landing 
party in an attack upon the capital. The daring action met with 

· the fullest success: the town, being wholly unprepared, fell into the 
hands of the attackers, and the King with the royal family was taken 
prisoner. The huge army that had been sent against the ships now 
turned to meet Cheng Ho, but so invincible was this remarkable 
leader that with only one man to every twenty-five of the enemy, 
if we are to trust the records, he still carried off the victory ! 
He returned gloriously to China in 1411, his ships laden with 
captives. 

From this strenuous adventure, Cheng Ho took a little longer 
rest: his next journey was not attempted for thr.ee years, but it was 
an even more ambitious .one. We are told he reached Hormuz in 
Persia, though we do not hear much either about the journey or the 
country itself. The narrator contents himself with describing an 
unimportant family quarrel which occurred in the royal household 
of Sumatra, ·an island which Cheng Ho visited on his return 
voyage. Apparently an old king of Sumatra had been assassinated 
by 'the Tattoo-faced King' of a neighbouring c6untry, and his heir 
had been too young either to revenge his father or to take the throne. 
The queen then swore an oath that she would marry any man who 
would avenge her husband's death, and that 'she would share her 
kingdom with him. A simple fisherman came forward in the true 
fairy-tale manner, and with the Sumatran army to back him, pro
ceeded to attack and kill the Tattoo-faced King. The queen re- . 
mained true to her promise, and the fisherman became her consort 
and king. But he was not allowed to rule in peace: the Crown 
Prince in the ·course of some years grew tip, and killing the fisher
man, took what he· considered his rightful place on· the throne of 
Sumatra. The feud did not end here, however, for the fisherman's 
son escaped to the neighbouring mountains, collecte4 kinsmen and 
followers, and made constant raids upon the territory of the new 
king. It was against this importunate person that Cheng Ho was 
invited to exert his martial skill. Like an Eastern Hercules, Cheng 
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Ho had little difficulty in capturing him after a single expedition, 
and so returned to China. 

The fifth voyage, undertaken in 1417, seems to have had a peace
ful intention: Cheng Ho was sent to sea, his holds crammed with· 

' Chinese embroideries and silks which he was to present to neigh
bouring monarchs. He seems to have spent nearly three years on 
this voyage, returning in the seventh moon of 1419 with a variety of 
presents for the Emperor: lions, panthers, ponies from Hormuz in 
Persia, fast-running camels and ostriches from Brava, and a hundred 
other curious offerings. 

On the sixth journey, by a supreme feat of seamanship he 
reached the east coast of Mrica, but the glory of the achievement 
was somewhat dulled, for his Emperor Ch'eng Tsu died in 1424, 
before he could return to China. But with such a reputation and so 
great a thirst for the sea, it was not likely that he would be allowed 
to stay idly at home: six years after the succeeding Emperor came 
to the throne, Cheng Ho was despatched once more to spread the 
glory of China beyond the China seas. He took with him nearly 
twenty-eight thousand men, including officers, soldiers, sailors, 
interpreters, clerks, doctors, engineers, and craftsmen of various 
sorts-an elaborately organised enterprise. This band was for 
three years at sea, and came as far as Persia, and we should. like 
to know more of its adventures than the meagre records tell us. 

This seems to have been the last journey that he made, but his 
glory has not dilllinished in the five hundred years since his death, 
either among the Chinese themselves, who so far have not produced 
anyone to compete with him as a sea-adventurer, or among the 
islands he visited. The influence which Chinese merchants still have 
in the East Indies, and the great numbers of Chinese who have 
settled there, bear witness to the importance of Cheng Ho's enter
prise, while in Java he is worshipped by the natives as a god to the 
present day. Every year, on the thirtieth day of the sixth moon, the 
anniversary of his first landing, Javanese throng to a temple which 
has been erected to him, and pay reverence to his memory. 

CHAPTER XX 

CHINA AND THE WESTERN POWERS-THE 
ARRIVAL OF CHRISTIANITY 

ALTHOUGH China alwavs liked to think of herself as the centre of the 
world-the Middle Kingdom-self-supporting and self-sufficient, 
with a culture superior to all her neighbours, and a rich endowment 
of spiritual and intellectual gifts, it was inevitable that, sooner or 
later, she should open her doors to Western culture. The arrival of 
Western 1\nowledge, which proved a blessing nourished with pain, 
came through Christian missionaries. The Nestorians were the first 
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to arrive, making their way from Persia in the seventh century, 
and they were followed by the Jesuits from Europe in the sixteenth 
century. The former .did no harm to the Chinese, while the latter 
brought many benefits in the form of Western science and educa
tional principles. Unfortunately they were followed in the nineteenth 
century by other missionaries who propagated their doctrines side 
by side with political aggression, so that they marred the friendly, 
harmonious impression left on the Chinese by the honest-minded 
Jesuit Fathers. 

The T'ang dynasty, which began its rule in China in the second 
decade of the seventh century, was a dynasty of cultivated, ad
venturous, generous-minded Emperors. They sent their envoys 
half across the world, and they exchanged not only tribute, but 
thought, with other countries. Religious doctrines were brought 
from India, Persia, and Arabia, and temples to the different deities 
were erected side by side in the T'ang capital of Ch'ang-an. All 
kinds of creeds, both 'native' and foreign, were tolerated and even 
patronised by the early T'ang rulers. . 

Nestorian Christianity-the first form of the Christian faith to 
'reach China-was so called from the founder of this sect, Nestorius, 
a Syrian priest appointed patriarch of Constantinople in A.D. 428. 
The doctrine spread in Syria, and especially in Persia-the country 
with which it came to be chiefly associated. After the Nestorians, 
with great evangelising zeal, had founded bishoprics through 
Western and Central Asia, including India, a monk named A Lo 
Pen at last reached China in A.D. 638. He was welcomed by·the 
Emperor T'ai Tsung, who even lodged him in the inJ.perial palace 
and commanded him to build a church in Ch'ang-an. Failing to 
understand the real origins of Christianity, the Chinese called the 
church 'the Persian Temple.' These early missionaries were allo"Yed 

. to paint the picture of the T' ang Emperor on their church walls, and 
encouraged to translate the Bible into Chinese. The religion itself 
was called by the CI?.inese name 'Ching Qhiao'-'the Brightly 
Shining Teaching.' 'Persian Temples~ were later erected in several 
other parts of China, and the religion continued . to stand in 
imperial favour until, ·in 845, the Emperor Wu. banned and 
persecuted all 'foreign' religions. From that time the power of 

· Christianity upon Chinese civili~ation practically died out until the 
~arrival·oftheJesuits in the sixteenth century. · · . · 
:;.\ After the fall of the T'ang dynasty in 907, communications be

tween China and the continent of Asia were broken off. The Kitans 
and the tribes of Chin and Hsia hedged China in from the· North 
and West, and attacked her continually. This may well explain why · 
the zealous · Nl:storian ·missionaries failed to penetrate. Besides, 
Persia, the home of the Nestotian Church, was overrun. by the 
Mohammedans early in the seventh century, and the !p'eat Sassariian 
empire vanquished in 652. The Nestoria11s ·were able, fortunately, 
to come to terms with the invaders, but their activities were un-
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doubtedly curtailed. However, the great Italian traveller, Marco 
Polo, records that in his journey of 1274 across Asia, he saw Nestor
ian churches all along the trade route from Bagdad to Pekh1g, which 
seems to indicate th~t during the Yuan (Mongol) dynasty the 
N estorians were again tolerated by the rulers of China, though they 
were themselves mostly followers of the Lama religion. At the fall 
of the dynasty, Nestoriat'l influence died out almost completely. 

The arrival of the Jesuits in the Far East was an event of much 
greater significance than the visits of the Nestorians, for they brought 
with them from Europe all kinds of useful learning. The Order of 
Jesuits, or the Society of Jesus as it is rather beautifully called, is a 
branch of the Roman Catholic Church founded in 1539· Its mem
bers, bound by the vows of poverty, chastity, and 'obedience, were 
highly trained religious men, as famous for their learning as for their 
piety. At a time when European education had become pedantic 
and obsolete-a mere droning of Latin-the Jesuits founded free 
schools in which they taught from new, up-to-date text-books, and 
with a fresh, attractive manner. For three centuries they were held 
to be the best schoolmasters in Europe. 

With this equipment th~y bf'gan their missionary journeys, not 
only to ChiJ"\a, but to India ~.1d to the native inhabitants of both 
the Americas. These far jotifneys were partly encouraged by cir
cumstances: the Protestant Reformation in sixteenth- and seven
teenth-century Europe weakened the power of the Catholics, and. 
inevitably drove them to seek- new converts in other lands. The 
way to the East was made easier by the advance of Portuguese, 
Spanish, and Dutch traders who found their way to the Pacific 
islands about this time, and presently to the mainland of China. 

The first, and also the greatest of these Jesuit missionaries who 
came in the wake of the traders was the Italian Matteo Ricci. 
&arrived at Macao, the concession newly acquired by the Portu
guese, in I s8o. With enough wisdom to realise that the Chinese were 
still unsympathetic to foreigners, he won the confidence of his hosts 
by abandoning his own European habits and adopting their way of 
life. He dre~sed in Chinese robes, learnt to speak Chinese, read 
Chinese books, and carefully studied the manners, the arts, and the 
learning which the Chinese most appreciated. He ate Chinese food, 
drank Chinese tea, and adopted a Chinese name--Li Hsi-t'ai. In 
fact, he respected the Chinese and their already ancient civilisation, 
and refrained from thrusting his own way of thought at them as if it 
were superior. 

With the same wise attitude of mind, he did not attempt merely 
to preach the Bible. How should he gain converts to so strange a 
doctrine unless he could demonstrate its practical as well as its 
spiritual value? Ricci began assiduously to teach Western sciences
arithmetic, geometry, geography, astronomy, and so on. He gave 
lectures attacking the Chinese· belief that the sky is round and the 
earth square. He cured diseases and established a hospital at 
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Nanking. In this way he gradually won the respect of the Chinese 
for the world he represented. They ceased to regard Westerners 
.as barbarians, and were the more ready to receive the Christian 
faith-the faith of the Western world. 

He rose to favour with people of high rank, who were astonished 
at his learning: at length he was allowed to come before the 
Emperor and plead for the recognition of his religion. He presented 
a memorial to the Ming Emperor Shen Tsung, together with pictures 
of Christ and the Virgin Mary, a copy of the Old Testament, a 
crucifix, two clocks, a harp, and-as a symbol of the 'new' Western 
learning-a book of geography! It was a strange tribute, but 
evidently acceptable to Shen Tsung. Subsequently Ricci was 
allowed to build churches in Peking, the Ming capital, and even to 
give public lectures on the Christian doctrines. Through his sym
pathetic understanding he was able to convert several hundred 
people within a few years, among them the Minister of Rites, Hsu 
Kuang-ch'i, one of the earliest Chinese 'scientists.' . 

Not only did he translate books of European learning and re
ligion, but he wrote some original works in Chinese: 'World Geo
graphy with Maps,' 'The True Meaning. of Christianity to Catho
lics,' 'On Friendship,' 'The Twenty-five Words'-ln which he gives 
his view of Confucianism-and books on geometry and astronomy .. 

At his death he unfortunately left no disciples of the same ability 
and ·intellect, and reactionary movements against the Catholics 
broke out in Nanking. This oppression continued until, at the out
break 'of war between the Ming rulers and the Manchus, tlie per
formance of the Portuguese cannon so impressed the Ming Emperor 
that Western scientists, merchants, and priests once more found 
favour. Some years later, the Emperor summoned four European 
scientists from Macao-the source of the miraculous cannon-and 
appointed them as high imperial officials for the designing of fire
arms. These were Jean de Rocha, Emmanuel Diaz,Jules Aleni, and 
Fran~ois Sambiasi. 

Shortly before the fall of the Ming dynasty, the famous German 
astronomer, Ada!U Schall, came.to- Peking. Although his learning 
was more concernoowith stars than any technical contrivances, the 
Ming Emperor evidently thought that all Europeans must have 
knowledge of cannon building. Schall was therefore instructed to 
design and supervise the building of twenty cannon to repel the ever
increasing threats of the Manchus. Later he was allowed to do 
research work at the imperial observatory, where he produced a 
scientific work of the utmost importance-a new almanac. 

The Chinese, since the Yuan dynasty, had used the Mohammedan 
calendar, but towards the end of the Ming period several inaccur
acies were discovered. In I 6 I o, an eclipse of the sun was mis
calculated, and European scientists were thereupon invited to assist 
investigations at the observatory. Another eclipse in I62g proved 
the Western calendar to be far more accurate, and the Ministry of 
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Rites authorised Adam Schall, with three colleagues and some 
Chinese students of astronomy, to compile an almanac. The work, 
begun in 1 62g, took five years to complete, and seemed satisfactory 
to the scientists. But before it could pass into general use, the Ming 
empire fell, and the Manchu invaders marched into Peking. 

As soon as the new Manchu dynasty was established, Schall 
presented a plea to the Emperor's uncle on behalf of his 'Western' 
almanac, and this seems to have been well received. The Emperor 
graciously approved of Schall's labours, and the almanac was duly 
published. Schall himself was appointed Governor of the Peking 
Imperial Observatory, the equivalent of the English Astronomer 
Royal. His sun seemed to have risen, but it was to set all too soon: 
at the death of the first Manchu Emperor, whose friendship and 
patronage had protected him from the jealousy ~f rivals, Schall and 
his almanac were publicly challenged. A Chinese writer, Yang 
Kuang-hsien, included a bitter indictment of the new calendar in an 
essay called 'Against the Heathens,' holding it up to the Court as a 
sham, filled with mistakes. Schall and his colleagues, both European 
and Chinese, were thrown into prison. Five Chinese officials were 
sentenced to death, and twenty-five Europeans exiled to Canton. 
Schall died of a broken heart in 1666. 
. The second Emperor, Sheng Tsu (better known as K'ang Hsi), 
although he had not intervened to save Schall from prison, was 
nevertheless an admirer of Western science. A few years after the 
German astronomer's death, he sent for his Belgian friend, Ferdi
nand "V erbiest, who was able triumphantly to vindicate the almanac. 
The controversy ended in the Europeans' favour, and Yang 
Kuang-hsien was dismissed from office. V erbiest, in collaboration 
with the Spanish scientist Pereird, also reconstructed the great 
telescope at Peking, which bandits had wrecked in the fighting at 
the fall of the Ming dynasty. The new instrument was fixed in a 
bronze stand, beautifully engraved with dragon designs, and the 
whole set on a marble foundation. The materials were solid and 
enduring.' 

When the Emperor made his periodical journeys over his domin
ions, these two Catholic scientists accompanied him, bringing with 
them machinery and assistants to make an accurate survey. The 
result was the first accurately drawn map of China with lines of 
latitude and longitude. Map designers up to the present day still 
use it as a basis. 

All·these scientists and their <Jssistants were Jesuits, and though 
it is their scientific work which is chiefly remembered by the 
Chinese, they were also missionaries, teaching their doctrines to all 
those who respected their learning. Both .MatteoRicci.and Adam 
Schall, .it is told, brought sacred pictures to China which were a 
source ofwonder to the Chinese of those days, unaccustomed as they 
were ·to the Western style of painting and laws of perspective. 
According to a Chinese writer of the late sixteenth century, one of 
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the pictures Ricci brought shows 'the Heavenly Lord, who is the 
ruler and Creator of the Universe and the myriad things. The 
Heavenly Lord is painted as a baby, at the bosom of a woman who is 
called the Heavenly Mother. The picture is drawn on bronze, and 
there are colours on it. The figures are alive.' From the terse 
language we can still read the author's amazement, both at the 
Heavenly Lord's humility and thelively touch of the painter." 

It should be mentioned, however, that until very recent times 
Western forms of art astonished but did not inspire the Chinese, 
who regarded the application of perspective as mechanical and 
unimaginative. The Italian artist Castiglione spent most of his life 
working at the Court of the Manchu Emperor Ch'ien -Lung, but 
failed to exercise any lasting influence upon Chinese art,· while a 
Chinese man ofletters from the same period, Tsou 1-kuei, has left an 
uncompromising criticism of Western painting in general: 

'The Western painters always make use of the rules of perspective 
in their pictures, which gives a vivid impression of depth and dis
tance .... The frescoes representing buildings are so· real that 
we are tempted to go in. Our students will be able to make a ser
viceable use of some small part of these methods, which are, how
ever, quite lacking in a personal touch. Although these works bear 
witness to skill in drawing and conscientiousness in workmanship, 
they cannot be looked upon ·as true. painting.' 

The early Catholics propagated their creed with tolerance and 
wisdom. They made no attempt to force converts into violating 
their own traditional customs. They were allowed to worship 
Confucius, for, argued the Jesuits, this worship was a form of 
veneration for a great teacher of morality., The worship of ancestors 

· was equally tolerated, for it seemed to be no more than an expression 
of family affection, such as a.man might show.to his living parents. 
This, the Jesuits declared, was no idol-worship-no. desire to be 
blessed by heathen spirits. Because of their sympathetic attitude, 
and their generous dispensation of Western learning, the'] esuits 
enjoyed the happiest relations with the Chinese. · The arrival of 
Roman Catholic priests under, the direct orders of the Pope had a 
very different result. 

In 1 704, the Pope, hearing that Catholic missionaries in China 
were actually tolerating the worship of ancestors, sent an envoy· 
named Tournon to Peking with orders to stop the.heresy. Tournon 
on his arrival was so moved by the ·sincerity of both the .tolerant 
missionaries and their Chinese converts, that he felt very unwilling. 
to intervene. After hesitating for the length of three years he 
published. a portion only of the Papal Edict; and reluctantly 
declared that, on the authority of His Holiness the Pope, if any 
Catholic priest failed to obey the edict,· he must withdraw from 
China. · · . . . · .. 

The Chinese Emperor was enraged at the ·interference. Who 
was this 'Pope' who dared to dictate the conduct of persons within 
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the imperial dominions? He, the Emperor of China, should 
decide who was to come and who was to stay and on what condi
tions! Moreover, the priests were clever scientists and the Emperor 
required their practical services. The wretched Tournon was 
thrown into prison at Macao, under the control of the Portuguese. 
There he was kept in close and solitary confinement, and died 
miserably a few years later. In the meantime the Chinese Emperor 
even promulgated a counter-edict to the Papal Bull in which he 
declared that any Christian priests who did not follow the principles 
set out by Matteo Ricci would be banned from Chinese territory. 

In the course of the eighteenth century, the spirit of antagonism 
grew between China and the West. The missionaries were no 
longer able to make themselves popular with the Chinese: orders 
were issued prohibiting them from owning lands in the interior, 
and compelling them to live only in the 'treaty ports' at the coast. 
At the beginning of the nineteenth century many sacred books 
and pictures belonging to the missionaries were collected and burnt. 
This attitude was maintained until the English and French. armies 
and navies inflicted defeats on the Chinese, and compelled them at 
the point of the bayonet to grant every kind of concession to their 
nationals. · 

The reason for this change in relationship is not far to seek. 
The Jesuit Fathers who arrived in China during the latter part of 
the Ming dynasty had asked nothing from the Chinese; had 
demanded no special treatment; had not even vaunted their culture 
above that of their hosts. Rather they had offered their Faith and 
learning as disinterested gifts. The Catholic priests who succeeded 
the Jesuits in the Manchu dynasty adopted a patronising and dog
matic behaviour, antagonising the Chinese. But even more signi
ficant was the attempt of the Western Powers at this time to exploit 
China commercially. 

From the reports of European travellers and priests who had made 
their home in the Far East, but especially from the merchants 
trading in the Pacific, the governments of the great Powers learnt 
that there were huge markets in which to sell their goods, and un
limited natural resources to tap for raw materials. As machinery 
and industry developed in the West, the demand for fresh markets 
became of increasing urgency, and trade agreements were eagerly 
sought at the Court of China. 

China, for her part, was content to be her own world, and wished 
to ignore the 'barbarians' from across the Ocean. The Chinese 
mind is naturally conservative and respectful to tradition; suspi
cious of innovation. And with their huge productive land, and their 
modest standard of living, the majority were able to live in per
fect contentment, working the land by the ancient traditions and 
producing simple but beautiful goods without the use of machines. 
They had no desire to trade with the foreigner, nor to learn his 
methods. 
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The Emperor at his Court in Peking, styling himself the 'Son 
of Heaven,' was accustomed to think of himself as the highest 
being on earth-the ruler of 'The Middle Kingdom'-and though 
he was pleased to receive envoys from the English King, and accept 
his presents, he saw no reason for entering into any closer relation. 
The message sent to George III through his ambassador Lord 
Macartney by the Manchu Emperor Ch'ien Lung, is a good illustra
tion of the Chinese attitude. It is perfectly courteous; but absolutely 
exclusive. 'If you assert that your reverence for our Celestial 
Dynasty,' runs the message, 'fills you with a desire to acquire 
our civilisation . . . our ceremonies and laws differ so completely 
from your own that, even if your envoy were able to acquire the 
rudiments of our civilisation, you could not possibly transport 
our manners and customs to your alien soil. . . . As your am
bassador can see for himself, we possess all things: I set no value 
on objects strange or ingenious, and have no use for your country's 
manufactures. This then is my answer to your request to appoint 
a representative to my Court, a request contrary to our dynastic 
usage which would only result in inconvenience to yourself.' t 

JY,lacartney, ',Vho came to Peking in 1793 on a diplomatic mission 
from England, with a request for the opening of three more ports 
to English traders, and the right to ketp an envoy at the Chinese 
Court, arrived at an unfortunate time. The Emperor was celebrat
ing his eightieth birthday, and although Lord Macartney repeatedly 
explained that he had come expressly for trade negotiations, • 
Emperor Ch'ien Lung insisted on treating him as if he had travelled 
the great distance from England solely to attend the celebrations! 
He was entertained lavishly with feasts and given letters of greeting 
and gifts for King George, but nobody would listen to his protests 
or discuss business. Eventually he was obliged to return with the 
unsatisfactory answer we ha.ve quoted. 

The Chinese Emperors· set great store by etiquette, while the 
English envoys took no trouble to learn oriental good form. Lord 
Amherst, who followed ]~.facartneyin.1~16, was.even less successful 
than his predecessor. He took the liberty of landing at T'ientsin, 
which was the nearest port to Peking, instead of at Canton, which 
was then the only port open to foreigners. Because of this breach 
of agreement, he was refused an audience with the Emperor. He 
was brought sumptuous presents for the English monarch, but was 
directed to return by the proper route. 

The Russian envoys had had a shnihir reception a century and 
a half earlier. Several times had they visited Peking with the inten
tion of negotiating for trade, but seldom had they been received 
in person by the Emperor and allowed to conduct business satis
factorily. On the other occasions the envoys had refused to conform 
with Chinese ceremonial and 'kow-tow' in the Emperor's presence. 

1 'Annals and Memoirs of the Peking Court,' quoted by Mr. Hodgkin in 'China 
in the Family of Nations.' . 
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The Russians alone of the great Powers had been able to come to 
terms with the Chinese during those early years of contact between 
East and West. In x68g a pact was signed defining the borders of 
Chinese Manchuria arid Russian Siberia, and Russian merchants 
up to the limit of two hundred were allowed to come to Peking 
every three years, and to remain as long as eighty days to buy and 
sell. 

All this time, through the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
until the disastrous results of the Opium Wars awakened China 
from her dream of superiority, the Chinese had resolutely refused 
to know anything about Western civilisation. The Emperor and 
his officials, in whose power it lay to admit Western science and 
inventions, believed that primitive guns, mechanical clocks, 
spectacles, and other quaint novelties of that kind, represented 
the core of Western culture, and rightly thought they could do 
without them. The scholars, who must to some extent have appre
ciated Western science, were too deeply rooted in tradition to take 
more than an academic interest in it. They had learnt from a 
disciple of Confucius that 'if a man wants to be mentally honest, 
he must first extend his knowledge to the utmost, and such extension 
of knowledge lies in the investigation of things.' They were therefore 
ready to study the natural science of the West, but they always 
held it to be inferior to their native learning, and little was done 
to put it to a practical test for the benefit of their country. 

The Chinese were later to pass from a contempt of the West to 
an almost abject admiration, and it is only within the last few years 
that they have really learnt to appreciate both the good and the 
bad of the Western world; to adopt from it what was serviceable, 
and to preserve the best of their own civilisation. Meanwhile, the 
seeds sown by the unsuspecting missionaries of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries were to bear the bitterest of fruit. 

CHAPTER XXI 

t CHINA AND JAPAN (x)-THE FIRST CONTACTS 

THE original inhabitants of the Japanese islands were the Ainu, 
or, as the Chinese historian calls them, 'the Shrimp Tribes'-a 
people of very different appearance from the modern Japanese. 
They had profuse blar.k hair and large e.ye.s, and the. men wore 
flowing beards. Tradition describes them as having descent 
from the youngest daughter of a king on the mainland of Asia, 
who eloped with her lover to the islands of Japan and there founded 
a tribe. The descendants of this race are still to be found in the 
extreme north of Japan, at Yezo and Sakhalin, where the climate 
is cold and bleak, having been driven there by the first Japanese. 

I The Japanese call themselves 'the people of Nippon,' Nippon 
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/ being their term for 'the land of the rising sun.' The name may 
well have had a Chinese origin, for since the Japanese islands lie 
to the east of China, in Chinese eyes the sun would appear to rise 
out of them. Or we may read in it a reference to the Japanese 
myth about the beginning of the world. According to this story, 
little objects like the blades of rushes came down from Heaven 
and were transformed into gods and goddesses. Two of them stood 
on the Bridge of Heaven and stretched out their spears towards 
the sea. Water drops fell from their spear-heads and condensed 
into islands-the islands of Japan. Then the heavenly pair came 
down into the world and lived together. The goddess gave birth 
to the land, the mountains and the rivers, the grasses and the forests, 
and at last to the Goddess of Sunshine and her brothers. The Sun
shine Goddess adopted a .son from· one of her younger brothers, 
and he was destined to be the ancestor of the first Emperor of Japan. 
This was Jimmu Tenno, 'the Divine and Brave Heavenly Emp~ror.' 
He became Emperor of Kiushiu, the ,western portion of modern 
Japan, and advancing eastward with his followers, he drove out 
the peaceful fishermen of the Shrimp Tribes _and made himself 
master of all Japan. Japa~.ese Emperors to the present day are 
supposed to be descended from Jimmu Tenno, and are worshipped 
as.:div!ne' beings. · 

If we turn from myth to historical evidence, we are inclined to 
believe that the ancestors of the Japanese did indeed come from the 
W~st to conquer the Ainu, but from the continent rather than 
Kiushiu. Excavations have produced emeralds which must have 
had a Korean origin, also daggers with Korean design. The ancient 
Japanese custom of taking a cold bath before making a sacrificial 
offering to the gods seems to have originated in Malaya. Japanese 
fishermen to the present day tattoo their bodies in the belief that 
it protects them from 'sea dragons,' a superstition and custom 
that belong to the early days of Chinese history; while the tradition 
that the Goddess of Sunshine was a spinner of silk seems to connect 
her with China. From such indications as these, we may assume 
with some confidence that the Japanese race, like the Japanese 
culture and civilisation, originated in the cmitinent of Asia. 

"~r' Th.£.J!_rs( known contact between. China .and• Japan occurred 
I in the reign of the famqus Chinese Emperor Ch'in_Shih Huang 

Ti,. builder of the Great Wall. In. 219 B.C. he sent a delegate, ,.? 
Hsu Fu, to look for the 'elixir of eternal life' in 'the Islands of the 
Immortals.' It is said that Hsu Fu put out to sea with some hundreds 
of 9?inese boys and girl~the came to Japan with his ship
load of children, that he settled. there and never returned. No 
doubt he knew that to return to China without the immortal 
medicine would cost him his life. Descendants of the Chinese are 
.still to be found in Japan, though the notion that they were the 
first ancestors of the Japanese race, as •some people believe, is a 
palpable error. :ffsu Fu was buried ho~ourably near Osaka, and 
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his tomb is still visited. His name has been given to a kind of Japan
ese paper in use at the present day, so that he has himself achieved 
a kind of immortality! 

The Han dynasty which succeeded the Ch'in won fame in all the 
surrounding lands. By trade and conquest a great Chinese Empire 
had been created. The Japanese across the sea had also heard 
of the Han achievements, and thirty envoys of various Japanese 
princes braved the dangerous passage to visit the Han Court. 
There is a seal, dating from the early Christian era and bearing the 
inscription 'King of Wo, appointed by Han,' which was evidently 
bestowed on one of these princes by the Han Emperor. We find 
another interesting note among the Chinese records, namely that 
in the year A.D. 200 the Japanese islands were first united under 
one ruler, the Empress Jingo, 'Empress of Divine Merit.' 

The Han dynasty was followed by the confusion and strife of 
the 'Six Dynasties' period, and at that time many Chinese families 
fled in despair to the peaceful refuge of Japan. In their wake came 
Buddhist scholars. We read in one record of a Chinese Buddhist, 
Ssu-ma Ta, arriving in Japan early in the sixth century and preach
ing Buddhism there. The Japanese called him 'God ofKorea'-a 
sign of the awe and reverence in which they must have held 
apostles of that Faith. There is a story of a Japane:;e envoy being 
sent to the Sui Empero"r of China in 607 and addressing him as 
'Buddha Emperor West of the Sea,' as if the Buddhist faith was 
a first attribute of Chinese majesty! There is, besides, evidence 
that Japanese monks were sent 'west of the Sea' to study Buddhism, 
and that even at that early time Buddhist temples were built 
in Japan in imitation of the Chinese ones. 

The envoy to the Sui Court was the first of many to visit China. 
It was a perilous journey for seafarers of those days, and the envoys 
who undertook it were held in especial honour. Before their depar
ture they were promoted to high rank, and invited to banquets by 
the 'divine' Japanese Emperor himsel£ The latter offered prayers 
for their safety on the sea, and composed poems of encouragement. 
Students always accompanied the delegation, and it is clear that 
the Japanese have venerate<! Chinese culture from the earliest 
days that they •encountered it. During the reign of Emperor 
Hsuan Tsung-the T'ang Emperor under whom Chinese arts 
reached one of their loftiest peaks-five hundred Japanese students 
were sent to study in China. Some of them stayed as long as twenty 
or thirty years, and brought back to their own country knowledge 
of astronomy, geography, mathematics, medicine, literature, music, 
and painting. On their return they were usually appointed to 
high government positions, and in this way Chinese culture 
and science began to permeate the whole of Japanese society. 

It is no exaggeralion to say that all the Japanese culture of the 
present day is based on that of the Chinese in the T'ang dynasty. 
Even the Japanese writing was brought from China. In the early ...,.., .... , ....... ~."·· ...... 
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period.of Japanese history, historical records were actually written 
in Chinese. Then, in the year A.D. 74I a Japanese student named 
Y oshibL returned to his own country after eight years' study in 
China and created a Japanese alphabet from a modification of 
Chinese characters. His was called the Katakana system. Shortly 
afterwards, a Japanese· monk named Kukai modified the Chinese 
running style of handwriting and so formed a second Japanese 
alphabetical system which was called the Hiragana. Botn these 

·alphabets arc used in Japan to-day. The Japanese language itself 
proved too limited to express adequately every sort of idea, with the 
result.that.almost half the terms are borrowed directly from China. 
This explains the characteristic appearance of a .Japanese book, 
with its mixed printing of Chinese words together with the more 
cursive outline.of the Japanese characters. . 

In the realm of culture, relations between Japanese and qhinese 
in the T'ang dynasty were of the happiest and most amicable. 
Many poems have been preserved in which poets of these two 
countries capped verses with each other, and the story is told of a 
.Japanese boy who went to China, loved the country so much that 
he became naturalised, and lived there for the rest of his life, adopt
ing the Chinese name ofCh'ao Heng. He must have been the posses
sor of a fine intellect and a lovable character. He was first appointed 
,adviser to the Emperor Hsuan Tsung, and then Governor of Annam. 
When he died at the age ofseventy-;two, his friend the great Chinese 
poet Li Po wrote in memory of him the graceful and moving 
lines, · 

The moon no longer returns to the sky, 
But sinks into the blue waves of the sea. 

While the scholars. of the two countries lived in harmony and 
mutual admir~tion, thtit: armies were embattled .. Korea, the small ,_.,. 
but strategically important country-over whicn so many wars were 
presently to be waged, was the present object of contention. The 
Chinese·and"":}apanese armies met in 662; and the former won a 
decisive victory. Four. hundred Japanese.-ships-sank in _flames. 
'Fire and smoke transfigured the sky, and. the sea smelt rancid and 
seemed scarlet with blood!' Such w~ the mastery of the T'ang 
empire. 

There were no more encounters between the warriors of Japan 
and her continental neighbour until both China and Korea had 
been swallowed by the Mongols and a Mongol Emperor occupied 
the Chinese throne. Supported bythe Koreans,- the Mo:qgols 
a~tempted to add Japan to their colossal empire, but were met by .. 
horrible destruction. The first engagement took place in 1274, and)) 
at the second in I 28 I four. thousand battleships took part, carrying 
a hundred and fifty thousand men. -The huge fleet was trapped 
beneath the Islands of the Five Dragons, and wiped out by a ty
phoon. The bodies of the drowned Mongol sailor.s were washed 
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ashore in hundreds, so that they formed bridges for t);te victors to 
march over. The sea had defeated the hitherto undefeatable 
Mongols. 

At the death of Kublai Khan, greatest and most ambitious of 
the Mongol rulers, the battles between Japan and China ceased for 
several hundred years. There was no feeling of neighbourliness 
between the two countries, however) and the Japanese government 
prohibikd its people from trading with the continent. But the 
proximity of so rich and fertile a country as China was a great · 
temptation to the more adventurous and disreputable Japanese. 
Japanese pirates began to maraud the China coast. In the course of 
time they were joined in their plundering raids by Chinese criminals, 
and the looting became even more effective. Among them was the 
notorious Wang Chih, best known of all Chinese pirates. Formerly 
a trader in nitre and sulphur with Japan and the East Indies, he had 
felt himself insuffidently supported by his government and had 
turned to the even more profitable occupation of piracy. It is said 
that he was absolutely fearless and would fight naked with a three
foot sword against all comers. In his new role he even had ships 
built for his followers, each capable of carrying two thousand men. 
They had a wooden tower amidships and decks upon which his 
cavalry might exercise their horses. With this strange armada, and 
a mixed following of Japanese and Chinese criminals and thieves, 
he attacked the China coast and brought his xnen up the lower 
Yangtzu River where they took and plundered town after town on 
the river banks. . · , 

The pirate menace had become so grave that it called for drastic 
resistance. The molestation had already lasted for two hundred 
years when it was broken effectively by the Ming general Ch'i 
Chi-kuang. Ch'i first built up and trained a local militia which 
should deal effectively with pirates who landed at any points on the 
coast, and se·condly had a special fleet constructed in three classes: 
ocean~going battleships that could crush the enemy's junks to 
splinters 'like a wheel crushing a mantis,' and two types of smaller 
vessel to fight on the inland rivers and lakes or for general purposes 
of patrol. Heavy naval engagements took place and the pirate fleet 
was utterly routed. By the year· I 563 the whole force was dispersed, 
and from north to south the waters of China were free of marauders. 

No sooner had China broken the Japanese pirate menace than 
she was threatened by an even more formidable force. There had 
risen to power in Japan an impt::f!alist prime minister, Hidttyoshi
probably the first of the many Japanese politicians who intended to 
conquer the world. He had first united all the sixty-six provinces 
of his own empire and brought their local governments under his 
personal control. Next he had asserted dominance over Siam and 
the Liukiu and Philippine Islands. China was to be the next ripe . 
fruit which should drop jnto his greedy hand .. He had believed the 
pirates' stories regarding the incompetence of the Ming troops, and 
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had no doubt of the issue. China; he decided, under the-inefficient 
Ming rulers, although a vast country, would be powerless against 
his own well-disciplined troops. He scoffed at Koreans who warned 
him that in attempting a conquest of China he would be 'like a bee 
that tries to sting a turtle through its shell!' 

Korea. was the obvious stepping-off ground for a China campaign, 
especially as its government was now ,largely controlled by rather 
weak politicians. There was, besides, a strong opposition party· 

,wh_ich prepared the grounP,. for a Japanese invasion. In 1592 
Hideyoshi sent a. force of two hundred thousand m<::n to Korea. 
The capital fell almost immediately, and the·Japanese armies made 
a steady advance across the country, the Korean troops falling back 
before them in confusion. They·appealed.to the .Emperor of China 
for-assistanc~. He responded by sending a few divisions of cavalry 
which were quickly routed._ Hideyoshi's generalS had ordered their 
men to conceal their· faces behind devils' masks, and to give their 
liorses''lleacts the appearance of lions. When the Chinese cavalry 
saw this appalling army bearing down upon them, their horses · 
bolted and the riders were too terrified to control them! 

Next year, the Ming Emperor determined to wipe out the igno
minious defeat. He sent very strong reinforcements to Korea, 
which laid siege to the Japanese at the town of P'ingyang ~n the 
North. The Chinese commanding officer met cunning by cunning. 
He divided his troops into three sectors: one he sent north and one 
west of the city, while those who were to attack the southern gate 
he disguised in Korean uniform. The Japanese, having only con
tempt for the Korean· troops, sent all their finest divisions to the 
northern and western,sectors .. When these were hotly engaged, the 
disguised Chinese regained their own uniforms and hurled them
selv~s with all the force of their cannon- and rockets against the 
southern,wall. They broke through the south gate, which was l;lut 
weakly defended, and though the swords and spears of the Japanese 
garrison 'bristled like the hairs of a hedgehog,' th~ QJtinese battered 
their way in and took the city. This was the beginning of Chinese 
successes, ·and all Korean towns ,north of the Seoul River were 
recovered; . 

In the neighbourhood of the Korean capital, the Chinese suffered 
a setback, and Hideyoshi, whose troops were· now utterly. ex
hausted, thought it a good opportunity for proposing an armistice 
and extracting favourable terms from the Ming Emperor. Un
fortunately these terms, which were to include the r~turn to Korea · 
of her lost territory in exchange for-a heavy subsidy, and improved 
relations with China through a royal marriage and trade agree
ments, were distorted by the interpreters. ,According to their version 
the Chinese Emperor understood that Hideyoshi wished to be 
nominated by him as 'King of Japan,' and delighted at the easy 
terms, sent his envoys with the requisite document. Hideyoshi was 
outraged at the insult to his own Emperor, broke off negotiations, 
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and resorted once more to arms. The war dragged on for years. 
Chinese reinforcements were continually sent up, but no decisiv,e 
battle was won by either side. At last, in 1598, news was brought to 
the Japanese generals ofHideyoshi's death. Immeasurably thankful 
that their taskmaster could no longer drive them into the battlefield, 
they decided to retreat at once and return to their own land. This 
was not accomplished without heavy losses: when the armies had 
embarked and were making the perilous journey back to Japan, a 
section of them was cut off by the Min~ fleet and destroyed. 

The war had, lasted for seven years. Korea had been utterly 
devastated, and Japan gained nothing. The only practical result 
was a bond of friendship between Korea and China which has lasted 
to the present day. At the time when the Ming empire was 
crumbling before the onslaughts of the Manchu invaders, the 
Koreans gallantly offered the help of their small army, and now in 
the great Sino-Japanese war, Koreans and Chinese are fighting 
shoulder to shoulder for the same object and against the same foe . .... 

CHAPTER XXII 

THE MANCHU DYNASTY OF CH'ING 

A LARGE tract of country north-east of the Great Wall is familiar to 
Westerners under the name of Manchuria-'the Land of the 
Manchus'-and the tribe of Northerners who invaded China in the 
seventeenth century to establish their ruling House in place of the 
native Ming dynasty are known in history as the Manchus.1 These 
people were, in fact, originally the Chin (Golden) tribe who occupied 
territory in Northern China during the twelfth and thirteenth 
centuries after the collapse of the Northern Sung dynasty. Dur
ing the Mongol dynasty of Yuan (1277-1367) the Chins became 
Mongol subjects, but at the fall of this dynasty, and the accession 
of the Ming Emperors, the Chins grew bold and started to expand 
south, east, and west. In 1616, the Chin chief, having seized a 
certain amount of new territory, declared his country to be the 
Empire of Ch'ing ('Purity'), and dubbed himself 'Manchu Em
peror.'2 Thus the tribe has gone down to history as the Manchus or 

1 The Manchus originally occupied only the northern part of modern Man
churia. In the Ming dynasty, the southern portion formed the Chinese prefecture 
of Chienchou, the officials of which governed the ancestors of the Manchus, until 
the end of the Ming period. At that time, and after prolonged struggles, the 
Manchus were able to advance as far as the Shan-hai Pass on the borders of 
Hopei, and to occupy the whole of the modern Manchurian provinces. 

1 The name 'Manchu' has various explanations. According to one source, it 
derives from the name of a Korean chief called Li Manchu; aceording to others, 
it simply means 'Grand Chieftain' or 'Blessing.' 
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Manchurians, and the dynasty, after the Ming had been defeated 
, and a M-anchu Emperor ruled over China, as the Ch'ing. 

Three years later, in 161!:h the 'Manchus' fought a successful 
engagement against the Ming fqrces to the south of their so-called 
Empire, defeating, 'it is said, 'a hundred thousand' imperial troops. 
Gradually all the land east of the Liao River was seized and put 
under Manchu domination. But at this point the Ming troops made 
a stand, armed, it is reported, with superior, modern equipment
cannon designed by the Portuguese! So, for the time being, the 
Manchu troops turned their attention westwards, to the Mongols 
who had been thrown back to the North-west at the Ming con-. 
quest. By 1638 these Mongols were completely overpowered by the 
audacious Manchu brigands, and the whole territory comprised in 
the ·modern provinces of Jehol, Chahar, Suiyuan, and Ninghsia 
('Inner Mongolia') fell to the Manchu Emperor. Korea had already 
come under his sway. 

· Meanwhile, the Ming House was being undermined by local 
bandits, to the ultimate advantage of the Manchus. In the year 
1635, a terrible famine occurred in North-west China. The people 
were reduced to eating roots of grass and the bark of trees. When 
even these had been devoured, they ate earth. And still the Ming 
Emperor with the help of his officials continued to levy heavy 
taxes on the starving population, to pay for military operations 
against the Manchus. In the traditional Chinese fashion, many of 
these people rebelled and became bandits, keeping themselves and 
their families alive by plunder. The movement gathered force, and 
in a short time took on the form of a large, well-organised rebellion. 
The valleys of the Yellow River and the Yangtzu were first de
vastated, and this was followed.by a march on the capital-Peking. 
Now, all the picked troops of the Emperor had been sent to the 
north-eastern frontiers to hold off the Manchus, and Peking was 
almost without defenders. The Emperor armed his Court eunuchs 
as a desperate resort and sent them against the bandit hordes. This 
amateur army rapidly collapsed and the rebels poured into the 
beautiful city. The Emperor, filled with despair and remorse, 
hanged himself from a tree on a steep little hill overlooking Peking. 
It is called 'the Radiant Hill,' and the tree itself can be seen to the 
present day. In the belt of the dead Emperor, the bandits found a 
touching appeal, imploring them not to molest his people and ta~
ing upon himself the whole blame for the misfortunes that had over-
taken his kingdom. . 

At this stage, a woman's beauty seems once rriore to have altered 
history. The bandit leader, Li Tze•ch'eng, could not feel himself 
secure until he had won over the imperial armies away in the North, 
who were still holding the Manchus at· bay. The general in com
mand, called Wu San-kuei, was possessed of a beautiful mistress; 
'a girl of the loveliest face and sweetest voice under heaven,' and her 
Li Tze-ch'eng kidnapped and gave negligently to one of his 
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lieutenants. He took Wu's father as well, thinking that out of fear for 
their safety, his enemy would surrender. Not so Wu. In' a fury of 
indignation he called his father a craven for counselling terms, de
clared. magniloquently that the man who killed his Emperor was his 
enemy, and whoever would kill that enemy should become his 
Emperor, and finally invited the Manchus to join with him to 
defeat the hateful Li who had stolen his lady! 

Three armies weep bitterly and don white silk mourning, 
· The General's hair bristles with rage at the loss of his rosy one . 

wrote a poet about this strange order of events. 
An invitation of this sort was beyond the dreams of the Manchus: 

they raised their standards and marched exultantly southwards. 
At the foot of the Great Wall, a little to the north of Peking~ the 
armies ofWu.and Li engaged. When the battle was hotly joined, 
the Manchu troops poured out on both the enemy flanks, spread 
confusion in all their ranks, and utterly routed them. Li retreated 
into Peking, hurriedly collected all the gold and silver articles he 
could lay hands on in the palace and in the houses of wealthy 
officials, had them melted down into 'metal cakes,' and fled with 
tens of thousands of them in his wagons towards the-West, having 
first set fire to the palace and put Wu's father to death. The 
Manchus were now virtually masters. of Northern China. 

Some opposition still remained farther south. Prince Fu of the 
imperial Ming House had set up a government in Nanking, and was 
doubtlessly anxious to avenge the dead Emperor. The Manchu 
King professed to sorrow deeply over his dead rival, and sent 
assurances to Prince Fu that he had only come to restore order to the 
North, and had no intention of seizing territory. The tears and 
protests, however, both proved false: as soon as he had consolidated 
his position in the North, the Manchu King advanced towards the 
Yangtzu valley. Seven days' bitter fighting for the strategic city of 
Yangchou ended in the exhaustion of the heroic Ming garrisons: 
the Manchus entered the city and a ghastly massacre followed. The 
government of Prince Fu fell soon after and the Manchu King 
became Emperor Shih Tsu, Emperor of all China. 

To the great mass of the people, changes of dynasty and political 
upheavals were matters of small importance: they were concerned 
with getting a living out of the soil, and it seemed that they could 
effect this as well under a Manchu Emperor as under a Chinese. 
However, with the arrival of the Manchus a major social crisis was 
precipitated over the question of pigtails. 'John Chinaman' as he 
appears in the picture books and oriental plays of the West always 
wears a pigtail, and many Westerners are unaware that this is not 
a true Chinese fashion. The ancient Chinese wound their hair in a 
coil od top Of the head, and it was only with the arrival of the 
Mongols that they were ordered to dress it in two pigtails. When the 
Mongol dynasty fell and the Chinese rulers were restored with the 
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Ming dynasty, hair fashions reverted 'to the old native style: Now 
when the Manchus were masters of China, every Chinese was 
ordered, upon pain of death, to wear his hair in a single pigtail
the style of the conquerors. The people rightly felt this to be a 
stigma, a sign of moral surrender, and the usually docile working 
people rioted. 'Your hair or your head!' was the Manchu slogan; 
'Our heads but not our hair!' came the stout Chinese retort. Some 
of the South-eastern provinces which had not yet been thoroughly 
subjugated by the invaders actually put up an armed resistance. 
The small town of Chia-ting, for example, held out for .eighty days 
against the trained troops of the Manchus. When the town fell at 
last a 'three days' massacre' was ordered as a· warning to the 
obstinate. It is reported that 97,ooo in the town itself and 75,000 
in· the suburbs died as a result of the brutal order. After this 
horrible occurrence, the Manchu troops were able to subdue the 
South-east and South-west without much formidable opposition, 
and the hated pigtail showed itself all over Shih Tsu's dominions, 
to gratify his sense of conquest. 

The Manchu Emperors who followed Shih Tsu showed, on the 
whole, rather more tact and consideration, although they were stern 
enough in wiping out opposition or criticism. The second Emperor, 
the famous K 'ang Hsi, .bestowed high official positions upon the 
descendants of the Ming House, and even offered sacrifices at the 
tombs of the Ming Emperors. With a sincere respect for learning 
and good knowledge· of Chinese literature, K 'ang Hsi soon won 
favour with the intelligentsia by adding a special system of official 
examinations. Men of talent and scholarship who succeeded in 
passing them were given high places at Court. Emperor Ch'ien 
Lung, grandson of K'a.ng Hsi, was perhaps the most distinguished 
example of these 'cultured' Emperors. Himselfa poet of some talent 
in the Chinese manner, and an expert on Chinese painting, he 
instituted a work of the highest literary importance. Scholars of the 
first rank were assembled and the plan unfolded to them. An 
anthology was to be compiled: the most·immense anthology tha~ 
had ever existed. It was, in fact, to contain all the books of serious 
value that had been written in Chinese! Books l:j.nd manuscripts 
were bought or borrowed. from public and private collections 
throughout ·the country; editions were collated, and the whole 
colossal undertaking, comprising some 36,ooo volumes, was copied 
out, seven times, by hand. It was known as 'T~e Four Treasuries,' 
so called because it was divided into four sections, the Confucian 
Classics and their commentaries, philosophy and science, histories, 
and literature. The seven copies, each in itself a complete library, 
were distributed throughout the Empire, and were lodged in seven 
of the most beautiful and honourable spots-the imperial palace of 
Peking, the 'Round and Bright Park' (the imperial summer 
residence in the suburbs of Peking), the libraries of Feng-t'ien, 
Jehol, and Yangchou, the 'Golden Hill Temple' of Chen-chiang, 
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and tlie Sheng-yin Temple on the shores of the 'Western Lake' in 
Hangchou. 

This apparent veneration for the native Chinese letters was only 
one side of the Manchu policy: while appearing as patrons of 
literature, the Manchu officials, at the command of the Emperor, 
exercised the strictest possible censorship over writers, publishers, 
even book-collectors, whose books displayed the least criticism of 
the Manchu regime. Believing, like the ancient tyrant Ch'in Shih 
Huang Ti,1 that by destroying tendentious books he could wipe out 
the spirit of criticism [rpm his subjects' hearts, Ch'ien Lung had 
hundreds of volumes which were supposed to inspire anti-foreign 
feeling committed to the flames. Anyone who was found in the 
possession of 'prohibited' books would be put to death. On one 
occasion, seventy people were executed for their part in a 'History 
of the Ming dynasty,' which was privately printed, and contained 
an account of the Manchu conquest, doubtlessly couched in terms 
that showed more regret than gratification, and revealing facts 
which the reigning House would have liked forgotten. As the actual 
author of the reprehensible parts had already died, his body was dug 
up and dishonoured. A poet of the time lost his life for two lines of 
verse, 

Oh pure wind, you don't know how to read
Why throw my pages into confusion! 

The Chinese word for 'pure' is the same as the name of the 
Manchu dynasty, and the officials were not long in discovering its 
implication. 

In spite of these petty tyrannies, the early ,sovereigns of the 
Manchu dynasty ruled with considerable talent and wisdom. They 
and their entourage had a proper respect for the ancient Chinese 
culture, studied and practised the arts of the land they had con
quered, and in general so adapted themselves to Chinese life that 
they almost ceased to appear 'alien.' Under their rule the country 
grew strong and prosperous. However, many of the Chinese still 
nourished in their hearts a resentment against the interlopers, 
while there still,hung from their heads the hated pigtail. They only 
waited for a sign of weakness in their rulers in order to start re
bellions. One of these occurred under the premiership of a certain 
Ho K'un, a rascally Manchu who by illegal means had amassed so 
huge a fortune that he was reputed even richer than Louis Quatorze 
of France. The revolt was organised by a dubious religious body 
called 'the White Lotus,' and was in fact mainly composed of 
loyalists who supported the banished Ming dynasty. It broke out in 
the Yangtzu River valley in the year 1 793, and raged intermittently, 
in the characteristic form of guerrilla warfare, for eight years. The 
imperial troops subdued the 'Lotus' men at last, at the cost of 
2o,ooo,ooo taels of silver and thousands of human lives. 

1 See Chapter VII. 
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But this rebellion, sanguinary though it was, formed but a prelude 
/ to approaching civil wars: half a century later, in 1850, the T'ai

p'ing rebellion broke Ollt. By this time, the Manchu House 
had been forced into contact with the European Powers, and had 
suffered one humiliation after another, both militarily and diplo
matically. The confidence of the people in their rulers melted away. 
After the Treaty of Nanking, which in 1842 concluded the first 
Opium War and gave humiliating concessions to the English, the 
people in the streets used to hum a song which ran, 

We, the Chinese masses, fear o~r Mandarins, 
But our Mandarins fear the Devils from the Ocean! 

Such was the uncomplimentary name by which all Westerners were 
known to nineteenth-century China, and such was the impossible 
situation of the Chinese under the Manchu House in its later 
decadence. 

Like the 'White Lotus' party, the T'ai-p'ing organisation was, in 
origin, a religious sect, inspired by the Christian missionaries who 
had long since established themselves in China. Its founder, a 

'"' Chinese called Hung Hsiu-ch'uan, had been reading a Christian 
tract-so the story goes-'A Warning to the World,' and been pro
foundly impressed by it. Subsequently he had a vivid dream. He 
dreamt he wasf' being transported on an embroidered tapestry to· a 
resplendent pa ace. There an old lady led him to a stream to be 
washed, and an old man changed his heart and entrails for new 
ones. He was then brought to a hall in which stood a royal throne. 
An aged man seated on the throne gave him a sword and a golden 
signet, and led him to where he could look down over the whole 
earth. He saw all the evil-doings of mankind, and he seemed to hear 
a voice from heaven telling him to spread the Gospel among the 
people. 

When Hung awoke, he remained in a kind of mystical trance for 
seven days, neither eating nor speaking. When he came back to 
earth, he declared he had seen the God of the Christians! God had 
summoned him and told him that a great calamity would befall 
mankind unless the people turned from their idols and worshipped 
Him. Hung began teaching the Bible to the Chinese, and insisted 
on the destruction of Buddhist idols and the images of ancestors. 

It is difficult for us now to judge of Hung's si~cerity, but we may 
perhaps believe that at the outset he really felt himself ordained to 
rescue the Chinese from disaster. But it was not long befor.e he 
became involved in politics and the vexed question of the ruling 
House. 

At a time when the rulers and their officials were pitiably weak 
and corrupt, secret societies and pseudo-religious sects spx·ang up all 
over the country, their somewhat strange characteristics being due, 
no doubt, to the influx of Western ideas, which were not yet 
properly understood. Among them was a sect called 'God's Party,' 
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led by one who claimed descent from the imperial Ming family, 
but proved to be a survivor of the 'White Lotus' party, playing on 
the religious sentiments of the people, and also on their hatred ofthe 
Manchu rulers, to gain political power. His career w'ils, however, 
cut short by certain government officials who had him seized and 
executed. The~dreamer.Hung was offered the leadership of the 
p<J.rty,,and accepted it. . . 

It is recorded that Hung's eloquence brought thousands of con
verts into 'God's .Party,' but. the confusion of politics and religion 
became even deeper. The 'God's Party' members·dispensed with the 
pigtail and wore their hair in the fashion of the Ming period. They 
called each other 'brother' and 'sister,' and declared that Jehovah 
was their Heavenly Father, while Jesus Christ was His first Son, and 
Hung-such was the waywardness of their thought-His second.· 

~Hung's following increased to such an, extent that .in the year r8so A he established the 'T'ai-p'ing T'ien Kuo'.-the 'Heavenly Kingdom ~ 
.ofPeace' -in a small town ofKuangsi province, and declared himself · 
the:Heavenly King.' He evidently saw in himself the representative 
of God, establishing His Kingdom on earth to save the people from 
the wickedness of the Manchus. At this point .. the Crusade began: 
the troops of the 'Heavenly King' marched. 

In three years of far from 'bloodless' victories, the 'Heavenly 
King' brought most of the Yangtzu River valley under his sway, 
and established his capital-the 'Heavenly Capital'-at-Nanking. 
He built an altar in the city from which he used to preach in the 
manner. of a Pope. A new order was declared. A new system of 
government was inaugurated,· based on the ancient Chinese models 
of the great Han and T'ang dynasties. Opium smoking was for
bidden, and an agreement was reached with the commander-in
chief of the English naval forces at Shanghai to stop imports of · 
opium. Drink was also prohibited, and the · punishment for 
adultery was death. Girls were no longe; a.l!owed tc have their feet 
bound, and equality between the sexes was encouraged. The 
'Heavenly King's' regime seems to have aimed at a co,mbination of 
the traditional Chinese _form of government as opposed tq the 
Manchu, and the rules of a Christian community. But it was un
fortunately not without charlatanism, and the actions ofits members 
were aimed more at temporal than spiritual power. 

From 1857 till r86r, the Manchu House was again at war with 
England and France. The imperial standing army was cowardly 
and feeble. . The soldiers bravely fired their cannon from a dis
tance, but in hand-to-hand fighting they· took to their heels. Wher
ever· they went, gambling houses and opium dens were opened; 
rape and rapine followed. The generals,-who were paid a gross sum 
by the government for the wages pf their men, preferred to let their 
armies diminish and pocket the money, rather than replace the killed· 
and. wounded. As for their own conduct, it is-said that they' ran for 
their lives as soon as 'the wind from the enemy blew towards them.': 
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This situation seemed to the T'ai-p'ing leaders an ideal one for 
their own purposes: they made overtures to the French and English 
consuls, to whom their 'Christianity' must certainly have appealed, 
and who could not be averse from military assistance against the 
Manchu opponent. At the same. time they renewed their efforts 
to draw the Chinese masses to their banner. 'Trust in God,' they 
exhorted, 'and throw the Manchu Emperor out of Peking!' An era of 
peace would follow in which these civil and foreign broils would cease. 

Perhaps the divine envoys were bad diplomats. They seem, at 
any rate, to have bungled the situation in some way. The Americans 
in Shanghai apparently sensed a danger to their interests, should the 
'Heavenly King' succeed in mastering the whole of China. Fin
anced by the Shanghai merchants, who were naturally the most 
netvous, the American adventurer Frederick Townsend Ward 
organised an army of Chinese and Filipinos, including some 
American officers, and with it was able to 'protect' Shanghai from 
capture by the troops of the 'Heavenly King.' This was the first 
check to the latter's series of victories. 

Ward, a leader of fearless spirit, had come to China as a young 
man in search of adventure, and joined the Chinese merchant navy. 
In r8sg, despite the charges of his consul who accused him of 
violating United States neutrality, he offered his services to the 
imperial army. He was given the command of a small force which 
he so drilled and trained that a year or two later it formed the 
backbone for that large international force known in history as the 
'Ever-victorious Army.' With the confidence and support both of 
the Manchus and the foreign authorities at Shanghai, Ward soon 
had the country cleared for a radius of thirty miles around the port. 
In September of 1862, however, in an attack on Tzuchi, ten miles 
from Ningpo, he was shot and mortally wounded. 

Meanwhile, in r86r, the second Opium War was concluded, and 
the Peking Pact signed between the Manchus and the English and 
French allies, in favour, as usual, of the European Powers. Britain 
and France n~w decided that it would profit them more to support 
the Manchus, who, albeit painfully and under protest, would agree 
to any concessions that the Westerners demanded. The 'Heavenly 
King,' on the other hand, as the Americans had already realised, 
would make no compromise, and was set on total power. Accordingly 
they gave official sanction to the voluntary enlistment of their sub
jects in the Manchu armies. Ward's 'Ever-victorious Army' was 
now put under the command of the famous English . general 
Charl~s George Gordon, and battle was joined in earnest between 
the hosts of the 'Heavenly' and the earthly kings. Gordon's army 
remained true to its name, and in three years of continuous victory, 
fifty towns had been recovered f01: the Manchus. At the end of the 
three years, however, Gordon resigned, having disagreed, it is 
said, with the Manchu commanders because they kiUed their 
prisoners of war. 
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But by now the tide had turned against the 'Heavenly King.' 
In the last resort, racial feeling against the Manchus was not so 
strong as traditional loyalty for the crowned Emperor, deeply 
implanted in Chinese minds at least since the days of Confucius. 
The discipline of the crusaders declined, the leaders quarrelled 
among themselves, while hundreds of their followers, in disillusion, 

~deserted for the opposite camp. Inv1_864, Nanking was. recaptured 
~by the. Manchu troops, and-the 'Heave. nly K~ng,'·seeing his cause 
1·'-to be lost beyond recovery, put an end to h1s remarkable career 

by poison. It took another two years of conflict before the whole 
territory was won back, for in the course of their exploits the 
T'ai-p'ing troops had taken more than six hundred towns. By 
1866 the 'Heavenly Kingdom of Peace'· had ceased to exist. 

/( lt.,camiot. be~said that the· T.'ai-p'ing movement brought any/: 
profit. to the Chinese-as a whole; rather it hamp'ered the Manchus • 
in their effort to resist Western pressure. But it set a precedent for 
revolution, which the weakness, folly, and stupidity of the deca
dent Manchu rulers further precipitated. This was the true People's 
Revolution, led by Dr. Sun Yat-sen, that was presently to rise and 
bring the tottering dynasty to an end. 

A leading figure in the final degradation of the Manchu House 
was the notorious Empress Dowager Tzu Hsi. This blindly ambi
tious woman, whose name means literally the 'Kind and Blessed 
Queen,' having entered the royal family as a concubine of Emperor 
Wen Tsung, succeeded in becoming Regent to his grand-nephew, 
the ill-fated Teh Tsung, in 1875· In her lust for absolute power, 
she murdered the innocent and intrigued against her oW-n relatives: 
under her short-sighted, selfish administration, China suffered one 
diplomatic defeat after another in its relations with the Western 
Powers. The. P.restige of the Celestial Empire reached its lowest 
d_(!pths. She.it was, who sponsored the Boxers' Rebellion, an event 
which wrote one of the horrible pages in Phina's history, though the 
foreign imperialists against whom it was directed must carry their 
share of blame. But this story remains to be told more fully in a 
later chapter. ' 

Goaded to desperate means, a 'Reform' party of the more pro
gressive elements at Court plotted to get rid of the discreditable old 
woman, but the plot was destroyed by the .double7faced Yuan 
Shih-k'ai who later became first President of the Republic. The 
young Emperor Teh-tsung was impli<;ated, and virtually imprisoned. 
He died eleven years later in mysterious circumstances, while 
Tzu Hsi herself was found dead the following day. ~u-!, present 
'puppet' ruler .of the.Japanese-created 'Manchukuo,' succeeqed to 
the throne, but .the dynasty was Jbeyond .. saving: it· did· not long 
q~~last his accession. · 



CHAPTER XXIII 

MONGOLIA, SINKIANG, AND TIBET 
. \;l"i!.l'\*l.lf".-.a 

ALTHOUGH the history of the Manchu dynasty is filled with 
conflicts against the Western Powers-conflicts in which the Chinese 
were consistently the losers-the imperial armies were also at war 
with border tribes, and in those fields won many victories. These 
tribes ~ere no longer the 'Huns' or the Turks, but Mongols, Huis, 
and Tibetans, the latest inhabitants of China's northern and western 

/"P' borders. 
/'{' ' ~-theRe~ublic ca.nw-~o Rirt~_ .. iQ,JQP,.!ll.~.~r~t Re~~lican 

i flag_llJ!,t.~.A~_Q£Ji~.~7CQ19l!!~~ bm, ,s.ymbo 1s!ng the 
i fiV.~~~j~~oJ:~i.&b. ~~~lmt, (J~j~e.Sf?,J>,op0ation is ~qmposed: 
lthe Han-the 'Climese proper'-tlie Manchunans, the Mongols, 

~
e Hui, and the Tibetans. The homes of the last four bordered 
ose of the ancient Han, and are what we now call Northern 

. anchuria, Mongolia, Sinkiang, and Tibet. When they were 
~trong they quarrelled with the Chinese and pillaged their towns: 
when they were weaker, they negotiated and traded with them. 
But strong or weak, willing or unwilling, they all inherited the Chinese 
civilisation, which was once not only the greatest and noblest in 
the East, but probably in the whole world. 

The empires of the Mongols and the Manchus swelled at one time 
to vast dimensions, and they both, for a period, conquered and ruled 
the Han race, but the Hui and Tibetans were conquered by them 
and became subject races. Time and the developments of history 
alter the relations between peoples. After the Republic had been 
founded, the representatives of these five races acknowledged their 
brotherhood, and agreed to live on equal terms. This chapter will 
give briefly the history of the Mongols, the Hui, and the Tibetans, 
and how they became incorporated with the Han, especially in 
the decisive period of the Manchu dynasty. · 

The Mongols, who had achieved .a conquest of China in the first 
half of the thirteenth century, and had established a dynasty which 
they called the Yuan, were driven out little more than a hundred 
years later by Chinese revolutionary forces. The Mongol Emperor 
and his entourage fled from Peking towards the mountains north 
of the Great Wall, while the revolutionists set up a new dynasty
the Ming. The descendants of the last Mongol Emperor made re
peated and furious attempts to regain their lost empire, but were 
always repulsed by the loyal Ming troops. Eventually they aban
doned the hopeless struggle and made a permanent settlement 
north of the Wall. They divided into two main bodies, the Oirat:l 
and the Tartars. The former lived in the West and the latter in the 
East, in the present Mongolia and the northern part of Sinkiang. 

After a time, the Oirats resumed their aggressive operations and 
even succeeded in capturing one of the Ming Emperors. But they 
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were not able to follow up this victory, and as a result of internal 
squabbles, so weakenoo themselves that in the second half of the · 
sixteenth century they became subject to the Tartar chieftain, 
the masterful Tayen Khan. The whole Mongol territory was divided 
in three after his death, and that part which had formerly come under 
the suzerainty of the Oirats passed eventually to Tayen's grandson
that battle-loving Anta who proved himself the bitterest enemy 
of the Ming Emperor. Beginning from 1549, and for fifteen years, 
Anta's forces constantly invaded the'Ming empire until Romance 
and Religion most unexpectedly intervened and brought the two 

• powers into a happy relationship. 
Anta had arranged the betrothal of his grandson to a young girl 

of astonishing beauty, but even in his old age had fallen in love with 
her himself, and made her his wife. The young man, enraged at 
being cheated of his bride, rari away from the Tartar Court and 
impulsively took refuge with his grandfather's greatest enemy~ 
the Ming Emperor at Peking !-probably hoping to avenge himself 
in battle. The girl; distressed for her lover's safety, wept day and night, 
until the old Khan was, moved by her sorrow. He had also in the 
meantime been converted to the Lama religion, a branch of the 
merciful Buddhist faith, and in his old age a peaceful spirit over~ 
came his bloodthirsty nature. Anta appealed to the Ming Emperor 
to return his grandson, and promised that there should be peace 
between them thereafter. Friendship was sealed between the two 
Powers, and even after Anta's death it was not broken. His beauti
ful widow married two successive rulers of the Oirat territory, 
and out of gratitude to the Ming Emperor kept the flame of peace 
alive as lon:g as she lived. , 

It may be apposite here to explain something of the role played 
by Lamaism, to which Anta and many of his countrymen were 
converted, and which has exercised a very marked influence on 
the relations between China proper and the peoples of Mongolia, 
Sinkiang, and Tibet. La~aism is not, as many Europeans believe; 
a distinct religion: it ir'Mmt'ya·branch of Buddhism, having an· 
its fundamental tenets in common with that great Faith. l,l;;Lfirst 
home was Tibet, th~junc~io~ of t4«.Jndian c,iyj}j$~ti()n whic~d 
givenbirth~uaCini~ ... 'aiftf'tli'~ r-'Ts"·"~' c:;.. '~a'~'8"ii~ it. 

~r:!i~:s~;~~:;~r~S*ay~~~:i'3~1nnii>L·~~~:n: 
faith as its progenitor Buddhism, but like the Catholic Church 
of the Middle Ages, its leaders strove for temporal power; and from 
the time that Anta was converted and all through the seventeenth 
century, .the heads of tht. Lama faith exercised the same sort of 
authority in Tibet and parts of Mongolia as at one time did the 
Pope over Christendom. They organised military campaigns and. 
joined in the political struggle for supremacy, bringing much dis
credit on their religion among the true believers. In later times. 
it became even more debased through other causes-immorality 
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among the monks and priests, superstitions, and the multiplication 
,.~f images to the detriment of the spiritual elements. 
A ~-~~1ll .. :Was ~rst fully .9~v~!9peg jp,_ ~ilu~~ dwing the. eight~ 

'cen!?EYt,~lif.~~~'lu.ffipa\l~l,t;ed. ~tl~lld. It was ~un.ng this 
c~ntury that a famous !~dian monk Jt'~;~ra. was m~ted to 
'Ubet. ®d. th~ fi:rst L~ma~_st monastery was. established., a httle to 
the south-east oft.hasa. Fifteen years later, in 764, a native Tibetan 
was made abbot of the monastery, thus becoming the first 'Lama' 

i
terally, 'Superior One'). It was at this time too, when the 
'ang dynasty ruled in China proper, and there was an interchange 
rst of b_lows and. t. hen of t.ra.de an.d cul·t· ure between the two peoples, 
at Lamaismw<~.s intr.ru:b,1ced to China, a)'ld th€.fi+st CQn:ve.t~.wade. 

: La~ .took. ~OQt .apd spread· rapidly among the l'ufans, 
ab.d'1t is even probable that its teaclliiigs ofpeace and compassion 
had some effect upon their natural inclination for battle. At all 
events, the campaigns against neighbouring countries decreased 
and the tribe, powerful so long as it remained united, split into groups 
and became ineffective as an aggressive force. At the same time, 
the power of the Lama priesthood was greatly augmented until the 
main temporal power lay in its hands. Then came the whirlwind 
of Mongol conquests in the thirteenth century, when the mighty 
Jenghiz Khan, and Kublai Khan_, one of his~succ~ssors, _brought 

th~t[~~~~·~~\d;~~~A~e¥~£)~~~·at t~at time that the 
all-powerful Kublai was.p;1a5tered by it. lte was convett~d by the 
abbot of a m'M'nmety called Sas-kya, and iii return for crowning 
him 'Emperor of China' Kublai appointed this Sas-kya Lama 

~'> 'temporal ruler of Western Tibet.' It was a remarkable triumph 
for the 1.aJ;na:;,p~pd. The Sas-kya 'Papacy,' as it might be 
called, maintained political supremacy for several generations, 
and oppressed its rival sects. Very bitter strife broke out between 
the various monasteries, chiefly over political questions, and the 
Lama religion was much discredited until at the beginning of the 
fifteenth century a monk named Tsung Ke Pa started a reform 
movement. His followers wore a yellow hat and robe to differen
tiate themselves from the monks of the old cult who were dressed 
in red. They came to be distinguished afterwards as the 'Red 
Lamas' and the 'Yellow Lamas.' 

The Yellow Lamas, although reforming the discipline of the Lama· 
Church, by no means denied themselves temporal power. In the 
course of five generations the sect achieved, and retains to this day, 
the P.rie~t~lTibel. T:sungKc Pa's successor, one of his 

I~- Tlec.ame_ t .. h·· e __ .fir.st o_f the_s. e p_riest-. ki.ngs. .k. nown as th-.JJ_ . alai 
,.~,the .. Gr<:m4 ;L~ma:-:-and $inc;;~ .~l~J;>a~y.:w~.Q.I.l~ Qf..tb.c . .rules 

e reformed order, the succession was based on a theory of 
teincarnation. The spirit of the dying abbot was held to be rein
carnated in the body of a new-born child-born in the hour of the 

1 See Chapter XIV. 
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abbot's death. The fifth Grand Lama has declared that both 
he and the first Yellow Lama abbot were reincarnations of the 
ancient King Srong-btsan. He. in his turn was said to have been 
the earthly reincarnation of the Compassionate Spirit of the Moun
tains, who gave heavenly food to the Tibetans' progenitors, and thus 
transformed them from monkeys to men! ~ 

It Wi!-U!!.~!h.~..!i~ ~£,_~h~,..,!,l:!i!9..,..!?,~J~j;.~il.~~;g~,9~~~t.rM~ngol 
Iql~ An~a~as ~~A4o ~h~:k~~J~L~h. -Pa~tly tli;ough 
the mfluence o~Igton, as we ~een, Anta formed ties ofsmcere 
friendship with the Chinese Emperor, and in the year 1579 he 
introduced the Dalai Lama to the Chinese Court, thus forging 
a new link between Tibet and China. About the same time, a 
deputy of the Dalai was established at Urga in Outer Mongolia, 
becoming head of the Lama Church in that country. He was 
known as the 'Mongolian Living Buddha.' Under Anta's influence 
there began that intervention of the Mongols in Tibetan affairs 
which was destined to develop very markedly in the following 
century. 

Some of the remnants of the Red Lamas held authority over a 
part ofTibet, and in 1643 a powerful minister of the Yellow Lamas, 
Sang Chieh-a cr~fty prelate-invited a Mongol chieftain, Ku
shih Khan, to exterminate their power. Sang Chieh soon intrigued 
with another Mongol chieftain to destroy Ku-shih Khan. This 
chieftain, Ke Er Tari, who had already made himself master of the 
Mongol territory north of the Great Wall, speedily made conquest 
of Tibet, and theoretically offered it to the Dalai, while remaining 
himself its actual ruler. Having so much of the bordering lands 
under his control, Ke Er Tan turned his attack upon the im
perial forces of the Manchus, who were now ruling in China in 
succession to the Ming, and only after three years of bitter fighting 

. was he defeated. The great Khan ended his ambitious career by 
suicide, in 1697. 

His nephew Ts'e Mang took up the struggle for power in the West. 
l!l.!Jl!>•Jlc;:,;~h!tq-hil;,,troo~s.int().J.j~~~~-.. %<r¥Pied,.-Lh~~.,,~~<! .. took 
th~~-' VHis methoas were cruder than his uncle's. 
A three-cornered struggle began, for the Manchu rulers were 
patrons of the Lama religion and felt Tibet with its Grand Lama 
to be under .their 'protection'. Their armies forthwith descended 
upon Tibet and evicted those of the Mongol Ts'e Mang. They 
elected a new Sixth Dalai, and returned home. 

The new Dalai was ungrateful. Only a few years later he joined 
forces with the rascally Ts'e Mang in support of a revolt which 
was then breaking out. north-east of Tibet, against the Manchu 
empire. Again the Chinese acted quickly, launching a surprise 
attack on the rebellious Mongols in early spring 'before the pastures 
were green and the enemy's animals duly fed with new grass.' 
The Chinese cavalry rushed down upon the tents ·of the Mongol 
and Tibetan armies, and would have taken the Mongol chief 
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prisoner had he not speedily escaped on a white camel in the dis
guise of a woman. The importance of this Chinese victory lies in 

....-;the fact that the district known as Qh'in_g-hai-'the Blue Sea'
}, tn whi.ch. the .revolt had. taFen. p}a_s<; W~S np.wJilcotpqrafeoT<>WJ:te 
' ' ~L!i!W';jn,.tP..l44 Chi~e.Em}llte, and. reJUains. to this day one of 

· hTh;sM~~iJr~~~·~.l4~E~~f~fnfEibl~;se Mang died only 
three years after the disaster at Ch'ing-hai, and was succeeded 
by his equally ambitious and capable son, Ke Er Tan T'se Ling, 
who, subduing all his rival Mongol chieftains, was able for some 
time to offer a powerful and united front against the would-be 
invasion of Chinese forces. But in later years he could not with
stand the Chinese onrush. Victorious first, his armies were presently 
thrown into confusion and fled before the imperial troops 'like 
ravens darting to their nests.' They retreated into Northern Sin
kiang, the ancient home of the Oirats. 

From this time on, the glory of the Mongols, fonii~r rulers of 
almost· a whole continent, faded rapidly. Civil wars, Chinese 
invasions, and epidemics of smallpox combined to decimate their 
population. By the middle of the eighteenth century, forty per 
cent. had been killed by pestilence, thirty by wars, and twenty had 
fled to Russia, leaving only a tenth in their old territory, and this 
remnant never recovered its strength and prosperity. For the first 

,.,, time Mongolia, including the northern part ofSinkiang, was brought 
'/..; ... completely under the ~om.in.atio·n·o· f .. tl·1·e· C.hines.e C. ourt .. ~t.kad 

1 ~. '~n6: ... <;~~ to be '}n,..W.~<;n~J..,~plSP~P.tf;Y~. anc,l the large wes!ern 
n?!:9.Yl,ll.Ce-~:Jiai-naa'been mcorporated perrn§lnently mto 
'!Chinese territory. 
'. ~hrthMf[;~va.guely described by ancient Chinese historians as 
'the Western Regions,' and referred to by European and American 
writers as 'Chinese Turkestan,' is geographically split by the great 
range of T.',i<t\, ~Q~~:fi~venlL¥..<2..~.!!~i~' ;::-which stretches 
right across It, westand east. TfiarpaFf""fi'i'i'ttl of the mountains 
was inhabited, as we have learnt, by the Mongolian tribe of Oirats. 
The southern portion was the home of the Hui tribe. 

The Hui are of three racial types, and are differentiated into 
Ch'an Hui, Han Hui, and Kazaks. The Ch'an or 'Turbaned' 
Hui, so called from the head-dress of their men-a cap beautifully 
embroidered in gold thread and in winter bordered with sable 
or otter fur-live to the west of Sinkiang province, centred in the 
town of Kashgar, They seem to be of a very different origin from 
the inhabitants of China Proper. In the districts where they live, 
there are very few Chinese, and the usual accompaniments of 
'Chinese' life-the wine shops, the characteristic groceries, the pig 
markets, and so on, are 'nowhere to be found.' The Han Hui 
('Chinese' Hui), on the other hand, had probably migrated at 
some time from the Chinese province of Kansu. They live in the 
Chinese manner, and can speak the language, though their natural 
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language is Arabic. Like their 'turbaned' kinsmen, they are faith
ful worshippers of Mahomet; they are honest and reliable in 
business, and self·respecting members of a well-organised com
rtmnity. The Kazaks.are nomads, coming from the stoc~ of the 
Kirghiz people. They live chiefly' in. the Altai mountains, round 
the town of Illi, so much coveted.by imperial Russia. All three 
branches of Hui have a mixed-origin, though they are mainly of 
Turkish extraction. 

The name 'Hui' was given to them by the Chinese because 
of their relations with a branch of the ancient Uigurs, called by 
them -Hui-he. The Hui-he established a kingdom in Central 
Asia during. the ninth and tenth centuries and were converted to 
Mohammedanism. They sent expeditions to Sinkiang, to their 
fellow-tribesmen who had remained there, and these too became 
followersof·Mahomet. The Chinese then began to call Mohammedan
ism· 'the -Hui Religion,' and those who ·practised it in Sinkiang, 
'the Hui People.' 

For some centuries, ·the •Hui kept their independence, though 
they foolishly w9akened themselves by religious schisms. The 
two main sects, known as the White Mountain and the Black Moun
tain cults, did not come together until the middle ofthe eighteenth 
century, when for urgent political reasons their followers united 
and joined with the Mongols in their struggle against the imperial 
armies of the Manchus. A few years later, the Hui troops invaded 
Chinese territory, trapped the advance forces ~f the Manchu 
army on the banks of the Black River, and tried to starve them into 
surrender. When the besieged men had reached the extremity of 
cooking their horses' saddles for food, reinforcements arrived, and 
the Hui were severely defeated. The two Holy Descendants
supposedly descended from the prophet Mahomet himself-who 
had-led the army, fled to a friend for refuge. He had them both 
beheaded and sent their heads to the victorious general. As a 
result of this disaster, Southern Sinkiang now came under Chinese 
rule, and has remained-part of.the.Chinese territory ever since. 

The history of Mongolia, Sinkiang, and Tibet in more recent times 
is no longer one of contest with imperial China. The day when China 
could call herself a· 'Celestial Empire,' and her Emperor 'Ruler 
of all under Heaven,' had passed. In the second half of the nine,
teenth century, she was forced to contend with the Western ).mperia1:. 
ists, and those border territories in the North and West by which 
China had expanded her empire in the past were now looked upon 
with lustful eyes by Tsarist Russia on the one hand, and Victorian 
Britain on the other. In the year· z 876 Russia_n forces had advanced 
into-Central Asia and conquered Kob.nd, on the very borders of 
Sinkiang, and the next year Queen Victoria proclaimed herself 
Empress ofindia. The three Powers of China, Russia, and Britain 
were· drawing towards each other with their rival claims, and con· 
flict seemed inevitable. · ' 
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China being in no condition to resist the Western Powers, rights, 
privileges, and territory began to pass out of her hands. A local 
rising in Sinkiang first gave tho Russians an excuse for encroach
ment. They occupied the border town of Illi, calling it a matter 
of 'voluntary protection,' yet when the disturbance was put down, 
by the effort of Tso Tsung-t'ang, one of the ablest ministers, the 
Russians refused to withdraw. The Manchu government, at that 
time utterly exhausted by the Opium War with Britain and France, 
and by the T'ai-p'ing rebellion, had now the choice of declaring 
war on Russia or agreeing to all her demands. Negotiations were 
opened, as a result of which Russia planted her foot firmly in Sin
kiang. She was allowed to trade there without paying taxes, and to 
open consulates in several important towns. 

As far as Tibet was concerned, it was well known that the British 
Viceroy of India coveted that 'Secret Land.' Now, the Lamas who 
formed the principal ruling class in Tibet held the important 
trade monopoly of tea. They bought Chinese tea in bulk and sold 
it to the population at very considerable profit. These worldly 
priests had thus a good reason to fear the openi~g of communica
tions between India and Tibet: Indian tea would be rushed in 
and their main source of revenue would vanish! Accordingly they 
strongly supported the Manchu Court in its effort to shut off Tibet 
fromcommunicationwith the outer world-an effort that was assisted 
by the geographical situation of the country. 

In I87g, British forces took Afghanistan under their protection, 
and in I 885 they annexed Burma. They were creeping up to Tibet 
from both south and west. Meanwhile the Russians bit by bit 
extended their sphere of influence into Tibet from the north. They 
appeared to abandon their Christian religion and to become faith
ful Lamaists. They pretended to be sympathetic for the Tibetans 
disturbed and assailed by the ambitious British. The latter were 
furious at the success of their rivals, and when, in I 904, war broke out 
between Russia and Japan, the British lost no time in marching 
their troops into Lhasa, the Tibetan capital. The Dalai Lama 
fled to Ch'ing-hai. Three years later, after protracted discussions, 
the British struck a bargain with the Manchu Court, whereby 
several treaty ports in Tibet were to be opened to their trade, and 
all the fortifications from Lhasa to the frontiers would be destroyed. 
The British imperialists had gained their ends. 

Cheated of Tibet, the Russians now turned their attention to 
Mongolia. Since Mongolia had ·become part of the Chinese 
Empire in I 697 the M;).nchu Court had exercised no positive policy 
towards it, save that of keeping their Chinese subjects out of it. 
Mongolia borders on Manchuria, and the Manchus were naturally 
apprehensive that if the Chinese settled there in great numbers, 
they would vent their rancour on Manchuria, the home of their 
conquerors. Even Chinese merchants who travelled in the country 
for trade must produce passports, and no Chinese was permitted 
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by the Manchu government to buy ~and or to settle there for more 
than one year at a time. 

The Mongolians themselves, however, had other ideas. They 
were mainly cattle breeders and no agriculturists. They found it, 
therefore, very much to their advantage to rent the land to Chinese 
farmers who managed by one means and another to evade the restric
tions. In difficult times, they not infrequently, mortgaged their 
fields to the immigrants, and as they were not always able to pay their 
debts, the land passed into the hands of the Chinese. 

The Russians over the border were quick to notice the infiltration, 
and ironically accused the Manchu Court of conspiring against 
them by sending aggressive Chinese into Mongolia! As a counter 
measure, they began to offer extensive loans to the Mongol nobility, 
asking for them to be repaid not in money but in lands. By this 
means, they gradually came to exercise a dominating influence in 
Mongolia. 

The Russo-Japanese war of 1904-5, which had given the British 
an opportunity to consolidate their influence in Tibet, also resulted 
in the expansion of Japanese control in the Chinese north-eastern 
provinces, formerly coveted by Russia. The discomfited Russians 
now redoubled their efforts to become masters of Mongolia. They 
addressed a stern memorandum to the Manchu Court, requesting 
free immigration of Russian subjects into Mongolia and Sinkiang, 
the right of Russian merchants to trade in China free of taxes, 
and the opening of many new treaty ports. 

The Manchu Emperor was in no condition to deal with demands 
of this sort. His throne was already tottering, and before any con
clusions were reached the Emperor fled befo:r:e the Chinese revolu
tionary forces. Seizing this golden opportunity, the Russians in
spirea the Lama 'Living Buddha' of Urga, virtual ruler of Outer 
Mongolia, to declare the independence of his government. The 
Russians then used this government as a pawn and entered into 
negotiations with Republican China. In November 1913 a pact was 
signed by which Russia recognised Chinese suzerainty in Mongolia, 
and China acknowledged the autonomy of Outer Mongolia. The 
Chinese government also accorded Russia certain privileges in the 
whole Mongolian territ~ry. 

Then came the Russian Revolution. The automatic regime of 
the 'I:lVlng Bllactlia' m Outer Mongolia, losing Russian financial 
support, collapsed like a bubble. In Nqvember 1919 an appeal 
was sent to the Chinese Republican government that Outer Mon
golia might return to the Motherland. But before China could 
receive her erring child, Soviet Russia intervened. The remnants 
of the imperial Russian troops had fled into Mongolia with the Red 
~rmy hot on their heels. There the imperial troops were practically 
annihilated, and the Soviet army set up a new government in 
Outer Mongolia, calling the State the Republic of 'Mongolia.' 
It was presently incorporated into the Soviet Union, while Soviet 
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Russia still recognised Chinese suzerainty over Outer Mongolia. 
A very similar agreement had been reached over Tibet between 
the Chinese and the British. By the pact of April 1914, Great Britain 
acknowledged Chinese suzerainty over. Tibet, . while China recog
nised the autonomy of Anterior Tibet, bordering on India. 

Thus, for the time being, relations had been established between 
the three Powers of China, Russia, and Britain in their struggle 
for domination on the western borders of the Chinese Republic. 
Mongolia was divided, by foreign suggestion, into 'Outer' and 
'Inner.' The Outer division is usually referred to in t~xt-books 
simply as 'Mongolia,' while the Inner division comprises the four 
Chinese provinces of Jehol, Chakhar, Suiyuan, and Ninghsia. 
Outer Mongolia is chiefly occupied by Mongolian-speaking peoples, 
but in the four provinces of Inner Mongolia the population is largely 
Chinese-speaking, the ancestors of the present inhabitants having 
left their homes in the interior of China and settled there some 
thousands of years ago. In the great province of Sinkiang too, 
Chinese-speaking people form the majority, with a sprinkling of 
the old Hui inhabitants. Most of them are Mohammedans, and ~1e 
zeal with which they followed their religion has infected the adjacent 
provinces of China. In Kansu and Ch'ing-hai especially, many 
thousands of Chinese are faithful to the teachings of Islam. 

The future of these peoples, after the present desperate struggle 
is over, cannot be exactly predicted, but it may be prophesied. The 
European War of 1914-18 both brought to a peak and terminated 
the imperialism and territorial intrigues of the previous century, 
while the theories propounded at Geneva after the Peace Treaey, 
and some hints given out by the Russian Revolution combined to 
awaken the consciences and minds of the Chinese themselves. 
Following the laws of tradition and the bonds of treaties, they felt 
that those non-Chinese-speaking peoples of Mongolia, Tibet, and 
Sinkiang belonged to China, and ought not to be Separated from 
them. Nevertheless, a new sense of justice and idealism, slowly 
awakening all the world over, refused to admit the right of a stronger 
people forcibly to incorporate a weaker one. We Chinese realise 
that we should allow our fellow-beings the Mongols, the Hui, 
and the Tibetans to. make their own choice of government-of 
freedom or dependence. We should, however, guide and assist 
them to reach a true independence, and to live in good-neighbourli
ness. We should make sure that no other Power annexes them by 
force, or under the pretext of exercising a merciful policy : no other 
Power, whether it cries 'Imperialism' or 'Socialism.' 



CHAPTER XXIV 

/;HE OPIUM WARS· 

up to the close or"the eightee~th century, which marked the end of 
the long reign of Ch'ien Lung, the Emperor who refused. George 
III's diplomatic overtures, the Manchu empire had been a powerful 
one. European envoys had been obliged to choose between 'kow: 
towing' before the oriental sovereign or being refused any communi
cation. For the preceding century an& a half, Chinese history had 
been a tale of conquests. As we have seen, the Mongols, Hui, and 
Tibetans all fell before the Manchu armies; in addition, Korea, 
Annam, the Liukiu islands, and Burma became Chinese 'Protec
torates.' 

But the nineteenth centur r_o ght a tide. of· ill fortune to the 
Cliin~c; .. _.l,~ars broke out in x813, culminating in tlie 'rin:f•ing 
rebellion which wasted so many_thousands of lives and Ia:i . nina 
o'pen to att_~~kJrp.m Wlthout .. The Opium War of 1840 waged 
agamst the English, and later against the allied armies of England 
and France, was in pait, at least, the fruit of these civil disturbances. 
It brought low the ancient prestige of China, and initiated a hundred 
years of foreign invasion which at the present day has reached its 
climax in China's deadly struggle against the Japanese. 

Opium-smoking .is .specially associated with the Chinese in the 
minds of Westerners, among whom it is regarded with not a little 
contempt. And yet the habit was not native to China, and for a 
long time after the drug had been intro.duced by European traders 
the poppies were not grown on Chinese soil. 

As early as the thirteenth century, opium was imported into 
China for purely medicinal purposes. The Chinese called it the 
'fu-shou-kao'-'the happiness and longevity gum.' But.it was not 
until three centuries later, when the Portuguese traders arrived in 
the Far East, tpat the Chinese were, persuaded to smoke it for 
pleasure. Still only wealthy, self-indulgent Chinese traders and 
some effete young men abandoned themselves to what De Quincey 
called 'the chronic pleasures' of opium, but with the founding 
of. the British East India Company in the seventeenth century, 
and its exploitation of Indian natural resources, opium began to 
be imported into China from that country on a grand scale. Then 
all classes of Chinese fell before its deadly power, from the mandarins 
to the coolies; the physique and morale of the whole.country began 
to be affected. . · 

The.English merchantmen, their holds stacked with crates of this 
poisonous drug brought from India, would weigh.anchor at a good 
distance from the shore, beyond the jurisdiction of Chinese law. 
Chinese smugglers on the South China coast would paddle out to 
them in small junks under cover of darkness,. an& bring ashore the 
contraband. Both merchants and smugglers made a roaring tr~de. 
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The Chinese people quite lost their heads over the opium: money 
that should have been spent on building up the military strength of 
the country to resist foreign encroachments poured out to pay for 
this degenerate form of!ndulgence. It is said that in the year 1838, 
at the port of Canton alone, 3o,ooo,ooo taels of silver were expended 
on the purchase of opium. 

That the price of silver rose as a result, while that of copper coins 
fell, was only one of the attendant evils. Farmers and merchants had 
to pay their taxes to the government in silver, so that their burden 
was made even heavier than before. It was evident that measures 
must be taken against the insidious polsoi:l. Tn lags, one~ of the 
Emperor's ·ministers presented a memorandum to-himunder the 
heading of 'A Petition for Strict Measures against Economic Leak-

. age and for the Nourishment of the National Strength.' Its 
·contention ~as that the existing penalties for opium smoking were 
'far too lenient:·~ hu11dred'strokes offhe whip and three years' penal 

E
rvitude-the punishment usually awarded to offenders-were 
uch less painful to a hardened opium-smoker than to give up his 

moking. But if the death penalty was imposed, even the most 
enslaved would hardly risk their lives for it, and the habit might be 
exterminated. The petition concluded by suggesting that a year's 
moratorium should be granted, during which smokers could gradu
ally cure themselves of the craving. If after a year people still 
clung to opium, the government could have them put to death 
without any injustice. 

The Em.p~()!: gave the memor~ndum his approval, and sent copies 
to ihe governors of air the province~ for consideration. -A certain 
governor Lin Tse-hsu2 who controlled __Jwo la.r.g.e provjp.~~~ of 

.>1. pentrarCliTna-:._!ook_up_tht!...P.U:r;~ entli\lsiastically._ In a short space 
r of time he had collected and estroyed g,soo opium pipes, and 

opium gum to the weight of 12,000 taels. Thankful wives em-
barrassed him with their gratitude: now that their.husbands could 
no longer smoke, the women declared, they had thrown off their 
physical weakness, were saving money for their families, and 
becoming once more mannerly, good-natured housemates. 

f-..... After this lively succe~s, Lin was sent to the. south coasts to i_~ve~ti
gate the root of the ev1l, namely, the Enghsh merchantmen with 
their foroidden car&Q._es. Immediately on his arrival he ordered 
!defences to be -built ancimarined along the cliffs and shores.- This 
!done~ he desp'atcfied _a pereU).ptory message to-·flle'EnK1isfi consul in 
:~hich ]le c:!emanded th«L!leliv~ ~ith!n 5hr~_e_ 4~y~of all stores of 
•Q,P!\L'!l_9Wne'dli'ythe gpilf~Ti _m~e,r~~l_l!S· l.m was not Oiffident in 
pointing out the reprehensibk conduct oTthese merchants, who had 
been freely granted every facility in trading with the Chinese and 
who in return were poisoning their customers. 

The request was refused with equal decision by the English 
consul, whereu.J?Fn Lin ord~red a blockade of the E.n.glisl_! rcesidents 
in tqat dis1iict. aced witli the starvation ofhis nationals, the consul 
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and a Manchu offici<~..l,. Ch'i-shanJ. sent tQ. discuss terU1s with the 
Ei1SJisll.~_onsuT. · - - ·-- · 
· "In order to make a suitable background for the J?ell_ce talks, the 

foolish Ch'i-shan wiped out all Lin's coastal de ences~ withouT even 
consulting the Court. Then he obsequiously approached the English 
consul and asked for terms. Before hostilities could cease, came the 

\consul's reply: Hong~Kon_g m~~t be ct;ded to. !!-n~,!_ldL C~.nton 
~ \!made a 'T!e,'itY J'ort; and _an m<temnny of six_)nliiio? Cli~nese 
"f ~~oTiar~-h-e I?a1a- to the. Eng_l-ish. merch. -ants m pay-II_lent fOr the seizure 

1 f their opmm cargoes. Ch'I-shan, whose on~ Idea was 'to!P-ake 
.· C:~C~?~YC£e_p!~4 . ~verythi~g on benalf of the Jli!!I?~ror . ~ithout 

esitatiOn or CliJ?lomatlc arS!lment. 
---p():r fh~s_:~ruect acceptapc~_.oLhumilial:ing, tm:n~. Qb.:i-~had 
no ~l!!hori~yJro!O the Emperor, ~nd_ they were promptly ~epudia~ed 
~lien news.Qf.tliem reaclied P.ekmg. ~omnties were renewed w1th 
even gre~J&L'fi.Ql.ence. _ _N_o$ __ th~t1A.n's defences liad-been aesiroyed, 
Hie English troops soon broke through the Chinese lines in the 
South, capturing five hundred cannon in the action. It was a for
midable loss to an army of those days. The following month the 

~"~'great c~ty of Can~~ f~ll.!_o _t~e English. . . . 
I rn tlie sevent11 moon of the "same year' the Vlctonous Enghsh 
...,armada moye~ ggr_t4_w<~:_rds and took Amoy and other coastal towns. 

)\s_hangjla! reu .. _and-th~- ~~gli.sbJ having l?rougbt. fheJr- wiiiships 
up tl_!e Yangtzu, 'Y~re tht:eate!ling ~anking_ with their ,gl!ns. The 
Chinese Court-was again in panic, and the first modern unequal 

l
:reaty was· acc_eptea ~nd _sig'rie~;_}() "ili,e gre~!~ misfortune of the 
ountry. £: .. !~e _Treaty or]'fa~kmgl tbe Chmese were to pay an 
:ndemnity otsix million dollars for ffie expenses of the war, as well as 
nother nine million to the English merchants for their loss of trade 
uring the war and for their opium contraband. Hong_-Kongwas to 

~") e ceded to England ~~d ~~-e cpastal towns ?.Pened as treaty ports. 
~ Amoy, Foochow, Nmgpo, and Shanghai were duly opened._ to 

---~ngliShtraders, but thepe~pfe _cjfCariton,~.fr~itionall¥ bold a~d in
d~pcndent. refu.sed to. aam1~ _?ny en_croa~hmen!. on theJI: sovereignty 
or to"-all_g1'\7 the Eng).Ish (;!lrwJl ..to....e1l.ter the City. When the latter 
attempted to rush his gun~Q.~!..l!R the _Pearl River into the heart 
of Canton, he found himself facin_ ~_the a_. rmed threa. ts of te_ n. s of 

\E
ous.~_n!J§ of Cantanese militia-a. :who crowded along b!>tli _banks. 
~was obliged towithdraw •. .and_ .it. was _ngtuntilnine yea~slat_er, 

n _ 1856, that the gallant resistal}ce.Df Canton was overcome. · 
II ·The s~cond O.Pium War be_Kan with another triVial incident. A 
~t name<[' Arro~ '~~ne4 by Chinese }!I~_ga1 tra~ers but registered 
m Engiana anef .. ymg tbe Englis1i flag, was Sailing into Canton 
harbour. The commander of a Chinese patrol ve:ssel, having ob
served the approach of the ship, sent his men aboard to arrest 
thirteen of the crew and tear down the English flag. The English 
consul protested at the action, demanded the restoration of the 
boat's crew and the offering of an official apology.· 
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The Chinese governor Yeh, to whom the .note was addressed, 
was a somewhat na1ve politician, more interested in books and paint
ings than in diplomatic wrangles. He read off the protest with a 
smile and saw no harm in handing back the crew. The English 
consul, however, insisted that the officer responsible for ordering 
the English flag to be hauled down should be heavily punished. 
Yeh thought the demand excessive, and promptly .sent the crew 
back to gaol. He hoped and believed that the whole affair would 
then blow over. 

But to his disappointment, the roar of English guns began tQ rend 
the air, and news was bmught of an English troop landing. He still 
refused to be alarmed and told his own forces to hold their fire and 
let the foreigners make as. much clamour as they liked. He was 
evidently relying on the Chinese proverb that 'it takes two porcelain 
bowls to make a clash,' and thought the domineering behaviour of 
the English would be put to shame by his gentlemanly reception. 
The English troops naturally enough landed and, amazed at the 
simplicity of the operation, marched into Canton. 

The arrival of English soldiers enraged the populace, and a riot 
broke out. The local authorities were quite unable to control the 
more violent elements, who deliberately set fire to all foreign pro
perty in the western suburbs, irrespective of nationality. In reprisal, 
the English soldiers fired all . the small dwelling houses of the 
Cantonese on the city's outskirts .. Nor was. this the end of the 
disaster: American and French property had suffered, and the 
French, .under the administration of the ambitious Napoleon III, 
made an alliance with the English and despatched a fleet to the Far 
&~. ' 
• The governor Yeh, incapable ·of learning from events, neither 

attempted to open negotiations with the enemy nor made any 
military preparations. He did not even discuss the situation with his 
military advisers. He just waited, imperturbably, for whatever fate 
might bring. . ' 

The rumble of war soon sounded. In the autuihn of 185 7 the allied 
navjes opened fire on qanton. 'Cannon roared like a million thun
derclaps, and flaming streets lit up the sky,' wrote an historian. The 
local militia organised a defence and were able .to resist the invaders 
for two days, but on the third day French and English soldiers 
fought their way into the city. Red flags were hoisted on every 
fortress in Canton to signify its fall. · ' . 

Governor Yeh was taken· prisoner; He was.placed in a dignified 
sedan chair, weanng liis Court dress,· and with a peacock's feather 
and his official button in his hat. In this manner he was carried to 
prison in Hong-Kong. But even this per.sonal disgrace and the 
defeat of his people appeared not .to affect him: while in solitary 
confinement he continued to paint pictures and to compose elegant 
pieces of calligraphy for the English connoisseurs who had heard of 
his skill! S1.3ch a person was obviously too foolish to execute and too 
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harmless to imprison. He was accordingly sent to spend the rest of 
his days in Bengal, taking with him his· military attache, his hair
dresser, and two servants. He died there two years later in 'the 
Hall where the Sea is Pacified,' and his body was brought back to 
his native land with all honour for burial. A ballad was composed 
about him, and passed from mouth to mouth in Canton, preserving 
his memory for longer than it deserved. It runs: 

You neither fight, 
.Nor make peace, 
.Nor prepare defence. 

You neither die for yo'tlt' duty, 
.Nor surrender, 
.Nor flee to safety. 

It is a minister's generosity, 
And a governor's liberality 
Which find no example in ancient 
.Nor an equal in modern history! 

Next year, the English and French fleets sailed north and made 
an unforeseen attack upon T'ientsin. This constituted a very serious 
menace to the capital, and the Chinese Court sent an appeal to the 
allied command that they should make a temporary withdrawal 
of their troops, so that an armistice might be considered. When 
this was conceded, the Chinese hastened to build strong defences in 
that area, to bring up heavy cannon, to block the river mouth, 
and to send up their 'crack' Mongol and Manchurian cavalry 
divisions. 

As no negotiations appeared to be forthcoming, the enemy fleet 
once more approached the river mouth, broke through the barri
cades, and after a heavy bombardment managed to land troops. 
But they now met wfth a formidable and unexpected resistance, and 
were completely routed. Four of their warships were sunk by Chinese 
fire. 

The Chinese officials were triumphant. They thought they had 
turned the tables on the foreigners, and that the enemy would 
immediately plead for peace! With oriental tact, they cleared away 
all the defence works in that region as a sign that they would gladly 
welcome the English and French negotiators, and even ordered their 
troops to withdraw. Alas tbr their plans! The enemy did not take 
the hint, but benefiting by the undefended positions, landed their 
armies and bore down upon the unsuspecting Chinese! The famous 
cavalry divisions mustered and attempted to check the advance, but 
they were mown down 'like walls collapsing' as soon as they came 
within range of the gunfire. The Chinese, to their chagrin, felt 
obliged to ask for terms, but as these were too outrageous, battle 
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extended to all the inhabitants, so that these places became a 
sanctuary for common criminals of all nationalities, including Chin
ese; for scurrilous Chinese politicians, traitors, and war-lords. 
Chinese justice was thus impaired, and evils that should have been 
exterminated continued to poison the State from a safe shelter. 

It was at this time too, that Christianity in China began to have 
very marked political reactions. Priding themselves on being ' 
superior to their 'heathen' brethren, the Chinese who had adopted 
the 'religion from across the Ocean' took on some of the overbearing 
ways which the foreigners themselves used towards the native 
inhabitants, and much bitter feeling resulted. 

Th~ast.grlev_Q__u~ of al} co~~eg,~nc~~ ~hat _!~e yhine~e lost 
faith in themselves and tnerr natron: they relaxea therrendeavours at 
rt!formand"development;iheywere ove~impresseaby the scientific 
inventions and war machinery of the Westerners so that they began 
to despise their own ancient civilisation, and servilely to imitate the 
foreigners. As the years passed, hostilities broke out unceasingly 
between China and the Western Powers. There were wars with 
France in r884, with japan in r8g4, and with eight Powers in rgoo, 
all of them provoked by the Westerners who wanted to extort con
cessions from t}:le Chinese and impose their trade upon them with
out any regard for the country's needs or wishes. 

China with her ill-equipped, old-fashioned army invariably 
suffered defeat, and in the treaties that followed she had to sur
render protectorates, lease naval bases and strategic military 
positions; she had to destroy her own fortifications, and give up 
concessions and settlements. 'Spheres of interest,' the rights of rail
way building and mine digging, the compulsory employment by 
the Chinese of foreign advisers, decreased even further the Chinese 
control of their own land. Even their rivers were opened up to 
patrolling foreign battleships and the interior to foreign agents. 
Indeed, it was no longer a conflict between China and the Western 
Powers, but a squabble between the rival Powers over the powerless 
body of the Chinese Empire. . 

People of the present day who are witness to the struggle of the 
weaker nations in Europe to maintain or regain their independence 
must sympathise with China in her own struggle which has no 
other object than the restoration of her sovereignty and the right to 
live as a free, independent nation among the other nations of the 
world. 



CHAPTER XXV 

CHINA AND THE WESTERN POWERS 
THE 'PARTITION' OF CHINA AND 
BOXER REBELLION 

(2)
THE 

................... r -....J<.· ....... --~- .... -

THE first armed ~~~ta~twithfureigners in the Opium War of 1840-2 
gave a rude jolt to the Chinese amour propre, and the series 
of disastrous wars with Western Powers that followed shattered it 
altogether. 

At this stage in her history, China was bound to acknowledge the 
vsefulness.of:Westem,science. It was clear, for instance, that the 
clumsy Chinese war junks, dependent on wind and tide, could not 
hope to match the steam-clriven English warships. Gradually her 
people began to realise the scope of the world; that China was only 
one of the many nations -East and West-; and even that Western 
civilisation was not necessarily inferior . 

. Forcibly roused from her phlegmatic dreams of the past, China 
now believed her prestige might be re~tored if she mastered this 
strange Western learning. Scholars who knew foreign languages 
began feverishly to translate books on physics, optics, thernfo
dynamics, electricity, magnetism, and acoustics. Sound, light, 
power, and heat· were eagerly discussed, in place of the old 
literary ·Controversies, while the officials began to envisage a new 
up-to-date army and navy, and a network of railway lines across the 

Clength and breadth· of the country. . 
'"Jt -- 4n .. English clergyman, T_!rno~P.y.Richard, played.a.,pr:elimj!_lary 
f ~art in this act of the Chinese Ciram.a:-LikeMatteoRicci, he had a real 

respect and affection for the people he lived among, was very well 
learned in Chinese culture, and offered his hosts practical know
ledge as well as spiritual wisdom. As may be supposed, he found 
many a ready ear among the scholars and officials, for he brought 
information.of.the .coveted .. W estern science. 

Presently he left his missionary work in the interior and came to 
Peking, where he joined the 'Society .for theDiff~ionof Christian 
and General Knowledge,' a society founded by the Western mission~ 
aries. Many'scientific books were published under its auspices, as 
well as a magazine known as the ..'.International Review.' Richai'd 
was soon made editor of the -magazine,and in this ·capacity he 
brought tO the knowledge of his Chinese readers their first exact 
information about the political and :economic structure of the 
Western nations. He even translated into Chinese editorials from 
prominent European newspap~rs, ·commenting upon current events. 
The magazine leapt to popularity. · ' 

In a short time, many Chinese scholars who admired Richard's 
ideas set to work .with equal zeal for the scientific education of 
China. A second paper, called 'Chinese..Oaily,' was issued, and 
another society founded-the 'Society for National Development.~ 
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A shipping bureau was opened. Electric cables were laid in the large 
towns and the first railways were built. Most important of all for 
the ultimate direction of Chinese affairs, many Chinese students 
were sent to study in the West. It was from this band of Western 
educated young men and women that the seeds of revolution and the 
foundations of the new Republic were destined to spring. 

This eager desire for Western knowledge was not without 
opposition: the more reactionary members of the aristocracy and 
Court officials, who probably sensed a danger to themselves in the 
break up of the old order, spoke fiercely and bitterly against the new 
learning. A prominent member of the cabinet at that time declared 
that he would rather see the whole nation wiped out than adopt 
any reformation according to foreign political principles. In 
evidence of his indignation, he always went out through his 
back gate because his residence faced a foreign Embassy! He 
was, moreover, largely instrumental in liquidating the 'Society 
for National Development' when it had existed only for four months. 

But while this internal controversy raged in a somewhat academic 
manner, the Western Powers decided that China had too valuable 
a market to be allowed to pursue her own destiny without their 
pat"ticipation. A fierce struggle between their imperialist ambitions 
and the natural independent growth of China was initiated, and 
lasted until the fall of the Manchu dynasty in I gu. 

This disastrous phase of China's history began with the defeat 
of the Chinese forces in the Sino-Japanese war of 1894-5· By the 
Treat~ of Shimonoseki which concluded the war, China was 
oblige to recogmse tne independence of Korea, and to cede to 
Japan the Liaotung Peninsula including- Port Arthur, a base of 
vital importance commanding the entrance to the Yellow River 
and offering an immediate threat to Peking. 

The advance of Japan towards the nerve-centre of China greatly 
alarmed the Western Powers, who hastened to lodge a stern note 
with the Japanese government. They stoutly refused to recognise 
the cession of the Liaotung Peninsula, and in face of their combined 
protests the Japanese withdrew their claim. The way was now 
open for the seizure of Port Arthur by Russia, and for the Russo
Japanese war of 1904 which ensued. The Russian defeat which 
startled the world sealed the death warrant not only of the Tsarist 
regime in Russia but of the Manchu dynasty, as we shall see in 
another chapter. · 

Meanwhile, after forcing Japan to give up what she had 
won by battle, the Powers proceeded to make a nominal division 
of China among themselves, and so to balance their respective 
'sphere of influence' that they might not come to blows with one 
another over their booty. Germany was the first to move. In 
z8g7, two German missionaries were murdered in Shantung, and 
the German government made the incident an excuse for occupying 
the port ofTs'ingtao for use as a naval base, and for exacting mining 
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rights in the rich coal district of Chiao-chou in Shantung. Russia 
now stepped forward and proposed to take under her wing the much
disputed Port Arthur. By bringing up a number of warships, their 
decks cleared for action, the Russians were able to ,Persuade the 
powerless Chinese Court to fall in with their wishes. In order, as 
they said, to keep the balance of power on this north-east coast of 
China, strategically so important both in relation to Japan and to 
the Chinese capital, the English government applied for the lease 
of Weihaiwei and received it without protest. It was at this time, 
too, that Manila in the Philippine Islands and the Islands of Hawaii 
were annexed by America, who thereby firmly planted her stake in 
Pacific affairs. 
. After the cession of these coastal towns came the virtual mortgag
ing of land in the interior, through the ceding of railway rights. 
The Chinese treasury was too far impoverished by wars and 
ruinous indemnities to undertake the construction of railways, and 
her method was to borrow from the Powers and to allow them to 
build the railways themsel'\!Cs. The railways served as a pledge for 
the credits, and their administration was freely given to the 
creditors without argument. The profits gathered in by the railway 
companies were supposed in time to repay the loans. Through this 
unbusinesslike arrangement, not only the railways themselves, but 
the property attached to them became J)iortgages to foreign 
companies. 

The scramble for railway rights on the part of the Western 
Powers can readily be understood, but in order to avoid open 
conflict they concluded agreements among themselves, without, any 
consultation with China, as to their respective areas. The upshot 
of the disreputable bargaining was that Russia was allowed to build 
railways north of the Great Wall, that is, principally in Man
churia; Germany in the Yellow River districts; France in South 
China, and Britain in the Yangtzu River valley. British influence 
extended presently into the South-west, and the recent construction 
of a line from Burma to the Chinese frontier has been of value to 
China in her present war. 
· America now appeared on the scene as the chain pion of China's 
rights. In 1 8gg, she addressed a memorandum to the governments of 
Great Britain, France, Russia, Japan, Germany, and Italy, in which 
she demanded that the integrity of Chinese territory be respected, 
and that the 'Open Door' policy be fairly applied. China was un
able to close her doors to the foreigners, but they had closed her 
doors for. her from within. America demanded that the Powers 
should renounce their privileges within their ow~ 'sphere· of 
influence,' ahd have n~ reduced customs and transport rates in 
those areas. · · • 

China was in a· nightmare. It was not within her power to open 
or shut her doors, and the country was at the mercy of foreign 
depredations. She was drifting into chaos: ·Th~ ruling House, now 
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represented by the blind and incompetent Empress Dowager, Tzu 
Hsi, had grown so feeble that the foreign diplomats almost dis
regarded its existence. Like all women tyrants, Tzu Hsi was 
interested only in her own pleasure and power, and was incapable 
of caring for her country. The money voted for constructing a 
strong navv to protect the national interests, she commandeered 
for an extravagant pleasure park, and the only ship which appeared 
was one of marble that lay beside the lake and on which she held 
her imperial tea parties. 

But the germ of revolution was already beginning to stir like yeast 
in the Chinese masses. The defeat by Japan in 1895 was a great 
education to them: it showed that a comparatively small country, 
but one having a constitutional government and an up-to-date 
state machinery, could conquer a great nation ruled by despots who 
were blind to the outer world. The cry for reform rang through 
China. 

~ The leaders of this movement came, naturally enough, from 
/"\.South China. The Cantonese, who for years had traded with 

Hong-Kong and had mixed with the foreign merchants and 
administrators, were accustomed to comparing their businesslike 
methods with the old-fashioned inefficiency of their own govern
ment. In addition, many of the Cantonese students had travelled 
to Japan, to Singapo,re, to Australia, and even to Western America, _ 
and there had seen popular government in action. Sun Yat-sen, 
founder of the Chinese Republi~ and its revolution~_leade!:~~was 
oorn and educated in the~!___~provi!!~e~f Ku~gtun~ an~ 
,<ftthe close orthellineteentfi century had already started hiS 

·'"> aCfivities;-Du1nis great day was shl1 to come. Meanwhile, another 
) -D-4::antonese, K'ang Yu-wei, was atte!P-pti~g~0_inithH_e r~fqrm_within 

~·· the old framework. 
7 :· , X'ang wasaman- of traditional learning, a Confucian scholar, 
.- -~and a writer of talent. His books on the reform of the Japanese 

Emperor Meiji, and on those of the Tsar Peter the Great of Russia, 
made a great impression on the Chinese Emperor. He was sup
ported in his views by a younger disciple, Liang Ch'i-ch'ao, founder 
of the journal 'Shih Wu Pao,' and a pioneer of the new literature 
movement.. ~iang'~ II]-.2,St fam?_us writings were his studies .on the 
reconstructiOn of moctern"""!taiy, and the fall of Poland. His easy, 
subtle, yet powerful style made him, perhaps, the most popular and 
influential writer of the day. Following the lead ofK'ang and Liang, 
many scholars began to translate the works of European thinkers 
and philosophers, including Charles Darwin and Herbert Spencer, 
.Johannes Muller, Adam Smith and David Hume, Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau, Voltaire, anu Montesquieu. The public mind was- being 
prepared for violent changes. , 

The fame of K'ang Yu-wei's works eventually reached the ears 
of the young Emperor Teh Tsung, who WqS by now a ruler in his 
own right. In 18gB he received a memorandum from K'ang set-· 
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ting out the proposals for constitutional government, together with 
copies of his books on the Japanese and Russian reforms. We hear 
tqat he was profoundly impressed, that he sent for K'ang and his 
pupil Liang Ch'i-ch'ao, and that he entrusted to them the working 
out of a complete system of reform for China. 

From the fifth to the seventh moon of that year, the enlightened 
decrees..poured,out,,but unfortunately the Empress Dowager, who 
had been safely out of the way in her gorgeous summer palace, got 
wind of them, and sensed a threat to her power. She returned 
suddenly and declared that the reformers were plotting against her 
life. She ordered their immediate execution, and six of the most 
brilliant leaders were beheaded a few days .later. K'ang Xu-wei was 
secretly warned by the Emperor, and escapedio the protection of 
the International Settlement. at Shanghai, and thence to Hong-i 
Kong, while ;Liang.,.Qb.:i.:c.h:~o)led to Japan./ £<1 V -t - l <f :l <f . 

The helpless Emperor had to endure ant untltglllfied sc lding r 
from his royal aunt, and was then made prisoner on the beautiful 
'Immortals' Island' in the 'Southern Sea' lake bf the-Peking Imperial 
Park. 'He needs a little rest to recover frbm his indisposition,> 
declared his loving aunt, who now took the ~ffairs,of government 
back into her own hands and hastened to annul all the recent 
innovations. 

The Empress. Dowager's rage against the reform party now 
extended to the interfering foreigners who had planted these ridicu-

'lous ideas of 'constitution' and 'popular government' in the minds 
of her countrymen. Moreover, the foreign legations had saved 
the young Emperor from assassination, had declined. to recognise 
his forced 'abdication,' and had .refused to deliver up the 
two main 'conspirators,' K'ang Yu-wei and Liang Ch'i-ch~ao, 
to her avenging hand. Besides having her person.al grievances, 
she felt it essential to find some outlet for popular discontent: 
a furious persecution of. the 'foreign devils' .seemed a very appro
priate policy. 

The instrument was ready to her hand. North of .the ,Yangtzu, 
secret societies were adding their disturbances to .the general 
confusion, the most influential among them .being the '1-ho 
Ch'uan,' 'the~ Society oL Righteous .and Harmonious Boxers.' 
They were the descendants of the 'White Lotus' men who had once 
raised their troops against the Manchu Court. !'{ow they wanqered 
about the country, living like gipsies, and earning a precarious 
livelihood by street exhibitions of boxing and sword. dancing. 
They were glad to welcome 'converts,' but more as members of 
a secret political society than as followers of a religion. They do 
not seem to have had any fervent political beliefs, but were ready 
to make mischief against any party when it served their ends. 

Their chief centre of activity had originally been Shantung pro• 
·vince, in North-eastern China~ but when Yuan Shih-k'ai (the future 
first President of the Chinese Republic) was m_ade governor ofthat . . 
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province, he undermined their organisation and drove them out. 
They wandered northwards, inland, and arrived presently in the 
vicinity of Peking. • 

At the capital, they found a strong atmosphere of racial hatred 
against the foreigner, nourished and incited by the formidable 
Empress Dowager. Nothing could be more to their taste, and they 
proceeded to fan the flame to white heat, under the grateful patron
age of the Court. 'Back the Court and damn the Foreign Devils!' 
was their new watchword. They declared that their talismen were 
proof against the vaunted foreign bullets, and by spreading extrava
gant rumours of miracles, gained some credence for their claims. 
The Empress Dowager, a vain old woman intoxicated with hatred, 
readily believed any superstitious story that came to her ears, and 
her weakness was encouraged by the section of the Court whose 
anger against the foreigners was as hot as hers. One claimed to 
have had a spirit message from Kuan-kung, the Chinese God of 
War, to the effect that the foreigners were.about to be annihilated. 
Another said that news had come of five dragons guarding the mouth 
of the Taku River: any foreign warship that dared to defy them and 
attempted to steam up-river would be sunk outright! 

In a word, China had been driven mad by the oppressions of 
foreign imperialists for many years, and now that the dear-headed 
statesmen and the young scholars, who alone had a realistic view of 
the modern world, had been driven out, the country was at the 
mercy of one proud, ignorant, flattery-besotted woman. 

In 1900 the storm broke. The Boxers, in their characteristic 
red turbans, broke into the homes of Chinese Christians and 
massacred them by the hundred. Foreign missionaries were also 
assaulted and murdered. The inventions of the hated foreigner 
-railway tracks, electric cables, telephone wires, post offices
were torn up, mutilated, or set on fire. 

The movement spread and lost all control. The Empress Dowager, 
urged on by reactionary nobles, ceased merely to give covert support 
to the Boxers. She openly joined in"the hunt and ordered that 'all 
foreigners in China be put to death'-an order that was seized 
upon by the mob with frenzied delight .. 

Many of the foreigners and some Chinese Christians took refuge 
in the legations. On the 2oth of June in the same year, the Empress 
Dowager sent an ultimatum to the legations, ordering them to 
leave Peking within twenty-four hours. Upon the rejection of the 
ultimatum she declared war on them, and for eight weeks they 
were ferociously besieged until the armies of the eight allies
England, France, Russia, Germany, Japan, U.S.A., Italy, and 
Austria-reached them. 

As these armies marched towards Peking, no God of War and 
no five dragons intervened to save the Chinese. The imperial 
troops collapsed after a brief resistance, and the evil Tzu Hsi 
escaped from Peking in disguise, carrying the Emperor off with 
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_....her, having first had his favourite concubine drowned in a well. A The lovely city of Peki,.pg was left to the mercy of the victorious · 
allied soldiers, who burn iii, loQted, plundered, raped, and destroyed 
even more savagely .than.the J3oxers.had done. It was not a reput
able page in the' history of either East or West. 

By-the peace terms which were concluded in 1901, the leaders 
of the anti-foreign movement were to be'put todeath, and all the 
fortifications fi·om the sea coast to T'ientsin, just east of Peking, 
were to be abolished. This was in order that foreign troops could 
march· into the capital at any time should such a movement ever 
break out again. Finally, so huge an indemnity was demanded-
450 million taels (about 65 million pounds)-that until 1940 the 
Chinese people remained under·its burden.1 

Even after the treaty had been signed, Russia did not cease 
h~tilities; her troops were already in Manchuria, and by a secret 
agreement subsequently concluded with China she virtually 
annexed these huge northern provinces, and was given permission 
to connect Port Arthur with the trans-Siberian railway. By this 
act, the inevitable conflict between Russia and Japan moved a 
step nearer. War broke out between them three years later. 

Tzu ~Hsrs sun, was setting. The humiliating peace terms with 
the fureigners,~the contemptible opposition ~which the army had 
put up, and the general confusion of public affairs, served· to turn 
the people's hatred against the Court. Their sense of nationalism, 
already roused by anti-foreign propaganda, reminded them of 
the fact that their ruling House was 'foreign' too. The Manchus 
must be driven out! · · 

Subversive literature-papers, periodicals, books-began to roll 
· off the printing presses of the foreign concessions at Shanghai, · 

Hong-Kong, and Macao, beyond the reach of the Empress's pro
hibition. Ma:ny of them contained criticism of the Manchu dynasty, 
the conduct of their nobles and rulers; others described the battles, 
massacres, and oppressions which had taken place when the Sung 
and the Ming dynasties fell before the pressure of the Mongols and 
the Manchus. Revolutionary articles began to appear. The.stage 
was set for Sun Yat-sen-'s revolutionary movement, and.the Manchu 
dynasty did not long outlast Tzu Hsi's death, which occurred in 
rgo8. · 

. 1 In 1907 the U.S.A. agreed to remit a part of the indemnity unconditionally to 
China, and in her gratitude the Chinese government-decided to spend this upon 
scholarships to American Universities. The Tsing Hua College, until the out
break of the present Sino-Japanese war in Peking, was also built largely with these 
funds. The flow of Chinese students to America had a profound and decisive 
effect upon Chinese history. It virtually sealed the fate of dynastic government in 
China. 
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CHAPTER XXVI 

CHINA AND JAPAN (2)--.,.TH~ KOREAN CAM
PAIGNS AND THE PRELUDE TO MANCHURIA 

SIDE by side with the attempt of Western nations to 'monopolise' 
the Chinese market, and to extort by war or diplomacy special 
privileges for themselves on her territory, came a new wave of 
encroachment from China's eastern neighbour. Towards the 
end of the nineteenth century, Japan resumed her offensive against 
North-east China, especially Korea, which the military despot 
Hideyoshi had first attempted durmg the Ming dynasty.1 And 
now it was as a 'modern' Power that. Japan advanced with her 
armies. 

Japan's earliest contact with the Western world had, like China's, 
been through the Christian missionaries, who at first brought useful 
learning, but subsequently began to meddle in politics and to pave 
the way for the imperialist ambitions of the countries they repre
sented. Hideyoshi at the end of the sixteenth century already recog
nised the danger, and ordered a general expulsion of the missionaries 
and a persecution of their Japanese converts. His successor con
tinued the policy, accompanying it with crucifixions, ear and nose 
cuttings, immersions in pools of sulphur, and other brutalities more 
than worthy of the Spanish Inquisition. Finally, in the year 1637, 
after a formidable rising had occurred among some Japanese 
Christian peasant~), the government decided to close the country 
to all intercourse with other nations. 

For more than two centuries, Japan retired from the world 
like a recluse, until in July 1853 a strange event startled her from 
her dream of self-sufficiency. Matthew Galbraith Perry, an 
American commodore, arrived in Japanese waters with four 
warships. He dropped anchor, came ashore, and requested an 
interview with the leaders of the government. Complaining that 
some shipwrecked American sailors had been maltreated by the 
Japanese, Perry demanded the right to purchase raw materials 
and to tradt: at certain ports. Having staked his claim, he steamed 
back to America, promising to return the following year for the· 

·Emperor's answer. 
The Japanese had been terrified at the sight of self-pro

pelling warships, and the peasants took them to be a kind of sea
monster. The Emperor prayed to Heaven for assistance, but no 
help came. Next year the monsters returned in even greater number, 

I and with humiliation and anger the Japanese were obliged to 
open treaty ports to American merchants. 

This event, which changed the whole course of Japanese history, 
almost coincided with the accession of Japan's greatest Emperor
the Emperor Meiji. America forced Japan into contact with the 

1 See Chapter XXI. 



modern world; Meiji broke the power of rival factio'ns within the 
island empire, and introduced a modern form of government. The 
result was that within a matter of two generations Japan passed 
from a civilisation typical of the Middle Ages, to thaf of a modern 
twentieth-century Power, capable among other thipgs of challenging 
and defeating the huge Russian Empire. 

With the accession of the Emperor Meiji in r867,Japan's internal 
strength, and consequently her ambitions, grew by leaps and bounds. 
Her industries and armies modernised, she joined the imperialist 
Powers, and took part in their intrigues at China's expense. 'rhe 
first stage of her continental policy, enacted during the decadent 
period of the Manchu dynasty, took the form of a ptot to seduce 
from Chin'!;. her protectorate and ally Korea. This was finally 
accom lished in I 10 and from that- time onwards J~an began 
stea 1 X to exert _ er_.l!ower Q.Yet.Nox:t~eas_tern Ina. By bribe 
andtlireat she insinuated herself into the confidence of Chinese 
administrators and war-lords, until she was able, in 193 I, to occupy 
the whole Manchurian territory, thus opening the door for a large
scale invasion of China. Fully to understand the present struggle 
in East Asia, it is essential to know something of these preludes. 

The initial move agalnst Kor~a:_took,.P.lace in I87.5.:-J.ru2anese 
wafShi sofa new.model slid u the Seoul R~.!22hlm~for trouble.-

e orean garnsons immediate y opene l tire, and the Japanese 
commander hastened to lodge an indignant protest with the Chinese 
officials. China at that time had no Foreign Office. The body re
sponsible for the management of her foreign policy was called the 
'General ramen for controlling Foreign Affairs,' and was staffed 
by bureaucrats entirely ignorant of their business. On being in
terrogated by the Japanese naval commander, the ramen spokesman· 
responded vigorously that Korea was indeed a Chinese Protectorate, 
but when a complaint against the Korean garrison was deposited, 
and crompensation required, _the ramen hastened to wash its hands 
of the whole incident, declaring that it never interfered with the 
foreign or internal affairs of that country. 

No reply could better have pleased the Japanese, who lost no 
time in pressing the Koreans to accept their demands. When 
her Protectorate had been· compelled, under the watchful eyes of 
JapaJ:!-ese warships, to' proclaim its 'independence,' the Chinese 
officials realised too late how ill-advised had been their declaration. 
The wily Japanese had won the first move in their game of con-· 
quering Korea and advancing upon China. · 

Japan then began her famous policy of 'divide et impera,' which 
she later used in China with such disastrous effects upon her victim. 
,There was in Korea at that time a section called the 'Innovation 
Party' which desired to emulate the political innovations recently 
effected in Japan. It was an easy matter for• the-Japanese to' give 
both overt and' covert 'support to this party, and to intensify the 
internal confJicts, so as to weaken the government's authority. 



One of the mischief makers was a certain Japanese general 
who had been invited to act as military adviser in the formation 
of a more up-to-date army. He soon provoked a quarrel in the 
barracks which led to rioting, and in the course of it the general 
himself was killed. 

The Japanese were secretly delighted. To atone for the assassina
tion of a worthless general, they were allowed to station troops 
in the Korean capital! In 1884, these Japanese soldiers urged 
some truculent elements of the population, including members of 
the 'Innovation Party,' to make an assault upon their 'reactionary' 
rulers. They led an attack on the palace, where the Queen was 
seized and put to death. The country trembled on the edge of a 
grave civil war, while the Japanese armies across the water waited 
anxiously for the moment when they might pounce upon their 
entangled prey. The Korean government, however, promptly 
applied to China for help, and Japan was obliged to look on with 
chagrin while Chinese forces put down the rebellion which she 
had just been at such pains to provoke. 
· Next year, Japan lodged a protest with China, rebuking 
her for the interference, and reminding her of Korean 'independ
ence.' A pact was then concluded by which both Powers agreed 
to withdraw their troops, and not to respond to any appeal from 
the Korean government without notifying the other signatory. 

The pact was not long in bearing fruit. In 1894 another group 
of Korean malcontents, calling themselves 'Partisans of Oriental 
Studies,' raised an armed rebellion and began to spread destruction 
in the South. The Korean government appealed once more to 
China, who hastily despatched troops and quelled the revolt, 
even before the angry Japanese were able to emb~;trk an army . 
. The Japanese ministers were furious. Why had China given 

no notice of her intention to send troops? Had she forgotten her 
pact with Japan? The officials of the' ramen for Controlling Foreign 
Affairs' were genuinely astonished. Of course they remembered 
the agreement, but they had merely given a helping hand to the 
Korean government: China had gained nothing from the exploit, 
and was about to withdraw her troops once more. Would not 
Japan agree to withdraw her protest-and her troops too? 

Japan would do neither. For some years now she had been pre
paring for open conflict with China, and while the Chinese Court 
hesitated and vacillated, Japan attacked her forces on Korean 
territory. China had never imagined such a situation, and was ill
prepared. Before she had properly mustered her forces, enemy 
troops had fallen upon them, driven them back well beyond 
the boundaries of Korea, and occupied a large part of Chinese. 
territory, while the Japanese navy had simultaneously destroyed 
the C!iinese fleet off the former British base of Weihaiwei. 

The Chinese Court was so alarmed that it hastily offered to nego
tiate. In the third moon of 18g5, the ~otorious Treaty cfShimono-
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seki was concluded-notorit>us because by its terms Japan was 
able for the first time to fasten her claws into the continent of 
Asia. Besides paying~ huge indemnity, China agreed to cede 
Formosa to Japan, to open four treaty ports to her, and to allow 
Japanese warships to sail inland on the Chinese rivers. 

Before the negotiations were concluded, China had, in addition, 
agreed to hand over a part of Southern Manchuria known as the 
Liaotung Peninsula, including the vital base"of Port Arthur. Now, 
Manchuria was regarded by Russia as her 'sphere of influence,' and 
she would not tolerate the proposal. Backed by Germany and 
France, she refused to countenance Japan's so-called 'legally' 
acquired prize; and under very strong .pressure, Japan, exhausted 
by war, was obliged to restore it to China in return for a large 
subsidy. From this moment, Japan began to foster thoughts 9f 
revenge against the Russian giant. , 

After the Boxer Rising. which was v.ut down in ~ a com
binatwn of eight Powers, including Russia, the (hspute<l part of 
Southern Manchuria which had been wrested from Japan passed 
virtually"into Russian control. Moreover, without any act of war, 
Russia was gradually extending her influence over Korea! Japan 
knew that with Korea in Russian hands, not only would she be 
driven out of China, but her own independence would be threat
ened. She decided to open hostilities with her mighty neighbour, 
before that neighbour could base its w<~,rships on Korean ports. . . 

Strengthened by an alliance with Great Britain, who also viewed 
with some dismay the Russian expansion, Japan demanded the 
monopoly of Korea, while acknowledging Russia's special interest 
in Southern Manchuria. The Russian militarists, contemptuous of 
the Japanese gnat, and quite unconscious of the deadly nature of 
its sting, did not hesitate to reject the proposal. In February 1904, 
the Russo-Japanese war was declared. 

·The new Japanese navy left port, and in a short time the Russian 
warships stationed in Eastern waters were swept from the sea. Then 
the armies met. The battles were fought out on Chinese soil, while 
the feeble Chinese government proclaimed its 'strict neutrality,' 
and uttered never a protest. A decisive engagement was fought on 
the first of January, 1905: Bso,ooo men took part in it, and the 
Russians we~;e soundly defeated. Two months later, the famous 
Russian Baltic fleet, having made a tremendousjourney by the Cape 
of Good Hope, arrived in the Pacific and engaged the Japanese 
navy. To the astonishment of th~ whole world, the proud Russian 
fleet had sailed to utter destruction: twenty-one warships w~re sunk 
and seven captured within a few hours! By April of 1905 the Rus
sians were suing for peace. 

The American President, Theodore Roosevelt, offered to act as 
arbitrator, and the peace treaty' was signed at Portsmouth, U.S.A., 
in August of I 905. By its terms, the southern half of Sakhalin Island, 
one of the greatest fishing centres in the world, which 'Russia had 
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previously acquired from China, now .passed into Japanese hands. 
The important naval bases of Port Arthur and Darien were also 
made over to Japan, while the southern.)lection of the Chinese 
Eastern railway, which ran through Manchuria, and had been built 
by a Russian loan, became the property of Japan, and she was 
allowed to station her troops along it. Finally, Russia agreed 
to recognise Japanese predominance in the political, economic, and 
military affairs of Korea. Qh{na, as may be imagined, found her
self in a strange situation: her own territory and rights were being 
transferred from one Power to another without even a consultation! 

Japan, on the other hand, had secured the position she had 
dreamed of, and quickly proceeded to strengthen her hold upon the 
eastern edge of the continent. Her first move was to set up a 
'Southern Manchurian Railway Joint Stock Company,' to serve as 
a political and economic agent in China. She followed this by 
establishing powerful army units-known as the Kuantung Army
in those Chinese coastal towns formerly leased to Russia and now 
given away to Japan. It was the clever co-operation of this army 
with the Manchurian railway which to a great degree facilitated 
the seizure of Manchuria and Jehol in 1931 and 1932. In 1910, 
despite her former pledges, she annexed the whole of Korea. 

Having once established herself on the continent and brought 
to a successful end the first phase in her plan of Asiatic domination, 
Japan prepared for new acts of aggression. Her ()peortunity came 
in 2J!.!.i• at the outbreak_ of warin"ffie West: sbeoeclared war on 
Germany ·ana made Chiao-chou~ne lrermailCOncession in 
Shantung province, her first objective. With the support of British 
troops, she captured the town, and proceeded thence along the 
railway westwards for at least a hundred miles. China protested 
fruitlessly: her neutrality was no more respected than it had been 
during the Russo-Japanese war. 

When every German soldier had left Chinese soil, the Chinese 
government proposed to the allied forces of Japan and Britain 
that their troops should be withdrawn and the territory restored to 
China. The British troops reasonably complied, and withdrew from 
Chiao-chou, but the Japanese called the suggestion 'insulting,' and 
instantly submitted a counter-proposal-the famous 'Twenty-one 
Demands.' -

I he Demands were contained in five sections. Under the first.
China was required to recogmseJaJ:>ruY"stn:hetltance of all the former 
German rights and concessions in Chinese territory, as well as per
mit herwto build railways in Shantung. The second section con
sisted of new Japanese claims upon Southern Manchuria and East
ern Mongolia. The third demanded the right to participate in the 
working of China's largest iron foundry, iron deposits, and coal 
mines. The fourth directed China not to cede any ports, bays, or 
islands along the entire China coast to any third party, while the 
fifth-most Invidious of all-insisted on the employment ofJapanese 
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'advisers' in Chinese political, economic, and military organisa
tions .. 

The Chinese government was at that time under the control of 
the treacherous Yuan ~hih-k'ai, who not only lacked the military 
support for rejecting Japan's humiliating demands, but possibly 
even the will to do so. On the 25th of May, 1915, the agreement was 
signed with only a few modifications. The Japanese menace was 
creeping like a cancer into the body of China! When, in I 91 7, the 
Chinese government decided to enter the European war on the side 
of the, Allies, she was doubtlessly actuated by a number of motives. 
But it seems likely that, with the participation of America, she was 
reckoning on a German defeat, and wished to have a seat at the 
Peace Conference, where she might discuss Japan's claims to her 
territory on an equal footing. She hoped for a Japanese withdrawal 
from Shantung and Southern Manchuria. 

But her hopes were doomed to disappointment. When the nations 
met to draw up the Versailles Treaty, despite' President Wilson's 
initial support of China's claim to her own land, the German rights 
in Shantung were granted to Japan. The protests of the Chinese 
delegation were overruled, and in anger and disappointment it 
withheld its signature from the treaty. 

€hina's cause.had.been betrayed at Versailles, and the Powers 
were not unaware of it. It was mainly in- order to make some atone
ment that the Washington Conference was called in 1921, at the 
su~g~stion of America. Nine Powers took ~art: C~ina,, J apa?, Great 
Bntam, France, Italy, PortUgal, Hollan , Belgmm, and U.S.A., 
andin February 1922 all these Powers, including Japan, put their 
signature to a treaty which promised 

~to. respect the sovereignty, the independence, and the territorial 
'and administrative integrity of China.' . 

The treaty also contained clauses to the effect that China should 
be given the fullest opportunity 'to.develop.and.maintain for herself 
an.effectiveand stablegovernment.' In accordancewith the treaty, 
Japan was, at long last, obliged ·to withdraw from Shantung, and 
also to renounce sorne of the 'Twenty-one- Demands.' 

But although the Western Powers had admitted China's right to 
workout her own salvation:, there was as yet no government holding 
real authority in the country. Since the fall and death of Yuan 
Shih-k'ai in 1915, the North had split into factions under rival war-: 
lords, quite in the evil old imperial style. The South, under the 
leadership of Sun Yat-sen and the Kuomintang ('The National 
People's Party'), was feelin:g its way towards a modern republican 
government, but its authority was still limited. At last, with 
Chiang Kai-shek at its head, the Kuomintang army began its 
victorious march 'through China, subduing, unifying, and finally 
ovefthrowing the regimes of the war-lords...:..a story which must be 
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told in a later chapter. Japan, on the pretext of 'protecting her 
nationals in Shantung,' sent troops to the North, who, disguised 
in the uniform of the war-lords, were able for a short time to hold 
up the advance of the Chinese patriots. But this civil war in North 
China, fermented and sponsored by the Japanese, was finally broken 
when Chang Tso-lin, a powerful general who controlled the Peking 
government, and former confederate of the Japanese, unexpectedly 
made his peace with the Kuomintang. 

Japan could no longer fail to realise that a free, united Re
publican China was in the throes of birth, and that in the course of 
time it would grow to powerful manhood. There was no moment 
to be lost if she was to keep her grip upon the continent and fulfil 
the destiny she dreamed of. Intrigue and diplomacy were powerless 
now, and she therefore resorted to force. In September 1931 she 
invaded Manchuria with a considerable army, and within a few 
months had brought the whole of it under her domination. This 
was the spark which kindled the present war in the Far East. 

/' CHAPTER XXVII 

' 
( D~. SUN YAT-,SEN, FATHER OF THE CHINE·SE 
' ' ' !)' ;- I -, '( '· ' REPUBLIC . 
j ·. "·~ I • 

i I~ -tb.F flank of the J>tr:Ple-and-GQl!ien Bills, on the QUJ$~i.rts of 
N' anking, 11tat?-ds a marbfe mausoleum, in which lies the boc:Iy of a 
much-loved Chin_;:se patriot. I.t is the memor1alnarr otsun Yat-sen, 

- . _ Father of the CJimese Republic. 
:,, . At a time wnen the Chinese nation was suffering more grievously 
\ than ever before in her history, when her rulers had forfeited all 

the respect and affection of their subjects, when Japan and the 
Powers from the West were doing their best to tear her in pieces and 
to seize the juiciest morsels, Sun Yat-sen appeared to direct the un
rest of the Intellectuals towarqs a reasonable political theory, and 
eventuaUy to lead the masses in armed revolt against their reaction
ary rulers. To his inspiring leadership is due the rise of the New 
China-the China which, with still diffident hands, is building a 
great destiny. 

Heseems to have been_born to rebellion. It is recorded that unlike 
the customarily docile Chi~ese children, he frequently defied his 
.teacher, and was soundly beaten for it. This defiance he soon car
ried into the wideF world outside the school gate. Even as a young 
boy, he looked with the utmo_st contempt upon the respected 
bourgeois householders of the neighbourhood who gave themselves 
superior airs but were worldly enough to keep a number of 
frivolous concubines! He hated the government officials: he saw 
-them extorting unreasonable taxes from his honest, hardworking 
farmer friends, and he noticed that they wore powerless to re¢rain 
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the pirates who attacked the coastal vilfage where he lived, and 
burnt down the little cottages. 

Eventually he came to hate the ruling House as well. An old 
man to whose stories he would listen with shining eyes and rapt 
attention was a veteran of the T'ai-p'ing rebellion. He would tell 
over and over again the fascinating story ·or that daring revolt 
against the Manchu rulers which had ended just three years before 
Sun's birth, until the seed of racial hatred against the Manchu 
conquerors was sown deeply in the young boy's heart. 

As he grew older, his bright imagination and adventurous spirit 
longed for new scenes and new ideas. He wanted to leave the 
atmosphere 6f tradition in his family circle. An elder brother had 
already established himself as a farmer in Honolulu, and now, at 
the age of thirtee,n and against the wishes of his parents, Sun 
decided to join: him and to start a new life in the new world. 

At first, he worked with his brother, helping him with the sale 
of his produce, but presently, as he showed signs of remarkable 
intellectual qualities, he became a student of the University at 
Hawaii. During his course there, he adopted the Christian re
ligio·n, much to his brother's displeasure. Sun the elder felt that the 
young man was being swept off his feet by the attractive culture of the 
West, and would come to despise the wisdom of the Chinese sages. 
Accordingly he removed him from the university and sent· him home. 

In 1884, at the age of eighteen, Sun found himself once more in 
the Fatherland, full of alarming ambitions and modern ideas. One 
of his first actions was to insult the local god. In his village there 
sto~_!e~P.le to the P?werfuLgeity~~ei T1'.:::::th~2fthern 
Heavenly Emperor~an obJect of veneration to all the mliao1taats, 
inCiudmg~liis ownrelatives.-S\ln, with his ChrlStfan training and 
Western educaHc;n,--look"Ca upon this.' practice as an ignorant 
superstition, and entering the temple one day, in a mood of re
bellious anger he dealt the image such a smashing,.blow uP.on the 
cheek that he brolre"his O\\'n finger$J-Tlie act appeared totlie 
villagers as unpardonable blasphemy, arid they waited in terror for 
the god's vengeance. For fear of being lynched, Sun was obliged 
to flee.to the sanctuary of Hong-Kong. · · · 

"/ At Hong-Kong the young man began to develop a political con
rsciousness, and,the,f2!!_owing_ye~r, 1885, m":_rked;avital phase in ~is 

mental development. The.cess10n of Annain:to·France by the dis
heartened· Manchu Court, . although !t had ·suffered no military 
defeat at the hands of t~e French, stirred a rumble of complaint 
through the all too acquiescent masses, and as a result of this shock the 
conception began to form in the mind of the student Sun, that 
China's salvation must" come through revolution, and that thi&. 
revolution was imminent; · 

To organise a revolutionary party, however, under a despotic 
government, was neither a safe nor an easy matter. Weak as the 
Court was in its relations with foreign Powers, it was strong enough 
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to handle the unarmed people, and could be expected to put down 
a conspiracy with the utmost brutality. Moreover, if any agent of 
the Court got wind of such a plot, it would ll_lean death and torture 
not only for the conspirators, but for their families, relations, and 
friends. Sun, accordingly, decided to work with caution, and under 
the guise of respectability. He would study medicine, and as a 
doctor would have ample opportunity of mixing with all types of 
people and of spreading his doctrine wherever the ground appeared 
fruitful. At the age of twenty-one he became a student at the Yale
in-China medical school at Hong-Kong, where he and three of his 
closest acquaintances earned the nickname of 'the Four Great 
Bandits.' In I 892 he obtained his doctor's degree, and .P.roceeded to 'l open a chemist's store in Canton, where he sold his pohticaUdeas to 

' his customers, together with his prescriptions. . 
Two. years later, China suffered an ignominious defeat at the 

f'jf hands of Japan iq Korea, and at the Treaty of Shimonoseki was 
A obliged to mak~ humiliating concessions. The Chinese masses, 

tvhom an autocratic government kept deliberately uneducated, 
heard little of all this, except that even heavier taxes were levied on 
them to pay war indemnities to Japan. But the students and intel· 
lectuals, especially those of the South who had studied in missionary 
schools and colleges, and had made enough contact with Western 
learning to realise the backwardness and inefficiency of their 
government, now began to organise themselves into secret political 
societies. This military defeat at the hands of their puny neighbovr 
'spurred the sides of their intent' : the same year they attempted to se~ 
up a revolutionary government in Canton, but the rising was pre· 
mature, and was instantly quelled by government troops . 
. 12s~.Y.,I).J.. ~eanwhile, had. ~etur~d t~ Hs>nQl.uh!. where, in his old 

, -umverstty ctrcle, he orgamsed a pohttcaT soctety under the name 
{o(the 'Hs.ing Chung Hui'-'Resurgent China.' These supporters were 

outside the jurisdiction of the Manchu officials, and ran no risk of 
capture. It proved later that the backbone of the whole revolution
ary movement, both in men and money, was to come from the 
Overseas Chinese-inhabitants ofMalaya, of the Pacific Islands, and 
of Australia, as well as more. distant countries. 

Next year, the revolutionists advanced one step nearer: head
quarters of the 'Res!!r~~t_ Q!Ij_~~ ~C!!ie~y' were set up in Hong
Kong, territory stili under the protectiOn of Western law. It was 
now that the national flag, under which the people of Free China 
are still fighting for their rights and liberty, was first designed. 
It shows a white sun on a plain blue field, representing the sky, 
and symbolises the qualities of'purity' and 'brightness.' It was with 
the establishment of this society in Hong-Kong that the movement 
for revolution was inexorably set in motion; from now on it gathered 
force and momentum until, in IS!:, i~ burst upon the country like 
a ftoodiug river. 

From Honolulu, Dr. Sun began a .more extensive tour: he 
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travelled first to the United St~t~~ anc;I_t:Eepce to England. There 
was in-Sun's character a remarkable combmation of the visionary 
and-the realiSt. While-he dreamedofaPeople's-Government, ·ul1der 
wliicli a reign of":perfect justice, charity, and contentment would 
begin, he also saw that before China could throw off the hated 
domination of foreign Powers and' stand on an equal footing with 

' 'them, she would have to lea!n the rules of the Western game, as 
Japan had done. . 

'Chinese ~irations,' he wrote once, 'can be realised only~-~ we 
understand lliat~ to regenerate ffie state . . . we must welcome 
tlleiiiflux or'foreigncapitai on tli'elargest -possible scale, and also 
must attract foreign scientists and trained experts to develop our 
country and train us.' . _ 

It was in order to win the sympathy and ultimately the financial 
...,and technical support of the American and British governments, 

Nhat he undertoQk__!:~oErney. But soon after his arrival in London, 
hewas ""kidna:Qpei:l l:iy: 1 ~_Qhine8e:Emoassy:L.Tlie ambassaoocat 

• that time was a Mandarin~who eVioently plannea to wiiltlie eternal 
gratitude of his Emperor by sending the revolutionary leader to 
his death. The P.lot was foiled by an Embassy EOrter who brought ~ L 
ne~o~_tht(~rre~toD?~~~S::.~o~er teTtcbet:_..§.ir"Jjrpes Cantl~e. I~ w 
Next mornmg, _!he ::n~ws_flashea ____!l_C!QS_!! __ a11_ th~_ .4~agh~es,_ ana a • ./ 
pr~~e~!_ d~p~hed fro!!!_t}le J,~r~i~!! \)!fl~~ec~r:~d-hisjnsJ_a!J.tsel~ase.,..........- , 
Tlie httle room at 49 Portland Place; where lie was secretly detamed, 
is preserved as it was, to the present day, in memory of that strange 
incident. · 

1_'~e __ ~llowing year~ I ~97, '\V~S __ ai!_O_!her __ ~i~i~l ;ro2;jx,;,., C~i~ese 
affa1rs. The occupatiOn of Ch1ao~chou by the German fleet, on 
a trumped-up excuse, was instantly followed by demands on the 
part of the other- Powers for similar naval bases. The carving up 
of China into 'spheres of influence' for the rival Western Powers 
had begun. Dr. Sun returned from EuroJ!e. He dared not risk 
capture by lallaiilgmClllna, out went to Japan where he organised 
secret revolutionary societies, especially among Chinese students 
at the universities. He had the tireless, ever-welling energy of the 
political reformer, and for the next few years he travelled incessantly 
between Japan, Hong-Kong, and Annam, founding societies, 
issuing ·orders, consulting, encouraging, planning. 

Another revolutionary attack on C<!nton in I902 was a failure, 
and'a:·risiilg-inHiihanin rgo4 was~qui~ly_p\lt_down._I!i I9o5, 
Japan, realising ""the ·implications-of ·sufi's-·influence upon Young· 
China, began a persecution of Chinese students in her country. 
For·the sake of the future, Sun could not afford to risk his life, 
but r~~oy~g his he~dq~t~rs to Anna~~g~ and I goB there 
were further failures ill military operations, and mri9<:?9)?r.: §__un 
had to travel once more to Europe to appeal for financial lielp. 
Tlie mOVeiilenf ... wasindesperate need of fundsif'it was to break 
the back of the imperial armies. 
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Despite all these reverses, persecutions, and rebuffs; despite the 
fact that financiers abroad continued to regard him as a wild vision
ary and preferred to stake their money upon the decadent Manchus, 
Sun Yat-sen hoped, believed, and toiled. And the winds of revolu
tion were rising. There were mysterious assassinations of Manchu 
nobles; there were sporadic rebellions in every quarterofthecountry; 
the doctrine of revolution passed from lip to lip. 

The Emperor drafted 'new armies' to defend his throne: young 
revolutionaries volunteered and secretly spread their propaganda 
among the soldiers. It was not long before the new army was a 
solid body of revolutionists! The battle for Canton was reopened 
by this very army in Igio, and though, owing to the death of its 
brilliant leader, the revolutionists again scored no success, their 
day was almost at hand. In March of 191 I seventy-two young 
partisans, 'the flower of the party,' fell in bitter fighting round the 
city, and were buried at Yellow Flower Hill in the suburbs. Their 
tomb is still visited by thousands of their grateful countrymen. 
This was the last failure. 

In October of the same year, the great revolution broke in earnest 
and spread beyond the control of the government forces. Sun's 
'visions' were justified. The government's misguided policy over 
the railway rights offered the occasion, though the roots lay 
broader and deeper. A branch of the great Peking-Hankow-Canton 
railway system was to be built in Ssuch'uan, and was to be financed 
by a loan raised among the inhabitants of the province. After capital 
had been invested and the construction was already in progress, 
the Peking government, feebly yielding to foreign pressure, handed 
the building rights over to the bankers of Germany, Great Britain, 
France, and U.S.A. 

The Ssuch 'uanese were disappointed and angry. Their own railway 
in which they had invested their savings, and the very soil of their 
own country, were being sold over their heads to the interfering 
foreigner. They began to organise for rebellion. A 'Society for the 
Protection of Railway Rights' was fgrmed, and under its auspices 
thousands of angry citizens rallied in the provincial capital for a 
demonstration, bearing with them the ancestral tablet of the last 
Emperor, Teh Tsung 'the Virtuous,' who had treated them with 
fairness and generosity. The movement quickly caught fire: 
the ordinary townspeople were supported by the merchants and 
students of the whole province, hundreds of whom went on strike 
and brought the normal life ofSsuch'uan to a standstill. 

The provincial governor, nicknamed 'the Butcher,' temporarily 
subdued the rising with the utmost brutality. He ordered his cavalry
men to charge the demonstrators, and at least forty were killed and 
many more injured in the melee. But the Ssuch'uanese did not 
suffer and die in vain: their act and its bloody sequel served as the 
cue for rebellious deeds and voices all over the country. 

About a month later, a plot to assassinate the governor of a 
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neighbouring province-Hupei-was discovered, and a precious 
book containing a register of the revolutionists fell into the governor's 
hands! There was only one way to avert a wholesale execution- · 
immediate actiQn. 

Next night, the fateful tenth of October, the first shots were fired 
on the governor's house at Wuch'ang, and the governor took to 
his heels under cover of darkness. The revolutionists had, as yet, 
no competent leader, and accordingly they devised the ingenious 
plan of capturing one by force! While one of their bands attacked 
the governor's house, another visited the house of a celebrated 
army officer, and dragging him out of bed, compelled him at the 
pistol's butt to act as their military commander. This was Li 
Yuan~hung, .a man of such easy~going temper that he had the 
nickname of 'Goddess of Mercy Li.' 

Under Li's nominal leadership, the revolutionary army occu~ 
pied the three neighbouring towns of Wuch'ang, Hankow, and 
Hanyang-the very heart of. China in the centre of the Yangtzu 
valley. From this spark, flames leapt up in all corners of the vast 
country. Within fifty days fourteen provinces had declared for 
the revolutionists; the governors appointed by the Court had been 
driven out, and revolutionary forces, formed of local militia and 
volunteers, were organised to keep order. The nuclei oflocal revolu~ 
tionary governments were formed. Even in the vicinity of Peking 
there was underground revolutionary activity. · 

The Court, now thoroughly alarmed, despatched a powerful 
army to Hankow under the ambitious and treacherous Yuan 
Shih-k'ai, till now a keen supporter of the Emperor. Yuan's army 
was more than a match for the inexperienced revolutionary forces: 
Hankow fell, and the city .was burnt almost to the ground. Having 
given a demonstratiolil of his 'power, Yuan held his hand, hoping to 
strike a favourable bargain with the revolutionaries. Meanwhile, 
Dr. Sun Yat-sen had been hastening back from Europe to direct 
the movement, and on arriving in Shanghai, agreed to become 
temporary president of a Chinese Republic. But although the 
acknowledged leader and initiator of the revolution, and already 
greatly beloved in his circle of supporters, Sun was still little known 
to the masses. Moreover, Yuan Shih-k'ai stood at the head of a 
powerful army, and it seemed clear to Sun that if the revolution 
was to succeed, terms must be reached with his opponent. He 
therefore privately approached Yuan and ·offered him the presidency 
if he would loyally support the revolution. 

Now Yuan was an ambitious politician before everything, and to 
become the country's leader would fulfil his most extravagant dreams. 
Without more ado he gave solemn assurances to Sun Yat-sen, his 
old enemy, and, abandoning the cause of the Court he had so long 

~ upheld, addressed a memorandum to the young Emperor, expressing 
V h1s own sympathy with the opinion of the masses, and advising that 

he should abdicate 'like the ancient Sage-Emperors Yao and Shun.' 
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Deserted by their most powerful and able statesman, the Emperor 
and his supporters realised that their hour had come. The Emperor 
abdicated; the Republic was given birth; the country belonged 
to the people! . 

A People's Parliament was called, though it cannot be claimed 
that it was, as yet, representative of the nation. There was no 
system of universal suffrage, nor would it have been practical 
until the masses, who had hitherto been deliberately kept in ignor
ance of public affairs, received some political education. The parlia
ment which now 'elected' Yuan Shih-k'ai first President of the 
Chinese Republic was formed principally of representatives of the 
revolutionary forces. Sun Yat-sen's own political party-the original 
'Resurgent China ~ociety'-subsequently reformed into 'The China 
League,' was once more reorganised, and given its present name 

· of.'Kuomintang'-'The National People's Party.' Dr. Sun himself, 
with the zeal and self-immolation of the true reformer, made no 

.· attempt to appropriate a high position in the new regime. Declaring 
' "his aim of bringing China into line with the modern civilisations 

_ _....--~of the West, he departed to Japan, in order to study their methods 
of industry, and especially railway building. 

In his absence, Yuan Shih-k'ai pro"ceeded to give full rein to his 
ambitions. An inner voice began to tempt him wiffi the notion of 
declaring himself Emperor and founding a dynasty for his descen
dants. It is certain that the inner voice was supported, if not pro
moted, by the Japanese, who saw in the birth of a Republic, and 
the strong, modern, industrialised nation which might grow out 
of it, the death blow to her hope of dominating the continent of 
Asia. 

Yuan's first treacherous act was to dissolve the Kuomintang 
-~ .-in 1-9 I g, which was tantamount to removing the whole Opposition. 

A year later, he dispensed with parliament altogether. Dr. Sun, 
though disappointed, never despaired. He reassembled the 
Kuomintang in Japan, renaming it the 'Chinese Revolutionary 
Party,' and declared he would organise a movement to depose 
Yuan-he would bring about a new and better revolution! 

Meanwhile, in Peking the idea was sedulously fostered that only 
by a return to the monarchy could China recover her failing power. 
Dr. Frank Goodnow, American adviser to the President, was re
ported to have offered his opinion that 'the monarchical system is 
better suited to China than the Rep\lblican system,' and this, 
possibly casual, observation formed the basis of a great propaganda 
drive by Yuan's agents. A society was formed, called the 'Ch'ou 
An Hui'-the 'Society for Promoting Security'-whose main object 
was the restoration of the monarchy. The provincial governors, 
war-lords who owed their position to the President, enthusiastically 
invited Yuan to mount the throne. At the 'Packed' elections of t 
December 1915, the majority declared in favour of monarchy. ~ 
The Council of State thereupon formally invited Yuan to receive 
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the imperial crown. A rebellion immediately broke out in the 
SoutO, ana-Yuan'scourage began to ebb. He postponed the·en
thronement, and in March of the following year renounced his 
c}aim. A few mont~s later, dea!h cut short his failure lJ.nd~h~milia~J?/ b 

/:tlon. - · • I~ 
Sfi2.S .. .'C!!az;!~S _9,~~t~Jp__rg~I,~~till._the;-_s~~l2.~~~"._o}ution_in z_g_26j- · 

Clima was_.at the m~v of cont~nd;~ .. LQlers. In tlie Nortli, 
<>meers of"Yuan's""~Northern Ocean Arriiy~e powerful army 
which he had organised for the defence of the Manchu Court
fought a series of civil wars with one another for almost twenty years. 
During Yuan's five years of power, their quarrels had been kept 
within reasonable bounds, but they now broke out into ferocious 
conflicts which devastated the country and solved nqthing. A.fu_w 

-of these war-lords we~e ,gen~!al~_Qf stre_ngth_and_personality, but 
f~most PEl.they.,lY_e~~ illiter.at~ men . .J'l..l.~Y had ,li_ttle 
~nowle~g(! .Q[jlielr_own_country,_a!ld_still less of mt~r~atiOnalft 
~ffairs._They surrounded themselves with the scum left behind 
by the Manchu Court. They gambled and indulged in food, 
wine, and passion. They levied impossible taxes on the peasants 
within their jurisdiction, and they falsely administered the law, 
invoking the death penalty at their pleasure. · Their undisciP.lined 
soldiers were a terror to their subjects. When tlleirforces were 
destroyea-oy riVa.ls,'tliey -fl.eaTo tlie protection of the foreign 
concessions or· settlements. 

Their public administration was as worthless as their personal 
behaviour. Education was entirely neglected; industry, so sorely 

;> needed by the country, was discouraged. Most of the schoolmasters 
and employees in public utility services remained unpaid. All 
the money that could be drained from the unfortunate people was 
deposited in foreign banks against the time when their influence 
would collapse; and they would be obliged to become 'gentlemen 
of leisure.' The war-lords were immeasurably rich. 

In the South~iiii'Iiad returneato.:qaaton~and,reD_rg~nised la ~ 
theLll'iinese revoiut10nary party wliicnlle"ha"d-fOriiiectin Japan ·I 
into. the'Chui'ig~J:'ifan~"'e'Cfiinese MitibnarPeople's ~ 

~\
Party:'Iin ~~ ·1i'e set u2 a revOiutionar~g~ernmen_; in the city 
and wal"'eJectei! exuao,a"ma ~remaent.'. lfwM at lli"' '\age lfi!'! 
t e m ue~:.e o ---~~ .. .I~-~ye an mterestm~ an _profound P':rt m 
th"''hll:t.e~hon=oft~o1Ufion, Alffiougfi"" r:=sun never beheved 
iilffie ·application oFC';mmunism to Chinese society, he could not 
fail to be roused by its achievements in replacing the Tsarist regime. 
Already, in 1920, the first Communist Q!ge_nisaJ!9njl~cL_appc:!ared 
in-China intlie ~form of ascientific society 'for· stud yi.ng_ Soc@lism 
and Marxism-:'-At'tne~Tliira·ptenary A.Ssemoly ofSocialist Youth·, 
held 'in 1924 at Canton, it was decided to form this society into a 
branch of the Third International, and to call it- the Chinese 
Communist Party. At this time, the membership wasbetween 
five and six liUndred~ . . . 
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/
_.....( Meanwhi~e, in 1923, a joint declarati<!n had been issued by ~ussia 

~
net the 'Can.ton governmer:!_t, announcmg t1ie ~<!rdial_~nd fhend!y 

\ 

etations which were to eXIst l>etween the two countnes. Russia 
· hen sen_!_t~~ vgyJ>l_~-~~~~to Canton_-Bo~diiland Gal~ns. 
The fonntt wa.,-weft-expenenced as t1. revolutionary orgamser, 

hile the second was an able militarist, capable of supplying that 
1prive and organisation which the Chinese revolutionaries so 

r~adly needed. It was under his guidanc. e that a_Milita. !):"_.Institute 
(,:,~_.was established at Wham_poa (or_ H'!an~-P'\1)-aiJ. _island <?,Pl>Osite 
[)I Canton-am! ne!"~J...!!!ld"~r the _super~ ofCiilila's future T~der, 

Chfan~sfu:k~ and with Russian Instructors, a conquering mili
iary·weapon was forged. BoroOi~r nis part, had strongly urged 
the creation of an institute for training propagandists, the essential 
of every popular movement, and he persuaded Sun Yat-sen to 

_:;;;.compile, publish, and propagate his revolutionary principles. The 
/'\.book which resulted is the f;!!PQUS 'San Min_ Chu..1'=tl!e 'Three 

; Pnnciples o'ftllePe~le'- wii!~ll_ be~<~._m~!!,US()f.t of'mblejo t~hole 

I 
Chin~se naji_op.~andls TmoW!!_li.heatl by exetf._schooTand- college 
stpgent oflliepr~sent ~~-

"\ It was also due to Borodin's influence that Dr. Sun agreed to 
· admit Comxnunists to membership of the Kuotnintang. During 

-_.· \ the military conquest of the North by the armies of Chiang Kai
shek, these Communist members supplied very valuable assistance, 

' and their good relations gave promise of a national unity which was 
still far from existing. 

In 1924, the head of the Peking _g?~er!lmentwa~ov~rthrown 
bytwo-enemy-genera:ls, whonow invited Dr. Sun to Peking to 
discusstlie estaOiishmenf of a ·centraJ government. Dr. Sun's 
semi-Communist government in Canton had been on the verge of 
disaster from a revolt of Cantonese merchants; he was also gravely 
ill with cancer. Probably these two factors influenced him to 
accept the invitation, unpalatable as it must have been to Comrade 

7Borodin. Soon after his arrival in Peking, and before the conversa
/'tions could start, Dr. Sun died, on the twelfth of March, 1925. 

H~J.lied _clh;apJ?_o!nt~d., but not_ qespairing. He knew that much 
had been achieved, but that the revolution was not fully accom
plished. He left a courageous and moving Testament to his com-

r:::· rades, in wliich he declared": --

/

--.·. 'For (O.r!Y..Ij;rs). h~y.e_ devoted myself to the revolutionarY.: cause. 
My aim is too tain for China freedom and equality. Frolll ~forty 

, ; years' experience I perceive that to carry out this ai!D we must rouse 
, the whole nation, and. we must ally With .those n~tions wb!~- wiii 
·,. treat China on an equal footin&__ Tl-!en iet us all rise and fight to
• geffier! The" revolution IS ·not yetT Let my comrades follow the 

\
policy I have prescribed in my boob. . . . Let them continue 
to strive and struggle till final victory. Let them carry out my 
latest policy of calli~g a __ ~eo_p~'s ~l_!gr_es~,- ~nd of a_ bolishing .the 
unequal treaties: Tlits must lie aclitevei:l speedily. Such is my Will!' 
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A g~at 1~9erwas lost, bu~.Jhe revolutionary movement which 
Dr':"'Sun_!f<i':d SJ:n111g,i~to~m~t~o~ ~Sa tea~ not}iiiig:?fjts.fo!".c~ ~itlih~s 
deatn. It followed tlie pilli lie had measuredTor 1t unt1l1t was fully 
consummated. But the debt of modern China to its Father remained 
incalculable: without hisenergy;unagination7and"ifiSpiring guia::
ance, China might never have become a solid, living unity, capable 
of standing, as she does to.:day, against the Japanese armies. 

·_.Ids said of Dr. Sun that despite his visionary schemes, !o god!!ful 
~seioguence thatliise-~reams oeca.me realHies"forlil.s au lence 

wliile he SROKe. He himself never OoUl:>ted the succe~fuJ ena oftlie 
:it~blic. In_thegra.veit cnses;nniel(l tlleCh'Os'en'han<f'togetlier 
WiTilthat spirit o('ta wu wefi- .1tne great undmi"rrtedness1-~ch was 
a favourite phrase in his writings. After his death, an aura of clivi-· 
nity seemed to grow around him; and until the rise to glory of 
the Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, Dr.-.Sun was the object of 

· adoration with almost every Chinese throughout the world. In 
most Chinese houses· at the present day, 'a picture of Sun Yat-sen 
hangs from the wall of the living room; the 'f~he( lo.oks ciown on 
his ~eat .family with kindly eyes. By th"e""Side of theportrait are 
generally reproCluceCltwolinesoniis handwriting, 

/?. 
I 

/'· 'The.Rev..~lul~'l!l~~,..~~t ~chieved yet, 
My comrades must stfuggleno\v':-as in ·the past!' 
·-· • . ..... lllil.... ·~··· ~ . 

he 'San Min Chu /'-'Three Prine' les of the People'.:_ 
'§ountl ne1tfier remarkable nor new to Westefi(ears;townom the 

Rights of Man is already an old story, but to China at the begin
ning of the twentieth century they were something to marvel over. 
The three principles were those of Nationalism, Democracy, and 
Livelihood. ?ife I?Jiu.£ip.M: Q.f.,..Nation~m was.to_unite the five 
sub-races whic comEose the modern Chinese P.eople, and to give 
ffieiX!,~i~-eCo'ii'Onii§:Jiiid80ciare.9tiili~ aimed at overriding 
tlie tra 1t1ona and limited loyaltles of family and clan by th~ wider 
loyalty to a united nation. It also declared that China should be 
freed from foreign pressure so that she stood as an independent 
nation among tlie modern nations of the world. .. 

The prin~jp~of Livelihood~ealt ~i!~~e~protection of the wor~
ers from UnJUSTiaws, the conttolaii'd hrmtatio_n_of capital;-the regu
Iafi~d ownenihip,tlitaevelopment of peasants' and workers' 
movements, and their political education. Under the principle of 
Democracy were classed all those 'rights' which are now a common
place m the West-'a state belonging to all the people, a govern
ment controlled by all the people, and rights and benefits for the 

~encouragement of all the people.' 
~, ?.r. Sun divi.c1~2 Jhe b~~ing_of.~ ~e~9hina il!t~ ~hr_ee~ges-:
. rmlitifry ~et"_atJOns, pobt1cru }\ltelag~, ana COfiStltutlona1 govern-

O?;enl':""Dudhg'Uie first'Stage-;-tlie revolutioniryarm:y-wotiln1iave to 
nglirfOri:he unification of the country, though wherever the forces 
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went they would disseminate the Three Principles of the People, 
and explain the aim of their leader. In the second stage, members 
of the Kuomintang with special training in organisation and propa
ganda would be sent into every district that the army had occupied, 
and there would train the people in self-government. When a 
province had completed its training, representatives of every district 
would be convened, provincial laws promulgated according to 
the local traditions, and a provincial governor elected by popular 
vote. When more than half the provinces in the country had thus 
set up their new provincial laws, a People's Congress would be 
summoned and a National Constitution createc;l.. This congress 
would usher in the third and final Stage-Constitutional govern
ment-'by, of, and for the people.' 

The three stages have not been worked out as their great designer 
hoped. The destruction of the war-lords was hardly achieved 
befor{O! a break between Kuomintang and Communists ushered in · 
a new period of civil hostilities, and no sooner had these two revolu
tionary parties united than Japan launched her undeclared war on 
the whole country. It seems that since Dr. Sun's death until the 
present time, there has been no pause in 'Military Operations.' 

Despite these adverse circumstances, however, the second and 
third stages have been given a tentative trial. During the years of 
war between the Communist and Kuomintang armies, both parties 
promoted political activity among the masses-an activity which 
in some measure conformed with Dr. Sun's idea of 'Political 
Tutelage.' Moreover, the union of the two parties immediately 
before the outbreak of war has given the people a chance to exercise 

. their constitutional rights, and to exert some influence upon govern
ment policy. A People's Council has been set up alongside the 
administrative and executive organisations which allows the people 
at least a nominal voice in the direction of national .affairs. 

It cannot be admitted that China is yet politically educated, and 
even less that her present government is 'constitutional' in the sense 
understood by the Western democracies, but we can truly declare 
that the revolution is working towards this end, and the complete 
fulfilment of Dr. Sun's ambition for his countrymen. 

CHAPTER XXVIII 

/CHINA AND THE WESTERN POWERS (g)-THE 
EUROPEAN WAR AND THE 'NEW CIVILISA
TION MOVEMENT.' 

AT the time when the young Chinese Republic struggled to 
birth, the foreign Powers had nicely adjusted their 'spheres of 
influence' in China1 and were at .pains to see that no one of them 
enjoyed greater rights or larger territorial concessions than the 
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rest. But with the outbreak of the European War of 1914-IS, 
this balance was shaken to pieces. Germany, Russia, Great Britain, 
France, Belgium were all too deeply involved in their own deadly 
struggle to be able to safeguard their interests in China, while 

. Japan, the Villain of Asia, was free to seize her golden opportunity, 
and to assert her long-desired domination of the Far East by every 
means, fair or foul, that lay in her power. The United States, it is 
true, remained outside the European conflict until the final year, 
but her heart and ultimate interests lay with the W\:stern demo
cracies. From time to time she attempted to intervene in the Far 
East and to restrict Japan's predatory movements, but her actions 
were on the whole ineffective, since the Japanese felt sure she would 
not resort to anns. . 

At the outset of the Great War, 9,!tina decided to remail! neutral, 
and-proposed"tllafliostilitiesshould beexcluded from her -tern tory, 
including that leased by the belligerent foreign Powers. Japan, 
however, declared war on Germany, while loudly asserting that she 
had done so in fulfilment of obligations to h~r ally, Great Britain, 
and that she had no territorial ambitions in China at all. This well
known prevarication deceived nobody: an attack upon the German 
property in China was both expected and delivered. In little more 
than a month, the German garrisons capitulated and Japan 

. became master of Chiao-chou, an important district of Shantung 
province. · China, of course, as a 'neutral,' had not interfered, 
beyond protesting, quite ineffectively, that Japan had extended 
her operations beyond the former German territory. 

The acceptance of the ·shameful 'Twenty-one Demands,' 
which followed on this Japanese success in Shantung, must be laid 
at the door of President Yuan Shih-k'ai; but for China's entry 
into the European War, Yuan's pro-Japanese lieutenant, the Premier 
Tuan Ch'i-jui, was responsible. No doubt the Allies' had exerted 
considerable pressure upon the Chinese government to take this 
step, partly in order to recruit Chinese labour and partly to gain 
control of enemy shipping interned in Chinese ports. Moreover, 
as we have noted,1 Tuan's government counted on an allied victory 
and hoped by participation to better Chiqa's position vis-a-vis 
Japan. But Tuan's own motives were Jar from· disinterested. His 
private plan in declaring war :was to announce a huge war budget, 
and on the strength 'of it to borrow heavily from the Japanese. 
The loan would not be used to support the forces of democracy: on 
the contrary, it would be of splendid service to his own ,reactionary 
government in fighting the revolutionary forces .of the South! 

Japan had no illusion about Tuan's integrity. But it suited her 
own plans to nourish civil wars in China, for in that way the country 
would be weakened and laid open to I?.er predatory armies. She 
accordingly invested her money in the unhappy Chinese wars, 
and it }son record that fro~ August xg17, when the government 

1, See C,hapter XXVI. 
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at Peking declared war on Germany, till his fall in 1920, Tuan 
borrowed from Japan sums amounting to no less than-five hundred 
million Chinese dollars. As a reward for these favours, Tuan's 
representatives offered Japan the much-disputed rights of· railway 
building in Shantung, former German 'sphere of influence.' 

This small gift proved to be its donors' ruin. Under the Treaty 
of Versailles, by which China expected to regain full sovereignty 
of her own territory, including Shantung, Japan was allowed to 
retain almost all the righ~ formerly enjoyed by Germany. It was 
discovered (to the convenience-let us admit-of the Western 
nations) that in Tuan's pact with Japan the Chinese government 
had courteously expressed i~ 'pleasure' in handing over the railway 
rights, and what had been done with 'pleasure' could hardly be 
called 'compulsion,' argued the Powers. In vain did the Chinese 
delegation-which was composed of representatives from 
both Northern and Southern governments-plead with the Con
ference. The decision could not be reversed. 

When the delegation returned to China, and news of its defeat 
spread among the people, a long-suppressed disgust and anger 
at the government's dishonesty, felt especially by the young 
intellectuals, broke out with a fury that swept all before it. It is 
~called in history the 'May the Fourth Movement,' and from this 
memorable fourd:t of1\1:ay1-ig£g, ·aate-s not oruy tlie growing power 
o! tnerevolutTonary- forces under the -Kuomintang, but a pheno
menon o! immense significance to China's future-a cultural 
renaissance ! 

The Movement broke out in Peking, under the organisation of 
Kuomintang agen~, and the agitators consisted almost entirely 
of school and university students. In each university or secondary 
school, a students' union was formed, with the seriousness and 
character of a political party. Each union was composed of a 
committee of representatives, who discussed and made decisions 
like a parliament, and a committee of wardens who in die role 
of cabinet executed the decisions. All the members were elected 
by vote, and the members in turn voted among themselves for 
representation on the Peking students' union-the supreme 
organisation in the new political movement. Thus began that 
participation of present-day students in s~ious politics which has 
been so remarkable a feature of modern Chinese life. It was no 
casual outburst on the part of some hot-headed youngsters, but a 
systematic movement which continued and still continues at the 
present time. The fact that in the present Sino-Japanese war the 
Japanese have deliberately tried to bomb and wipe out the main 
c_entres of education in China is a great tribute to the determined 
opposition offered them by th~ CJlinese studen~.1 

· 1 The movement was not strictly an innovation, but rather the revival of an old 
Chinese tradition, alive in the Han, Sung, and Ming periods, when students and 
intellectuals formed an active opposition to corrupt' governments. 
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1111' . The May the Fourth incident began with an assault upon the 
foreign minister. Chang Tsung-hsiang, who had been responsible 
for signing the ignominious pact with Japan. Armed. with wooden 
clubs, iron bars, and cans of petrol from their laboratories, some three 
thousand students marched through the streets of Peking to the 
minister's house. · Chang was away from home, but was tracked 
down to the house of a colleague, where he was holding consulta
tions with a circle of his pro-Japanese partisans. The party broke 
up and fled in consternation at the approach of the agitators. Only 
Chang-himself was caught and ignominiously beaten. The house 
was smashed up and set on fire, and a number of students were 
arrested for their part in it. 

The students' indignation was not exhausted by this act of vio
lence: a widespread strike was organised, both as a protest against 
the' arrest of their members and against the diplomatic policy 
of the government. The Peking students led the way, and were 
quickly supported by the shopkeepers of the city. The merchants 
followed suit. In a short time students and retailers aU over the 
country began to come out on strike, and when the railwaymen 
announced their intention of taking similar action, the government 
yielded. Chang and all the other ministers responsible for signing 
the pact with Japan were removed from office. It was an unbeliev- · 
able triumph! · 
· The success of the students' movement stirred the whole nation. 

The educated classes, who till now had taken their main guidance, 
both in public and private conduct, from the writings of Confucius, 
began to realise that they had been living in a classical dream of 
the past. The· Sage's teachings, which had been of value to the 
society of several hundred years ago, had in later generations been 
so adulterated and explained away by the sophisticated that there 
was no longer any blood in them. Ceremony, propriety, forms 
remained, but they had ceased to have·~uch significance. 

New times produce their own prophets. Confucius had lived 
some five hundred· years before Christ, when China was already 
'civilised,' when modern Europe had not even been born, and 
America was an undiscovered continent. Now, after more than two 
thousand years, the Western Powers had shown only too clearly their 
lordship over the earth, while China appeared to be passing into 
an abyss of stagnation. Some fundamental change seemed impera
tive. A change in government from an enfeebled monarchy to a 
somewhat diffident republic had evidently not been enough to 
regain for China her honourable posi!}on among the world Powers. 
K'ang Yu-wei and his 'reform party' had been right: China must 
accept the Western heritage of learning and thought, from which 
Europe's mastery appeared to spring. 

Thus, side by side with the political movement among the 
students, there came into being t~eat .cultural movemenLo.f_ 
modern China known as the Literary Renaissance, or-more aptly.-
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as th(! 'New Civilisation Movement.' In its early stages, very little. 
creative work appeared. Its sponsors confined themselves to attack· 
ing the old idols-chief among them Confucius-and to producing 
a great flood of translations from the works of eminent European 
and American writers. Tolstoy, Ibsen, de Maupassant, Byron, 
Shelley, Kropotkin, Marx, Engels, Poe and Irving were among 
the writers and thinkers whose works were invited to the altars 
of Chinese literature and philosophy. An American professor, 
John Dewey, was once extolled, in a speech given by the president 
of the National Peking University, as being a greater thinker 
than Confucius! The young intellectuals_q_ui!e!_ost their heads 
over the New Culture. 

A_~.,&?~f<fxii:t1!~'r~~- :~~ i~~~g~i51:U0~Ji~~!n~i:-fo:~ 
nectea not onty with- tbe mtroductxon of-western literature, but 
especially with a parallel development-t~ ~tion o_! a ~pular 
literature, written in the ordinary spoken Iangu~g~ of-2.fQ!!lary 
peQR.l~--"1'lieSignificance of tliis.in· tbeeaucation of the nation 
can hardly be emphasised enough. Up till now, the Chinese 
written language had been substantially the same as that used 
by Confucius; the common people understood it as little as English 
children of the present day would understand the archaic language 
of Chaucer. To write jn words that ~ye~ybod.Y_S£9!<~-~mla,ny-

\~
o<iY_ !!-n_de_~!oq9J_ :w~s- . .mdW:La...r.e.v.QlUti<ma_gnd_QnJ:JhaLmight 

. ave Imponderable consequences. It would mean that the new 
\ deas or: tile """Western world would Eiecome available to the whole 
, opulatxon. 

Nor was it the people only who benefited: Chinese literature 
was enriched and refreshed. Dr. Hu Shih and IiiS- fOllOwers 
spolre"comemphiousfy--of"Works wr1rt~li'9ii9Re=dassical style as 
'dead literature.' The words were fossils-preserved but lifeless. 
Bi.it fo wnie books m the language of living people was to bring 
back life and reality to literature itself. The old ballads, novels, 
folk-tales, and plays, which had long been neglected by the intellec
tuals, because of their 'vulgar' language, were unearthed and given 
new places of honour. These were alive; they were real. Presently, 
the young intellectuals began to write stories, novels, and poems 
in this 'vulgar' (pai hua) vocabulary, still keeping very much 
to the old forms. At a iater stage they imitated European models, 
and finally produced works of genuine originality and imagination. 
New magazines and literary periodicals poured off the Shanghai and 
Peking presses. New life, and an abundance of it, was animating 
the soul of young China. • 

It was the time for the young. They had seized political power 
for themselves out of the hands of the old-fashioned bureaucrats, 
and from the dry-as-dust literati they had taken the authority to 
create literature. The day of the conventional 'M~ndarin' was 
passing, together with arm-chair politics and the writings of scholars 
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who had learnt all their skill from old books, and hardly looked 
outside their own study walls. China was filled with hope and young 
endeavour. · 

Among the first to benefit by the new conceptions now animating 
Chinese society were the girls. Any Westerner who has read transla
tions of old Chinese novels, such as the 'Dream of the Red Chamber,' 
or such modern books as Nora' Wain's 'House of Exile' and Lin 
Yu-tang's 'Moment in Peking,' can picture the life of unnatural 
seclusion to which Chinese girls have been subjected all through their 

1 history. They rarely saw or spoke to a man, except the members 
of their own family, until they married. Indeed, they were hardly 
allowed outside the gates of their houses. A normal education was 
denied them: few could read or write, though they were skilled in 
cooking, needlework, music, and embroidery. At the time of the 
Students' Movement, some of the more up-to-date families already 
allowed their girls to attend the modern schools and colleges, but 
they were still strictly segregated from the boys, and did not even 
join with them in social activities. On the tide of the great political 
movement, however, the girls boldly x:ose to assert their rights. 
Flaunting tradition, they began to work with the boys in the 
same studies and libraries; they joined the same political organisa
tions; they walked openly in the streets and felt no shame for it. 
This was the beginning of the participation of Chinese women in 
national life-a step that is bearing great fruit at the present time. 
In the war against Japan, they have taken the men's places in fac
tories; they have formed bands for the entertainment of the soldiers, 
and also for war propaganda among the illiterate peasants. Many 
of them are nurses, and some doctors. They have organised refugee 
and Red Cross centres. Some have even undertaken guerrilla 
activities with the utmost courage. 

The ferment caused by the entrance of the young into politics, 
and the unrest brought about by the introduction of so many schools 
of Western thought, some of them mutually contradictory, had to 
find outlet in a practical forward movement. . The new political 

. leaders had learnt much, both from a study of Western history 
and from the past experience of the revolutionaries, especially in 
the period of Yuan Shih-k'ai's dictatorship. They realised, perhaps 
with reluctance, the necessity for force if the reactionary Peking 
regime was to be abolished, and the country united under a truly 
popular government. Even more vividly did they realise that if the 
movement was to succeed, to convert the educated classes was not 
enough: the masses must be mobilised. Up till now, the movement 
had remained far too theoretical: no serious appeal had been made 
to the industrial workers or peasants-for whose rights the revolu
tionaries were ultimately struggling-to organise, much less to 
offer armed resistance. All this must alter. · 

In 1924, the 'Kuomintang, the main revolutionary party, struck 
a truce with the Communist party, so that both might co-operate 
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in the supreme task of throwing out the reactionary government. 
Under their guidance, workers' movements in the industrial 
towns and peasant movements throughout the countryside, rapidly 
developed. The emancipation of the workers was not achieved 
without bloodshed, and as in every other country, some pioneers 
had to endure martyrdom for the benefit of those who came after. 
There was, for example, a serious incident in June 1925, which 
almost led to an international clash. 

Eight employees of a Japanese firm in Shanghai made representa
tions to their employer on behalf of all the factory workers on ques
tions of hours and wages. The factory manager was so incensed at 
this insubordination and impudence that he drew his revolver, 
shot the head of the delegation, and called in English police to put the 
remainder under arrest. The Shanghai students thereupon organised 
a demonstration and marched along the main thoroughfare of the 
English Settlement in protest against so flagrant an abuse of 
workers' rights. They were dispersed by the police, and seven of 
them were shot by orders of the English chief constable .. 

The story of this crime spread throughout the country. A great 
anti-British and anti-Japanese movement sprang up. Demonstra
tions took place in many of the large cities, despite the experience 
of the Shanghai agitators. At Canton, an even more shameful 
incident was enacted: the warships of Japan, Great Britain, France, 
and Portugal, who by special treaty rights were allowed to drop 
anchor in the Pearl River, fired upon the demonstrators in Canton, 
causing serious casualties. The friction between British and Chinese, 
which originated from the incident at the Japanese spinning factory, 
did not die down until two years later, when two further clashes 
between Chinese and British sailors at Hankow and Kiukiang 
ended in negotiations between the two Powers. Great Britain re
stored certain 'concessions' to China, and the Kuomintang leaders 
felt they had achieved a victory of sorts. 

The Communist party, however, strongly disapproved of any 
conciliation with the 'imperialist' powers. Moreover, there had 
been many other causes of friction between the two parties before 
this incident, and during the course of that year, 1927, their rela
tions were broken off. Hostilities followed, and for nearly ten years 
Chinese blood and endeavour were wasted on inconclusive cam
paigns launched by the Kuomintang forces against the Red armies. 
The Kuomintang gradually drifted into a policy of friendship with 
the Western democracies, England, France,. and "'Auucrica, while 
rejecting any alliance with Soviet Russia. The Communists would 
only associate themselves with the U.S.S.R. And so the internal 
conflict continued in the face of a national peril-Japanese invasion. 

The break between Kuomintang and Communists in 1927, 
unfortunate as it was politically, acted in other ways as a stimulus 
and brought about an important literary development. The Com
munists being thrown more and more into the arms of Soviet Russia, 
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began to study and imitate its culture. A movement for creating· 
proletarian literature was set on foot, first in Shanghai, then 
in Peking, and subsequently in every important Chinese town where 
a Communist group secretly existed. Books of the new Russian 
writers; as well· as American•. proletarian novels, were translated 
and published with indiscriminate zeal. The works of Lenin, 
Trotsky, Pukhalin; Plikhanov, Bogdanoy, Upton Sinclair. were 
warmly welcomed by. young ~Chinese ·students, while' original 
novels and stories with working-class themes began to pour from 
their pens. It seemed to be a logical development from the original 
literary movement. ·From writing in the language of ordinary people, 
it was only one more step to write about their lives. 

This new movement in literature had the. effect of .bringing 
many of the younger generation into the Communist party. Its 
novelty appealed to their youth, and its basic pdnciple to their 
humanity. Many who did not actually join the party sympathised 
with its aims, in opposition to the Kuomintang, which was by now 
the legally constituted government of China. For some time, the 
latter remained unaware of .this development, but when the in
herent danger of the movement'was brought to its notice, it acted 
ruthlessly. Certain bookshops were closed by government order; 
many publications were banned; some 'dangerous' writers were 
arrested or forced to escape from the country. Many of them found 
temporary refuge in Japan. The proletarian movement in literature 

· was half-stifled, though not entirely killed, very soon after its birth, 
while the central government called into being a counter
movement-the 'Three People's Literature,' representing more 
orthodox views, and supported by writers of the Kuomintang 
party. · · · 

The Communists had also been experimenting in social reforms 
in the territory under their control. All the most advanced and 
•humane· developments of the time seemed to emanate from them. 
If the central government was to· hold its. own and prevent the 
whole nation from· turning Communist, it must offer some counter
attractions to the people. Some idea· like this must have been in. 
Chiang Kai-shek's mind wheri he devised and inaugurated his 
'New Life Movement;' It is significant that the movement was 
started at Nanch'ang, the provincial capital of Kiangsi-:-province 

1 where the Communists had once set up an entirely new order oi 
society. The New Life Movement was a practical; rational move
ment, based on old ideals of conduct, .but with·modern applications. 
It was intended to promote, as General Chiang said,.' a new national 
consciousness and mas~ psychology' ; to instil in the masses of the 
people a sense of order, responsibility, and hone·sty in public and 
private dealings. ' 

The four corner-stones of the movement, upon which the people 
were invited to build their lives, were the moral virtues of right 
behaviour ·(etiquette), justice, integrity, and honour mentioned in 
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"the work of a Sage even older than Confucius.1 But these virtues 
were to be applied in everyday affairs 'such as food, clothing, 
shelter, and action.' Opium smoking, for instance, and even cigarette 
smoking were discredited; public dancing was later forbidden; 
the homes of the poorer people were inspected and cleaned up; 
education was promoted; women were encouraged to .dress with 
simplicity; the notorious corruption of officials was to a great 
extent eliminated. Discipline and promptness in public service; 
frugality, orderliness, and good taste in the home; patriotism and 
productivity throughout the country-these were the aims of the 
movement, by means of which China was to grow strong. 

The 'New Life Movement,' and even more the establishment 
of a strong and stable central government under Chiang Kai-shek, 
brought comparative peace and a more reasonable standard of 
living, so much desired and deserved by the Chinese people. 
Educational institutes of every kind, from modern primary schools 
to research laboratories and institutes, were founded, and some of 
the latter have contributed important scientific knowledge to the 
world. Among the best known are the Academia sinica (sponsored 
by the government), the National Library of Peiping (Peking), the 
Geological Survey, and the Chinese Architectural Society, all of 
which have produced valuable publications. 

To-day, China is fighting for her life, and the whole population 
is mobilised: men and women, boys and girls. In contrast with the 
old days of the Empire, when the chief conception of loyalty was 
to the family, or at most, to·the local officials, the Chinese people 
now have a broad conception of the nation as a whole, and are 
prepared to endure, work, and suffer for its salvation. China wants 
to live, for she realises that a great future lies ahead of her if she 
survives the present tide of war. Her young people are full of energy 
and hope. Because of their unshakable faith in the future, nothing 
can daunt the people of the New China. Only such a faith could 
have sustained hundreds of students, who, carrying a large part 
of their libraries with them, trekked on foot and by small rowing 
boat from Peking hundreds of miles to the safety of the mountainous 
South-west, there to carry on their work and prepare themselves 
for the leadership of the future. Only such a faith could have 
enabled courageous factory workers to load their machinery on 
to hand barrows and to wheel or drag them away from the Japanese
controlled cities to the interior, there to continue their production 
for the national war effort. The stories of heroism and epdurance 

1 The English equivalent of the Chinese tenns 'Li,' '/,' 'Lien,' and 'Ch'ih' is 
difficult to give accurately. In a booklet published by the Association for the 
Promotion of the New Life Movement, written by General Chiang himseit~ and 
tran.slaied into English by his wife, the following definition is offered: 

'Li' means a regulated attitude (mind as well as heart). 
'I' means right conduct (in all things). 
'Lien' means clear discrimination (honesty in personal, public, and official life). 
'Ch'ih' means real self-consciousness (integrity and honour). 
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ar.e numberless, and some of them are almost incr~dible. China's 
hope for the future lies in this newly-found self-realisation, unity, 
and communal effort. 

CHAPTER XXIX 

GENERALISSIMO CHIANG KAI-SHEK 

DR. Sun·Yat-sen, ~Father ~f the :Republic,' greatly loved in his 
lifetime by all who felt his, personality, has, since his death in 1925, 
been worshipped almost as a Saint. Chiang Kai-shek, his disciple 
and successor, is trusted and respected by nearly every one of China's 
four hundred and fifty million people. They look to him ~s the 
only man who can keep them f~om enslavement to the.Japanese. 
His name ~ai.:shek (in standard romanisation' Chieh-shih') means 
'Firm-as-a-Rock,' and his people know he can be trusted to strike 
no compromise with the enemy, but will fight for complete freedom, 
to the death. So remarkable are his qualities of leadership that he 
has won the outspoken admiration even of his enemies. The Japanese 

~zauthor of his biography, Ishimaru Totaro, h.as confessed, 'Chiang 
~ '\Kai-shek is really great. · He is greater· than the tw~ ,European 
, dictators. Although he is the leader in resisting Japan, and in 

recovering Manchuria, and thus offers an obstacle to the advance 
of Japanese influence, no Japanese could refuse to acknowledge 
his greatness!' · r . , • • 

He was born in 1887 at.Feng-hua, in,the province of Ch~kiang. ~ 
ThiS. is. a ·SOuthern coastai'To'WO:::Of. greatl:>eau.tv,-oacked ·oy rocky r 
hills and facing a quiet inlet oft~e.blue;Pacific. It is a fertile pro
vince, and Feng-hua, is rich _in. wild flowers of unusual ,fr~grance. 
Waterfalls tumble down tlie hills, and at dawn arid dusk the traveller 
will be brought into a mood of calm by the gentle tinkle of bells 
from many Buddhist temples perched on the heights. It is a place • 
for poets to dream in; and yet it bred Chiang Kai-shek, supremely 
a man of action-one of the most brilliant gen~rals and ablest 
statesmen! .. , 

A great part of the J?Opt!lation at Fel)g:huaJs.composed offerry
men:-LOadinggOOdsattlie P.ort,tl!_ey car"'T"th~m up.;river,.to.trade 
witntlie iiihabitiiitS'Of thehroad...:.Yjtngtzil,Xaliey:till their cargoes 
are exhausted:-Tiien tfiey sail 'rilerrily down:.;.Stream anci'bacK: to tlleir 
home port, to reload and sail out once more. These bare-footed, 
dark-skinned sailors; as they waited for a favourable tide, used to 
congregate in the tea-shops, and in their rough go~d-humoured 
voices exchange tales of their experiences. Unlike Chinese peasants 
and workers, who rarely venture,,at most, beyond a neighbouring 
town, these men had seen something of the world, and had experi
enced many forms of danger and· adventure: Welcome guests at 
the tea-houses, they kept the company shouting with laughter, 
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or open-mouthed with amazement, until the bugle of the tide
watchers rang out, and the ferrymen made off to their boats in a 
whirlwind of haste to catch the tide. 

Chiang Kai-shek during his boyhood used to love the company 
of these good-humoured, na'ive wanderers, and it is said that from 
them he acquired not only stories about other parts of the Eastern 
world, but also an adventurous spirit and a deep sympathy for 
working-class people. This early unconscious teaching was to have 

? a remarkable influence upon his future career. 
· ;· '.\ · Chiang was not a patrician. His father had been a modest trades

' · man who died when his son was only nine years old. His mother 
:·1 brought him up devotedly, and paid for his education by selling 

her own embroideries. Unlike most of the women in her district, 
I Madame Chiang was a person of some education. She taught her 

son to read, and answered with intelligence all the questions of life 
.and learning posed by the enquiring mind of a young child. Such 
was her zeal and love for him, \hat on his fiftieth birthday, in Igg6, 
a day of universal celebration, Chiang confessed to his countrymen 
how 'great' a woman his mother had been, and, how ~ll }lis career 

:~-hadocen inspired by her: 
' At nine he was sent to school, where he received the regular 

classical education, based on the Confucian books. The Manchu 
regime had not yet fallen, and modern education, inspired by the 
methods of the West, had been introduced only at a few centres. 
But he had determined on a military rather than an official career. 
At eighteen he passed into the Paoting Military School-one of th-e 
comparatively modern military schools established by Yuan 
Shih-k'ai. Something ofYuan's character has alr_ea,dy b_een des
cribed-hiS shrewd realism, his personal ambition, his intrigues. 
From his contact with Yuan at Paoting, Chiang Kai-shek learnt 
a great deal about the latter's plans, the conspiracies of his hench
men, as well as the corruption of the Manchu Court. At Paoting 

, . • the truth was borne in upon him that if the people and the country 
-~ · were to be saved, a revolution was inevitable. 

From I907 till IgiO, he continued his military studies in Japan, 
where methods were already far more up-to-date than in China. 
He th!!n joined a Japanese brigade and .trained as a cadet. He left 
Japan at a diamatlc moment in Cfiinese history, and, weinay believe, 
not without premonitions of the part he himself was destined to play 
in tliat great modern drama. In after years, the Japanese brigadier 
who had trained him wrote, 'When the Chinese Revolution broke 
out in I 9 I I, Chiang Kai-shek was about to leave for his own country, 
and we had arranged a farewell feast for him. It was snowing, and 
I said to him and his friends, ''Gentlemen, if you won't drink my 
wine, at least have a cup of plain water!" Now, according to our 
code of chivalry, to drink water at a farewell feast is the sign of a 
man's determination to die for his career. So saying, I offered a 
cup of plain water to Chiang, and he drank it at a·draught. ''Sir," 
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llfte exclaimed, ''I have determined to die for my career!" and his 
f!ace as he said this was flushed with excitement. However, I did 
) not realise at the time. how great a part he was to play in the future.' 
The story is a very living one, and brings a picture of the young man 
vividly before us-the excitt<ment of lt<ave-taking, the dreams and 
the resolve, the embarking on a career at one of the most critical 
moments in the whole history gf his country. . 

On arriving_in _China,.he_joine_d the revolutignists imm~diately, 
anaOri'i:heStrength ofliis niilii:ary traii'iing was appointed commanoer 
in the fifth brigade of the revolutionary army. He fought in his 
home J>rOvince of Chekiang, ~nd succeeded in mowing uP.alnhe 
opposing forces iii Snangllai. Shortly afterwardS";" however ;thewnole 
arinysuffereoag-eneral---reverse; and-Cliiang'sbrigade;-fighting 
against heavy odds, was dispersed by the army of his former teacher, 
Yuan Shih-k'ai. · · 

,"'I'? Chiangcontinuedto fightloyally for.the revolutionists. Ten years 
Jlater, in 1921, having set up a government.in Canton, Sun Yat-sen 

sent for the·young, officer and appointed him :command_er of his 
personal bodyguard, his adviser· on military matters, his secretary, 
and~depi:ity'a.t social functions. Itwasasignal'lionourfor so young 
a man. Chiang served Sun with a mixture of practical zeal and 
worship. -He-revereo-liim as-liis-fatner ancneacher~-He1earnt-¥
from him tlie experie'ii'Ce;Wisdoqt, and spirit of a great revolutionary 
leader that were to stand him in good stead in after. years. 

It was none too soon for Chiang to learn these lessons. Although 
DL;~!l w~~-?'c'~t ap.~,.!D,all,J!is h~.a!!h ~§ Jailing.-'-Hi~!_f a 
trameo physician~ he probably reco~Ise<! the cancer from.which he 
was'suffe~g,,£LI!Cl"RI1_e~Itsa~f,"nature.-Iii"i'g22;'"theye·araJter
Cliiang-liad oeconie -liis confidential adviser, a .treacherous lieu
tenant in the revolution;uy army, named Ch'en Chiung-ming, 
started a revolt and raided,Dr. Sun's presidential office at Canton, 
evidently with the intention of assassinating hiin. Prot,ected by 
Chiang Kai-shek's men, Sun was able to escape and board a ship 
on the Pearl River, which brought him through the bay to Hong
Kong. Later he made for the greater safety of the International. 
Settlement at Shanghai., . . . 

Canton had become a centre of unrest. In 1924 a rising of Can
tonese merc~n!s. tlireatened"todestroy thewliolerevolutiOilary 
movement-there. And""'Dr .. -·surt-:rw~b,y~p$-a-very-sick-man~ 
Just attliistime, the-NortH~tn war-lorClsliaa·lfrOken the power of 
General Wu P'ei-fu, most formidable opponent of the revolutionists, 
andtncr.i(seemed a possibility of reconciliation between the North 
and South .. Accordingly, Dr. Sun, we may believe not without~ 
inner misgivings, went to 'Pekifii:t?discus?tfie-''(omi:ition-of a \Z:::.f 
uniteo g9vernrrient:"""Biifbefo'"'Te"'tllediSc'UsSionliad materialised,""he 
dled:-Ashe lay on JliSdeath-be~dh1ang Kai-shek was staunclily 
figliting tlie rebelsintlie SOt.ith-:-"N.tanyrumours aoout tllefigh1ing 
reached Peking, and among them, th~t . Chiang had bee:n killed. 
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When Dr. Sun heard this, the tears poured from his eyes and hJI 
exclaimed, 'Alas! I would rather have lost a hundred thousan~ 

.;:- troops than this Kai-shek of mine!' Meanwhile, Chiang was very· 
much alive, and in a short time had crushed the revolt with his 
small band of picked 'student troops.' 

---~ These so-called 'student troops' were students of the }Vhampoa 
/ , (Huang-p'u) Military_ School,- virtually Chiang's _own_ creation, 

though under _the ~upernsion of Russian advisers, and new!y opened 
inJun~ ofi.9~4~ The success ofthe Soviet-Russian revolution had 
much Impressed Dr. Sun, and from it he had learnt the necessity 
of supporting a revolutionary doctrine with an efficient armed 
force. He had sent Chiang to Moscow in 1923 to study military 
conditions there, and on the latter's return to Canton in the following 
year, he was authorised to found an up-to-date military school 
at Huang-p'u, a suburb of Canton (in Western text-books the 
name usually appears as Whampoa). The early students of this 
school became the army leaders of later years-men who helped 
destroy the Northern war-lords and enabled Chiang to unite the 
country under the Nationalist government. Subsequently they 
formed the kernel of the Chinese central army, and many of the 
ablest generals at the present time are old students of the Whampoa -
school. 

In the spring of 1925, Dr. Sun had died at Peking. In the follow
ing year, a meeting of the People's Government was held in Canton, 

-~and Chiang Kai~s.h.ek was appoint~q to take c~mmand of the People's 
/ Revolutionary Army. Tpe period known as the Second Revolution 

began. At the 'same meeting, two guiding principle!! for the new 
,revolutionary phase were laid down: to fight for the inde.E_endence 
and freedom of China against the foreign imperialists, and to destroy 
the power of the war-lords, bureaucratsj usurers, aJ:!d plutocrats. 
The first of these was obviously a concession to the Communist 
members, whose fury against foreign imperialism was very great. 
In order to bear out the two principles, the government proposed 
four main tasks: the formation of a people's army; the establish
ment of a fair and equitable government; the protection of the 
national industry; and the development of peasants' and workers' 
organisations. 

f'{o time wa.~ lost in pl_lt!ing precept into practice: in July the 
. ', ;rtew revolutionary ru;mr, under Chiang's comman_d, began to 

·~ ______...----march north~ards~ W1thm a few months he had occupiea the two 
/' provinces of Kiangsi and Hunan which bordered Kuangtung pro

vince to the north.1 He pressed on into Hupei, and there, near the 
important city ofHankow, for tour days and nights without respite, 
he engaged the forces ofWu P'ei-fu, who at that time held the domi
nant military power in the Yangtzu valley provinces. Wu's 
army.was P,r~cticallywiped out ... By_Ap~il of 1927, all imp_o_rtant 

1 Kuangtung is the province of which Canton is the chief city, and was therefore 
already loyal to the revolutionaries. 
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~owns south of the Yang~,_!Yh~ghly divides Chjna.in_two,
had-fallentoth"'e"'TeVolutionaries. . 
-Nfeanwliile, in I 92 7, l,t~~g\ln that trl:}g~p}i!. bet~_~wo 
gr«;~t revolutio~aryJ?~. the Commumst~- ana the ~.'?~n~g, )1-
wliicli was outlmed m the last chapter. Differences m lOCals arid 
b~s ~g~d~r~d hatred between bro~h_e!:_a!_ld"o.I_otlier, fath"er a_nd 
son. Some of the nation's most promising youth was destroyed in 
civil-feui:l~One catastrophefolloweuaii.6th'er -for years: terror 
ragedtlirough the country. It may be advisable here to trace in 
more detail the origins of the conflict, and to show how the course 
of the quarrel and its final liquidation influenced the development 
of the revolution. The relation between these two parties was, and 
to some extent remains, one of the major problems of Chiang 
Kai-shek's political career. . 

The relationship of Kuomintarig and Communists can very 
easil~be' unoerstooctb'yEnglishpeopleif 1he.Y. sub"Stit'Ute' 'Bfitish 
L~r_gar.ty':-for'Kuomint~CDurip.g the nineteen-thirties, 
wlien the British Communist Party first became a serious political 
body, with a cons~derable membership, the right wing of the Labour 
Party declared itself the most bitter enemy of Communism, and 
despite the growing threat of Fascist d9mination throughout 
Europe, stubbornly refused to unite with ~the Reds'. The Labour 
left wing, however, under such men as Aneut:in Bevin and.George 
Strauss, vehemently urged the formation of a 'Popular -Front', of 

..-:~11 Left Parties-Liberal, Labour, and Communi.st. . ·.. . 
)\ In China, the Kuomintang was also composed of left and right 

wing elements, and at the first :P.k!l.!rY. . session of the ~~qpJe's 
Government, summoned by Dr. Sunin 1924, the more moderate 
Kuomintang meml5ers tried to oppose theacceptance ofCO'iiiiii.Unists 
into the government. They,.were unsuccessful, ,and as long, as 
Dr.·Sun lived; his tact, statesmanship,. and ,persuasive -personality 
held the intransigent,members .of both.1p?-rties in harmony. As 
soon as the·great man.died, however, private grumbling turned to 
public action. Chiang.Kai-shek, although he had proved himself 
an able militarist, had yet to earn general recognition as a politi~al 
leader. The parties momentarily lost their centr<J.l control. At 
this point, the. Kuomintang right .wing, members .began to raise 
petulant voices that China.was.the co_untry ofqonfucius, a~q sh_ould 
on no account be laid open to the conspiracies of Soviet Russia, 
who would effect horrible changes and destroy every valued Chinese 
tradition. 't'he.Communists for_,their part, with the support of the 
left wing Kuomintang, without Dr. Sun's restraining hand, and 
under the influence of Soviet advisers, behaved :indiscreetly, and 
with a total lack of moderation. 

Th,e_ y~ul!'g~~ •• 9hia~&_!{.,a~.shek, fo'!nd himself in a difficult 
positiOn. Smce li1s Vlsit""i'Russia·m 1923 on the orders.ofDr .. Sun, 
he was probably not without sympathy for the Communist political 
ideal. On the other hand, the right wing members of the Kuomin-
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tang had declared the furtherance of his military power to be the 
first object of their policy. He could hardly, it seemed, for the sake 
of the movement, decline to support them. Moreover, Communist 
intrigues showed signs of undermining the Kuomintang itself; 
and it was clear that in the event of a split in the two parties, Chiang 
must inevitably take action against the Communists. 

In Chial'}g's victorious no_rthward march, his armies had occupied 
Hankow, together with the adjoining cities ofWuch'ang and Han
yang, in October of 1926. Now, this triple city, known under the 

._, collective name of Wuhan, was the largest industrial centre in the 
i -:whole of China, excepting only Shanghai. The iron works at Han

yang were the largest in the country. To the Communists and their 
Russian advisers, this city with its thousands of industrial workers 
seemed an ideal centre from which to propagate their political 
faith. And so, while Chiang Kai-shek was pursuing his military 
campaign farther down the Yangtzu valley, certain left wing mem
bers of the Kuomintang, headed by Wang Ching·wei, were able to 
move the government from Canton to Hankow, and to announce 
the establishment of a National Government at Wuhan, in Novem· 
ber 1926. 

Meanwhile, though not blind to the significance of this move, 
~ '· Chian~ was rapidly brin~ing ~is forces up f~r the attack on Shanghai, 
1 . accordmg to plan. The secunty of the foretgn settlements at Shang· 

hai:witn their f0reign~po1ice and extraterritorial rights, had attracted 
Chinese merchants and bankers in huge numbers: the grea"test 
reserves of wealth in the country were probably accumulated in 
that city. Mastery of Shanghai would bring with it control of the 
rich and fertile Yangtzu valley, with its great towns, at least as 
far west as Wuhan. In March 1927 the city fell to Chiang's forces, 
and in the same month they occupied Nanking. At the latter, 
Chiang established the national capital, as desired by Dr. Sun 
Yat-sen in his lifetime. The government at Wuhan hastily convened 
its central executive committee and recorded its decision to annul 
the 'dictatorship' of Chiang Kai~shek .. From this month; ·March 
1927, there were two 'popular' governments in China, in addition 
to the various local governments of the war-lords; the revolutionary 
influence was sharply split in two. A less able leader than Chiang 
might well have despaired of ever bringing this huge country, 
with its contending, warring, and mutually antagonistic factions, 

;into a unity. 
But all was not proceeding smoothly on the Upper Yangtzu. 

The Commu~!.s.~ .. ~lell:le.ll! in tbe Wu:tian. government was over
sfeppirig the wishes of its Kuomintang supporters. Incessant strikes 
and peasant demonstrations keptthe centra:t-provinces in a constant 
state of tension, while reprisals taken by the People's Court, under 
Com:qmnist auspice~ <,lgail}.st qJd enemies such as the usurers and 
plutocrats; were so ~rastic that th~y destroyed the people's confi-

·j·:- d~nce in Commu_nist Jll:s_tic:e._ The army of Hunan province, the 
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government's chief military support, began to complain about the 
disruptive influence of the 'Reds,' and went so far as to put down by 
force a peasant demonstration for which the latter had been respon
sible. 

~elati~~~et~el_l._~a~g,..,phi!Jf?;':"~Li';J!d h_is.,~PJ29l~ers on th_J 
one~' andi~Q2mmun~~~-~tli tbe1r )-~}lsstal} act~~tne 
otlier, grewinq~asingly~strained a.stl:l~ m_onths pa_ssed. It seemed 
clear' that" their polii:iCaCainis-differed- furida.mentally, and that a 
split could hardly be avoided. Some members of the government 
suspected the Communists ofb~ing in the pay of the Soviet Embassy; 
there were hints of a plot to destroy the Kuomintang and to replace 
it by a Communist regime. 
_ Numbers of the Communists were arrested; some of the leaders 

escaped to Moscow, and--the~ -Wuhan ~government-repudiated. 
the Russian alliance. Th'e•way-nowseemed cleat: for_areconcilia
tion--b.etween.,the. right.,and .left,_ wings of:the .. Kuomintang. To 
facilitate this, Q!J~~Ka!=~~k ... !'lccepted a suggestion to resign 
his position as commander-in-chief and head of the Nanking 
government. In Aug~st .1927, he.~~tir~d t~ Japan, and the next,....--

~month a united 'National' government was established at Nanking~):-

/-~)\Iii".Decem15er:-of~tnaCsame::y-ear;;Cliiang :!:eturneCI. to :Shanghai, ') 
"':here a significant, union,was solemnisedl\Chiang-was -marrieC:l· 
to.Mei~ling Soong, youngest sister of, Sun, Yat~en:s wife. Mei.;ling 
was.then only.twenty~five, and.her.husband forty. She had studied 
a_t___..__a:~ Ameri~:;a1_1 ~l}i_ver_si~-Y,.~nd~w.<i_~:-aJ?.~ng_rep!.e~e~lJ.t_i~ • of 
moClern-Q!l_mese_w9manhQ.Q.<l.,,, . .';r_lie_umon has proved of the greatest 
vaiUe'to Chiiia_as ~qle._...;..MidameCI:iiang was-a-Cnrisfiaii;}lnd 
l)y'""lier persuasi()n":"lier .liusband•was· also baptised. She had the 
highest admiration for Western culture and the democratic system, 

-as well as a love of the old Chinese civilisation. There is no doubt 
that Chiang, who was br~ught ·up on, Confucianism, and on a 
background-of pure Chinese culture, obtained a better understand
ing of the Western mi_nd through the influence ofhis wife, and that 
this understanding was of great service to him as he strove to rebuild 

·China into a World Power.· .. • · · , - · 
Madame Chiang is a woman ofsincere~. un;Rret~ntious character; 

ana artliougllsh'"e'learnt to . aamire the-American political and 
educational systems, was never captivated by the .luxury and super
ficial brilliance of modern New York. She dresses like a simple 
and modest Chinese wife,. and as one of the leaders in the 'New 
Life Movement' she has given a~ example to the womenOfChina 
to-dre8S1>laiiilyilivefrugally,ana abjure those new-fangled frivolities 
which are quite out of keeping with their dignified Chinese tradi-
tions. . 

When ·operations were. in progress against the Communists, 
Madame Chiang accompanied her husband to the front. And now 
that China is at grips with Japan, she is still- to be found at her 
husband's side, wherever the danger is greatest. She seems absolutely 
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fearless. She is the adopted mother of every Chinese ~!lunded soldier 
in the hospitals, and her husband's 'diplomat' in interviews with 
imp6rtant foreign guests. She also acts as Chiang's private secretary, 

. and for a time was personally responsible for the promotion of the 
. air force. She is not only beautiful and intelligent, but a patriot 
of tireless energy and a selfless servant of struggling China. 
, While Chiang Kai-shek and his newly wedded wife remained 
in Shanghai, the Nanking government discovered it could not 
dispense with his services. Chiang was the inevitable leader of 
the People's Government, and was soon recalled to his old position. 
His honeymoon was cut short while he launched a new attack against 

~ the armies of the Northern war-lords, and by the beginning of 
/ "(x g28 his troops had obtained control of almost all the provinces 

oren ina -"Propel'. -
Peking still held out, largely through· the machinations of the 

Japanese;wno Teai:ecTUieiririterests in North-east China (Shantung 
and Manchuria) would be jeopardised. At the beginning of May 
1928, three Kuomintang armies began to move up from south and 
west, but a strong Japanese force was meanwhile landed at Ts'ingtao,
the port of Shantung, and proceeded inland along the railway to 
Peking. A little south of the city, a clash occurred between the 
two forces, resulting in the temporary withdrawal of the Chinese 
southwards. Very shortly after this setback, Chang Tso-lin, the 
pro-Japanese \war-lord then controlling Peking, in the nope of 
coming ·ro favouraore --t_~qns with the Kuomintang1 <jeser~~d his 
former ally and withdrew into Manchuria with his aryny. _ As his 
owr1 train .:rossed the border, it was blown up, obviously the work 
of Japanese agents. His son, Chang Hsueh-liang, despite repeated 
warnings from the Japanese, macle an alliance witfi lhe Nanking 
governme!lt. InJuly; -p~king fell to the armies of Chiang Kai:shek: 
Manchuria, under the rule of Chang Hsueh-liang, already flew 
the new flag of the Chinese Republic. The whole of China 
-tvas united, nominally at least, under General Chiang's sole 
leadershlP· · 

But while the Nanking or 'Nationalist' government was strengthen
ing its position, the Communi~ts were also consolidating theirs. 

:·_After their split with the Kuomintang in_ 19_27 they had established 
1' headquarters in Kiangsi province in the central Yangtzu valley. 

In 1928, the year of Chiang Kai-shek's northern victories, the 
Communists founded their 'R~d ~my,' with a _II!elll~~rship of 
two tnqusand men. It was_ put m the command of Chu Teh (the 
present leader of the Eighth Route Army in the war agamst 
Japan), and under this excellent organiser: of guerrilla warfare, 
the 'worker~' ~nd peasants' irn;gulars' we~e inaugurated. Within 
two-years, die 'Red Army' had multiplied its members ten times, 
and become a formidable weapon, its members being politically 
educated as well as thoroughly trained in military affairs. _In 

/<, 1931, a 'Chinese Soviet Republic' was established, with its 
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goy~rn!llC::Ilt&th0~n of Jui-chin,~o!l. !he south-:eastern ~r_<ler 
of_I5-i~ngsi._ · · 

Even before this, in July 1930, the Communist forces had 
invaded their old stronghold of Hunan and invested the capital 
city. They were launching drives in several directions with the hope 
of threatening Nanking. Chiang Kai.shek now realised that the 
Communists were .,..9ffering~jin~t~ chal!!:!f2g~ _ _!o__!!le Ku_omin
fang'S"'"'p~er,El! that he I,!!U~me_e! i!_wuh_c~_nc.enJr_ated force. 
Cliina couli:l. not be effectively united while such a large body 
of the population remained in aggressive opposition. 

A !3etween the ye!!'U.9~~nd -193~~ .Qhia~g used his ~~ost 
enoeavour to cruSli the KtangsrReds:' Ii:Call;ne employed al:5out 
~xliunelred.Jliousana men, aiia"Iaunched siX'general-offensives. 
Siill'hecou~ reach noi!ecisive .. victQ!Y ~gain~t tlieir_g':!errilla ta~ties. 
Finally-;-liis forces tried to blockade them," and a lacK of food 
and salt eventually brought the Communists to the edge of starvation. 
But they did not surrender. With belief in their political faith, • 
and with spirits of the utmost courage and endurance, they decided 
to evacuate Kiangsi in November 1934, and to begi11tiierr'Long P, 
tMarcn'ofeighteen thousartd-li-(nearl~ sixtliou.§_~ni..ffii~) -t9~the 

l
iNortli-.~~--TJi. ·.i~ -.almos~.i!!_cr.eo!_6left?. a.!>_~Q..Yivi<!_.ly_E. esc·r·· ibed by 
tEagar Snow in his 'Red Star .over China,' culminated in the re-
establishment oftheCliinese SovictRe~ubikinKansu, out ofihe 
rimmeoiatereaehoftheNationalistarmies'. ~ . --- • . 
I~Tliese iiiColiCliiSivecivil wars seemedt6"Japan an excellent 
1
opportunity for making mischief on her own account. In 1931, 
when Chiang Kai-shek was heavily engaged in Kiangsi, theJ a12anese 
~C£.~P.ied Manchuii~._Chiang.h~p_!I_t his trust in theLea~ of 
N~J!.S· The ~eat Western_Po.}Y~~-we.!_e_sttong;_t:h~e__Qhmese 
Republic was very young, and still weak like a child. The League's 
failure to intervene on China's behalf over the Manchurian question 
was a bitter disillusion to him, while the reproaches of his own people 
at allowing their national sovereignty to be violated without striking 
a blow convinced him that immediate measures must be taken to 
recover the lost territory. At die same time as he fought the Com
munists for the sake of internal unity, lle oegan to forge a strong 
riiilitary weapon wliicllm~glifoe usecfiii"Jh.."'f co,urseoffimeagainst 
the enemy from without. 

His first task was to improve and enlarge the National Central 
Army, and to bring the provincial troops, which up till now had 
~een recruited and controlled by local leaders, and knew no obliga
tiOn except to defend their own district, under a central command. 
They were to be 'nationalised' and taught to defend the whole 
country against the foreigner. Compulsory military service, a 
la~ which had lapsed since the thirteenth century, was reinstated. 
W1th the help of European and American military advisers, he was 
able to build a vast modern army. Communications were opened 
up with a view to facilitating troop movements within the country. 
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Railways were extended and huge schemes for road construction 
put in motion. Industries to feed the military machine were en
couraged and subsidised by the government. 

Generalissimo Chiang is the founder of the Chinese Air Force. 
By his orders a 'Three Years' Plan' was inaugurated for the develop
ment of aviation. Foreign-built planes were purchased, and pilots 
trained to fly them. In front of one of the Chinese schools of avia
tion stands a monument with the pilots' oath inscribed on it: 
'Let our bodies and machines be destroyed together with those of 
our enemy!' 

To build a great army and a competent air force; to reorganise 
or build up afresh sufficiently powerful industries to feed the war 
machine; to solve unemployment problems, improve the nation's 
financial structure, and multiply the export trade; to educate the 
people politically-all this could not be achieved in a short time, 
Chiang Kai-shek showed both forbearance and foresight in refusing 
to be rushed into war, either by the reproaches of his own people 
or the threats of his enemies the Japanese. 'We are still a weak 
people,' he said repeatedly in his speeches before the party execu
tive, 'and we dare not provoke a war. But if we·are forced to fight, 
we shall not stop until the last man has fallen, or until we are vic
torious.' 

Cqnscious of his country's l!nprel?aredness for such an encounter, 
Ch1an~ frequently offered to negotiate with Japan. Tri19_so, no 
less tl1an seven conversations were held betweentne Japanese 

;and Chinese diplomats, but without any agreement being reached. 
"" H!r<>t<J-, who w~s thS!.Il Fore::ign Minister of Japa!l, insisted on his 

t1unou~ '"Three Principles,"" and these were quite unacceptable 
to CJ:ina; _ T?ey were: {.1) ~11 public or pri':'~te <l;I1ti:-ll}P.anese 
orgamsatwns __l_hould ,be disE_e~sedz._ and ~the _EOl~y of playm~ the 
Western Powers agamst JapanS' should be abandoned for good; 
(2) ChiJJ_a should acknowlecig.e 'Man~ukuo' (i.e. should acknow
ledge Manchuria and the province of Jehol as an 'independent' 
State, under Japanese control), and (3) the Japanese_ anJ!y in 
China should co-operate with the Chinese in suppressing the 
'Communist-'bandits."" --- . 

All these discussions broke off incondusivel~ and a clash between 
the two Po\Vers seemed to draw fnexor~bly-nearer .-This same year, 
I 936, proved to be a crucial one, both in the career of Generalissimo 
Chiang and in the history of modern China. It will be remembered 
that Chang Hsueh-:liaQg, or:~ ~the; Y Q~llg Marshal' as he was called, 
had succeeded-tis father, l'he o!d'\•iar-lord orM"iinchuria, Chang 
Tso-lin, and having sworn loyalty to the Nationaiist cause, had 
been put in command of troops in the north-eastern provinces. 
N?~• ll; lar~e J?art of the ·~ ~ung _Marshal's' s.o}dier~-~<:re from 

M::m:cl'iuna.~Jheu:..homes nadl:ieen _se1zed by the Japanese, andtlley 
were .hun_&·yJw: •. ~<:;.Y~.I1&.~· But instead of sending diem fo fight 
their naturafenenues, the Government gave orders that they should 
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march west against the Communists. Kansu was like a foreign 
country to them and they: fel! _profoundlyh"'iiieSick-:--T[ey were 
resentl:_lll_~t __ b~i~Jg forcecn"'1Un th'eir-Qi;n cou!l!!Xmen instead of 
tlleinvaaer~-Moreover, in their contact with the Communists, 
tfFeYbTgan~to feel the force of the Communist doctrine, and instead 
of fighting, -an amicable interchange of political views began to 

T take place! The 'Young~M.-.2rs~s' rc_ono_wers four_:_d that t~e 'Reds' 
r "were not the muraero..H§.lJ.analtS tlit:_y: llild_Jieen Icil to beheve,_but 

people-with a sane, iftelligent outlook, who ap__Eeared to put the jl-
imerests of1Jliina1Je ore -ersonal con- uests. · 
!n ee , smce t e apaneselnvas10n o anchuria, the Chinese 
C!L_mmunists had very mu€h altered their tactics. -Formerly, 
tlieir anger had"been v\:nted on the Kuommtang, on the one hand, 
and the land-owning, moneyed classes on the other. B.!!L.f!:9m 
I ~31 o'nwards_ they h*hanged their _sl2g~a.[r:om 'Down with the M 
K~nt__an?J'i'if'!Jriite_w!~~s.t,oii,[li~ tlie a anese agS!essor!' r 
Flistory lfa:tl taughftllem tliat cl.vll wars ha never so ved"'tlie prob
lem of conflicting ideologies, but had only brought whole nations 
into slavery, and in many cases betrayed them into the hands of 
some foreign power. The tragic truth of this belief has been illus
tr~ted again in-recent years, when the bitterly waged civil wars 
in Spain from 1936-8 ended, not in any. compromise between 
the Left and Right, but in a virtual ·loss of natio'nal sovereignty to 
the German and Italian dictators. 
· The Chinese C_Qmmunists_ were_ waiting for a chance to express 

the1rioyalty to-CJii~gl\:ar.:shek:they noped to persuadeliiiii into 
aliiirtedre:SiTance ·against the Japaneseinvaaer:-TOt'lie'Young 
Marshaf'-it seemed- tliat'""'!iisop'HOrtu'iiitY.'llad come . to mediate 
between tlie two ~eat parties. . · . 
-Nieanwliile,---denerafCii1ang, at Nanking, could not understand 

the stagnation ofthe.~ansu oper.ations, a~d jn Q$(!mber he decided\lt" 
to make a personal VISit to the front. At Stan, the 'Young Marshal's' \ 
J!e.@_quarters;-ne1ea:rnt·the-true-Facts--of tlie-sltua'tiO'ii,' and was so/ 
disturl:ieClat whaCheneara'th"at"helefttlleCityiiiiroediately to 
spenaafew aaysin undistiJrlJedtliouglit somewhere in theol1t-

?skirts. He~to thebeautifulJ.!uji-ch'i~g.!@:k~,~~ide which· 
l'rose_the_:famous Black:Horse Hill. Here Ch'in Shih Huang Ti, 

c~e~~9T-of.Jhe:Gr~ai~ali;:h-fd:tam_o,ut1iisJxtravagant ixgP,erial 
park, and'Eiii§erorHS'UaiiTsungoftneT'ang.£!Y.nastr, had wantOned 
witli ilishealltiful anctiU:stairea conctiGfiie,-yang:Kuei-fei. Next 
xiiOriling at C:layoreak--he rose, aresseo, ana.l1aVini:SatE~<nn the 
nearby_llot sl>!i2_~ was re~n,.g in ~is room._,:t\ sudden clamour 
ar6Seat the gate, ano crowas of slioutmg people broke through and 
poured into the courtyard.· There could be no doubt of their malig
nant intentions, and with some presence of mind, Chiang escaped 
through the b~ack of the hQpse..and_clim_b_ed.:..up thelii.sti:>riCBlack 
Fiorse"FF'i'l'r."'"'But he was pursued-bY, the rebelS,-seized, andcarried 
baek-g>,;§j[1_4 wherehewas mad.e a "Virtual ;;isoner.-Nl:any of 1he 
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generals who had accompanied him from Nanking were made 
prisoner at the same time. 

The method, called by the Chinese 'armed p..ersu~sion2' for in
fluencing a leader is a traditional one of very long standing~ The 
story is told of an official serving the Duke of Ch'u in the sixth cen
tury B.C. whose reasonable advice to his master was repeatedly 
neglected. At last, for the good of the State ofCh'u, and his master's 
reputation, the official thought fit to threaten the latter with his 
sword. Thereupon the Duke accepted his advice. The worthy 
official now declared, 'Although I have served my Lord well in 
this, I have threatened him with my sword, and ought to punish 
myself.' Thereupon, he struck off his own legs! The 'Young Mar
shal,' who went immediately to visit the Generalissimo i11 !tJs con
finement; found him in such a state of mental suffering, that tears 
broke from his own eyes. He expressed sincere sorrow that he had 
lost control of his followers, and declared himself witling·-to take 
any punishment his leader thought fit after an agreement had been 
reached. 

At the same time, he felt obliged to put the proposals of his officers 
and soldiers before the Generalissimo. These were: reconciliation 
with the Commup.ists, reorganisation of the National Government, 
and resistance to Japanese aggression. Although realising that his 
very life might be in danger, Chiang courageously refused even to 
consider such proposals since, he declared, to negotiate in such 
circumstances was illegal. After this, he refused even to grant an 
interview to the 'Young Marshal.' Madame . Chiang, despite 
the warnings of her friends, took a plane from Narildng, a-rid ·flew 

_ tojoin her husband, to live or die with him. · 
/ ~ It was a nard winter, and snow was fallip.g eye_rywhere in China. 

The people's hearts were heavy. Some thought Chiang Kai.:snek 
was dead; others expected a fresh outbreak of civil war when the 
Narikirig armies wotildl'>e sent against Sian to release the Generalis
'simo and avenge the indignity. A cloud of gloom and tragedy over
hung the whole country for many days. But on the twentJ-fifth 
of December, several _planes1 escorted by f.ighters, fie~ from Sian 
to Nanking, and landed in brilliant sunshine. The occupa,!l~ were 
Chiang Kai-shek, his wife, and the imprisoned generals! Their 
faces were all smiles, and as the news spread, smiles broke from the 
face of every Chinese citizen. That night, fireworks were let off 
in every town, bands marched through the streets; the people 
were almost delirious with joy! 

From that day on, China lJ,as been truly united. China belongs 
to the whote people-arid not to any privileged party. ---nei:~ are 
no more Soviets on Chinese soil, and no R.ed Army; Communists 
and Nationalists have j~ined forces for tne~ coinnion good. There 
is onTy one Slogan Tor ali: Tlglit for ~xlstence P .Tiithe o1rfn of this 
unity, Japan saw the death of her hopesin China, and did her best 
to prevent its fruition. Only a few months after the Sian 'incident' 
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CHAPTER XXX 

CHINA AND JAPA:N (3)-THE INVASION OF MAN
CHURIA AND NORTH CHINA 

· As the twentieth century entered its third decade, a period of 
unrest and distress began for a large part of the world. The Econo
mic Crisis, startirtg in Europe, and spreading very shortly to the 
Americas, involved both conquering and conquered of the World 
War, and cast heavy shadows of privation, unemployment, bank
ruptcy over the so-called Great Powers of the West. The rise of 
Fascism and Nazism and its outcome-the attempt of the Dictators 
to dominate the world by force-have been the monstrous progeny 
of those fateful years. Meanwhile, in the Far East a fresh· storm 
was blowing up, and seemed about to burst over Eastern Asia. 
The Manchurian_ crisis ofJ93 1 was the first intimation, and its 
logicaloutcome iStlie major-war now oemg fought out between 
China and Japan, and of which the whole vast territory of China 
forms the battleground. 

In the China of 1930, General Chiang Kai-shek's government 
had reached only the semblance of an equilibrium. The Second 
Revolution had just been completed; the_ northern proviilees, 
:i§uding _¥anch1iria,'~a 'J5ee11J?rO'Uglit iiito)if!e~by.Jll~~N_ationalist 
~armies, ano ·a central government established ~t NankiJ:lg, en
trustedwith-th'ea-dministration of the whole country. But great 
}t'Stliisacliievement was, irdla'"'ilo'timpfy that a golaen age' of 
peace and prosperity was being ushered in, or that China's problems 
were, even temporarily, at an end. 
' It has been shown in the last chapter how the power of the 
Communists in Kiangsi and the regions south of the Yangtzu 
had, at that time, been steadily increasing, and how, in 1931, 
they had established their own Soviet and mobilised ~farge 
'Rea-Army:'-Tnefailure orciiiang's campai@ ~gaiiiSnh:em in 
tllai: 'Taiiie yearliaa const1tUte'aa.-8eriOliSfiiow 'fOhiS"aiith'OrH:y. 

·Ncirwas 'tliisHie onlysource oCdisunity: there were personal 
jealousies and dissensions within the go. vernment ranks. · Chief~ 

2:~_ ong Chiang's rivals was that_do.uble-.fa_ced.~_g .. Ching~wei,r~ 
1~ho in 1927 had organised tnesemi-Coii1niUnist Wuhan governl<.,:_., 

Ill~i~-~n? 'wh"6in-I939 swur}g £ier.J:o FaScism anci wa_s lat~~:ep_Oiilted. 
heai:l_ of tl:ie Japanese-~m:msored government at ~·:{~nking. Wang 
now assemOled rouno' him a 'group-of political malcontents, and 
started what he called an 'anti-Chiang Kai-shek campaign.' 
Meanwhile, in the North, two leading generals who were nominally 
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loyal to the central government, but who secretly clung to the old 
war-lord attitude of regional control, and who resented their loss 
of independence, joined forces with Wang Ching-wei's clique. 
A serious rebellion broke out in the North. It was put down even
tually by Chiang Kai-shek's forces. Also in the extreme South, 
the military leaders of Kuangtung and Kuangsi continued to differ 
with certain aspects of the central government's policy for some 
years to come, and were often on the verge of organising a revolt. 

Japan had been watching the progress of these internal dissensions 
with the greatest interest, and had even spitefully meddled in them. 
She was waiting across the Sea of Japan, like a wary tiger, ready 

.. to pounce on her victim when the best occasion offered. Especja:_lly 
/<did she lust after those three provinces of Northern China, Heilung

'ehiang, Chilin (Kirin), and Liaoning, to which foreign journalists 
had given the name of 'Manchuria,' and over which she had 
covertly been extending her influence for many years. 

This great tract of northern pasture land, only partly exploited, 
had formerly been the bait for the eastward advances ofRussia. 
Not only would it have provided a new and fertile colony- for her 
peasant farmers, but also a much-coveted ice-free port in the Liao
tung Peninsula. But Japan's unexpected victory over the Russian 
imperial forces in the war of 1904-5 had resulted in the handing 
over of Russian railway rights in Manchuria to Japan, and the 
reluctant withdrawal of Russia from that part of Eastern Asia. 

Japan lost no time in spreading her tentacles over the new booty. 
1 , By 'treaty rights,' she stationed troops along the whole length of 

the South Manchurian railway and instituted her own .. offiCials. 
She also acted as a coloniser. The familiar Japanese plea for lebens
raum has been shown up in all its falsity over the development of 
Manchuria. Although she was free to settle her superfluous millions 
in these three large provinces, the proportion of Japanese to the total 
population was indeed negligible. The main settlers in the three 
provinces of Manchuria fromJapan·were fortune-hunters. Con
sequently their numbers could not possibly be large. The in
habitants of a temperate island found the severe climate of the 
mainland hard to endure. Nor were the Japanese peasants fitted 
for the heavy agricultural work entailed in developing a raw 
country, being habitually gardeners rather than farmers. 

The soil of these three Manchurian provinces is very fertile. 
The country is rich with naturl'l1 resources. In the meantime, uie 
northern parCof China, especially Hopei, Shantung, and Honan, 
has been suffering from over-population. In the years of famine, 
Chinese peasant families from the border provinces, in the hope 
of finding new and better lands to cultivate, poured over the Wall 
into Manchuria and settled there. .Between 1905, when the 
Japanese began to take control, and 1931, the populatio!l ofMan-
churia was almos~ do1.1bled. . 

At the same time as Japan extended her influence over Manchuria, 
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she also employed a form of espionage-a familiar device of the 
totalitarian States. The mass movement of German and Italian 
'tourists' as the vanguard of invasion has become a sickeningly 
familiar sight in Europe. Japan ha& used a similar though even 
more dastardly method in North China many years before. Some 
of their own free will, others by encouragement of their govern
ment-prostitutes, criminals, bandits, tramps, and general good
for-nothings, scum that the great Japanese Empire cast up from 
its shores, poured into China to make their fortunes. Most of them 
settled in Manchuria; others in the shadier districts of Shanghai. 
With them came smuggling; the ever-increasing sale of o·pium and 
other narcotics, and vener.eal diseases. The physique and character 
of- the Chinese within the Japanese-controlled areas were thus 
grievously .undermined. · 

This was, however, by no means the only service rendered by 
them to their Motherland. As tiine went on, those of them with 
more wits than the rest were appointed 'advisers' to the Japanese 
army, and in that capacity were able to move at will in Chinese 
official circles. Protected by those extraterritorial rights enjoyed 
by all Japanese subjects, they could travel ~bout the whole·country 
without any special permit or any hindrance. They drew up maps, 
fi?.ade reports, conferred with high officials, both Japanese· and 
Chinese, and by every possible means prepared to betray the country 
which had given them hospitality. -

The harm done by these rascals is incalculable: Not only did 
they give the greatest assistance to the Japanese in their impending 
military operations, but they ruined for ever the possibility of a 
Sino-Japanese understanding. Their knowledge of Chinese affairs 
was, to be sure, a very thorough one, but their lack of education 
and training led them to misinterpret and misunderstand at every 
point. So that, although Japan had planned long ago the economic 
conquest of China, the tactics she adopted were largely governed 
by the short-sighted advice of these 'China Experts.' ' A. flagrant 
example is provided by the present war.· Japan still referred to this 
major conflict,· which had already lasted more than four years, 
at the time when she started the attack on the western powers on 
December 7, I 94 I, and which h~cl cost her hundreds of tho]ls~~ds~ of 
li~, as"'tJie~Qn~!-fiCincfdepf.:_qwing.to:the failure of her 'China 
Experts' to recognise the growth- of a new and powerful national 
spirit, Japan expected •to complete her subjugation of China in a 
few months. •;. · · - · 

However mistaken was Japan's entry into the present .conflict, 
her timing of the knock-out blow against Manchuria was well 
calculated. Not only were operations against the Communists 
in Central China fully occupying the Chinese national armies, 
but by a cruel stroke of Nature, both the Yellow and the Yangtzu 
rivers rose higher than at any other time recorded in history (I 93 I)·; 
The valleys of these two rivers are as densely populated as any 
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areas in the world, and the hundreds of thousands of families 
drowned were only a fraction of those destined to starve in the follow
ing winter from the destruction of crops. In the autumn, Japan 
arranged one of her notorious 'incidents' and her armies were set 

,in motion. 
:__ On the evenin of Se tember 18th I e_South 

1 Mane unan rat way, JUSt oytside r g1_pital 
orLiaoning, blew u~ Th~Japanese hastened to assert that this 
liad been perpetrate by 'some Chinese soldiers commanded by 
the bandit General Chang Hsueh-liang, son of the late bandit 
General Chang Tso-lin.' Japanese forces attacked the Chinese 
garrisons as they slept in their barracks, and wiped them out before 
any resistance could be organised. The city of Mukden fell immedi
ately. 

The true source of the explosion is beyond question. Ameleto 
Vespa, an Italian eye-witness, in his remarkably revealing book 
'Secret Agent of Japan,' has pointed out the premeditated nature 
of the whole affair. 'The Japanese troops stationed at Liao.yang, 
Yingkow, and Fenghuangch'eng had, the day before the incident, 
eceived their orders to advance on Mukdel}~n Sar.tember 
8th. Seven hours be ore the . alleged explosion they ha already 
arte owar s e1r estmation. By 4 a.m. of the rgth, only six 
ours after the all .. i{ed explosion, thousands of printed posters had 
}ready been paste(J1 on the walls of Mukden and in these it was 
aid that the Manchurian government was discredited, since "it 

had ordered an attack on the Japanese railway." The people were 
advised to remain calm. It would have been a physical impossibility 
to have ascertained the facts and to have drafted, printed, and dis
tributed so many official notices in only six hours.'1 

The Chinese aerodrome on the outskirts of Mukden was immedi
ately occupied by the Japanese, and five hundred planes passed 
into their hands without a shadow of resistance being offered. 
Next day, Japanese troops occupied as many as eighteen towns, a 

. fact that in itself points to a carefully prearranged plan. Within 
I . less than a fortnight, more than half the towns of Liaoning and 

' ·Chilin, the two southernmost provinces of 'Manchuria,' pa~sed into 
Japanese hands. 

Still the Chinese government made no move. The provincial 
troops were ordered to retreat and to avoid a collision with Japanese 
forces at all costs, while the central government hastened to put 
its case before the League Council, then in session, and of which 
both China and Japan were members. Japan, for her part, dis
claimed any intention of annexing Manchuria, while at the same 
time her armies continued to advance unresisted, and the Chinese 

i waited patiently for t!teir ~ase to be j_\ldged. . . -
The League Counc1l hesitated fatally. Some of 1ts leadmg mem

. bers were obviOusly unwliulig"'ffi" ~ to war with Japan: she was 
1 See 'Secret Agent of Japan,' Chapter II, pp. 19-28. 
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their 'traditional ally' and had, moreover, 1mportant econom1~ 
relations with them. The United States offered_to s_end warships L 
into the _P_~.fific insuppor_t_~(China's1!!~t ca11_~, irtileBritishwould ~ 
dot!ie s_al!l~· _The _Bri_tish governme!!!.£efused....Jhere was some talk 
ofJapan·witlidrawinglier troops from the railway, and of the estab
lishment of an 'International Zone.' Japanese troops marched on. 
Finally, at the.instigation of the offending party, Japan, a Commis- 14 ') 

was appointed under Lord L)'tton to inves_t;ig!;!t_e_the mat_t~r l l 
rst har;a, and report back ~o, the League . . . ~ 

-wfille t:ora Lytton's Commisston was makmg. Its pleasant sea 
voyage, Japan was pressing north into the third r.rovince,_Heilung
chiang. Hereslie .-me£Som:eresistance from provroal~lars 
and local volunteers, but without reinforcements they were unable 
to stem the Japanese onrush, Most of them retreated into themoun
tains, or over the Russian frontier. Japan thus roughly occupied 
all three provinces of 'Manchuria,' and" wasalready setJing .UP. local 
'pupp~gov~nments whe0:-t._h~ _ComniiSsion arriyed at .Harbin, 
the· Japanese lieaaquarters in Chilin province, early m May 
1932· . 

Lord LJttton's reception :was_v..!;b¥:::cat.efull.Y arrangcd_ll¥ his 
J<l;panese ~s. Elaborfi!_e ,p_!eca_uti.<>_n~~~~en ~p!e~nt any 
trueiiiformation . reacl}i~ the Commission. Even the hotels 
wliere tl:ledelegaiion"looged were guarded-by detectives; special 
maids and valets were installed who could be trusted to keep 
their mouths shut, and accept no bribes. Many Chinese were put 
under arrest for suspected communication with the Commission; 
moreover, it was announced that any such illegal communication 
would be punished with the death penalty. 

/( .. It ~ !11~re~.l:>.t;. .'Y~L11WrStood .th~~ytton Report 
wasnot·entirely unbiased. The Jap~nese liao sKilfully prevented 
its mem15ers f~offiO"J)taiiiing a true-r.i~TheReport,-liowever, 
whetlier at'rue ortalse""interj:)'re't'ation ofthefacts, proved a fruitless 
undertaking, for when asked to fulfil her obligations as a League 
member, Japan walked out. Once she had ceased to be a member, 
the League was no longer under any compulsion to deal with her 
affairs! 

Manchuria had been a test cas~, and the League had failed. 
Henceforwara;-aggfessor nations Clidnothesifat'eto exerciseTorce 
whenever it suited their ends. The series of'unprovoked aggres"sions' 
which followed in Europe was the immediate fruit of the League's 
failure to act in support of China. • 

. Meanwhile, in J~mu_flry of ·I gj~, J~an had committed a fresh 
actof aggressiOri'in ShangliaL 'ThepeopTe1s react10ns to tiie:Miikden 
inciaent or-September i8Ui, and the government's phlegmatic 
attitude, had been very violent. The bo cott of _ruJ~ggods 
was intensified, shops refused to sell provlSlons to apanese customers, 
and bankers refused financial transactions with Japanese firms. 
There were fierce student demonstration.§.:.._The anti-J<!I!anese 
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feeling reached its height in Shanghai, and_ it was ~!ere that the 
storm broke. 

Some street fracas had occurred between a few Chinese and a 
group of Japanese immigrants. Whether the incident was pre
arranged or not, the reprisals taken were quite disproportionate. 
A furious Japanese mob attacked a commercial firm known as 
the 'Three Friends Industry Association,' and smashed it up. 
The choice of this particular victim was apparently from Japan's 
malicious jealousy, for the goods produced by the Association were 
taking the place of similar Japanese products in the Chinese markets. 
It was a brutal retort to the boycott. In the course of the regular 
battle that developed, Japanese warships took care to train their 
guns upon the general store of the Commercial Press, the most 
important book company in China, and also upon the 'Eastern 
Library,' where the largest collection of ancient Chinese printed 
books was stored, together with many precious and irreplaceable 
examples of handwritten MSS. dating from the ninth to the 
thirteenth centuries. The whole contents was mercilessly destroyed. 

No sooner had news of the original 'incident' reached the Japanese 
authorities, than a part of the fleet sailed into Shanghai. The 
commander announced--his intention to 'perform my duty in the 
protection of Japanese immigrants.' At the same time, the European 
and American legations in Shanghai received notice that aJ apanese 
landing party would occupy the city within four hours. 

Japan was unable to fufil her boast. While the central govern
ment still waited for League mediation, the nineteenth army, 
backed by the voices of the people, refused to retreat before the 
enemy. Three times the Japanese commander-in-chief was 
changed, and reinforcements were repeatedly sent both from 
North China and Japan. A-furious battle raged in the district of 
Chapei, on the north side of the Nanking-Shanghai railway, and 
not until the Japanese eventually managed to land a force at Liuho, 
north of Shanghai, on the south bank of the Yangtzu, did the Chinese 
garrisons retire to avoid being outflanked. Since neither govern
ment intended a major war to develop in this part of the country, 

• the mediation of an English envoy in Shanghai brought about a 
Sino-Japanese peace pact. Japan withdrew her troops under the 
surveillance of a neutral Commission. 

While this fierce but pointless conflict had been raging in Central 
China, Japan took the opportunity of renewing her fruitful activities 

_ in the North. The province of Je~ immediately north of the 
I : Wall, a~c1:.a~?in~ng J::.iaol!ing_ ~-oJ'!il? 57\~:§::~4-~as"liir l!sxt oJ;?ja~h:e. 

The Chmese governor of tne proVInce, a worttifess war-Tor , first 
swore to shed his last drop of blood in defence of his native land, 
only to escape with his harem and treasures loaded on to two 
hundred military lorries at the approach of the Japanese vanguards. 
The Japanese occupied the w~ole province with very little loss. 

The aggressor was triumphant-at the success. Now seemed the 
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moment to found an autonmp.ous State north of the_ Wall, and to 
break these provinces, in form as well as in fact, away from China. 
Japan was confident that many survivors of the 'Mandarin' class
families who had served at Court in the past, and who looked back 
with nostalgia on the old days, still existed in the Northern regions. 
Relying on these elements of the population, she nowproclaimed 

Athe t. hree provinces..9._.LM._(lnchuri~<l,ndJ eh. _ol.tOJj~_anJri:dep_end. _ ent L 
kingaom-'Manchu_kl.lQ,:_gr. 'the King~_<>m_of the_Man~us.' .1() 
Togi\ie 'n~i p_uppe..LSJ~te,.tli~,-~ppc:;<!Jance:""gf s..Ozereig!!!J_, slie auly 
entlifOried a puppet"Emperor, Mr. Henry P'u Yi, the xoung Manchu 
Emperor w~a'd"lib-di§ited&beforc;;. the--TeVOlut~~niry" armies in 
rgTi~Till now lie liaa l:ieen carefully treasureo m ·the.J~p_anese 
~ettlementa:CT'ientsin-:-His second enthronement did him little 
good:'fo'r'tlie government ofChina refused to recognise his so-called 
'Kingdom,' nor has he ever enjoyed more than nominal power, 
b,t:ir:g ~1?-~rt;.!Y~~~ the .Tm?jPe~ .t4~ - . 

Sm.ce t ey liao soholy estal:i Islieo tliemselves north of the Wall, 
the Japa~e ~ ~e~ ~' brok~o~g4_!~ Wall,_and in
va:'le'd' Hopei P!:.<?Yi~ f~~~t ana no:r:_t_h,_in.Janu~ry_of_I933· 
Tliey were met Wltli bnlhant resistance by the twenty-mnth army
the 'Big Sword' troops 1 whose battle slogan 'We are waiting for you 
at the Front! We shall die first, but you will follow us!' made a 
profound impression upon the rest of the country. The population 
took heart and strengthened its resolve. But the central govern
ment still hoped to settle its differences with Japan by negotiation, 
and on the thirtieth of May an armistice was signed by' order of 
Na~king~ Japan now oc<;_u_P.ied Chinese _!!!rritory to the east of 
Pe],{mg. •' - ' - • · 
lt was a cruel blQW to •the whole nation. Although Peking 
;-vas"'ni?lorig~t~e _caj:>.i~aJ:Ci~it_~aT-Theloveliestin <:ll-"Cliina; .rL 

• It was an ancient home_ of kmgs; _It __!<ns'6qnea some of tfie most I' -
valued historic ~ssociations, and ~ne-@y ..§11 the most splendid 
art treasures of the nation, accumulated through centuries. .lt. 
meant to Chinese what Paris means to Frenchmen . 

...,.Alld yet the--rcentral gO'vernm:ent caicf'notoffer- the other cheek, 
time and again, without good reason. When the first aggressive 

_move was made against Manchuria, Chiang Kai-shek, in common 
~it~y-o.Q!er world··s!at~~·~d~incerelY.'~b"eli~ved-ii! t?e 

!efficacy of tlie :Ceague•of NatiOns;· ana even· when this P.Otenttal 
!peace instrument Iiad.-failedtoiiinderthe ]apanese, he hesitated 
1to act. Ontlie'one~hana;"lie was still unoer"the·influence·of·Wang 
~liing-wei, whose' opinio_n now carried considerable weight in 
the Kuomintang, and who consistently advocated appeasement 
with Japan. On the other hand, the Communist opposition in 
Central China had grown so formidable that Chiang was unable 
to move his armies North and engage the Japanese in a battle of 

1 So called from their deft use of an ancient form of sword, ornamented with 
scarlet tassels. The wild appearance of these weapons terrified the japanese. 
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very doubtful issue, for in so doing he would leave the southern part 
of China in even greater confusion. 'To resist foreign aggressors, 
China must first be unified '-this was his constant argument. Such 
an attitude, reasonable though it was, could not be shared by the 
whole population, especially by the younger, more hot-headed 
elements. During these years of the Japanese advance, numbers 

. of brilliant young men and women joined the Communists, thus 
increasing the central government's problems. 

Meanwhile, .the Japanese appetite for Chinese territ~_y conti~ued 
to grow. Jfer next plan was to split off the five Northernprovmces 

r . of Hopei, ~han tung, Shansi, Chahar~ and Sui yuan from China, 
v_ and orgamse them into a 'Nortn China Autonomous State ' 

.1' ,'similar to ~anclitil{uo,' and like that 'puppet' State, entirely 
unaer Japanese contrOT:-"'She hoped to achieve this without fighting. 
Playing upon the personal grievance of some Northern militarists 
against the central government, she approached a certain General 
Sung Cheh-yuan, with the bribe of personal power. If he would 
break away from Nanking, Japan declared, she would put him at 
the head of the new Autonomous State and support his position 
with her armies. General Sung, however, proved unexpectedly 
patriotic, and his attitude was upheld by all his officers and soldiers. 
Nothing daunted by the rebuff, Japan was content to bide her time 
and await a more favourable chance. 

Opportunity was not long in coming. In I 935, the two great 
Chinese rivers were again in flood, bringing such misery to so much 
of the population that the people had no heart for resistance. 
Moreover, the Abyssinian War was distracting all eyes from the 
Far East. Japan could exercise a free hand in China without 
rousing the attention of any but her victim. With little opposition 
she set up the bogus State of East Hopei, a small piece of territory 
to the east of Peking, having first won over a national traitor, 
Yin Ju-keng, to be its ruler. · 

This ushered in a heyday for Japanese smugglers. Yin Ju-keng 
declared the independence of the customs houses within his 
'territory,' and as there was no fixed boundary between his bogus 
State and the rest of Hopei, smuggled Japanese silks, clothing, 
sugar, drugs, and narcotics poured into many parts of China. In 
the short period between February and November I 936, the income 
of the Chinese Customs had fallen by about £Is,ooo,ooo through 
this source. Since November until the outbreak of the present war, 
the losses were steadily mounting. Officials sent by the general 
Customs House to investigate the trouble were seized and even 
murdered by Japanese smugglers or secret agents. So serious did 
this illicit traffic become that even European and American mer• 
chants were affected, while a fresh irritant was offered to the already 
exasperated Chinese people. 

""" With t~?-e -~enif!~ ?_f ! ~6~ ~_fateful yea~ ~ad !f.~wned fu1· China. 
· ·,It was a year of s1gmfica~ eyen!5; ~f !e~l?.&• both (or tneleaders 
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and the_peqple; the, year_ when the fu'st re~l unity w~~achiev~d, 
and when-the Chil).ese _-nation.as .a _whole. turned.resolutely_at bay 
to-face die J<~:hanese hunter. In the course of this year, it became 
apparent to t e Chinese leaders, though not to the thick-headed 

,}\Japanese ag~nts, t~~_!!Ogt<!_tNng new h~c!s.ome to bir~h..:. It ... ~~ a 
'national spint. Party ETCJUWces;localloyalties, personal amottions, 
jealOtlsies, ~:~e~~~;yere atlast ~iiEI!!.n~.t!>~g~e~w;.~y~before 
thTia.!g~r ~p!nt _ ~LP~~otlsm an!:l_natlOna,Lpnd_e_. The mfl.uence 
of"tlie centrafgover'iimentbegan -to l!efelCeven in. the provinces ' 
most remote from Nanking, while jh~p~r~r1ality~f_the leader, 
Chiang Kai-shek, having developed tl:irough fifty fateful years, was 
becoii_:ting _ ,tlie..f2£al:pPiu"'GCths._p~R3:.lQY~lJ:y,_Tlie:cninese 
R~public was gro"Yi!lg l}P! 
A1ffiougl:i"J"apan -railed entirely to recognise the nature of this 
new spirit, she cO'iild. not fail to notice the growing authority of the 
Chinese government, and the expansion of its armed forces. Accord
ingly, in 1936, she maderepeated overtures to the Generilissimo, 
offeriiigj)eace-iii'eXcliange -for economic . co-operatiOiiaild.-the r 
destructionof'the'COm:muniSt:6ai1dits:' ___ _ 
-cliiang refused--any compromise with the enemy, and Japan 
now demanded that he should resign, so that she might ente~ into 
peaceful negotiations with a more accommodating government. 
One may believe that Chiang would have conceded this, had he 
thought that by so doing he could have saved the country from war. 
But this was not to be imagined. The Japanese attacks on the person 
of Chiang merely had the effect of strengthening the people's 
confidence in him. It even caused numbers of the Chinese Commun
ists to swinground in hi.s favour. Japan was forging the weapons 
of her own discomfort. 

Three ·major events still .remained to be played out in the crucial 
year of 1936, before a real and complete unification could be 
achieved: the Liang-Kuang revolt in June, the Japanese invasion 
of SuiyU.an in November, arid the Sian incident in December. 

'Liang-Kuang' is a, term used for the two so.uthern provinces 
of Kuangtung and Kuangsi. It may be remembered that the 
leading generals of these two provinces were always somewhat 
uncertain supporters of the Nanking regime. There can be no 
doubt that Japanese suggestions and br~bes, offered in the desperate 
hope of stirring up a civil war before the central government 
became too strong, activated these two military lea~ers in their 
revolt of June zgg6. 

The general commanding the Kuangtung army was Ch'en 
Chi-t'ang, a type of old war-lord, and prodigiously wealthy. The 
atmosphere prevailing in Kuangtung military and political circles 
was admittedly corrupr;"'and the substantial sums of money which 
passed into Ch'en's pocket from the Japanese, together with the 
bait of personal power, must have persuaded him without much 
difficulty to raise the revolt. Th~ case was different with Li Tsung-
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jen, commander of the Kuangsi army and military governor 
of the province. Under his administration, Kuangsi had become 
one of the most progressive provinces in China. Many of the leading 
men, while not belonging to the Communist party, tended to 
sympathise with the latter's call for resistance, rather than with the 
central government's policy. General Li himself was a clever 
soldier and a brilliant strategist. In the present war against Japan, 
it was he who led the forces at T'aierchuang in February 1938. 
where the Ch~nese won a glorious and historic victory. 

His object now in marching against the government troops 
was to force the central government into resisting the Japanese 
advance in the North, and under this battle-cry these two very 
divergent characters, Ch'en Chi-t'ang and Li Tsung-jen, joined 
their armies and began to march towards Hunan and Kiangsi. 
It was afterwards discovered that the Kuangsi leaders had been 
supplied with war material by Japanese agents on condition that 
they would start a mutiny against the central government, no 
matter in what name. 

It is even now not clear how serious was the intention of the two 
leaders to start a large-scale civil war-an event that would have 
inevitably laid the country open to a disastrous Japanese invasion. 
The new spirit of national loyalty in the people, and even in these 
two armies, together with the personality and assurances of Chiang 
Kai-shek himself, brought the revolt to a rapid conclusion. A divi
sional commander of the Kuangtung army declared his loyalty 
to the central government, and refused to lead his men against it, 
while General Li of the Kuangsi army, having been persuaded to 
meet Chiang Kai-shek in conference, was so sincerely convinced of 
the latter's intention to resist Japan at the appointed moment, 
that he immediately transferred his support to the central govern
ment together with the services of his men-and the Japanese 
ammunition! 

Thus were the Japanese machinations foiled in China. She 
now returned to her old quarry in the North, where she had hitherto 
won such easy successes. Since, however, she had failed to tempt 
the northern leaders into deserting the central government and 
forming a 'North China Autonomous State,' she turned her atten
tions to the North-west, with the object ofbuilding a Japanese
sponsored Mongol empire. If she could achieve this, she dreamt 
of penetrating even farther west and south, and of creating a 
Japanese-sponsored 'Mohammedan Empire' on the huge, undeve
loped Chinese provinces of Sinkiang, Ch'inghai, and Kansu. In 
this way Central China would be practically encircled from east, 
north, and west, and the path would be opened for Japan's 
advance into Asia. . .., 

The leading figure in the opening stages of this plot was the 
Mongol nobleman Prince Teh. Prince Teh had some personal 
grievance against the Chinese government, and accordingly offered 
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a very willing ear to Japanese agents with their whispers ofa new 
Mongol empire, of which he would be crowned Emperor. Already 
in May of 1936 he was persuaded to send his small army, consider
ably augmented by Chinese bandits, deserters from the JehoJ 
campaign in 1932 and armed by the Japanese, into the vast 
plainsofNorthern Chahar. There Japan created a 'Mongo] Military 
Government.' With this as a base, Japan hoped to advance and 
overrun the two adjacent provinces of Suiyuail and Ninghsia. 

In order that her operations might not be too gre~tly hindered, 
Japan ordered her ambassador in China to hold 'peace talks' with 
the Nanking government. The Chinese northern garrisons were 
therefore instructed to act only on the defensive, for fear of hindering 
negotiations. The Japanese forces were thus able to retreat in 
perfect safety wherever they suffered a local set-back, and advance 
steadily whenever the chance occurred. However, in the second 
attack on Suiyuan, in which theJapanesewere rebuffed, the Chinese 
forces took the matter into their own hands, and not only pursued 
the retreating enemy, but recaptured two strategic points that had 
long since fallen into enemy hands. This unexpected victory" of 
the Chinese called a halt to the Sui yuan campaign late in November, 
and so the situation remained until the outbreak of the Sino-

Japanese War. · \\A <r • 
~ !flO~h.l<!!~X:_ came_t~e_·ip~ent;,e!_~~~~c~as alre<l:9Y y l 

been·fl.ully. desti'.Ib~<h_ !nJ:!:i~s..2lU:tion.of.this. _cnsis,.the~Com .. mun1sts •\q% 
agreeaTo relinq~ish ~~i~. extr~_m.!:_polisy, such as the appropriatic;m 1 ~ 
of~lana-andwealtli, ·while the central government «<::J!P.ressed lts............
deteffiiiilafiOn""to protect theintegrity: of~Cliina at all costs. All 
th~1!to~es§IVe"elementS11ad1)eenuiiitect at thed;ire of the peoJ>k, 
and ar a'"timeof'iiatiOri.afcrisis. ' -~ -

""Japan was seiiouslyaliirme"'d;-and with ~ood reason. These 
eventS"Sjiell:"'tlie enef"Or her fricl{s aiicfconsP.itaCies;'"'wi'ffi:llieir object 
o!divioi~gjh,e !:otlntx:y~igal.rist-ifse1£' -gn:a:theu'iiiflcation of four
htmored·and~fifty-fi'iillioopeople provides a formidable challenge 
to any neighbouring country conscious of its guilty past. ' 

China has·been ·frequently accused by Japan of 'provoking' a 
war. No Western reader can hold any doubts nowadays of the 
·true aggressor. Evert though China had strengthened herself in 
a remarkable way, she was still, militarily, far w~aker than Japan, 
and: had no possible reason to provoke an invasion. It would be 
just as ridiculoU:s to suppose that Abyssinia, Albania, Cz_echo
slovakia, or Poland ha,d madly driven 'Italy and Germany to war 
against them through the menace they offered to these two 
strongly armed Powers! · ' · · 

Incidents, quarrels, cases of missing Japanese subjects were 
innumerable in the year or two before the outbreak of war. Japan 
was always hopeful of making some one of them a cause for opening 
hostilities. But the truth about them· came embarrassingly to light, 
supported by photographs and signed documents. There was, 
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for example, the interesting case of the Japanese Vice-Consul 
Muramoto at Nanking, who mysteriously disappeared in 1935· 
The government at Tokyo declared he had been murdered by the 
Chinese and threatened immediate reprisals. It seemed that the loss 
of this diplomat was about to start a major war. However, an ex
haustive search resulted in his being discovued among the 'Purple
and-Golden Hills,' in the suburbs of Nanking. On being questioned 
by the police, he confessed to having received secret orders from 
his government to commit suicide, so that the Japanese war machine 
might proceed to action. He had heard that wild animals
wolves and leopards-haunted these hills, and had made up his 
mind to let himself be devoured by them! Such were the naive 

' __ devices which Japan employed to ensnare her would-be victim. 
, _ ,':, The first clash at the M;arco Polq__bridg~, ou!side t}le town of 
· ,/Wanp~~J:!g,_Il_<;ar Peking, which set China ablaze and ushere~ in 

'1 the p_!eseJ:!t _nationalwar betwee_n China, and Japan, was 1tself 
chlearlXnenginee_red by th~~p~nes~~ \\j_y be disclosed in the chapter 

-""'·-· t at 10 ows. 

CHAPTER XXXI 

THE WAR AND THE FUTURE 

/ -THE great war between China and 
'.Jul o I s ran m....Q!!_e_Q...J. a ~- ents' 
taking place between free Chinese territory and the Japanese 
occupied areas in North China, of which Japan herself was the 
instigator. For some time past, she had illegally stationed a garrison 
in Hopei province, very close to the barracks of the Chinese twenty
ninth army. This was the army commanded by General Sung 
Cheh-yuan which had held out so gallantly against the Japanese 
invasion of East Hopei in 1933· It was an army of patriots to whom 
the proximity of foreign troops was both irksome and odious. 
The Japanese soldiers encamped nearby behaved with characteristic 
insolence, and treated the Chinese like an enemy already beaten 
on the field. The Hopei provincial authorities, having adopted a 
policy of conciliation towards Japan, forced these patriots to endure 
every humiliation without retort. The army nursed its anger but 
was unable to smother it. -

On July 6th, 1937, the Japanese trpops held a military manreuvre 
outside fhe town ofWanp'in~_notfar fro~ ~,!!EI!g_, On returning 
at dusk, they found one of the1r force was 'm1ssmg,' and immediately 
declared that he had been kidnapped by the Chinese soldier:;. 
Although the 'missing' man duly reported himself some hours 
later, the Japanese insisted on forming a Committee of Chinese 
and Japanese delegates 'to settle the permanent disturbances between 
the two armies.' The Japanese delegates then demanded the.with-
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drawal of the Chinese garrisons from Wanp'ing-an order that 
-.was properly refused. The J ap_anese _forces .. thereupon _op_ened J!re 

111(gn t_!l~t~a~gic bridg~ !eaCling _t?_Wanpj_ng:,J:it~ mar.!?!e bri~ge of 
Marco Polo or the Lukou Ch'1ao (the D1tch-of-Weeds bndge). 
The ~_E.1nese g~.tisons returne_d_fi__re i~~:~r~§h--The lo!li" 
expected war had begun! . 

It-was ·~lear tli(l.t the whole 'incident' _had bet:n ~l}ged 
by J apa:n:-ihat'thesoldier had -pur:eosely been ordered-toaosent 
him:Self, ancr that:.. deliberatelyunaccepta61e. demandsliaCI- been 
laid before the committee. The central government, quickly 
realising that this was the start of a major war, ordered General 
Sung Cheh-yuan to evacuate Peking, with his forces, and to proceed 
to Paoting, a little to the south along the railway. He was to direct 
military operations from there. Sung hesitated, but in or-der to save 
the ancient capital from becoming a battleground he retired on 
the night of July 2gth. The enemy marched in quietly, 'without 
inflicting any war damage on this most civilised city of China.' 

Peking, capital of the former Manchu dynasty, was of strategic 
importance as tlie rai11iea(!Of tFe l_ii]'t J:c;t.!lw~y_syS:tems_to_be_estab
lished"inCliina::._Onc.Bll:"P_QSSession oft~ c!!y, t_h~~j~p_9.n~s~~ies 
oegan a diive""in -three c:lirt:ctions, followi:r1g the maig_lines. The 
first -jn.ish'"was along thePelGiig-Suiytian railway towards the pro
vi;-ces ofChahar, Sui yuan, and Shansi; thsseconcl_(l.long the Peking
Hankow railway towards Shansi and Homi'n;- anotlie third along 

.-the Tientsin-Pukow railway towards Shantung and-:Kiangsu.~ 
{(i_h_e..J:!;<t;l _objecti;'es_of t~e_ _thr:~~.-:r;:tovements __ wete the important 

Cities .of _Sian, HanK.ow, and Nan}png respectively. 
. -The='"di:'ive west tOwards Cnaharmacteeasy (l.nd rapid progress. 

In tlie iilitialStages, }lipan reapedtlie fruitsafller-long and patient 
labour to detach the Northern generals from the central govern
ment. General Liu Ju-ming, Chairman of the Chahar Provincial 
Government, having received the specious ·offer of Japanese 
'friendship,' opened a vital Pass, leading from Hopei into Chahar, 
to the advancing armies. Japan marched on unimpeded, occupied 
Kalgan and other strategic towns in Chahar, then turned south, 
still following the railway, into Shansi province .. The important 
town ofTat'ung, a city famous throughout the world for its Buddhist 
sculpture, dating from the third century, fell with hardly a struggle. 
:Meanwhile, a second large force, which had proceeded due south 
from Peking along the Peking-Hankow railwaY., turned off at 
Chengting on to a branch line leading west into Shansi. The pincer 
movement effected by these forces in collaboration with the forces 
holding Tat'ung resulted in the seizure of the Shansi capital 
of T'aiyuan. · 
. The thii"c!_pro,!!g_<i._th.t!.)~:eane!le fork, m~g e~st from Peking 
I~Iiant~:provmce, also·scor~dailiiiitial success. Shantung 
was ae!ended by the army of a national traitor, Han Fu-chu. 
He too was offered Japanese 'friendship,' and steadily withdrew 
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his troops, allowing Japan to occupy Northern Shantung without 
opposition. Hari's treachery, however, was discovered: he was 
arrested by a deputy of the central government, sent to Hankow, 
court-martialled, and shot. The blood of Han Fu-chu wrote the 
last page in the history of the Chinese war-lords and the Japanese 
'!htrigues with Chinese militarists. 

In addition to this Norther.n campaign, Japan started a f~ntral 
.; battle-front by attacking Shanghai on August 13th of the same year. 

~. / She accompanied the action ofher troops with heavy and ruthless 
--~ - bombardment of civilians on the usual Fascist model. The Chinese 
I forces put up a tough and heroic resistance, butheavily outnumbered, 
J especially in planes and mechanised divisions, they were obliged 
· to withdraw after two months' figl;tting. The Japanese army pro-

"ceeded up the Yangtzu valley, and. a month later occupied 
I '~'0~~g, the Chinese government having previously withdrawn 

to the safety of Chu!_lgking. In China's modern capital, Japanese 
:soldiers committedthefoulest atrocities that have yet been recorded 
in the annals of modern warfare. 

i' F ..... "" rom ... aii:King, a part of the Japanese army turned north-
wards along the Peking..-P'ukow railway, and there they met their 
first smashing defeat at the battle of T'aierchuang, on the borders 
·of Shantung and Kiangsu provinces. These divisions were later 
reinforced, and effected a junction at Hsuchou, an important town 
where the Pcking-P'ukow and Lunghai railway systems joined. 
Another part of the forces occupying Nanking proceeded westward 
up the Yangtzu to attack the last large city in Central China, 
the important industrial centre of Hankow. 
· In die South, Japan had formerly hesitated to strike for fear of 

becoming involved with the British authorities at Hong-Kong, 
and the British fleet patrolling its waters. The great city of Canton, 
separated from Hong-Kong by only a small stretch of water, 
controlled one of the remaining vital arteries for the defence of 
Central China: the Canton-Hankow Railway. However, the 
Munich Conference of September 1938 allayed Japan's immediate 
fears. Believing that Britain, in the steadfast pursuit of appeasement, 
would offer no hindrance to Japan in the Far East, Japan sent her 

1 .ileet into Bias Bay and captured Canton-the prize of the South. 
-Harikow, already within fire of the Japanese guns on the Yangtzu, 

could nOfliope to hold out now that reinforcements might no longer 
be brought up from the South. Chiang Kai-shek accordingly 
ordered the evacuation of the city, to avoid the useless destruction 
of1i.is armie:s. 

After this series of comparatively easy victories, and the fall of 
almost every large city, Japan declared triumphantly that Chinese 
resistance had 'collapsed.' On tbe contrary, since the occupation 
ofHankow, the Japanese have made no more important advances, 
while the Chinese fighting power has steadily grown, and with it 
the confidence of the nation. ~he only notabl~ g~ins since H;:trikow 
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were Nanch'ang and Ich'ang in Central China, and Nanning in 
tlie South,~-the last of whicli,-iiowever, lias since-been retaken by 
Chinese forces. On the other hand, Japa_n has suffered blow after 
blow in every sector, her heaviest losses being in the s_l!X:r:oundings 
of Ch'angsha and Naii'iiing:.:_'" · 
-Ever since tlie outbreak of war, the Chinese General Staff 
knew that in order to conquer the enemy, hostilities must be made 
to last the longest possible time. The Japanese armies must be 
drawn deeper and deeper into the country, farther and farther 
from their sources of supply; they must be lured beyond the limits 
ofthe railways and the good main roads; they must be dispersed, 
enticed into the mountains, there to be harassed and demoralised 
by Chinese uerriJla fi hters. -Tliey__!!iu5tbeiiiade to spenaillOi:'iey, 
men, an instruments of war until they grew ban:Kruptof one or all 
of them. The Chinese therefore avoided fightingJ&the...plain_§__ and 
river valleys. Altliouglitheir armi!'!s had more men and better 
spirit;"tliey Tackedthe"tanks and heavY. guns essential to OP.en war
fare. In.P.art1cular;1lie g1;1n_s oftheJiP.a~eSe"Wa:rshipJ, easily b:<?ught 
liptlie lower reaches of China's great nvers, wrought fearfUl Iiavoc 
on the many riverside towns. To.have attempted to hold the large 
towns,. situated as most of them are on the sea coast or along the 
Yangtzu River, would have proved too costly, and would ultimately 
have availed the Chinese little. The evacuation, therefore, of one 
<;_ity after anoth:: ~~~ .§;~haseof tlie '":ar wassiffipjy a -~atter 
of strategy, ana altliougli 1t seemed at tlie tlme a cause for dismay, 
we now 'iealiseth-ew!SdOi:ii{ifit. . 
-:rt'Wilniave "been· observed from this brief outline of the first 
and most spectacular phase of the war, t~J~p_ltn:s~ranid advance 
from one p!:QYince to another_was~omy_gcJssible.for_h~r-tbrQugh 
gaii}ing control of the railway lines. A-lthough China had been 
15Usilyextendinglier communications in the few years before the 
outbreak of war, she had, relative to the area of the country, very 
few railways, and these all connected vyith the most important 

Ttowns. But on the other hand,_..tn~r~e~p<:l_s~ession of_<\. long strip of 
f'metal, andthefew centres with which it is punctuated, does not 

impj)' tlie_c2!!.,quest ofanalmost im~E$_asurahly_great country like .x_ 
CJ-iina. The Japanese are certainlY. learnil}g the truth of this. I" 
.Altliougli they nave-attempted to set up their own administration 
in every supposedly 'conquered' province, very rarely have they · 
been able to maintain one. Mysterious assassinations and dis
appearances occur among the higher officials, who are no. match 
for the hatred and self-sacrifice of Chinese patriots. And it is 
well known that the,Japanese garrisons are afraid to venture more 
than a mile or two from each bank of the railway on which they 
are stationed,· for fear of meeting . the Chinese guerrilla bands. 

i lt is manifestly impossible to conguer Chinaiiitliis w~lie country 
'isroolarge!-- _ 

-It seems also that China is too p_gpulous for J~,ean to swallow. 
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She has five times the population of her opponent, and even if she 
loses five men to every one of the ene.my, the balance has still not 
turned against her. If the proportion of losses is more equal, Japan 
can hardly win. In point of fact, although the Chinese casualties 
in the Shanghai battle were appallingly high, since the fall of 
Hankow the losses of both belligerents became almost equal-a 
fact that obviously weighs very heavily in China's favour. It has 
even been reported that in a certain period of guerrilla fighting in 
Shansi provi~ce, the losses were fourteen to one against the .Japanese! 
From these observations it will be seen that time, space, and man-
power are all working in favour of the Chinese arms. ' 

Chiang Kai-shek once declared that the war in China would be 
waged in threephases. The first phase, ending with the evacuation 
ofHankow, would be of a defensive character. It was, in fact, a 
period of repeated withdrawals from certain selected areas for 
strategic reasons, and to save unnecessary loss. The second phase, 
said the Generalissimo, would consist in guerrilla fighting. The 
guerrilla bands would be formed of the local peasantry, irregulars, 
and also parts of the regular army: their operations would be 
controlled from headquarters ang their objectives selected. During 
this phase, increasingly heavy losses would be inflicted on the Japan
ese, who would be prevented everywhere from consolidating their 
gains, and would be forced to spend a great deal of man-power and 
war materials without making any appreciable progress. Moreover, 
the morale of the Japanese soldiers, who fight well in a sharp 
engagement but have none of the patient endurance of the Chinese, 
would gradually break down. In the third phase, th~ Chinese 
.armies, having built up their strength, especially in the mechanised 
.divisions, would turn against the weakened and dispiritea invader, 
and thrust him back into the sea. -

Hostilities during the second phase can be neither decisive nor 
spectacular, but they are unquestionably effective. From those 
cities which the Chinese prepared to evacuate, industrial plant, 
machinery, and factory equipment were ·removed to the interior 
beforehand, according to plan. When the city had been emptied, 
communications and important buildings were systematically 
destroyed, so that nothing of any significance was left for the invading 
hordes. After the evacuat~on of Hankow, for example, Chinese 
sappers began a methodical destruction of communicationswhich 
ni1ght be used by the advancing enemy. Sections of roau were 
blown up, fo.2tJ>.§!:.fu.~.~~rg~s-th('! fi~JQ~_we:r:~J!~z..gv~r ang C<I,!Us>uf!aged. 
Oufstanoi'ng trees were hewn down and set up in different places, 
artificial hills were thrown up, traps and hidden trenches dug. 
The natural scenery all the way from the mountains west of Hank ow 
to the sea east ofHangchou, in the areas through which the Japanese 
armies would travel, was mysteriously changed by the hand of 
man! . '!:his i~ a -I>~!.~.?.f.wh.at is ~al!~9: t!lf!_ ~s._corched ~arth policy'
a pohcy · wh1cn naturallY inclu<rea ffie more obvwus expedient 
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of burning down crops and homesteads to deprive the enemy of 
food. 

The main characteristic _of this phase ;::guerrilla fighting-is a 
forin of warfare in whiCh the -cliLnese witli theircoiii'parative lack 
of modern equipment, their knowledge of the country, their 
ingenuity and endurance, have particularly excelled. ~nd in this 
field, the former 'Red Arll!y:_reorganisesJ.jn_!~_tl:!_e~igll.th.and. the 
Fourth-Route armies, and working under a central control, have 
playea avaluable P.ar_t. _TheEigfi~h-:Route _ A!my, _qperating from 
its-fci"fiiierlieadguarters in the North-west, moved· into Shansi 
pi'ovinceearlyin the war and engaged. tile ]apanese forces-there, 
winning several major battles. The defence of Shansi proved to 
be of the utmost importance: it prevented the enemy from pushing 
on westward to capture Sian-a movement that would have laid 
the Chinese wartime capital of Chungking open to attack from the 
North. Having gained a substantial foothold in Shansi, the Eighth 
Route Army extended its guerrilla activities eastward towards the 
Yell ow Sea and Manchuria, and northward towards the borders 
of Outer Mongolia. Thus in the North, where Japan h<;td formerly 
met with the weakest resistance, and where she had hoped to estab
lish her influence permanently, she found her position even more 
tenuous than in other parts of the country. In Central China, the 
Fourth Army once waged guerrilla warfare over the vast area betwe;n 
Hankow and the sea shore to the east. . · 

Z ~ ti.me -~e_n! .O.I!> th!; ~Q:eat p~~2pJ..ll.ation._2f <;:.hi.illl became 
/'l-oused to orgamsed resistance ana assistea tlie armies in irr~g~ar 

figliiing:-In-tliisfacClies one of'Cliina'SiiiainlioP.es for victory. 
Tlie J~pan~, indeea;ji~v~ ~inly.J:li~mselves to th"'aiik"forthis 
n~w andsha!'P. thQr_n_in_i_h~ir sicl~_}'o have sti~ a ~lly 
plileg!fiatic,~~~y.,;going,_and)argely illitet:ate_section oftlie people 
into a-furious-opposition, points to brutality, vandatlsm:ana"in
human conoucfontlie partoftlieJapanese solCiiery. Th_e-Cliinese 
peasants were a peace~loving people. I~ t~ir heartstheyliated 
the war;tliey areaaea:l:ne overnmning of their fields by th~ opposing 
armies, and the added hardships of a wartime existence. TheY.lovedy; 
their h. OQ!(!S; .they.lo·v·ed.t.hel!'.s!!!~:lbplo.ts .of.!a.I!d-the.~good_~e(lrth' .Jt-
~icli their forefath~t:sAaa.tilled.befq:re~th_eJl1. _ . 

At tlie outbreak of war, thousands of these little homesteads passed'-""' 
into the Japanese-occupied area. Still, if their new overlords had 
left them unmolested to continue their inoffensive activities of . 
raising crops and tending cattle, the peasantry might have felt no ~ 
bitterness against the invader. But the JaP.anese behaved with an· 

~insane brutality. The peasants s~lieirbelO'Ved cottageS' needlessly 
~-.0.!!.... ~ • .!§nelCIJdevastateq;tlieir _granarieS rqbbed, _their 
cattle slaugliterea. Witli norrified eyes they were obliged to look 
~liile_!.heifiii.'Otliers,~iVes,'Si~,-~daug~r~wereshaiiiel~ssly 
v10lated=--~Tlie true Chmese values tl:ie cnastitY. of his women above 
e~inF,aii"dtliis was not tl:ie:fust'timein C:I-iilleseiliiS't'Or'Y]hat 
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wholesale violation had led to the offenders' downfall. Nine 
hundred years before, this same crime committe(Cby the Liao 
officials on the wqmen of the Chin tribe in North China had cau~ed 
the young men of Chin to rise and overthrow the Liao empire. 
A century later, the Chins repeated the same error against the 
Mongolian women, and their empire was in turn overthrown 
by the rising Mongols. In the present war for freedom, the 
unrestrained licence of the invader has been the best possible 
instrument of propaganda in uniting the masses against the common 
enemy. · 

Hundreds of ingenious and heroic guerrilla exploits could be 
recorded. In general the guen:'illa troops do not encourage villagers 
to leave their homes: for this type of fighting the men need- the 
food and shelter which the villagers can best provide. By staying 
quietly at home, they can also supp1y valuab1e information about 
enemy movements. Heroic stories from the main battle-fronts are 
also too numerous to start recounting. There was the general who 
shot himself rather than fall into enemy hands ; there were pilots 
who, having baled out and found themselves surrounded by the 
enemy, have fought with only a pistol until they themselves were 
killed, rather than surrender. There are also many records, made 
'by eye-witnesses, of the famous 'human shells'-suicide soldiers who 

I 'ha.ve wrapped themselves in explosives and rolled themselves in the 
,path of advar1cing enemy tanks. _In the bitter defence_of Nankow 
Pass, north-west of Peking, ten thousand soldiers gave up their 

•lives rather than fall back before the enemy's mechanised columns. 
Such is the spirit of the Chinese to-day. 

After five years of struggle China remains unconquerable. 
T9e Chinese have not yet been able to d1s1odge the enemy 
from the occupied areas to the north and east. Neither have the. 

f' Japanese been able to make any appreciable advances, or even 
to consolidate their positions. Japan is like the monkey with the 
hot ginger, described in our Chinese fable, which could neither 
make up i,.ts mind to swallow the tit-bit nor bear to give it up. 

Japan had made repeated peace overtures, all of which China 
had steadfastly rejected. Not only were the terms impossible of 
acceptance, but China well knew that to prolong the war would 
act in her favour, and to the disadvantage of her enemy. 

After failing to make peace on her own terms, Japan attempted 
once more to set the Chinese against each other. Unfortunately, 
it seems that Quislings will be found in any country, to play the 
traitor at times of national crisis. During 1937, Japan was able to 
set. u:e a f''uppet ~rgvernment in the North under Wang K'e:-min, 
with headquarte;; at Peking, and another in Central China at 
N~nkl~ _ ~!lder_.ga:q~.spili.~-4 X;iickn~~Sf!.'"th~- Ma~mon.' _ B.oth 
tfauofs 'vere notor10usremnants offfie olct war-Torruegimeot'Peking. 
A little later, Japan decided that to unite these two governments 
under a single head would present a more impressive picture of 
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a strong and stable Japrmese-controlled regime operating over a 
l?"large part of China. The old General Wu ._E'ei-fuol former bitter . 
'"t>pf?o~t ~f_9h~g.!~i,i3~kTWhohad""'OnCe_ggverned imp2rtant(};.""' 

regions of tlie North ana tlie Yangtzu valley,~c:L ~h_o~~ was .(_,.;1 
known ~e~pected.by: the p.Qpulatis>.B,~eme_d.J:he ~uitable · 
~naioate. ~J:Y,':!.,.P.rov<;£1 himse!f3.. ~~spatriot) and_siood 
ad.ama!l!._.egamst bnbe al).d threat. !k_~ogJtfter,__pOISSJ!,led, 
ifissaid, by: theJaRanese, but he lives in the gratitude ofhis fellow-
countrymen-:--· - - -
~fii'"C.Oiltrast with this patriotism of an old soldier who was 

ponce a war-~ord, stands J"~ Ching-wei, '!:!. ~rig~al member of y 
'-the RevolutiOnary Party, antormer IOOl of the young revolu-7.r

.tionaries:-.I:Ieit_1'\'as;t0 'liis eternarlnfamy, who res(;lved J~Ran's 
anxicti;:;g:- After a ~n ofhis <:s>~ymen li~c[f.i]J_epin the struggle J{l~'" 
~~r natio_narfr§om, Wan~_C.hing:..w~i,~ ~.!he .Old Fox' as J:e was34>, 
mcknain~.a~from the Chme~ ,!?i9_Y.e;~ent at Chul$"!2£g_ to 
~nnam, anct t~_ce t~(ffon~o~g-ana ~nanghai .. Eve~tually ~ 
l!_~··ffreeCl.'10SeL!!£ -~governm~l?:t at ~ankmg. ~g~ a _p~ct: 
w1tjapan to tlie eff(':ctt1i'ar'all the resources of the country_§.li_Quld 
beexplciitea·by-tl:ie conquerors todevelop the economic bloc of 
Chung-Jih-Man (China-Japan-'Manchukuo'), and that Japan 
might co-operate with the Chinese puppets to wipe out 'Bolshevik 
influence' from China. It is strange to reflect that this Wang 
Ching-wei was once leader oftheCommunist-suP.portecCWuhan 
governmen,t, and.tlia!_]~li;ld_e;pressed:h~treme.gratifica.:. 
tion at a pact with Russia! . 
·wang..£li~¥g-~~J.:s_t;£_ac~rops~.t_h?,s done ve::y. little to alter. 

th_e~~e!al.~t~nj_lt liJ.tS certamly !JOt af§ea _m an:f{..!Y.~:Y_the 
determmatwn of tlie Climese Qeople und.er Chmng m-sliek's 
lea"dersli1[1o"IighTiii:e war to a fi;;ish-:-To come to terms with our 
:rri'Ortaf'e'n.emy wouiCI""Spe!Cdeathfor us as a nation, and entail the 
domination of all Eastem Asia by a brutal militarist Power. I need 
only quote two authoritative statements made by Japanese spokes
men in support of this assertion. The first is from the famous Tanaka 
Memorandum, drawn~~927 and presentea·-l:o the japanese 
Emperor by-Baron Tana'ka,tlienPrime Minister of Japan. Some 
extracts from it run: 

'Evidently Divine Providence wishes me to assist Your Majesty 
in ushering in a new era for the Far East, and in developing a new 
continentalei'ii:Pire. . 

'If we succeed in conquering China, all other Asiatic countries 
in the"SOUt:h-Seas will capifiilateb"efore us, andtlie world.will1lien 
understand that Easterh Asia is ours, and will not dare to encroach 
upon our riglits. . . . 
'H~i~g the resours_es~ China at our comrnand,~e shall 

proceed to conquer 1ndia, the Archipelago;-Asia Minor,· Central 
Asia, anCI.rnnEurope. · 

'Our seizure of control in Manchuria and Mongolia is the first step.' 
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The second interesting quotation is from the book 'Japanese 
Agerlt in China,' by the Italian writer who signs himself 'Amleto 
Vespa.' 'Vespa' had worked for fifteen years in Manchuria before 
the Japanese occupation of 1931, and subsequently became, against 
hiswill,aJapanese agent. He managed finally to escape to Shanghai, 
where he wrote his authoritative book, bringing to light the black 
nature of the Japanese. This is what a high Japanese official told 
him: 

'Our culture is sacred, and likewise sacred is everything Japanese. 
We have no intention of imparting our civilisation to the people 
whom we have conquered or shall conquer. They will simply 
disappear. The Koreans will be eaten by vice; the Chinese will 
be the victims of opium and narcotics; the Russians will be ruined 
by vodka. They will all be annihilated.' 

So muc!1 for J.apan's much-vaunted 'civilising mission' i~ Asia. 
And·lww ciosefy It resembles the utterances of the 'Aryan' Dictator, 
in its arrogance, its insane racial pride, its pagan boasting! It was 
not, however, a baseless vaunt on the part of the Japanese official, 
as facts have proved. In the countryside of occupied China; the 
Japanese have persuaded Chinese farmers to plant opium instead 
of their normal, healthy food ofkaoliang and millet. In the towns, 
Chinese children have been compelled to learn Japanese script, 
and to study forged history, while their parents are induced to spend 
their time in public houses smoking opium, taking narcotic injec
tions, gambling, drinking, and whoring. Such a life will gradually 
destroy their bodies and souls. 

It is clear tha1: China must fight-Japan in order to survive. It 
is unfair, therefore, for those few writers in democratic England 
to protest, against the opinion of their more understanding country

;, men, that Japan's invasion is justified on the plea of lebensraum. 
1 ·There is no truth in the assertion. Between 1895 and the outbreak 

·of the present war_in_I.937~Japan had alre<l:dY fi~ched from_China, 
Korea and the Lmkm protectorates, the provmces of Formosa, 

... Liaoning, Ch1Iin,Rei1ungchiang (the three provinces ofManchuria), 
:,. Jehol, and _Parts of Hopei and Chahar, with their vir,gin soils and 

forests, their world-famous production of soya beans, their ideal 
pastureland (or cattle, their gold, iron, coal, sugar, rice, and other 
yet unexploited treasures. In addition, the Japanese had won from 
Russia half the island of Sakhalin with its world-famous fishing 
ports, and by the League of Nations had been entrusted with the 
mandate of several strategic islands in the Pacific. All these terri
tories put together, and including Japan, are equal to pre-war 
France, Germany, Italy, and Great Britain put together, and they 
are much richer in natural resources than these great European 
countries! It can hardly be argued that Japan is being deprived 
of the fruits of' the earth, or that her people have no room to live. 

. It is not yet possible to prophesy when and·in what nranner this 
/\war will end. In conclusion I can only express my sincere belief 
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in the victory of my country, as of those other freedom-loving 
countries which are now locked in combat-with the-armies ofEuro~ 
pe~n ~fiicf~o~s~ -r sli.oiild)ife jJ~o -to_giy_e_:-a -purely- p_erso~_alopinion J:l 
<if_G_nina'_s_future,~b_!;yond t~ ~ax: !:l:nd_the victory. /---

~lrst.I-:-b~ie~~ that-no---.::£~g d,~spot_ism c~ established in I · 
Chma. After 1:5emg freed" from the despotic tyranny ofTheMailchus, \ I 
thanks to the revolution of Dr. Sun Y at-sen, we groaned for many 
years under the almost e<I!:1,2}J;>: tyr.a_nn~~ord~' '!2,.ministr~ti~m, 
and suffered loss both of nghts ana natwnaipride from foreign 
imperialist diplomacy. Both these discomforts were the· last unhappy 
shadows of nineteenth-century history, and could not survive. 
We have started a new chap!er of history._ Despite the war, and 
partly because ofit, we are building up anew country, and we demand 
the freedom of a free people-the freedom for which our revolu
tionary ancestors struggled and died. 1'V$ .. 'van! a ~?~e~ of 
the psople, bythe_ P~P..!e.,, <md for. the :Qegp.le:=vis mco?ceivable 
that we should now-submit to a (hctatorship on the Fascist model 
under any pretext. 

! a~ convinced "!e ~ha_!! n?t _ ~ec?me .a. C?f11~.i.!bS2-l!P!ry. \ '21 
Bec_a~s. e~tlie~ei~ ~~.~t;leof capit<~l~sts m C~m~,t}i_erq~_,J)~g!-cal '
neea-for-Commumsm. -Moreover, Commumsts througliout the 
world haveshowntllaf tliey put international interests before a 
national one, and this often means their subservience to th~ general 
policy of Soviet Russia. Such a situation is impossible for China, 
held as she is between the two Powers of Russia and Japan. If 
a Communist China were compelled by her ideology to further 

. the interests of another nation, what disastrous future might lie 
ahead for the Chinese masses? China is so vast, her problems so 
great and numerous, her needs so urgent. In order that her own 
people may attain a reasonable standard of comfort and happiness, ' 
her policy cannot be an international one, under the direction of 
another nation, of whatever ideology. _ 

It_ i_s fo'olish, on .th~ othet,han_2, for Chinese to think bitterly of(~ 
~~~~esi?-e~ c:_-fo ___ ther ~!!_ionswh'Oliave scorned. ~ussia from ~ 
tlleir- own prejudice liave liao occaswn to rue tfieir narrow-
mindedness. Russia is one of our great neighbours, and whatever 
upheavals she may Have causea~in our party politics;-throughout 
the war ~ht;, h~~ _ be~n a_ staunc_!l.,!.-!!_Y J.n_ S.l!P_elyi!!:g u.s ~ms. ;\ 

Nor do I beheve that Commumsm shoUld beforc151y stamped 1 
out in our country. We Chinese are a tolerant people. Our ancestors 
received alien faiths-such as Buddhism, Mohammedanism, and 
Christianity: .~r .!!l:~e£lliy in a_£~pt~g ~11 kinds of foreig~ _l?eliefs . ) 
has b~l..!nnvalled in !he~<;>rld. Sliall tile present generation be 
anyless'tolerant·of):foliticatfaitli? Wlio can deny that the Chinese 
Communists are just as loyal to theircOilritry,justasliara::wOrking 

'(?and·intelligentas any otliermembers ofthecorrlm'irnityrBUfCom
/\,munism-iiCCliinaslioulaonlybe adoptea as a domestic. policy,~ 

Tor the betterment of the people's condition of life. Moreover:t!:.J 
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it should be a legally constituted party without military backing, 
in common with the other political parties of the nation. If it 
gains in power, that gain should only be attained by the willing 
support of the people, without coercion of any kind: that is, in 
a democratic way. 

In my opinion, our future has already been written for us by 
'Dr. Sun Yat-sen in his inspired works, especially in the 'San Min 

• 1 Chu I,' or 'the Three Principles of the People.' Democratic Socialism 
·,. is the basis of his political faith, and Dr. Stm was, besides a revolu

tiop.ary leader, both a progressive thinker and a wise interpreter 
of China's ancient and traditional culture. As time goes on, his 
advice must be modified and amended, but nothing should super
sede it as the fundamental guide for our national policy. 

NoTE.-The Wade System of transcription of Chinese names is used in the 
Appendices. But in the text I have omitted, for the convenience of readers, 
some of its complicated signs. 
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/ APPENDIX I 
/ TABLES OF DYNASTIES 

I. 'THE FIVE SovEREIGNs (*).' 
-= -TJ)masitf"Tme-· 

*Huang Ti (The Yellow Emperor) 
Shao Hao 
*Chuan Hsu 
*Ti K'u . 
Ti Chih . . 
*Yao:ffYif~Yao} 
*~ .. --,) un u un 

Accession 
B.C. 
a6g7 
2597 
2513 
2435 
2365 
~ 
2255 -

2. THE HsrA DYNASTY, 2205.=.1266 B.c. Family name: Shih. 
C B;C ... • 

Yii, The Great 2205 
Ch'i 2197 
T'ai K'ang 2188 
Chung K'ang 
Hsiang . 
Shao K'ang 
Ch'u 
Huai 
Mang 
Hsieh 
Pu Chiang 
Chiung . 
Chin 
K'ung Chia 
Kao 
Fa 
Chieh 

T'ang . 
T'aiChia 
Wu Ting 
Ta Keng 
Hsiao Chia 
Yung Chi 
T'ai Wu 
Chung Ting 
Waijen . 
HoT'an Chia 
Tsu I 
Tsu Hsin 
Wu Chia 

., 

•. 



Dynastic Title . 

Tsu Ting 
Nan Keng 
Yang Chia 
P'an Keng 
Hsiao Hsin 
Hsiao I . 
Wu Ting 
Tsu Keng 
Tsu Chia 
Lin Hsin 
Keng Ting 
Wul 
T'ai Ting 
Ti I . 
Shou (Chou Hsin) 

Accession 
B.C. 
1465 
1433 
1408 
1401 
1373 
I352 
1324 
!265 
1258 
1225 
I2Ig 
IIg8 
IIg4 
IIgi 
I 154 

4· THE CHOU DYNASTY, II22-255 B.C. Family name: Chi. 
Fe!lg (r 122-771), Loyang (770-255). 

Capitals: 

Wu Wang 
Ch'engWang 
K'angWang 
.Chao Wang 
Mu Wang 
Kung Wang 
I Wang 
Hsiao Wang 
Yi Wa~g 
Li Wang. 
Hsiian Wang 
Yu Wang 
P'ingWang 

, Huan Wang 
Chuang Wang 
Hsi Wang 
Hui Wang . 
Hsiang Wang . 

. Ch'ing Wang . 
K'uang Wang . 
TingWang 
Chien Wang 
Ling Wang 
Ching Wang 
Ching Wang 
Yiian Wang 
ChCn Ting Wang 
K'aoWang 
Wei Lieh Wang 
An Wang 
Lieh Wang 
Hsien Wang 

B.C. 
1122 
1115 
I078 
1052 
IOOI 
g46 
g34 
gog 
8g4 
878 
827 
781 
770 
7Ig 
6g6 
681 
676 
651 
6r8 
612 
6o6 
585 
57 I 
544 
51g 
475 
468 
440 
425 
401 
375 
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Dynastic Title Accessiqn 
B.C. ' 

Shen Ching Wang 320 
Nan Wang 314 
Tung Chou Chun (Duke of Eastern Chou) 255 

-5· THE CH'IN DYNASTY, 255-206 B.C. Family name: Ying. Capital: 

/ 

6. 

Hsien )"ang. 
' 

Chao Hsiang Wang . 
Hsiao Wen Wang 
Cl}uang Hsiang Wang 
ShihH~Ti 
:it~h Shih!Iuang Ti 
Tsii Ying . 

THE.HAN.DYNASTY, 208 B.C.-A.D. 220. 

B.C. 

306 
-250 
250 
246 
2og 
207 

Family name: Liu. 
Ch''il.ngan (208 B.C.-A.D. 25), Loyang (A.D. 25-220) . . 

~~~~~=~ .. 

-

Capitals: 

Dynastic Title Accession Title of Reign and its Adoption 
B.C. 

Kao Ti (Liu Pang) 206 
Hui Ti 194 
Kao Hou (Empress 

Lu, of Kao Ti) 187 B.C. 
Wen Ti 179 Hou Yuan 163 
Ching Ti 156 Chung Yuan 149 

Hou Yuan 143 
Wu Ti 140 Chien Yuan 140 

Yuan Kuang 134 
Yuan So 128 
Yuan Shou 122 
Yuan Ting n6 
Yuan Feng IIO 
T'ai Ch'u 104. 
T'ien'Han 100 
T'ai Shih g6 
Cheng Ho 92 

·Hou Yuan 88 
Chao Ti 86 Shih Yuan 86 

Yuan Feng sc> 

Hsuan Ti 
Yuan P'ing 74 

73 Pen Shih '73 
Ti Chieh 6g 
Yuan K'ang 6s 
Shen Chiieh 61 
WuFeng 57 
KanLu 53 

Yuan Ti 
Huang Lung 49 

48 Ch'u Yiian 48 
Yung Kuang 43 
Chien Chao 38 
Ching Ning 33 
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Dynastic Title Accession Title of Reign and' its Adoptwn 
B.C. B.C. 

Ch'eng Ti 32 Chien Shih 32 
Ho P'ing 28 
Yang So 24 
Hung Chia 20 
Yung Shih 16 
Yuan Yen 12 
S11i Ho 8 

Ai Ti 6 Chien P'ing 6 
Yuan Shou 2 

A.D. , A.D. 

P'ing Ti I Yuan Shih I 

Ju Tzu Ying 6 Chii She 6 
Ch'u Shih 8 

(Hsin Mang) 9 Chien Kuo 9 
T'ien Feng 14 

• Ti Huang 20 
(Huai Yang Wang) 23 Keng Shih 23 
Kuang Wu Ti 25 Chien Wu 25 

Chung Yuan 56 
Ming Ti 58 Yung P'ing 58 
Chang Ti 76 Chien Ch'u 76 

Yuan Ho 84 
ChangHo 87 

HoTi . 89 Yung Yuan 89 
Yuan Hsing 105 

Shang Ti 106 Yen P'ing 106 
AnTi . I07 Yung Ch'u 107 

Yuan Ch'u I I4 
Yung Ning I20 
Chien Yuan I2I 
Yen Kuang 122 

Shun Ti 126 Yung Chien I26 
Yang Chia I32 
Yung Ho 136 
HanAn 142 
Chien K'ang 144 

Ch'ung Ti 145 Yung Chia 145 
Chih Ti I46 Pen Ch'u 146 
Huan Ti I47 Chien Ho 147 

Ho P'ing I 50 
Yuan Chia 15I 
Yung Hsing I 53 
Yung Shou 155 
YenHsi 158 
YungK'ang 168 

Ling Ti 168 Chien Ning 168 
Hsi P'ing 172 
Kn~nfT J..:rn T..,j:l __ ...,. .......... b ......... _. 

.,~ 

Chung P'ing 184 
Shao Ti I89 Kuang Hsi I89 

Chao Ning I89 . 
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Dynastic Title Accession 
A.D, 

Hsien Ti 189 

•A.D. 
·Wei Wen Ti . 220 

Shu-Han Chao Lieh 
Ti . 221 

· WuTa Ti 222 

Shu-Han Ssll Ti 
(Hou Chu) 223 

Wsi Ming Ti 227 

Wei Fei Ti 240 

Wu Fei Ti 252 

Wei Shao' Ti . 254 

Wu Ching Ti 258 
Wei Yuan Ti 260 

WuMoTi 264 

H.C.a.-·II 

Title of Reign and its Adoption 

Yurtg Han 
Chung P'ing 
Ch'u P'ing 
Hsing P'ing 
Chien An 
Yen K'ang 

Huang Ch.'u 

ChangWu 
HuangWu 
Huang Lung 

. Chia Ho 
Ch'ih Wu 
T'ai Yuan 
Shen Feng 

Chien Hsing 
Yen Hsi 
Ching Yao 
Yen Hsing 

T'aiHo 
Ch'ing Lung. 
Ching Ch'u 
Cheng Shih 
Chia P'ing 

Chien Hsing 
Wu Feng 
T'ai P'ing 

Cheng Yuan 
KanLu 

YungAn 
(lhingYiian 
Hsien Hsi 

Yuan Hsing 
KanLu 
Pao Ting 
Chien Heng 
Feng Huang 
T'ien T'se 
T'ien Hsi 
T'ien Chi 

A.D. 
189 
189 
190 
194 
196 

\ 220 

A,D, 

220 

221 
222 
229 
232 
238 
251 
252 

223 
238 
258 
263 

227 
233 
237 
240 
249 

252 
254 
256 

~ 254 
256 

258 
260 
264 

264 
265 
266 
269 
272 
275 
276 
277 
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8. THE TsiN (CmN) DYNASTY, A.D. 265-420. Family name: Ssii-ma. 
Capitals: Ch'angan and Loyang (265-316), Nanking (317-420). 

Dynastic Title Accession Title of Reign and its Adoption 
A.D. A.D. 

WuTi. 265 T'ai Shih 265 
Hsien Ning 275 
T'ai K'ang 280 
T'ai Hsi 290 

Hui Ti 290 Yung Hsi 290 
Yung P'ing 291 
Yiian K'ang 291 
YungK'ang 300 
Yung Ning 301 
T'ai An 302 
Yung An 304 
Chien Wu 304 
Yung Hsing 304 
Kuang Hsi 306 

Huai Ti 307 Yung Chia 307 
Min Ti 313 Chien Hsing 313 
Yiian Ti (E. Tsin) 317 Chien Wu 317 

T'ai Hsing 318 
Yung Ch'ang 322 

Ming Ti 323 T'ai Ning 323 
Ch'engTi 326 Hsien Ho 326 

Hsien K'ang 335 
K'ang Ti 343 Chien Yiian 343 
MuTi. 345 Yung Ho 345 

Sheng P'ing 357 
Ai Ti . 362 Lung Ho 362 

Hsing Ning 363 
Ti I (Hai Hsi Kung) 366 T'ai Ho 366 
Chien Wen Ti 371 HsienAn 371 
Hsiao Wu Ti. 373 Ning K'ang 373 

T'ai Yiian 376 
AnTi 397 Lung An 397 

Yiian Hsing 402 
Lung An 402 
Ta Hsiang 402 
Yiian Hsing 403 
I Hsi 405 

Kung Ti . 419 Yiian Hsi 419 

.. ._ 

g. THE SouTHERN DYNASTms, A.D. 42o--58g. Family names: Sung, Liu; 
Ch'i, Hsiao; Liang, Hsiao; Ch'en, Ch'en. Capitals: Nanking (420-
589), and Chiang Ling (502-589). 

SungWu Ti • 
.Shao Ti 

go6 

A,D, 
420 
423 

Yunl!' Ch'u 
Chi;g P'ing 

A.D. 

420 
4!l3 



Dynastic Title 

Wen Ti . 
Hsiao Wu Ti. 

- Accession 

Fei Ti . 
Ming Ti 

Fei Ti (Ts'ang-wu 
Wang) 

Shun Ti • 
· Ch'i Kao Ti . 
WuTi. . 
Yii-Ling Wang 
Hai-Ling Wang 
Ming Ti 

Tung Hun Hou 
HoTi . 
LiangWu Ti 

Chien Wen Ti 
Yii-Chang Wang 
Yiian Ti 
Cheng-Yang Hou 
Ching Ti 

Ch'tnWu Ti 
Wen Ti 

Lin-Hai Wang 
Hsiian Ti 
Hou Chu 

A.D. 
424 
454 

I 

473 
477 
479 
482 
493 
494 
494 

498 
501 
502 

549 
55 I 
552 
555 
555' 

557 
56o 

567 
569 
583 

A.D. 
N. Wei Taa Wu Ti. g86 

Title of Reign and its Adoption 

Yuan Chia 
Hsiao Chien 
TaMing 
Yung Kuang 
ChingHo. 
T'ai Shih 
T'ai Yii 

• Yiian Hui 
ShengMing 
Chien Yiian 
YungMing 
Lung Ch'ang 
Yen Hsing 
Chien Wu 
YungT'ai 
YungYiian 
Chung Hsing 
T'ien Chien 
P'u T'ung 
Ta T'ung 
Chung Ta T'ung 
Ta T'ung 
Chung Ta T'ung 
T'ai Ch'ing 
Ta Pao 
T'ien Cheng 
Ch'eng Sheng 
T'ien Ch'eng 
Shao T'ai 
T'ai P'ing 
YungTing 
T'ien Chia 
T'ien K'ang 
KuangTa 
Ta Chien 
Chih Teh 
Ch'eng Ming 

Teng Kuo 
Huang Shih 
T'ien Hsing 
T'ien Tz'u 

A.D. 
424 
454 
457 
465 
465 
465 
472 

- 473 
477 
479 
483 
494 
494 
494 
498 
499-
501 
502 
520 
527 
529 
535 
546 
547 
550 
551 
552 
555 
555 
556 
557 
s6o 
566 
s67 
569 
583 
587 

A.D. 
g86 
396 
398 

.404 



Dynastic Title 

Ming Yuan Ti 

T'ai Wu Ti . 

Wen Ch'eng Ti 

Hsien Wen Ti 

Hsiao Wen Ti 

Hsuan Wu Ti 

Hsiao Ming Ti 

Lin-T'ao Wang 
Hsiao Chuang Ti 

T' __ ,;; :: ... i Wang 
Chieh Min Ti 
An TingWang 
Hsiao Wu Ti. 

E. Wei Hsiao 
Ching Ti 

W. Wei Wen Ti 
N. Ch'iWen 

Hsuan Ti 
W. Wei Fei Ti 
W. Wei Kung Ti 
N. Chou Hsiao Min 

Ti 
N. Chou Ming Ti 

N. Ch'i Fei Ti 

308 

Accession 
A.D. 
409 

• 452 

466 

47I 

soo 

SI6 

528 
528 

530 
53 I 
53 I 
532 

534-550 

535-;-551 

55o-559 
552-553 
554-557 

556-557 
557-560 

56o-s6o 

Title of Reign and its Adoption 
A.D. 

Yung Hsipg 409 
SMnjui 4I4 
T'ai Ch'ang 416 
Shih Kuang 424 
SMn Chia 428 
Yen Ho 432 
T'ai Yen 435 
T'ai P'ing Chen Chun 440 
Cheng P'ing 45I 
Hsing An 452 
Hsing Kuang 454 
Hsiao Chien 454 
Ta An 455 
Ho P'ing 460 
T'ien An 466 
Huang Hsing 467 
Yen Hsing 47I 
Ch'eng Ming 476 
T'ai Ho 477 
Ching Ming 500 
Cheng Shih 504 
Yung P'ing 508 
Yen Ch'ang 5I2 
Hsi P'ing 5 I 6 
Shen Kuei 5 I 7 
Cheng Kuang 5I9 
Hsiao Ch'ang 525 
Wu T'ai 528, 
Chien I 528 
Yung An 528 
Keng Hsing 529 
Chien Ming 5~0 
Chin T'ai 53I 
Chung Hsing 53 I 
T'ai Ch'ang 532 
Yung Hsing 532 
Yung Hsi 532 

T'ien P'ing 
Yuan Hsiang 
Hsing Ho 
Wu Ting 

Ta T'ung 

T'ien Pao 

Wu Ch'eng 
Ch'ien Ming 

534 
538 
539 
543 (-550) 

535 

550 

558 
s6o 



Dynastic Title 

N. Ch'i Hsiao 
Chao Ti 

N. Ch'i ·Wu 
Ch'eng Ti 

N. ChouWu Ti 

N. Ch'i Hou Chu 

N. Ch'i ·An-Teh 
Wang 

N. Ch'i Yu Chu 
N. Chou Hsiian Ti 

Accession. 
A.D. 

s6o-561 

561-564 
561-578 

s6s-s77 

577-577 

577-577 
578-sBo 

'Eitle of Reign an4 its Adoption 
A.D. 

Huang Chien s6o. 

T'ai Ning 561 
Pao Ting 561 
T'ien Ho 569 
Chien Teh 572 

T'ien Tung 565 
Wu P'ing 570 
Lung Hua 576 
Teh Ch'ang 577 

Ch'eng Kuang 577 
Hsiian Ch'eng 578 
Ta Ch'eng 579 

N. Chou Ching Ti 58o-581 Ta Hsiang 580 
/ Ta Ting 581 

/.!.!.;._THE SUI DYNASTY, A ... D._,5fu;;!i+.8. Fawil_y name: Yang. Capitals: 
CH'angan aiio"Loyang. 

A.D., 
Wen Ti 58! · K'ai Huang 

Jen Shou 

A.D. 

5s1 
601 

Yang Ti · ('The 
, 'Shady') . 6os Ta Yeh 6os 

K~.mg Ti Yu .. 617 . I Ning 617 
ung Ti T'ung 618 H'uang T'ai 618 

2. THE_!'~ DYNAsTY,*A_.r:,. §IB-::907, _Family __ !I~I.I!.<:.; ... ~!i __ C~apital: 
dh:'angan. -

Kao T~--. • ~~~· . • Wu Teh i~~· ~t;J-:v .. "'.._ ~ 
'T'ai '!'sung ('The -=-- - t/4. \ 

Great') 627 Chen Kuan 627 r-• ~ ~ . 
Kao Tsung 6so Yung Hui 6so f I 

Chung Tsung 
Jui Tsung 
W u Hou (Empress) 

·-

Hsien Ch'ing 656. , 
Lung So 661 
Lin Teh 664 
Ch'ien Feng 666 
Tsung Chang 668 
Hsien Heng 670 
Shang Yuan 674 
I Feng 676 
T'iao Lu 679 
Yung Lung 68o 
K'ai Yao 681 
Yung Shun 682 
Hung Tao 683 
Ssu Sheng 684 
Wen Ming 684 
Kuang Tse 684 
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Dynastic Title Accession , Title qf Reign and its Adoption 
A.D. A.D. 

Ch'ui Kung 68s 
Yung Ch'ang 6Bg 
Tsai Ch'u 68g 
T'ien Shou 6go 
ju I 6g2 
Ch'ang Shou 6g2 
Yen Tsai 6g4 
Cheng Sheng 6gs 
T'ien T'se Wan Sui 6gs 
Wan Sui T'ung T'ien 6g6 
Shen Kung 6g7 
Sheng Li 6g8 
ChiuShih 700 
TaTsu 701 
Ch'angAn 701 

ChungTsung 705 Shen Lung 705 
(Restored) Ching Lung 707 

Jui Tsung 710 Ching Yiin 710 
(Restored) T'ai Chi 712 

YenHo 712 
Hsiian Tsung 713 Hsien T'ien 713 

K'ai Yiian 713 
T'ien Pao 742 

Su Tsung 756 Chih Teh 7s6 
Ch'ien Yiian 7S8 
Shang Yiian . 760 
Pao Ying 762 

Tai Tsung 763 KuangTeh 763 
YungT'ai 76s 
TaLi 766 

Teh Tsung 780 Chien Chung 780 
Hsing Yiian 784 
Chen Yiian 785 

Shun Tsung 8os Yung Chen 8os 
Hsien Tsung 8o6 Yiian Ho 8o6 
Mu Tsung 821 Ch'ang Ch'ing 821 
Ching Tsung . 825 PaoLi 82S 
Wen Tsung 827 T'ai Ho 827 

K'ai Ch'eng 836 
Wu Tsung 841 Hui Ch'ang 841 
Hsiian Tsung 847 Ta Chung 847 
I Tsung 86o Hsien T'ung 86o 
Hsi Tsung 874 Ch'ien Fu 874 

Kuang Ming 88o 
ChungHo 881 . _,,,..,.. 

'" I '• ·' Kuang Ch'i BBs . ~ Wennh 888 
Chao Tsung • 88g Lung Chi 88g 

Ta Shun Sgo 
Ching Fu 8g2 
Ch'ien Ning 8g4 
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Dynastic Title Accession 
A.D. 

Chao Huan Ti (Or 

Title if Reign and its Adoption 
A.D. 

Kuang Hua 898 
T'ien Fu 901 
T'ien Yu 904 

T'ien Yu 905 (( Ai Ti) . 904 

·. I 3· Wu T AI (The Epoch of The Five Dynasties), A.D. 9Q7-:9~0: Xamily 
""iiii'iUeS: "LiiterLtaiig;""Cliu; 'EiiterT'iiiig;Li;-z:O.tiT Tsin, Shili; Later 
Han, Liu; Later Chou, Kuo. Capitals: K'aifeng (i.e. Pien) and 
Loyang (907-923); Weichou and Loyangf; (923--936 Loyang and 
K'aifeng (936--946); K:aife_~g (947-96o). 

L. Liang T'ai Tsu 

Kitan T'ai Tsu 

L. Liang Mo Ti 

L. T'ang Chuang 
Tsung 

L. T'ang Ming Tsung 

Kitan (LIAO) T'ai 
Tsung 

L. T'ang Min Ti . 
L. T'ang Lu Wang 
L. Tsin (CHIN) 'Kao 

Tsu 
L. Tsin Ch'u Ti 
L. Han Kao Tsu 

T'ai Tsu 

A.D. 
907 

907 

913 

923 
926 

926 

933 
934 

936 
942 
947 

947 
948 
951 
. 951 

A.D. 
960 

K'ai P'ing 
Ch'ien Hua 

Shen Ts'e 
T'ienTsan 
T'ien Hsien 

Chen Ming 
Lung Te 

T'ung Kuang 
T'ien Ch'eng 
Ch'ang Hsing 

T'ien Hsien 
Hui T'ung 
Ta T'ung 

Ying Shun , 
Ch'ing T'ai 

T'ien Fu 
K'ai Yiin 
T'ien Fu 
Ch'ien Yu 

T'ieri Lu 
Ch'ien Yu 
Kuang Shun 

Ying Li 
Hsien Teh 
Hsien Teh 

Chien Lung 
Ch'ien Teh 
K'ai Pao 

. 
A.D. 
907 
9II 

916 
922 
925 

915 
921 
,, 

923 
926 
930 

926 
937 
946 

934 
934 

936 
944 
947 
948 

947 
948 ' 
951 

951 
954 
959 

A.D. 
960 · 
963 
968 
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Dynastic Title Accession Title of Reign and its Adoption 
Liao (KrrAN) A.D. A.D. 

Ching Tsung 968 Pao Ning 968 

T'ai Tsung 976 
Ch'ien Heng 978 

T'ai P'ing Hsing 
Kuo 976 

Yung Hsi 984 
Tuan Kung 988 
Shun Hua 990 
Chih Tao 995 

Liao Sheng Tsung 983 T'ung Ho 983 
K'ai T'ai 1012 
T'ai P'ing 1021 

Chen Tsung . 997 Hsien P'ing 998 
ChingTeh 1004 
Ta Chung Hsiang 

Fu 1008 
T'ien Hsi 1017 
Ch'ien Hsing 1022 

Jen Tsung 1022 T'ien Sheng 1023 
MingTao 1032 
ChingYu 1034 
Pao Yiian 1038 

/ K'ang Ting 1040 
Ch'ing Li 1041 

· HuangYu 1049 
Chih Ho 1054 
Chia Yu ros6 

Liao Hsing Tsung 1031 Ching Fu 1031 
Ch'ung Hsi 1032 

Liao Tao Tsung 1055 Ch'ing Ning 1055 
Hsien Yung ro66 
TaK'ang 1074 
TaAn 1083 

Ying Tsung 1063 Chih P'ing 1064 
Shen Tsung 1067 Hsi Ning ro68 

Yiian Feng I078 
Che Tsung roBs Yuan Yu ro86 

Shao Sheng 1094 
Yiian Fu 1098 

Hui Tsung IIOO Chien Chung Ching 
Kuo• IIOI 

Ch'ung Ning II02 
Ta Kuan II07 
ChengHo . I II I 
Ch'ung Ho III8 
Hsiian Ho III9 

Liao T'ien Tsu Ti IIOI Ch'ien T'ung IIOI 
T'ien Ch'ing IIIO 

Chin (doLDEN) T'ai 
PaoTa II 19 

Tsu II 15 Shou Kuo III5 
T'ien Fu III5 
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Dynastic Title Accession Title of Reign and its Adoption 
A.D. A.D. 

Chin T'ai Tsung II23 T'ien Hui . 1123 
Liao Teh Tsung . 1125_ Yen Ch'ing 1125 

K'ang Kuo 1126 
Ch'in Tsung . 1126 ChingK'ang 1126 
KaoTsung(S.Sung) 1127 Chien Yen 1127 

Shao Hsing II31 
Chin Hsi Tsung II35 T'ien Hui . ·1135 

T'ien Chiian I 135 
Huang T'ung 1141 

Liao Kan T'ien 
Hou Il36 Hsien Ch'ing 1136 

Liao Jen Tsung II42 (-I 154) Shao Hsing I 142 
Chin Hai-Ling 

Wang. II49 T'ien Teh 1149 
Chen Yuan 1153 
Cheng Lung 1156 

Chin Shih Tsung II61 TaTing u6I 
Hsiao Tsung . ll62 Lung Hsing II63 

Ch'ien Tao II65 
Shun Hsi 1174 

Kuang Tsung 1189 Shao I:Isi 1190 
Chin Chang 

Tsung 1190 Ming Ch'ang ngo 
Ch'eng An ng6 
T'aiHo I20I 

Ning Tsung . II94 Ch'ing Yiian II95 
Cilia T'ai 120I 
K'ai Hsi I205 
Chia Ting I208 

Chin Wei-Shao 
Wang. 1209 TaAn 1209 

Ch'ung Ch'ing 1212 
Chih Ning 1213 

Chin Hsiian Tsung 1213 Chen Yu 1213 
Hsing Ting 1217 

I 
Yuan Kuang 1222 

Chin Ai Tsung 12~4 Cheng Ta 1224 
T'ien Hsing 1232 

Li Tsung I224 
K'ai Hsing 

Pao Ch'ing 
1233 

1225 
Shao Ting 1228 
Tuan P'ing 1234 
Chia Hsi I237 
Shun Yu 1241 
PaoYu 1253 
K'ai Ch'ing 1259 
Ching Ting 1260 

Chin Mo Ti 1234 (-I234} Sheng Ch'ang 1234 
Tu Tsung I264 Hsien Shun 1265 
Kung Ti 1274 Teh Yu I274 
Tuan Tsuug . I276 Ching Yen I276 
Ti Ping I 278 (-I 279) Hsiang Hsing I278 
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T'ai Tsu (Jenghis) 
T'ai Tsung (Ogotai) 
TingTsung (Kuyak) 
Hsien Tsung 

(Mangu) 1251 
Shih Tsl.l (Kublai) 1260 . Chung T'ung 1260 

c .· .. 
Chih Yuan 1264 

Ch'eng Tsung 1~94 Yuan Chen 1295 
Ta Teh 1297 

Wu Tsung 1307 Chih Ta 1308 
Jen Tsung 1311 Huang Ch'ing 1312 

YenTu 1314 
Ying Tsung '1320 Chih Chih 1321 
T'ai Ting Ti 1323 T'ai Ting 1324 

Chih Ho 1328 
YuChu 1328 T'ien Shun 1328 
Ming Tsung 1328 T'ien Li 1328 
Wen Tsung 1329 T'ien Li 1329 

Chih Shun 1330 
Ning Tsung 1332 
Shun Ti 1333 Yuan T'ung 1333 

Chih Yuan 1335 
Chih Cheng 1341 

16. THE M1;m PYNASTY• A.D, 13~8-1644. Family name: Chu. C~J?.itals: 
Nan'kmg (1368-1402) 1 Pe1<Ing (140~-1o44-/· 

A.D. A.D. 
T'ai Tsu (Chu Yuan-
· ci:tan~ -·-.- 1368 H~n_g,_ 'Y..!L J-.?§L 
Hui Ti . . f3gg- Chien Wen ,1399 
Ch'eng Tsu . 1402 Yung Lo 1403 
J en Tsung I 424 Hung Hsi 1425 
Hsuan Tsung 1425 Hsuan Teh 1426 
Ying Tsung . 1435 Cheng T'ung 1436 
Tai Tsung 1449 Ching T'ai 1450 
Ying Tsung 

(Restored) 1457 \ T'ien Shun 1457 
Hsien Tsung . 1464 Ch'eng Hua 1465 
Hsiao Tsung . 1487 Hung Chih 1488 
Wu Tsung 1505 Cheng Teh 1506 
Shih Tsung 1521 Chia Ching 1522 
Mu Tsung 1566 Lung Ch'ing 1567 
Shen Tsung 1572 WanLi 1573 
Kuang Tsung 162o T'ai Ch'ang 162o 
Hsi Tsung x62o T'ien Ch'i 1621 
Ssu Tsung (I Tsung, 

HuaiTsvng,or 
Chuang* Lieh 
Min Ti) 1627 Ch'ung Chen 1628 
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/ 
/

7· THE CH'ING (MANcHu~ DYNASTYi A.D.~FW2. yamily name: 
~i b-:!t-t). ' CJ!j51 . ei oyang (162!-1643), 

Pekin~ )I6u-1912). ,., "' " 
Dynastzc t/jj Accession Title cif Reign and its Adoption 

A.D. A.D. 
T'ai Tsu (Nurhachu 

' or Nu-er-ha-
ch'ih) . 1583 

T'ai Tsung (Huang 
Taichi) 1627 

Shih Tsu 1644 
Sheng Tsu 1661 

·Shih Tsung I 723 
Kao Tsung 1735 
Jen Tsung 1795 
Hsiian Tsung 1820 
Wen Tsung 1850 
Mu Tsung 186r 
Teh Tsung 1875 
(P'u Yi) 1908 

, 

T'ien Ming 

T'ien Ts'ung 
oh'ung Teh 

/Shun Chih 
R'~ng Hs1 
Yun~Ntxfg==-
dfi'Jd!Fung 
Chia Ch'ing , 
Tao Kuang 
Hsien Feng 
T'ung Chih 
Kuan9 Hsii 
~n i 1ung 

!616 

.[627 
1636 
1644 
!662 
1723 
1736 
I796 
1821 
1?51 
1862 
I.£7..2._ 
1909 



1838. 

1839· 
1840. 
1841. 

1842· 

1843· 
1843· 
1844· 
1847· 
1847· 
i849· 
185o. 
1851. 

1853· 
1854· 

1856. 
1856. 

1857· 

1858. 

1859· 
1859· 

186o. 

186o. 

J86I. 

1863. 
.J864. 
1864. 

1865. 

t866. 

16 

APPENDIX II 
GREAT EVENTS OF THE LAST too YEARS 

Lin Tze-hsii appointed Viceroy of Liang-kuang (Kuangtung and 
Kuangsi), to deal with the Opium Case. 

Viceroy Lin Tze-hsii confiscated and burnt opium in Canton. 
The blockade of Canton and the attack on Ningpo by the British. 
Chih-ying appointed Imperial Representative to negotiate peace 

with· the British. The British Navy attacked Ting-hai. 
British Fleet seized Chenchiang. Anglo-Chinese Treaty signed, 

October 8. · 
British Commercial Treaty signed, October 8. 
Shanghai opened as a Treaty Port, November 17. 
First American Treaty with China signed, July 3· 
The Mutiny of the Mohammedans started in Shensi and Kansu. 
Clashes between Cantonese and British inhabitants in Canton. 
Portuguese expelled Chinese Customs officials from Macao, March 5· 
The Rising of the T'aip'ingists. 
Hung Hsui-ch'iian, the T'aip'ing leader, declared himself the 

Heavenly King of the T'aip'ing Heavenly Kingdom. 
Nanking captured by the T'aip'ingists and made their capital. 
Agreement for foreign administration of Customs at Shanghai, 

June 29. 
T'aip'ingists suffered a reverse in Wuch'ang. 
The 'Arrow' incident occurred at Canton between the Chinese 

and the British, October 8. 
Rising of the Cantonese against the foreigners; Canton captured 

by British and French, December 29. 
T'ientsin Treaties with America, Britain, France, and Russia 

signed in June. 
The British and French suffered a defeat at T~u, June 25. 
Frederick T. Ward, an American soldier, entered the service of 

the Chinese Government against the T'aip'ingists. 
British and French troops entered Peking, October 13. Yuan 

Ming Park (the old summer palace) burnt down by the invaders. 
British Convention signed at Peking, October 24; French Conven

tion signed, October 25. 
Establishment of a 'General Controlling Y amen of Foreign Affairs' 

(Tsung LiKe Kuo Shih Wu Ya Men). 
Robert Hart appointed Inspector-General of Customs. ' 
Colonel Gordon, an Englishman, succeeded Ward on March 25, 

the latter having been killed in a battle at Tsuch'i in September 
of the preceding year. 

The Government bought seven modern steamers from abroad. 
Gordon disbanded his men on May 31 . 
Nanking was recovered by the governmental troops, and Hung 

Hsui-ch'iian committed suicide. 
The first levy of the 'likin' tax, by which Chinese commodities 

were taxed at every interior port while foreign goods were 
exempted by virtue of the protection of the treaties. 

T'aip'ingists completely quelled. 



1866. Mohammedan revolt in IIi. · 
1867. American Fleet visited Korea in january. 
1867. A School of Mechanics was opened by the Shanghai Manufacturing 

Bureau (Shanghai Chih Tsao Chu). A Navigation Manufacturing 
School was established in Foochow. 

· 1867. Three provinces of Cochin China occupied by the Frellfh in June. 
1868. American Berlingame Treaty re Chinese Immigration signed in 

Washington, July 28. 
1868. Chinese students first sent to study in America in july. 
1868. First building of steamers by the Mamoi Factory in Foochow, 

September. . , 
1B6g. Land-trading Pact with Russia signed. 

Ji87o. Birth ofDr .. .Sun.Yat-sen,.Nov:ember_ 12. 
1871. Russian occupation of :l{uldja .and IIi. 
1871. Cable system between Shanghai and Hong-Kong opened by a 

British firm, June 3· 
1872. Shen Pao, the first Chinese newspaper, published in Shanghai. 
1873. Shensi-Kansu Mohammedan revolt completely suppressed. 
I873· Diplomatic Corps received in audience for the first time. 
I876. Chefoo~ Treaty signed, and Ich'ang, Wuhu, Wenchou, Pekhoi 
J. opened as treaty ports, September 13. 
{~~76 . . japanese-K()rean Treaty signed, February 26. 

I876. Railway between Woosung and Shanghai started to operate. . 
1877. The Woosung and Shanghai railway purchased and destroyed by 

the Chinese, after a protest that the construction of the railway 
brought into existence a 'sphere ofinfluence.' 

I877. 'Consuls sent to foreign countries where there were Chinese immi-
grants. First Chinese envoy arrived in London. 

1877. Ssuch'uan Munition Factory established in Ch'engtu. 
1878. Mohammedan revolt in Chinese Turkestan suppressed, January. 
1878. Establishment of a Woollen Factory hi Lanchou, Kansu Province. 
1878. First Chinese envoy to U.S.A. arrived, October 28. 
1878. K'aip'ing Coal Mine opened. . 
1878 .. Chinese postage stamps first printed, December. 
1879. Japanese annexation of .the Chinese colony in Liukiu Islands, 

March. 
I88o. Peiyang· (Northern Ocean) Navigation School established in 

T'ientsin, January. 
I88o. American-Chinese Immigration Treaty and American Commercial 

TreatY signed, November 17. 
188o. Land telegraph lines sanctioned, November. 
I881. Sino-Russian Pact signed in St. Petersberg, February 24. Kuldja 

and IIi restored to China. 
1881. The 'Chinese Rocket' (locomotive) made its firsttripfromK'!lip'ing 

Colliery to the Canal, June g. · 
I 881. Shanghai-T'ientsin telegraph line opened, December I. 
1882. The Linen-spinning Machine-shop opened in Shanghai. 
I882. Demarcation Treaty with Russia signed, for the regulation of the 

/ . north-western frontiers. 
/I883. The establishment of .Sinkia~g Province -in Chinese. Turkestan, 

January.· . 
I883. Mr. Chu Ta-ch'un invested a hundred thousand Chinese dollars 

for the establishment in Shanghai of the Yiian-ch'ang Metals 
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1~?4·
!884. 

r88s. 

r88s. 

r886. 
1886. 

r887. 
1887. 
1887. 
1887. 

r888. 
r888. 
r8go. 

r8go. 
r8gr. 

1893· 

I893: 
I893· 

1894· 
!894· 

I894· 

}894· 
!1895· 
I895• 
I895· 

18g6. 
1896. 
1896. 

!897· 

Factory, the first modern Chinese firm run on the capital of a· 
Chinese citizen. 

Franco-Chinese war over Annam commenced. 
T'ientsin Military School opened, being the first Chinese organisa-

tion for military training. · 
Chinese-] apanese Convention regarding Korea signed at T'ientsin, · 

April r8. 
Franco-Chinese Treaty of Peace signed at T'ientsin, June g. 

Concession of Annam Protectorate to France. 
Franco-Chinese Convention re frontier trade signed, April 25. 
Anglo-Chinese Convention re Burma and Tibet signed, July 24. 

Concession of Burma Protectorate to Britain. 
Building of T'ientsin-Taku Railway commenced. 
New Franco-Chinese Convention re frontier trade signed, June 26. 
Birth of Chiang Kai-shek. 
Portuguese-Chinese Treaty signed, December. Macao yielded to 

the latter. 
Railway between T'ientsin and T'ongshan opened, August. 
Peiyang (Northern Oceans) Naval Forces established, December. 
Anglo-Chinese Convention re Sikkin and Tibet signed in Bengal, 

March I7· 
Hanyang Iron Works opened. 
Peiyang, Nanyang (Southern Oceans), Kuangtung, and Fukien 

Naval Forces reorganised or established; Port Arthur made the 
base for the Peiyang Fleet. · 

I-ho Park (the new summer palace), begun in the spring of 1888, 
now completed, January. 

Peking-Shanhaikuan Railway completed. 
Early restrictions for overseas trading by individuals now abolished 

by an imperial edict. 
Anglo-Chinese Convention re Burma and Tibet signed, March I. 

American-Chinese Treaty prohibiting immigration of Chinese 
labourers for ten years signed, March ·17. 

Tunghsiao (Oriental Studies Party) Rebellion started in Korea, 
March-May. 

Sino-Japanese War declared, August 1. 

Peace Treaty with Japan signed in Shimonoseki, April I 7: 
Franco-Chinese Convention re frontier trade signed, June 20. 
Japan advised by Russia, France, and Germany to retrocede the 

Liaotung Peninsula, April. 
Post Office officially opened for the first time. 
General Railway Company established by the Government. 
Russo-Chinese Agreement re the Chinese Eastern Railway, 

September 8. 
Franco-Chinese (non-alienation) Convention signed, by which 

China promised France not to lease Hainan Islands to any 
'third Power,' and to allow the French to prolong the Lungchou 
Railway and dig mines in Kuangtung, Kuangsi, and Yiinan 
provinces, March I 5· 

Ts'ingtao and Kiaochou (Chiaochou) seized by Germany, November 
I4. . 

Declaration as to non-alienation of Yangtzu Valley, February 
11. 



t8. Promise to Great Britain of Inspectorate-General of Customs, 
February I 3· · 

98. Lease of Kiaochou to Germany for 99 years. 
3g8. Lease of Kuantung Peninsula (Darien (Talien) and Port Arthur 

r898. 
r898; 
r898. 
I898. 

included) to Russia for 25 years, March 27. 
Declaration as to non-alienation of Southern Provinces. 
American Contract for Hankow-Canton Railway made. 
Kuangchouwan (Bay of Canton) seized by the French, April 22. 
Anglo-Chinese Convention for lease of Kowloon hinterland to 

Britain for 99 years signed, June 9· 
I898. Sino-Japanese Convention signed, declaring non-alienation of 

Fukien Province, April 26. 
I8g8. Anglo-Chinese- Convention for lease of Wiehaiwei for 25. years 

signed, July I. 
I898. Reformation.of Emperor Teh Ts11ng, April. 
1898. Yiian Shih-k'ai appointed special commissioner for the training 
' of the Peiyang (Northern Oceans) Army, from which the later 

I! Peiyang War-lords came into being. 
?'I 898 ... The Empress Dowager seized power again, imprisoned the Emperor 

·~eh Tsung, and liquidated the Reformation Movement, 
§sl>leJ:Ep~~ 2.3·. 

I899· Anglo-Russian Agreement signed re interests in the· Manchurian 

JB99· 
fl8gg. 

provinces and the Yangtzii Valley, April 29. 
Lease of Kuangchouwan to France for 99 years. , 
Secretary Hay of the U.S.A. declared the Open Door Policy in 

.China, September 6. 
I900. The Boxers, backed by the Empress Dowager, attacked the Lega

tion Quarter in Peking. The Empress Dowager declared war 
against 'all foreigners in the world.' (June 20) Southern 
GovernorS conCluded separate neutral treaties with the Powers. 

I900. The Allied Forces of eight nations entered Peking, August 14. 
The imperial Court fled to Shansi and then to Shensi. · 

I900. Peace Treaty signed at Peking, Septe1_11ber 7· 
. rgor. Office of General Controlling Yamen of Foreign Affairs reorganised 

into Ministry of Foreign Affairs (Department of Diplomacy). 
I902. Intermarriage between the fJan and Manchurian peoples first 

/ sanctioned by an imperial edict. 
1902. The Court returns to Peking, January 30· 
1902. The Russian Trans-Siberian Railway completed. 

/i9or.-TheBnii8hCommerciafTreatY"5ignea:- ----
1904. Russo-japanese War opened on Chinese territory of Liaotung 

district, February 8. 
British troops marched into Lasha; Dalai escaped to U rga, August 8. 
Russia and Japan signed peace treaty at .Portsmouth, America, 

Septe!l!be~. 5· · 
1905. China made to agree to transfer to Japan of all Russian rights 

in Manchurian provinces, December 22. 
1906. Anglo-Chinese Treaty re Tibet signed, April 27. 
1 go6. Imperial edict issued in preparation for Constitutional Government, 

September I. 
1907. First Municipal elections under new order introduc.ed. 
1907. Anglo-Russian Agreement re Tibet, August 31. 



1908. 

}908. 
11908. 
• 1909. 

1909. 
1910. 
1911. 

1911. 

191 J. 

1911· 

1911. 

191:. 
1912. 
1912. 
1912. 

1913· 
1913· 

1913· 
tgtg. 
1913· 

1915. 

1916. 
./1916. 
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Dalai attended the imperial Court and received new nomina 
to his post. 

Death of Emperor Teh Tsung, November 14. 
Death of Dowager Empress, November 15. 
Peking-Hankow Railway redeemed from foreign bankers. 
Provincial assemblies met, October. 
Provincial National Assembly met, October g. 
Canton attacked by revolutionists, 72 of whom were killed and 

buried in the Yell ow Flower Hills. 
Four-Power Group signed contract re Hukuang (Hu-Kwang) rail

ways; May 20. 
Imperial edict declared nationalisation of all Chinese railways, 

May. 
Outbreak of revolution at Wuch'ang, October to, soon followed 

by many other provinces. 
The· Living Buddha, Hut'uket'u, declared himself 'Emperor of 

Outer Mongolia,' December 28. 
Sun Yat-sen installed as Provisional President of Republican China. 
Abdication of tf1e Manchu Emperor, P'u Yi, February 12. 
Yuan Shih~kai insta:Iled as Provisional President, March 10. 
Announcement of the Provisional Constitutional Law of Republican 

China, March I 1. 

Russian occupation of IIi, June. 
China League reorganised into Kuomintang. 
The Living Buddha of Mongolia concluded a pact with Russia 

for the latter's support, January. 
The Rebellion of the Tibetans, backed by British influence, March. 
The Living Buddha's forces attacked the Republican forces, 

April. 
First Session of the Chinese Parliament, April. 
Formal recognition of the Chinese Republic by the U.S.A., May 2.
Russo-Chinese Convention re 'Outer Mongolian affairs' signed, 

by which Chinese suzerainty in Outer Mongolia is recognised 
by Russia and the autonomy of Outer Mongolia by the Chinese, 
November. 

Yuan Shih-kai dissolved Parliament, January. 
Japanese and British forces captured Ts'ingtao from Germany, 

November 7· 
Wedding of Dr. and Mme. Sun Yat-sen, November 25. 
Japanese presented to Yuan Shih-kai the Twenty-one Demands, 

January 18. . 
Japanese Ult_imatum to China, May 7· 
Yuan Shih-kai accepted treaties based on the Twenty-one Demands, 

May 9· 
Russo-Chinese Convention re 'Outer Mongolia' signed; the Living 

Rnddha rPnonnc.P.d his imnPrial title and received nomination 
fr~m the -Chinese Gover~ent, June. 

Yuan Shih-kai declared himself Emperor; General Ts'ai 0 declared 
the independence of Yunan Province, December 25. Troops 
were sent to fight Yuan. 

Yuan Shih-kai renounced his imperial position, March 22. 
Yua~- Sh_ih"kai died, J up.e 6. Li Yuan-hung, the Vice-President, 

succeeded him as President. 



1917. The American Government invited China to break relations with 
Germany, February 2. 

1917. China agreed to the American proposal, February 9· 
I9I 7· Secret Agreement between Japan and Britain concerning Shantung, 

February I6. 
I917. Secret Agreement between Japan and France re Shantung, 

March I. • 
I 9 I 7. Secret Agreement between Japan and Russia re Shantung, March 5· 
I9I7· China broke off relations with Germany, March 14. 
1917. Li Yiian-hung, President of the Republic, forced by the military 

leaders to dissolve Parliament, June. · 
I9I7. China declared war on Germany, August I4, 
I9I7· Dr. Sun Yat-sen elected by the Extraordina!Y Parliament in 
-- -cantoil'asC.:in-C.oftlieCliineseNavy ani:CArmy, ani:ldeclared 

liis wis~ P.!9@.f)lie COriStitutional'Law. . -
I917. The military leaders broke into two groups under Tuan Ch'i-ju 

and Wu P'ei-fu: Anfu and Chihli schools. 
I 9 I 8. Tuan Ch'i-ju became Prime Minister of Peking Government, March. 
1918. Red Russian troops invaded Outer Mongolia, May. 
191~. Secret Agreement between Peking Government and Japan re 

Shantung signed, September 24-28. 
I918. Tuan Ch'i-ju resigned his post as Prime Minister. Hsii Shih

/ ch'ang became President of China, October. 
1919: Peace negotiated in Shanghai between the Canton Revolutionary 

and Peking Governments, February. · 
I9_!.9~Gr.~a~Dep~nst~ation o(_stp?ents in Pekii]g,,.HlQ'_4: .•. 
rgr9::-Chinese·Delegatwn to Peace Comerence i:leclmei:l-to s1gn the Treaty 

of Versailles, June 28. 
1919. Chinese Delegation signed only the Austrian Pact (part of the 

Treaty of Versailles), September. 
I919. Reorganisation of Kuomintang, October IO. 
1919. Denunciation of Russo-Chinese Convention concerning 'Outer~ 

Mongolia,' November. 
1920. China formally 'accepted as a member of the League of Nations, 

June. 
1920. Forces ofTuan Ch'i-ju utterly defeated by those ofWu P'ei-fu, July. 
1920. Soviet Russia declared to China her willingness to give up all the 

extraordinary rights acquired from China by the Tsar's Govern
ment through unequal treaties, November. 

1921./ Dalai sent an envoy to Peking to express his loyalty, January. 
I921. Mongolian bandits and White Russians captured Urga, February. • 
1921. Dr. Sun Yat-sen was elected President of the Republic by the Extra-

~iiii'fY:Parlia!Jl~n.!M.seml:i!Y.:'in~Cflnton,r¥~Y 5·_ 
I921. Mongolian lords in Outer Mongolia expressed their loyalty to the 

Republic, September. , 
192 I. Washington Conference for the settlement of Pacific affairs opened, 

Noveml:ier. 
I92I. LiangSRih"":i-('the Mammon') became Pri~e Minister of the war

lords' regime in Peking. 
1922. Nine-Power Treaty relating to territorial integrity and indepen

dence of China, and resumption of the 'Open Door' policy 
in China. Washington Conference concluded, February 6. 

I922. War broke out between the military leaders Wu P'ei-fu and Chang 
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Tso-lin, heads of Chihli and Fengt'ien war-lords; the latter 
defeated, May. 

1922. Dr. Sun Yat-sen's Northern Expeditionary Army entered Kiangsi 
province, May 6. 

I922. Ch'en Chiing-ming, Dr. Sun's general, revolted in Canton and the 
Northern Expeditionary Army was recalled to engage the rebels, 
June. 

I923. Ts'ao K'un, supported by Wu P'ei-fu, succeeded in the presi
dential election in Peking, October. 

I923. Communist Party members were accepted by Kuomintang. 
I ~24. First Plenary Session of Kuomiritang representatives opened in 

Canton; co-ordination with the Communist Party recognised, 
January. 

I924. Soviet Russia recognised by China; Russo-Chinese Treaty signed, 
May 3I. 

19_24. Huang-p'u (Whampoa) Military School established in (Janton, 
- May.· -
1924. Sec-ond major war broke out between Wu P'ei-fu and Chang 

Tso-lin. This time Wu crushed, September. 
I924. Ts'ao Kun resigned, October 25. 
1925:_ Dr. Su~ yat-sen_qied at Pe~ing, March 12.: 

-..f 1g25. The Bnt1sh ana Japanese m the International Settlement of 
-,~. Shanghai shot and killed many Chinese civilians (May 30), 

', which led- to the boycott of British goods. 
I925. Chinese National Government inaugurated in Canton, with Wang 

Ching-wei as chairman of the Government, June I. 
1925. British and Portuguese shot and killed many Chinese civilians in 

Shachi, Canton, June 23. 
1925. Wu P'ei-fu in alliance with another war-lord, Sun Ch'uan-fang, 

crushed Chang Tso-lin's influence in the Yangtzu provinces, 
October ro. 

1926. Chiang Kai-shek became Commander-in-Chief of the Northern 
- -Expeditionary Army, July 9· - -- -

1926. Feng Yii-hsiang registered as a mel!lber o~ Kuomintang. . 
I926. Great victory of the Northern Expeditionary Forces leads to the 

capture of Wuch'ang in the Upper Yangtzu valley, October 10. 

T'ang Sheng-chih with his troops assigned the responsibility of 
clearing out the remnants of the enemy in this district. 

1927. Revolutionary forces occupied British Concession at Hankow 
after a clash between British bluejackets and Chinese civilians, 

.. January 26. 
1927. Northern Expeditionary Forces captured the city of Shanghai, 

March 20. 
1927. Northern Expeditionary Forces took Nanking, March 24. Clash 

between Chinese soldiers and foreigners. Nanking bombarded 
by British and American wahhips. 

1927. Soviet Bank at Peking adjoining Russian Embassy raided by Chinese 
police; important documents seized, April 6. 

19:<:7 .. United States, Great Britain, France, Italy, and Japan sent identical 
notes of protest concerning Nanking incident, April I I. 

1927. Great purge of Communists by Kuomintang, led by General 
Chiang Kai-shek, April I 2. 

1927. Yen Hsi-shanjoined Kuomintang; elected member of the National 



I927. 
I927· 

I928. 

I928. 

I928. 

I928. 
I928. 

I928. 
I928. 

I929. 

I930. 
I930. 

I930. 
I93I. 

I93I. 
I93I. 
I93I. 

I93I. 

1931. 

I93I. 

Government and appointed Commander-in-Chief of Northern 
Revolutionary Army, June 6. 

Communist Party and part of Kuomintang members under Wang 
Ching-wei broke off relations with Nanking Government under 
Chiang Kai-shek, and organised the Wuhan Government. 
T'ang Sheng-chih, in their support, began his Eastern Expedition 
against Nanking, July I. 

The Central Government troops, having defeated the Communist~, 
occupied the triple-cities of Wuhan, November I I, 

Uprising of labourers at Canton, December II. 
Kuomintang withdrew its recognition of the Government of 

Soviet Russia, December I5· 
Chiang Kai-shek resumed his post as Commander-in-Chief of the 

Northern Expeditionary Forces, January 9· 
General offensive against the war-lords taken by the Northern 

Expeditionary Forces, April9. 
Japanese openly gave military assistance to the retreating war

lords by the occupation of Tsinan (Chinan). Chinese civilians 
massacred, May 3· A Ku01nintang deputy and twenty of his 
assistants tortured to death by the Japanese soldiers. . 

Japan warned China no 'disorders' will be permitted 'in Manchuria,' 
May I8. 

Chang Tso-lin retreated from Peking to his Manchurian home 
and was killed· on the way by an explosion laid by the Japanese 
at the Huang-ku T'un Station, June 4· · 

Yyn Hsi:shan's forces marched into Peking, June 8. 
Japan warned General Chang Hsiieh-liang 'not to raise the 

Kuomintang flag in Manchuria,' August 10. 
The Central Bank established in Shangliai, November 17. 
Chang Hsiieh-liang cabled the Central Government expressing 
· his loyalty and was elected a member of the Governfllent, Decem

ber 29. 
plash between Chinese and Japanese police at Tehling, September 

23. 
W eihaiwei returned to China by the British Government, October I.· 
Wang Ching-wei, Yen Hsi-shan, and Feng Yii-hsiang set up a 

government in Peking (Peiping) against the Central Government 
in Nanking, February; fighting continued from May to September. 

Communist forces raided Ch'angsha, capital of Hunan province. 
Riots in Kirin and Korea over the release of Wanpaoshan on the 

borders of China and Korea, April-August. 
Li Tsung-jen set up a rival government in Kuangsi, May 28. 
The National Conference on Aviation met at Nanking, April 20. 
The People's Constitutional Convention assembled at Nanking, 

May 5· Provisional Constitution adopted, May I2. 
Floods in the Yangtzu, Yellow, and Huai River valleys brought 

disaster to sixteen provinces; forty million people affected. 
July-August. 

Japanese garrisons on Chinese territory along the Southern Man
churia Railway launched a surprise, attack against Mukden 
and took the city at midnight, September I8. .. . 

Eighteen .Chinese towns and mining cities seized by Japan without 
a declaration of war, S:ptember I9. 



I932· 

I932· 

1932· 

1932. 

1932-

1932· 

1933· 

I933· 

l933· 

1933· 
1934· 

1934· 

1935· 
1935· 
•1935· 

1935· 
1935· 

1935· 

I935· 

League Council urged Japan and China to refrain from acts that 
might aggravate the situation, September 22. On the same 
day the Japanese seized the important town of Liaoyang. 

General Ma Chan-Shan and troops were withdrawn from Heilung
kiang (Heilungchiang), which fell into Japanese hands, December. 

One hundred thousand Chinese troops under the command of 
Jung Chen withdrawn from Chinchou. Japanese completed 
occupation of Manchurian provinces, January 3· 

Mr. Stimson, American Secretary of Foreign Affairs, sent a note to 
·Japan_ stating that the Alllerican Government would not recog
nise any de facto situation, January 7· 

The Commission oflnquiry of the League of Nations to Manchuria, 
headed by Lord Lytton, formed, January 7· 

The signatories to the Nine-Power Treaty of I922 decided to stand 
up for the territorial and politicalinviolability of China,J anuary 7. 

Japan, without declaration of war, attacked the Chinese garrisons 
in Shanghai, January 28. 

Shanghai Chinese garrisons were withdrawn to new positions, 
March 3· 

P'u Yi installed as Emperor of the puppet Manchukuo Government 
by the Japanese, March 9· 

Assembly of League of Nations agreed upon a three-point proposal 
for the settlement of the Sino-Japanese affair, March 10. 

Japan attacked Jehol province, July. 
The Japanese seized Shanhaikuan ('Mountain and Sea Pass'), 

January 3· 
T'ang Yii-lin, Governor of Jehol, withdrew from the capital, 

Ch'eng-teh, March. 
Japan attacked Hopei province from the Great Wall, and met with 

resistance from the Chinese twenty-ninth army, March-April. 
Japanese completed occupation of districts east of the Luan 

River in Hopei province, April I9. 
Armistice Pact with Japan signed in T'angku, May go. 
The Japanese-sponsored Mongolian Local Automatic Political 

Committee set up, April 23. 
Japanese Government declared her policy in China, st~ted her 

objection to foreign assistance in China, and announced a 
'China Monroism policy,' April 23. 

Japanese action in Mongolia, January 30. 
Doihara visits Kuangtung province, April. 
Japanese commander of Northern China Garrison sent demands 

to Nanking, including the resignation of Yii Hsiieh-chung, 
chairman of Hopei Provincial Government, and removal of the 
Government from T'ientsin to Paoting, May 9· 

Japanese forces occupied Northern Chahar province, July. 
Communist Party surrendered to Kuomintang, urging co-operation 

to check the Japanese aggression, July. 
Chinese Soviet Government and the Communist Ccut1·al Committee 

issued a declaration to. the people of China, urging union to 
check the Japan esc menace, August I. 

Guerrilla leaders fighting in Manchuria responded to the Commun
ists' suggestion, giving full support, October II. 

Nanking tendency for co-operation with Japan soon after Wang 



Ching-wei's return to the Government was shown by the prepara-
tion to send an economic mission to Japan, August. · 

1935· Discussion between China and Japan over the Hirota Three Prin
ciples; no conclusion reached, August. 

1935· Chinese Government announced the abandonment of silver bases 
of currency, and put into effect a sy~tem of controlled currency, 
November 4· Sharp Japanese protest, November 9· 

1935. Wang Ching-wei, challenged by a patriot for treachery, was shot 
at and received three bullet wounds, November. . . 

1935· Great .demonstrations of Chinese students in Peking, protesting 
against autonomy of five Northern provinces, planned by Japan
ese agents and General Sung Cheh-yiian's deputy;· clashes 
between students and police, December 9 and 18. 

1935. Hopei-Chahar Political Committee set up, Sung Cheh-yiian 
being appointed chairman withjapaneseapproval, December 18. 

1935. Yin Jii-keng installed head of the puppet Eastern Hopei Govern
ment by Japanese agents, December. 

1936. Five-year Plan by Chinese Government for additional construc
tion of 5,300 miles of railway after 1936. 

1936. Suiyiian Mongolian Political Committee established as isolated 
from the Japanese-controlled Peilingmiao Mongolian Political 
Committee, February 13. · 

1936. Prince Teh, superintended by Japanese agents, established the 
Mongolian Military Government in Chiapussii .of Chahar 
Province, May 12. 

1936. japanese reinforcements poured into Hopei, May. 
1936. •Liangkuang 'rebellion' starts, june 8. 
1936. The forces under Prince Teh and Wang Ying, a bandit, in co

operation with Japan, attacked the eastern borders of Suiyiian 
and were repulsed, June-August. 

1936. Japanese reconnaissance machine flies over Chinese posts in 
Suiyi.ian; great enemy forces concentrated in Shangtu, Chahar 
province, November. . 

1936. General offensive against Chinese forces launched by Prince 
Teh's forces, November 13. . · 

1936. Japanese-sponsored offensive against HungkMrt'u of Suiyiian 
province routed, November 15. , 

1936. Chinese forces entered Peilingmiao (November 24), leading to the 
mopping up of Japanese influence in Suiyiian. • . 

1936. German-Japanese Anti-Comintern Agreement signed in Berlin 
by Japanese Ambassador Courlt Muskakoji and Von Ribbentrop, 
German Ambassador. to London, November 25. 

1936. Siap._.Incident. ·General.Chiang.Kai-shek was kidnapped by Chang 
.,. -=c Hs.ileh":.liang's-cariny,.which urged a war with Japan, December, 

16. . 
1936. General Chiang Kai-shek was released and flew to Nanking, 

December 26. · 
1937. Lukouch'iao· Incident. japanese forces attacked Chinese forces 

1iitlie su'bU'rbSOftlletown ofWanp'ing, Hopei ~rovince, ]~_7• 
1937· American Secreta!}': of State, Mr .. (Jordell.g~!,._!!!sued a general 

_,..statement ofprincij)1esabouCinternational affairs, July 26. 
1937. The bogus Peiping (Peking) Safety Preservation Committee set 

up under Japanese sponsorship, July 7· 



1937. The bogus T'ientsin Safety Preservation Committee set up under 
Japanese sponsorship, August 30. 

1 93 7. Kalgan fell, _ Augt!!~t _5. 
1937; Shanghai War started; August 13. 
1937. The British Ambassador to China, Sir Hughe Montgomery 

Knatchbull-Hugesson, machine-gunned by Japanese plane on 
the way from Nanking to Shanghai, August 26. 

1937. Tat'ung fell, September 13. 
1937· Paoting and Ch'angchou fell, September 24. 
19'g7;- The Ad'(iSory ~mmittee of the League of Nations condemned the 

Japanese bombing of defenceless Chinese towns, September 28. 
1937. President Roosevelt of the U.S.A. in a Chicago speech strongly 

condemned the aggressor nations, October 5· 
1937. The American State Department accused Japan of violating the 

~ellogg R~~t and t~e Nine-~ow:e! _':[re!lty, Octo be! 6. 
1937. The League of Nauons adopted a resolution upholding the 

American attitude, October 6. 
l937· Shihchaichuang fell, October 12. 
1937· T'aiyuan fell, November g. 
1937. The Eighth"Route Army defeated the Japanese in P'inghsing 

Pass, September 25. 
1937; Shanghai city fell, November II. 
1937. Wuhu fell, December 10; 

/
f937· Nanking fell~ December 13. 
1937. Wang K'~-min, employe<:rby Japanese agents, set up a bogus 

government in Peking, December 14. 
1937. Chinese troops began to destroy textile mills and other Japanese 

property, valued at 25o,ooo,oooyens, in Ts'ingtao, December 18. 
1937. Tsinan fell, December 27. 
1937. Hangchou fell, December 24. 
i937. Autonom6iis-'Mongol-State headed by Prince Yun established, 

October. 
1937. The U.S. gunboat 'Panay' and a Standard Oil tanker were sunk 

by Japanese bombs in the Yangtzii River. Three Americans 
killed. December 12. 

1937. The British warships 'Ladybird' and 'Bee' were shelled by Japanese 
shore batteries at Wuhu, December 12. 

1938. Chinese victory at Lini, Shantung province, March 4· 
1938. Chinese smashing victory at T'aierchuang, Shantung province, 

April. 
1938. Hsuchou fell, May 19. 
1938. The League of Nations. authorised its member states to apply 

sanctions against Japan as aggressor in the Far East War, 
September 30. 

1938. The American Government presented three requests to Japan. 
Japan answered vaguely, October 6. 

1 938. A Chinese mail plane was shot down by Japane-se fighter-s near 
Hong-Kong, August 24-

1938. Japanese landed at Bias Bay, October 12. 
1938. Canto~. fell1 O~tober 25. 
tggR Chineseforces""'Witlicl'rew from Hankow, October 25. 
IggB;--c;'eiieraTCfiiiing'K'id-shek proclaimed that ffgntirig was to go on, 

November z. 



1938.// Arita,_j!!p_anes_e for£ign_MiniS1(!!,_ rejected the request for the 
, .. opeiiingofthe YangtzifRiverbytheBritish,American, and French 

- / ' Governments, November 14. 
/i 938. Prince Konoi,J_apanese ~!Cmier, declared.hi:; principles, .December 

.' 28. • . 
/~938:.... 'Waiig"Ching-wc;i lef~ Ch~ngkin'- s:t)!l!:Y.-..2Y.,..,~>,.J~ne~ecember. 

1938. Great Cfiinese vxcton<:t"in Thffiortli; astHopex guerrJias pene
trated into most of the districts and attacked the T'ientsin
Mukden Railway. 

1939· Japanese landed at Hainan Island, February 10. _ 
1939· _ Nanch'ang fell, March 27. -
fg3g:-cliinese general offensive, to consolidate their positions. More 

than 70 towns retaken, April. 
1939· japanese offensive in Upper Yangtzu against Hsiangyang 'districts 

routed, May. 
1939· More than 16 Japanese divisions in the north of Lunghai Railway 

attacked Chinese in East Hopei. Japanese lost 7,ooo men. 
July. 

1939. Seven Japanese divisions, in an attempt to occupy the plateau 
/ of East Hopei and secure the north bank of the Yell~w River, 

were driven back by Chinese Central Army, July. 
1939· Japanese advanced towards Ch'angsha and suffered a smashing 

defeat;-~'Htenih'ef=OCi015er. 
1939· Japanese invaded Pekhoi, November 15. 
1939. · Nanning fell, December. 
1940. American-Japanese treaty abrogated, February 3· 
1940. Chinese couater-offensive in Nanning section; K'unlun Pass 

retaken; Japanese garrison smashed. February. 
1940. Japanese made serious demands on Portuguese authorities at 

Macao, including the evacuation of Lappa and Wantsai islands; 
armed Japanese penetrate into the town of Macao, March 30. 

1940./The British Ambassador to Tokyo made a speech which caused 
/ / a bitter impression among the Americans, who feared a 'Far 
· East Munich,' March 30. 

I~4~\.Y<:~g-2fi_~g~":'~nstalled _bY,,J,!.e_a~e ar_ my as head of t~e p~w€ 
bogus Nankmg Government, Mardi 30. . 

1940. Mr-:""'Coroe-ll-HUJ.l;""D:S.~ecretary~r'State, condemned Wang 
C!,1i_~i'S""''rganisa£i9_n J.n -~~nkii%"Marcli 3()· • 

1940. The Japanese-sponsorea Nortli China Autonomous Government, 
-rfie"Peiaii'g'"ProviSi.Oiial-Governmen1;"'ana---me~tlogus Nanking 

Rclormei:l-Government aiSSolved:"' -TheJ apanese-controlled 
'Central~Government of'Cniila''J'ormed in Nanking. April 6. 

1940. British-Japanese talks resumed. Sir Robert Craigie spoke on 

194<,?· 
1940· 

'1940· 

improved Anglo-japanese relations, April 6. 
Chinese army recaptured Nanning, April 6. 
xso,ooo Japanese troops routed at Tsaoyang, May. ' 
Anglo-japanese agreement on Burma Road. The Road was 

clOsea:-JillY'27; - . ' 
1940. Yoii'a'i'sCal:iinet of]apan resign~d, succeeded by Prince Konoi's 

Government, July 27. _ 
1940. Japanese troops began to evacuate Kuangsi, November 16. 
1940. Japanese-U.S.A. agreement reached ·on Shanghai International 



1g40· 
lg40. 
Ig4o. 

lg40· 

Ig4I· 

tg41· 

Ig41· 
Ig41· 

Ig4I. 

lg41. 

Ig41· 
lg4I. 
lg41· 
1941. 

lg41· 

lg41, 
lg41• 

lg4I. 

Ig41· 
Ig41· 
lg4I. 

lg4I· 

Ig4I· 

Ig4I· 
lg4I. 
1941· 
lg4I. 

lg41· 
Ig4I· 
lg41· 

Settlement. French Courts in Shanghai handed over to the 
Japanese-controlled Nanking Government. Japanese-Nanking 
agreement signed, November 16. -

Burma Road reopened by the British Government, November 16. 
Japanese-Dutch East Indies oil agreement signed, November 30. 
British Government announced £s,ooo,ooo loan to China, 

December 10. 
By the end of the year about 1, 700 Chinese Societies of Industrial 

Co-operation produced about £7,20o,ooo of agricultural goods. 
Conditions were rapidly improving. 

Soviet-Chinese Barter agreement reached: Soviet to buy £ 1 ,soo,ooo 
of Chinese tea, wool, and mineral products, January 13. 

Japanese launched offensive in the Han River area; repulsed, 
January 18. 

Laughem Currie, President Roosevelt's Administrative Assistant, 
sent at the head of a mission to Chungking, February 7· 

Chinese military success at Honan, April tg. 
Chinese troops repulsed Japanese offensive in the Yangtzu valley, 

April 1g. 
Chinese fourth army disbanded by order of the Central Govern

ment, April tg. 
Japanese started a 'five-year plan' for exploiting coal and agricultural 

products in North China, April Ig. 
Japanese-Russian Pact concluded, April 26. 
American £so,ooo,ooo loan to China announced, April 26. 
British £5,ooo,ooo loan to China announced, May 10. 
Dr. John E. Baker appointed to take charge of the despatch of 

American traffic along the Burma Road to China, June 20. 
Owen Lattimore appointed as special political adviser to the Chinese 

Government in Chungking, on the recommendation of President 
Roosevelt, June 28. 

Chinese-Burmese frontier agreement concluded, June 28. 
China withdrew her diplomatic representatives from Berlin and 

Rome,July 5· 
The Axis countries recognised the puppet Nanking Government, 

July 5· 
A Chinese Mission to Malaya arrived, July 5· 
Japanese troops launched Yellow River offensive, July 12. 
Mr. Cordell Hull issued a statement renouncing extraterritorial 

rights in China, July 12. ' 
The Chinese Government announced a three-year economic 

plan, July 12. 
Japan-Indo-China agreement concluded on Japanese occupation 

of Indo-China, July 26. 
Britain froze Japanese assets, July 26. 
U.S.A. froze Japanese assets, August g. 
Dutch East Indies froze Japanese assets, August g. 
Mongol-Manchu frontier delimited by .the Japanese-Soviet Lega-

tion~, AtJgnst ~3~ 
Prince Konoi sent a letter to President Roosevelt, August 30. 
China accepted Atlantic Charter, August 25. 
China broke off diplomatic relations with Germany and Italy, 

October 11. 



/1941. Japa11ese big defe~t }n Ch'angsJ!a,_Qctober_II. 
19.41: Chinese victory_in Icli'ang area, October 11. 
1941. 'BritisllmiSsion, h"Caded-by-'Sir-6tto Niemeyer of the T.reasury, 

, arrived in China, October II. 
1941: General Magruder, American adviser, arrived in Chungking, 

' October 12. -
I-941._J,.t.:_G_enera! 1ojo~became_Japanese Prime Minister,. Q_i:!ober _25. 
xgfi. Kuru5u, tlie JapaJ:tese-'expert,' arrivea iO'America,':Novembef'Qs: 
1941. Japanese attacked the.American Pacific bases, December 7· 
J941. United Kingdom and U.S.A. at war with Japan, December 8. 

/1941. CHINA DECLARED WAR ON JAPAN, GERMANY, AND ITALY, AND BECAME 

~~~::~~: ~~MBE~ o;.--c~~~L-LIED NATIONS IN TH~ W_<)RLD W~, } 
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